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INTRODUCTION

' The stone which the builders rejected has become the chief

corner-stone.' A feehng similar to that of the Psalmist takes

hold of one who explores the remarkable literary finds brought

to light from the obscurity of the Cairo Genizah. Documents

and letters, poems and compositions in Hebrew and Arabic,

which the contemporaries preserved for some time after perusal

and then regarded as useless, assigning them to the lumber-room

of a synagogue only out of sheer piety, become now the founda-

tion upon which the history of the Jews in Egypt and in Palestine,

from 950 C.E. and onwards, is to be based. The attempt is made

here to reconstruct the life of these Jewries from the beginning

of the Fatimid reign in Egypt (969 C.E.) till about the time

of Maimonides, who died at the end of the year 1204 c.E.

A large number of Genizah fragments, still unpublished, form

the basis of this work.

No claim is put forward of having exhausted all the

available material. As with the nation of Israel, so with its

literature
—

' scattered and separated among the peoples '. Thus

it came about that the Genizah MSS. found their way into

numerous libraries, public and private, on both hemispheres.

Even those Genizah Collections to which I jiave had access

—

and they were the most important—could not be completely

explored. The task of examining the many thousands of frag-

ments and extracting all the historical data they contain, requires

many years of labour, and cannot be undertaken by one person.

But how appropriate is the saying of the Rabbis :
' The work is

not for thee alone to finish ; but thou art not free to desist from

it.' My chief aim was to produce a skeleton of the contemporary

history of the Egyptian and the Palestinian Jewries. Persons

and events had to be brought into chronological order and
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sequence. It is my sincere hope that, as more of the Genizah

fragments see the light of publication, the skeleton presented

here will likewise clothe itself in flesh and blood and approach

the stage of completion.

By the nature of our task, a great deal of spade-work was

necessary as we proceeded from period to period. Where so

much was hitherto unknown, details had to be discussed at

length, data already known put into their proper setting and

many errors, hitherto maintained, rectified. Contemporary

Egyptian history had of course to be drawn upon in order to

elucidate what the new material gave us. It was found ad-

visable to arrange the new fragments and other data in

appendices^ to the chapters in order to presei-ve in the latter

a more or less coherent narrative. Yet even this device did

not always make it possible to keep up the proper sequence

of events. Here and there it was necessary to anticipate what

was to be considered later on or to make up for arrears.

The first five chapters incorporate all the new material at

our disposal. The last chapter deals with the communal

organization of the Jewries in Egypt and in Palestine, sum-

marizing, and also supplementing what was to be learned from

the preceding investigations.

Four Genizah Collections in this country supplied the new

material given here. The most fruitful was the famous Taylor-

Schechter Collection at the Cambridge University Library. My
deep gratitude is due, and hereby tendered, to the staff of the

Library for the facilities very kindly granted to me when

examining the Genizah fragments. Of considerable importance

was the collection of Elkan N. Adler, Esq., M.A., London.

This well-known scholar has placed me under great obligation

for his ready permission to use his valuable MSS. My best

thanks are finally due to the staffs of the British Museum and

of the Bodleian Library for many courtesies shown to me in

the course of my work.

» They are cited in the following pages as Appendix A. = A. A. (to Ch. I)

;

Appendix B. = A. B. (to Chaps. II and III) ; Appendix C. = A. C. (to Ch. IV)

;

Appendix D. = A. D. (to Ch. V).
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The fragments are cited in the following pages as T.-S. =
Taylor-Schechter Collection, Cambridge ; MS. Adler= Collection

of Mr. E. N. Adler; Oxford MS. Heb. = Hebrew MSS. at

the Bodleian, Oxford ; Bodl. = Neubauer-Cowley, Catalogue of

Hebrew MSS. at the Bodleian, vols. I and II ; Or. = Oriental

MSS. at the British Museum, London.

A work of this kind, with no special appeal to the reading

public at large, is not eagerly sought after by publishers, when

the cost of production has increased by leaps and bounds. It

was found necessary to divide the work, and publish first the

results. The Genizah material, as arranged in the Appendices,

forming the basis of the whole treatise, though ready for the

press, had to be kept over for a second volume, which, it is to

be hoped, will appear in the near future. A full Index will then

be added.

It is my pleasant duty to express my heartfelt thanks to

Robert Mond, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.E., who helped this volume

to see the light of publication.

My gratitude to the Very Rev. the Chief Rabbi, who took

a keen interest in my work while in the course of preparation,

is expressed in the Dedication that precedes these lines.

J. M.

London, July, 1919.
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CHAPTER I

From the Conquest of Egypt by Jauhar (969 c. e.) to the

end of al-Hakinis reign (102 1 c. e.).

(i) The history of the Jews in Egypt since the Arab con-

quest (639-41) till Jauhar's entry into Fustat at the head

of the Fatimid army (969) is almost entirely shrouded in

obscurity. The earliest reference to the Jews in Fustat, so far

known, is a document of the year 750 c. E.^ But very little

indeed do we know of the life of the important Egyptian Jewry
during more than three centuries. The vicissitudes of the

country during this period are concisely arrated by Lane-Poole

in his ^History of Egypt in the Middle Ages^ The Jews no

doubt were treated in the same manner as the other non-Muslim

inhabitants, the people of the tribute {ahl al-dhimmd) . Only

a few stray details concerning the Jews can be gathered. When
Alexandria surrendered to 'Amr ibn al-'Asi in 641, one of the

conditions of the capitulation was that the Jews (who doubtless

helped to furnish the tribute-money) should be allowed to remain

in the city. Their number is reported to have been 40,000,

while 70,000 fled before the occupation.^ The Jews in Egypt

used to be distinguished in this period by a different dress.

This is evident from the following story which we read in the

History of the Patriarchs of the Coptic Church of Alexandria (in

GrafiSn-Nau, Patrologia Orienialis,'V, 1910, 15-16). Samad, the

governor of a castle at Alexandria, summoned John, Patriarch in

677-86 C. E., ' before him and threatened him with many threats,

and brought him the garments of a Jew, and swore that if he

would not pay the sum of money that he had first required of

1 See/. Q. R., XVII, 436-30 ; cp. N. S., VII, 477.
''

' Second edition, 1914, pp. 1-91, to be cited here as L.-P.

' L.-P. 11; Wustenfeld, Die Statthalter voii Agypien eur Zeit der Chalifeit, p. 1

1

(in Abhandlungen der Konigl, Gesellschaft der Wissenscha/ten zu Gotiingen, vol. 20).
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him, he would clothe him with those garments and defile his face

with ashes and lead him round the whole city '.
' Some Jews

started a litigation against Ibn Hujairah (a judge who held office

about 716 C. E.) before 'Omar b. 'Abd 'l-'Aziz and claimed that

he had taken money from them.'^ When the Byzantines landed

at Damietta (May 22, 853) they slew a large number of Muslims

in the town, while the women and children and the protected

people (i. e. Jews and Christians) were carried into captivity.^

We have to pass on to the reign of Ahmad ibn Tulun (868-84)

to glean some further information about the Egyptian Jews.

Mas'udi reports of a religious disputation held in the presence

of this ruler between his Jewish physician and a Copt, a

Jacobite Christian.^ The Patriarch of the Copts, Michael, had

to sell to the Jews a church in Fustat in order to pay the sum
demanded from him by Ibn Tulun, as we read in the Churches

and Monasteries of Egypt (attributed to Abu Salih, translated by
Evetts in Anecdota Oxoniensia, Semitic Series, VII, 1895, p. 136).

' At the upper end of this ground there is a cemetery of the Jews
and Samaritans, and when they come near the Christian cemetery

they see the sign of the Cross, and then they return to that

part of the ground which Anba Michael, the 56th patriarch, sold

to the Jews, at the time when Ahmad ibn Tfllun extorted money
from him. This patriarch also sold a church to the Jews in the

Kasr ash-Shama', besides the property of the churches at

Alexandria, and the herds of camels of the monks of the

monastery of Saint Macarius.' The church was subsequently

converted into a synagogue (note 3). Cp. also Wustenfeld,

Macrizi's Geschichte der Copten, 6. When he began building

the Square in the capital (in about 870) he commanded the

Jewish and the Christian cemeteries to be destroyed. Before

his death, when his illness was growing worse, the people were

ordered to pray for him, Jews and Christians were also present,

but they were separated from the Muslims.*

(2) Almost next to nothing is known of the spiritual con-

dition of the Egyptian Jewry. We only hear of the famous

1 Al-Kindi in his Governors andJudges ofEgypt (cited in J. Q, R., N. S., VI, 436).
^ Ibid., I.e. (cited in Byzaniinische Zeilschrifi, XXII, 390-91).

' This passage from Mas'udi's Les Prairies d'or is cited by Steinschneider in

H. B., IX, 26-28 ; see also Z.D.M. G., XLII, 597-98.
* Ibid, (in /. Q. /?., N. S., /. c).
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Mashallah (770-830), one of the first and most important Arab
astrologers, who was probably an Egyptian.' But it can be

gathered that towards the end of the ninth century the study of

Hebrew and Jewish literature was well cultivated in Egypt.

Sa'adya was already a scholar of renown when he left Fayyum
for Babylon. He must have had favourable opportunities in his

native country for obtaining comprehensive as well as profound

Jewish knowledge. Another prominent countryman was the

celebrated court physician Isaac Israeli in Kairowan.^ Egyptian

Jewry no doubt received spiritual guidance from the Babylonian

Geonim and their academies, though it cannot be ascertained to

what extent (see J. Q. R., N. S., VII, 477 ff.). On the other hand,

the Babylonian schools in their turn obtained a good deal of

material support, especially from the numerous Babylonian

co-religionists that resided in Egypt. Already in the document

of 750, referred to above, we find a Bagdad Jew at the head of

the Fustat community.^ A letter from the Pumbedita Gaon,

Nehemiah (961-68), to this congregation has recently been edited

by me {jf. Q. R., N. S., VIII, 343 ff.). This is nearly all we know
of Jewish-Egyptian affairs up to the occupation of the country

by the Fatimids.*

By reason of close proximity Palestine had of yore close con-

nexions with the rich land of the Nile. During the Arab dominion

' See Steinschneider, Arab. Literatur der Juden, § i8.

2 Ibid., § 28.

' Though this Bagdad cannot be that of al-Mansur, founded in 761 c. e. ; see

y.e./f., N.S.,VII,465.

* A number of Hebrew Papyri fragments from Egypt, dating from about 400 c. e.

and onwards, have hitherto been published by Dr. Cowley, Journal of Egyptian

Archaeology, II, 1915, 209-13; /. Q.R., XVI, 1-8; Steinschneider, Zeitschrift fur

aegypt. Sprache, 1879, 93-6 ; Magazin, VI, 250-54 ; Kauffmann and Muller,

Mitteilungen Papyrus Ereherzog Rainer, I, 38-44. But they yield very little

material of historical interest. A papyrus in the first-mentioned publication

(p. 210) begins : Dn!f]D3B' HDWH ''33 (2) DDinK I»1]nDMn ''B'Nl p (i)

bT\\>r\ (5) . . . b]^i norn »jpr^i (4) . . . nojjan k-n-i na^JK (3) i^m^

, . . K'npn. If the reading [1^S]D3t5' (1. a) be correct, the fragment would date

from the Muhammedan period when Misr (DnSD) was the usual name for Fustat.

But another place beginning with D can be meant here. Another fragment

(I. c. 212 b), no doubt from the pre-Muhammedan (i. e. Byzantine) period begins,

ni . . . (a) . . . nD33]n •'B-xn^ Dixnp . . . (2) . . . pns]» p nwds |d . . . (i)

« . . ptStiDllSPI . Dr. Cowley remarks that pDtDDIID = vpoaraTai is a new word

equivalent to Parnasim ; N'CIK = N'VBnX.
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they became the more so after Ibn Tulun, the powerful viceroy

of Egypt, occupied Syria in 878. Since then this province,

which included Palestine, became, with brief intermissions,

a dependency of Egypt.^ The Palestinian Jews had thus on

many occasions to appeal for help to their Egyptian brethren.

The latter were on the whole more numerous and prosperous,

wielding much influence. The seat of the government being in

Fustat, the Jewry of the Holy Land would bring their political

grievances to the notice of their influential co-religionists that

resided in the Egyptian capital, requesting them to intervene on

their behalf. Moreover, the Palestinian academy, which most

likely existed during the whole period, as will be shown farther

on, undoubtedly was a spiritual factor of some weight on the

Egyptian Jews.

(3) In 969 Jauhar conquered Egypt for his master, the Fatimid

Caliph al-Mo'izz. This dynasty reigned over the country for

two centuries (till the death of al-'AdId in 1171). The conquest

must have brought about a tremendous change for the Jews. If

the Ahima'as Chronicle is to be given full credence, they had

a powerful advocate at the court of al-Mo'izz. It was Paltiel

who organized the occupation of the country and who remained

the trusted Wezir of this ruler as well as of his son al-'AzIz.

Moreover, if the identification of Paltiel with Jauhar be correct,

the Jews must have reaped great advantages from the change of

rule in Egypt.^ But it is remarkable that so far nothing has

been found in the Genizah MSS. which could shed light on the

important and romantic personality of Paltiel.

The highly-placed Jews in the state must have been a cause

of constant chagrin to fanatical Muslims. It is appropriate to

cite here an interesting passage from Kremer, Culturgeschichte

des Orients (I, 188; cp. H.B., XVII, 68-9), 'Some Muham-
medan lawyers permitted the employment of non-Muslims for

the post of a subordinate Wezlr. The Shi'ite dynasty of the

'Obeidites (the Fatimids), who ruled over Ifrikiyya and after-

wards over Egypt, acted upon this decision and allowed a Jew
to be Wezir. A contemporary poet in Egypt alludes to this in

the following verses, which testify to the keenness and enterprise

' L.-P. 158 ff. ; cp. pp. 66-7, 72-8, 82-9.

^ For the latest discussion of this problem see Marx, /. Q. R., N, S., I, 78-85.
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of the Jews :
" The Jews of our times reached the goal of their

desire and came to rule. Theirs is the dignity, theirs the money

!

Councillors of the state and princes are made from them.

O people of Egypt ! I give you advice : Become Jews, for

Heaven has become Jewish".'

(4) The renegade Jew, Jacob ibn Killis, a native of Bagdad,

occupied a very high position in the state. He accompanied in 943

his father to Ramlah, where he stayed for some time and became

a commercial agent. Unsuccessful in this capacity, he went to

Fustat, where the ruler Kafur noticed his abilities and retained

his services. After his conversion to Islam in 966 he became

a high official. But the exactions of his jealous superior, Ibn

Furat, forced him, after Kafur's death, to leave Egypt. He pro-

ceeded to al-Mo'izz in Ifrikiyya, where he joined the Jews at the

Caliph's court. Jacob brought the chaotic conditions prevailing

at that time in Egypt to the Caliph's notice, who was thus con-

firmed in his resolve to conquer the fertile country of the Nile.

Naturally his services were rewarded when al-Mo'izz attained the

aim of his life. In 973 the court was transferred from Kairowan

to Cairo, where the Caliph spent the last two years of his life.

Jacob ibn Killis shared with 'Asluj the land administration. The

next ruler, al-'Aziz, appointed him Wezir in 978-9. This position

Jacob occupied till his death in 991. He seems to have adopted

a friendly attitude towards his former co-religionists. It is even

said that he died a Jew and was only outwardly a Muslim. But

Muhammedan writers deny the assertion.^

A Christian source, which makes Jacob to have been already

the WezIr of al-Mo'izz, relates of frictions between him and the

Coptic Patriarch Abraham (Leroy, Histoire d!Abraham le Syrien,

patriarche copte d'Alexandrie, in Revue de VOrient Ckrdtien, 1909,

380 ff.). Al-Mo'izz is stated to have been much attached to this

Patriarch. The Caliph had a WezIr, Jacob ibn Khalis, who came

with him from the West and who embraced Islam. This WezIr

had a Jewish friend, Moses, who received large gifts from the

sovereign and became very wealthy through his friendship with

the chief minister of the state. This Moses envied the favour

' See Steinschneider, H. B., VIII, 118-22, 140-46, and Arab. Liter., § 60; De

Goeje, Z. D. M. G., LII, 77 ; L.-P. loi. See also Wiistenfeld, Die Stalthalter von

Agypten, IV, 51 (in Abhandlungen, Gottingen, vol. ai).
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shown by al-Mo'izz to the Patriarch. Once a religious dispute

took place between this Moses and a certain prelate Severus in

the presence of the Caliph, the WezTr, and the Patriarch. Severus,

who was the latter's mouthpiece, used insulting language about

the Jews in general and Moses in particular. Since then Jacob

ibn Killis bore enmity towards the Patriarch.

This Jewish friend of the Wezir is probably identical with

Musa b. al-Razzan (al-Afzar or Azar, probably corrupt from

El'azar), a famous doctor in the service of al-Mo'izz, who also

retained the services of Musa's sons Ishak and Isma'll. The
former's son, Jacob, also acted as physician to this ruler. Another

contemporary doctor was Abu Zakaraya b. Sada.^

The Samaritans also report that their sect were favourably

treated by al-Mo'izz. He appointed as governor of Ramlah a

certain Abii-'Abdallah from Bagdad, who honoured the Samari-

tans. This governor took into his service a certain Samaritan

ha-Takvi b. Isaac (styled by the people ' The Saviour ' VE'lDn).

Ha-Takvi's son, Abraham, seems to have also been a high state-

official in Ramlah.^

1 See Loeb, Magazin, VII, ioa-3 ; Steinschneider, Arab. Lit., § 55 ; Poznanski,

Mtschr., XLIX, 48-9, no, 10.

' This seems to be the substance of the rather confused account in the Chronique

Samaritaine (edited by Neubauer, Journal Asiatique, 6'*"°* s^rie, vol. 14, 1869,

p. 408). h'h^yi (i. c. Kafur) DTiE'bs jjixi QnsD B-m viao ono i>n vdu

}1t3DND 'ih iriNI OnVCl pK n^DI . . . (al-Mo'izz) IJID^'N KIHI njJD KHS V»V

UN nDtyi nap ni1^D \o i^dj? naj nhni nbD-ii5N rune nih (=Fiiastin)

(nsB'N =) npi5>N' N^'Ni nriE'DB'n!' nnj pjo ^by\ 's-ioc b':h ipiNi rhbv. 125;

nmsN pnv> p 'ipnn noB*! nnax nu ;d nta -i3j n^k nna'^DB'ra txh'o

niai'D b:: msa najji nnss naaa {•vini=) nyii vtyion ixdov db* nnoB'i

DintJ'PS. Neubauer, p. 446, note 4, remarks to Abu-'Abdallah, ' c'est Aziz, le

successeur de MOez.' But this is hardly possible, as the chronicler would not have

called al-Mo'izz's son a person ' from Bagdad '. The Nouvelle Chronique Samaritaine

(edited by Adler and Seligsohn, R. E.J., XLV, 253) does not mention al-Mo'izz at all.

It states: pN HN Tl^D''1 D''-1SD 'B^3 |D Nini D''-ID ^i'»^ M injnD ''»13

b^yv^ 132 mj? riN an^ii onvn b nx nia^^i o^riB'l'a yns n^i nnvo
nsnn i^s? '•^cvd xini i^oy idb' b"n nxtn psn ^n n3 p nnxi onDETi

b D»5J ntryi cnDcn i'x-iE''' 133 mv ns ans^ nin xini ni5i'xn3y idb^i

im'ps'i D^iSN n-'ao pnv^ 13 'ipnn idci nitri' k'^x dhd 1^ npii loni 3112

ny b riN n^i'si3y i'"iB'o''i nn tistj'Dn na'iy b nx de'''1 h -ityx b i"!?

, . . 1'31tn pnv* p 'Ipm n^^Jy nipS^I CriE'^a l^ns. About ha-Takvi-s son,
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(i) The newGenizah material, which is given here, furnishes

data for the close of the reign of the second Fatimid Caliph of

Egypt, al-'Aziz (975-96). Paltiel is supposed to have died at

the beginning of the Caliph's reign.' Till 991 Ibn Killis occupied

the Wezlrate and was the monarch's right-hand man. During

his period of office Egypt enjoyed tranquillity and prosperity.

About four years after his death a Christian, 'Isa b. Nestorius,

became Wezir in Cairo for about a year and ten months. His

chief deputy was the Jew Menasse, who carried on his duties in

Damascus, the capital of the province of Syria. The following

is the account given by Wustenfeld in his history of the Fatimid

Caliphs.^ 'Isa was hard-hearted and an usurer who grasped for

himself every lucrative business, and augmented very much the

taxes. He favoured his co-religionists and placed them in the

important offices of state, while removing the former Muslim

secretaries and tax-collectors. As his chief deputy in Syria he

chose a Jew, Menasse b. Ibrahim, who showed there the same
regard for the Jews as 'Isa did for the Christians in Egypt, by
reducing their taxes and appointing them as officials. Thus
the followers of these two religions ruled the state. This caused

great indignation amongst the Muslims. As a result of their

protests, the Caliph ordered the arrest of 'Isa and his Christian

assistants. He also sent word to Syria to take hold of Menasse

and the Jewish tax-collectors and hand over the administration

of the province to Muhammedan officials. But 'Isa was soon

restored to his dignity through the intervention of the Caliph's

daughter.

What happened to Menasse is not clear. Wustenfeld in his

account simply repeats his Arabic sources, whose authors were

naturally hostile both to 'Isa and Menasse. They are accordingly

portrayed in rather unfavourable colours. Some chroniclers even

see Neubauer, I.e., p. 409, nSHO^ H^X "T3J? ISN mJXI DHinx 1331 ''Ipnn

nn IOC Nnpi na iibini nnynx i'3 msa nnvi ni'Dii's x\-ii jidns,

' Cp. Kaufmann, Z.D.M. G., LI, 441-2.

' Geschichte der Fatimiden-Chalifen in ' Abhandlungen der GOttinger Kfiniglichen

Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften ', vol. 27, Abt. II, 64-6, to be cited here as

Wflst.— ' WUstenfeld's work is only a rhumi of sources, but no history '—C. H.

Becker. The Cambridge Mediaeval History, II, 764.

B 2
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maintain that al-Mo'izz had both these dignitaries crucified (so

Jamal ad-Din ibn Tughri-Bardi).^ But this is evidently incorrect.

'Isa resumed his office soon after his arrest. At the beginning of

al-Hakim's reign he lost his Hfe (7th Muharram, 387 A. H.).^

We are now able to give new information about Menasse from

Jewish sources. His full name was Menasse b. Ibrahim al-Kzaz.^

Graetz, following Bar Hebraeus, erroneously styles him Menasse

ibn Kazra, just as he makes both him and 'Isa to have been the

Caliph's representatives at Damascus.* The first fragment of

Appendix A (to be designated as A. A.) contains a long poem

addressed to Menasse's son 'Adiyyah. He is described as a

secretary (Katib, Sopher) of great dignity, a friend of princes

and rulers. He is respected by his co-religionists for his charity

and generosity (1. 3ifif.). We find him in Damascus taking the

part of the opponents of Solomon b. Yehuda, the Gaon of

Jerusalem, as will appear in the third chapter. In the corre-

sponding fragment (given in Appendix B = A. B. No. ^'], 1. 9)

he is mentioned as 'Adi b. Menasse known as b. al-Kzaz.^

The chief interest, however, lies here in the eulogy of his late

father Menasse (A. A. i, 1. 16). The Wezlr's greatness is

described in lines a-a8. They probably contain a great deal of

exaggeration. Their author, it should be borne in mind, requires

the assistance of 'Adiyyah. Yet the panegyrics certainly con-

tain a substratum of truth. Menasse was a general like Joab

b. Seruyah, and his banner shone with royal splendour. His

name was ' healing and life ' to his people, who greatly rejoiced

at his dignity. The enemies of the Jews could achieve none of

their evil designs owing to Menasse's protection. His authority

extended to Damascus, Aleppo, Tyre, Sidon, and Ramlah. A
' Ed. Carlyle, Arab., p. 5, top, ^i^ J. Cp. also Gottheil, Z. A., XXVI, 205,

who cites other sources.

2 So WUst. 7t ; see L.-P. 124, and especially De Sacy, Religion des Druses, I,

cccii, note 3.

3 Ibn al-AthIr, s. ann. 380, 386, mentions only Menasse b. Ibrahim (cp. Goldziher,

/. Q. R., XV, 74). But the Kunya al-Kzaz is verified by the Genizah fragments

given here.

' Geschichte der Juden, vol. V, 369-70, 4th edition, to be cited as Gr. v*.

'^ For the name al-Kzaz, cp. T.-S. 24. 44 (cited by Worman, /. Q. R., XVIII, a6),

which mentions TNtp^N niiT^K nDNijDa rnsnyD^'N n]Sl^K and Bodl. 2805':

'DnpO^N p VITTI nSNiailNUN p ttnpbit [^])SSibK laN mentioned in a will

dated 1189 c.n.
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number of Arab tribes were humiliated by him. But he looked

after the interests of his co-religionists. He made the children

of Aaron and David rejoice and gladdened the heart of the sons

of the congregation of the Levites (I. 34). He probably supported

the Palestinian Geonim, some of whom were then of priestly

descent, as will be shown hereafter.^ By the expression ' the

children of David ' may be meant those Geonim who claimed

Davidic origin. But also the Nesiim (Patriarchs), of whom we
shall hear anon, may have benefited by Menasse's bounty. It is

expressly stated that he ' departed from his community in good

fame ' (1. a8) ; this seems to disprove the report of his execution,

as found in the Arab chroniclers.

Whether Menasse's authority extended to all the places

mentioned in the above eulogy is difficult to ascertain. The
sway of the Fatimids over Syria was never stable and complete.

Frequent insurrections occurred in this province and on several

occasions order had to be restored by armies dispatched from

Egypt. Menasse's regime, as deputy of the Wezir 'Isa b. Nestorius,

could not have lasted long. About the year 1000 C. E. things

were serious indeed for the Fatimid rule and the 'Alid cause ia

Syria. The new Caliph, al-Hakim, had to equip an army under

'All ibn Ja'far ibn Fellah, which was sent to Damascus in order

to suppress the rebellion.^ The conservative inhabitants of

Damascus, the former capital of the 'Omeyyads, were the

bitterest. foes of 'All's descendants, and would submit only by

force to a Fatimid ruler.

But Menasse's brief management of affairs in Syria and

Palestine must have been beneficial to the Jews. About forty

years later, the days of Ibn al-Kzaz were still cherished by the

Damascus Jews as a glorious time for them. In a letter from

the Gaon Nathan b. Abraham, a contemporary of Solomon b.

Yehuda (given in A. B. No. 73, 1. 25 f.), it is mentioned that the

people of Damascus celebrated the feast of Purim ' the like of

which they did not since the days of Ibn al-Kzaz'. His son

' A small fragment (in T.-S., Box K i6) contains the following three lines in

early hand-writing, riWT!TWT~r5!B»n (2) [IJVtJ'D Dlbtf NB'i VOID Ut2' vh (i)

mun 13-iis ni'Dna '3 w^mi'npDi wnvo (3) ij^aoi apv ^^i'^< n^'a iwn.
The writer is probably a Palestinian Gaon, and also priest.

' Cp. especially Hartmann, Z. D. P. V., XXIV, 1901, 56 ff.
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'Adiyyah remained in this city, where he held an influential

position as a Katib. We find him wielding authority in a dis-

pute in which Solomon b. Yehuda and his academy were involved,

as will be shown in a later chapter. He had two sons, Samuel

and Ishmael, who are mentioned in our poem as dignitaries

(11. 40-41). The author of this eulogy is unknown. He solicits

'Adiyyah for support, thereby enabling him to return to his father,

who would join him in proclaiming the generosity of their bene-

factor (11. 57-58). It seems that they were both people of

scholarly standing. It is possible that they belonged to the

Palestinian school. The MS. is evidently the original. How
it found its way to the Genizah is difficult to say. Perhaps some

of 'Adiyyah's descendants settled in Egypt. We have seen above

that the name al-Kzaz occurs in other Genizah fragments.

(a) Having established the full name and status of our

Menasse, we are able to identify a portion of a Diwan by a

contemporary poet. The second number of A. A. contains

poems in old handwriting, probably of the end of the tenth

century and thus presenting the author's own copy. There is

a gap between fols. 9 and 10.^ There are in all eighteen poems,

five of which are incomplete. Poem VI has the superscription,

' And he (the poet) wrote to Abu Sulaiman complaining about

the delay of an answer from Menasse b. Ibrahim al-Kzaz to an

eulogy'. The poet is indignant that his beautiful verses, so

skilfully wrought, had no effect on this high dignitary. He
expected that Menasse would send a reply and benefit the

author; The poems fully deserve the praise bestowed upon

them by their writer. He uses already with great ease the

Hebrew metre, which in Sa'adya's time was quite unknown and

is supposed to have originated with Dunash b. Labrat.^

Our poet lived towards the end of the tenth century and

probably resided in a Syrian city. It is difficult to ascertain

his identity. At first sight one might identify him with 'Alvan

b. Abraham, some of whose poems were published by Davidson

1 Two poems of this Diwan are also to be found in another fragment in T.-S.,

Box K8.
» Cp. Brody, Studien zu den Dicktungen Jehuda ha-LevCs, 10 ff. In reality the

metre must have been introduced by a school of poets in the Orient, and Dunash
was the first to make it known in Spain. Compared to our poet herS, his handling

of the metre is still amateurish.
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{J. Q.R., N.S. II, aaiff.). One of these is addressed to a certain

Hananya. As will be shown at the end of this chapter, this

scholar was the 'Father' of the Palestinian academy under

Joshiah Gaoh, whose date is known from a document of 1015 C.E.

The chronology would thus be no obstacle. 'Alvan apparently

lived somewhere in Syria. But a comparison of the two sets

of poems militates against this identification. The poems dis-

cussed here are decidedly superior both in diction and in

thought. Two kinds of metre are used, the Wafir, employed

by preference by most Jewish poets, and the Hazaj.^ In the

MS. the lines run on. Only the hemistichs are divided by
colons (:). Here and there words are vocalized. The poems are

given in the Appendix in the usual way with full vocalization.

They fully deserve publication because, in addition to their age

and beauty of diction, they introduce us to several personages of

the close of the tenth century about whom nothing was known
previously.

Of the first poem only a few words are preseived, and its

character cannot be ascertained. No. II is addressed to 'Abu'l-

Faraj Joshu'a al-Kmudi. He is praised as the ' crown of his

people and the glory of his community ' whom our lord made
his representative, to pray to God for his people. He also chose

him as leader (E>xn) to Israel (11. 3-5). Probably our Joshu'a

was a Hazzan and had also the title of Rosh (= pian B'XT, see

infra, p. 269 f.). But who is the person who appointed him ?

He is called ' our lord whom the whole people praise, that there

is none like him in the diaspora. They compare him to God's

angel.' It is he that made Joshu'a ' a dignitary (1*33) amidst

his people as Moses did to Joshua his minister '
(1. 6 ff.). Either

this chief authority was the Egyptian Nagid, or, less likely, the

Babylonian Exilarch. Perhaps he is to be identified with one

of the Nesiim of whom the other poems speak. Where Joshu'a

held oiifice is entirely unknown.

Poem III, written to Samuel b. al-Lebdi,^ expresses beautifully

1 Cp. Halper, y. g. /?., N. S., IV, 198 ff., 212-13.

2 Probably of Lebda, on the North-African coast, east of Tripoli. This name

occurs in documents of 1093 and 1102 (Bodl. 2878*' and R. £.J., LVI, 233), "^'C/N

nabi'N Tin 'id -a fpy "\a apy laS; MS. Adler 2594 contains also a

document of 1102 c.E. wherein *13i'/'N p Jim ^Dl* is mentioned. It seems that

this coast-town had a Jewish community in the tenth and eleventh centuries.
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sentiments of sympathy with a sick friend. The poet laments

his own illness, which prevents him from visiting his bedridden

friend. ' I am ill and you too, and between us a day's journey

and inaccessible wastes. My heart flies to thee like eagles, but

my feet are chained so that I cannot visit thee' (11. lo-ii).

This Samuel is entirely unknown. In No. IV our poet com-

plains about his having to leave a great scholar, X. b. David,

whom ' God relegated to explain the obscurities of the law and

to elucidate the secret of the statute ' (I. 9) The identity of this

scholar is also obscure. The next poem (V) is addressed to the

same person. Our poet I'ates him for not keeping his promises

to him. This does not become a man of his type. He is styled

'''T'33 (1. 5). Our writer concludes in a charming manner, 'As

long as you live I shall claim my vows (i.e. the vows of thy

friendship due to me), and when I die, I shall bequeath them

to my children '.

Poem VI is about Menasse, who did not treat our author as

he deserved. It is addressed to Abu Sulaiman, who advised him
to send Menasse a letter of eulogy and thereby be rewarded.

As no answer came, the poet writes indignantly, ' Is this the

man whom people everywhere meet with pomp ? His promises

are like a passing shadow. The seeker of his assistance finds

the doors of his house closed' (11. 4, lo-ii). Here we find

Menasse spoken of disparagingly. Abu Sulaiman is unknown
to me. He was apparently our poet's patron. On, Purim he
sent him presents for which he composed a poem of thanks
(No. VII), of which the beginning only is preserved.

Between fols. 9 and 10 there is a gap. Thus the beginning of

Poem VIII is missing. It is composed in honour of a Nasi.

'Our congregation greatly rejoiced on that day with this

lord Semah (literally :
" causing to sprout the best of sprouts "),

and we were pleased when beholding (the people) speaking of
the greatness of our Nasi, the anointed one ' (11. 2-3). A Nasi
Semah of the end of the tenth century is unknown. He is hardly
identical with the Karaite Nasi Semah in Fustat who is men-
tioned in a document of 1036 c. E. (given in Appendix C,
No. ai, i) ; it is unlikely that a Rabbinite, as- our poet was.

Probably n3ti(^N)? in Steinschneider's list (/.g. /?., XI, 13a) should read

na!3(bK).
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would have thus eulogized a Karaite descendant of David. In

the next composition (No. IX) he laments his separation from

a Rabbi Nissim, to whom he was much attached. In No. X he

takes up the defence of one of his friends against certain people.

One of the Nesiim (XDIIPK j'W) receives compliments in the next

poem (No. XI). His name is illegible. He is styled ' the prince

of God, the son of His anointed one ' (i.e. King David, 1. 4).

Abu Sulaiman, the poet's intimate friend, is ill. It seems that

he became blind. This forms the subject of No. XII, Though
still young, Abu Sulaiman is a light created by God to illumine

the path of his people. ' His spear is wisdom, his weapons the

pen and the reed.' The death of a Nasi's son, called b. 'Aubal, is

lamented in No. XIII. We know now of a Jacob b. 'Aubal at

Fustat, a great supporter of the Babylonian schools, who lived at

this time. After him his son Joseph looked after the interest of

the academies.^ But these benefactors are not mentioned as

having descended from David. Perhaps our poet does not mean

an actual Nasi when styling the dead young man ' the son of my
people's prince'. On this assumption, a brother (or son) of the

above Jacob b. 'Aubal may be lamented here. He evidently

died when still young (cp. 1. 10). The rerjiainder of the poems

are addressed to anonymous persons. Interesting is No. XV,
which is an ironical composition thanking for presents. The
poet expected substantial support but received a cheese. For

such gifts in kind on a more generous scale, there exists a poem
of thanks by Yehuda Hallevi to the Nasi Ibrahim b. Barun.^

Poem XVIII is to an anonymous friend whose relations to the

writer seem to have become strained. Expressing his grief,

the latter appeals in a touching manner for a renewal of their

intercourse.

All these poems are of a personal character and touch upon

no general theme such as love, the state of Israel, God's rule of

the world. But we possess only a part of the Diwan and

it is impossible to ascertain how it was arranged. The persons

referred to in the above poems probably resided either in Egypt

or in Syria. Damascus and Aleppo must have had considerable

'y.e.fl.,N.s.. VIII, 350, 357-8.

2 Diwan, ed. Brody, I, p. 7, no. 7, nnK pTS [p] D»m3N HN N''B':n )*»
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Jewish communities. One of the seven gates of the latter town

was called Bab al-Yahud.^ Very little is known of the state of

affairs in the Syrian Jewry soon after Menasse's period of oiiSce

(see, however, infra, p. 72 f.)- The above poems introduce us to

Nesiim, scholars and communal leaders whose activities will

become, let us hope, better known by further Genizah finds.

II

(i) Both on account of numbers and influence, the Egyptian

Jewry held a predominant position amongst their brethren,

residing in the Fatimid empire. But, unfortunately, the Genizah

has so far preserved very little material about the internal affairs

of this community up to about 1000 C.E. A few names of

scholars and communal leaders of the second half of the tenth

century have come down to us. Elhanan, the father of the

famous Rabbi Shemarya, was probably Rosh in Fustat in the

time of Nehemiah, Gaon of Pumbedita (961-8). But what

the dignity of Rosh really denoted is obscure. , It will be

discussed more fully farther on. About the year 1000 there lived

in Fustat Jacob b. 'Aubal and his son Joseph, who were the

representatives of the Babylonian academies in this country.

They are both styled Alluf and Resh-Kallah. Probably they

belonged to the Babylonian section in Fustat. But the out-

standing scholar of the time was undoubtedly Shemarya b.

Elhanan. As we have seen elsewhere, he studied at Pumbedita

under Sherira and was ' head of the row of the Nehardeans

'

at the school. Together with his colleagues Hushiel, the father

of Hananel, Moses and his son Hanok, (the famous ' Four

Captives '), he went on a mission to North Africa and Europe on

behalf of the academy. He was captured on board ship and

ransomed at Alexandria, probably in 970 c.E. Shemarya
apparently visited the school of Pumbedita no more but settled

* So Mukaddasi, 985 c. E. The Persian traveller Nasir-i-Khusrau, who visited

the city in 1047 c. £., mentions only four gates, one ofwhich is the Jewish Gate (see

Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, pp. 361-2). It was called so because the

Jewish quarter was on its inner side, and the Jewish cemetery on its outer (see

Kremer, Sitzungsberkhte der Wiener Akad. der Wissenschaften, histor.-philos. Klasse,

IV, 336).
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in Fustat. Sherira and Hai corresponded with him in 991.^ In

the course of our remarks here it will be shown that his funeral

took place on the last day of the year loii. We may therefore

assume that Shemarya's activity in Fustat lasted for about

forty years.

The praises of Shemarya were sung by several writers.

Hitherto compliments bestowed upon him by Sherira and Hai

were known.^ Hushiel, the father of Elhanan, eulogized the

Egyptian Rabbi from Kairo\^an.^ But his fame spread even

to Spain. No less a person than Dunash b. Labrat made his

muse sing in honour of our scholar. A. A. 3 contains a poetical

preamble of a letter by Dunash to Shemarya b. Elhanan. Unfor-

tunately the letter itself has not been preserved. Only the

introductory poem is at our disposal. It is in the same metre

as the poem noan ui? n5?T at the beginning of Dunash's refutations

against Menahem b. Saruk.* The Rabbi is compared to a sea

of wisdom and all intellectual qualities. A great authority with

an equal reputation, he is a fount of living instruction. Every-

body has leisure, not so our scholar. Generous to students and

sages, he is the grace of the two academies by his good counsel.

It is doubtful whether both the Sura and the Pumbedita schools

are meant, or only the latter in addition to the Palestinian

academy. The second alternative is more probable. As we

shall see presently, Samuel the ' Third ' i^^hvv) of the Palestine

school was a great friend of Shemarya's. Dunash concludes

that our Rabbi was zealous for God's cause and built schools.

Here very likely his own academy in Egypt is meant.

Shemarya must have been a celebrated preacher. This is

evident from a letter from Samuel the ' Third ' to him (A. A. 4).

It is written for the purpose of introducing a disciple of Samuel's,

Nathan b. Abraham (b. Saul), who is going to Egypt to claim

the inheritance left by his father, who died there. Samuel

requests the Rabbi to interest himself in this young student.

He is probably identical with the loiter Gaon and Nathan

b. Abraham, a hitherto unknown contemporary of Solomon

' All this is based on my remarks in /. Q. R., N. S., VIII, 343 ff. ; IX, 168 ff.

' J. Q. R., VI, 222-3, and N. S., VIII, 352-3 ; also Saadyana, No. XLVII

(/. g.i?., XIV, 494, 1.85 ff.).

3 /.g./?., XI, 643-50.

* Ed. Filipowski, p. i ; Brody and Albrecht, 'yV\\ ^yB', pp. 3-5-
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b. Yehuda. A few of his letters are discussed at the end of

the third chapter. In his epistle, Samuel praises Shemarya
for the excellency of his sermons, discourses, decisions, and

explanations. He is further commended for having founded

a school for the study of the Torah, where his congregations

eagerly imbibe his instruction. There is undoubtedly much
flattery and exaggeration in all these praises of our Egyptian

scholar, as was the fashion of the time in Muslim countries.

Yet a genuine substratum remains which was certainly due to

the Rabbi's great merits.

(a) Samuel the ' Third ' b. Hoshana, as his full name was,

is known as a liturgical writer. The data about him are collected

in A. A. 5. Though attached to the academy, he seems to have

presided over the Bet-Din at Damascus. His son, Abraham, is

a signatory to a document of divorce, dated loaa C.K., at Ramlah.
But it cannot therefrom be ascertained whether his father was

then still alive. In a letter to Abraham b. Isaac Hakkohen,

a very influential physician in the petiod of Solomon b. Yehuda
{infra, p. 84 ff".), Abraham mentions his father as already departed

from this life (j)J). Samuel must have been an intimate friend of

Shemarya. We find him in Fustat during the days of mourning

for his famous friend.

As will be presently shown, this happened in the first days of

loia. Let us first discuss A. A. 6. It forms a very damaged
part of a letter by some unknown writer who was present at the

demise of the Rabbi and evidently belonged to his intimate

circle. He passed through many vicissitudes. For two years

and five months he 'Was probably away in the Magreb (modern

Algiers and Morocco). During his absence, the Caliph's mes-

senger inquired after him, evidently having some monetary claim

against him. On his return to Fustat, he lost three sons who
fell victims to the plague that raged in the city. On account of

this he stopped there for some time (11. 1-9). The author of our

fragment seems to have been a traveller on his way from the

West to some unknown destination. Meanwhile Shemarya became
ill and died. As we shall read later on, Elhanan, his son, was
then at Damascus. During the days of mourning Samuel ' the

Third ' arrived and a great memorial service was held. Probably
the Palestinian scholar preached the sermon. Meanwhile denun-
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ciations to the Caliph resulted in the arrest of the writer as well

as of Samuel, together with twenty-three other people. The
prisoners were in danger of their lives. But subsequently they
were released in honour. When the letter was written (or more
likely copied) Samuel ' the Third ' was no longer alive. He is

therefore mentioned with ^f after his name (1. 11).

(3) The events in connexion with the arrest and the release of

•these Jews will presently be described. But prior to this A. A. 7
should be discussed. It contains three elegies, skilfully written,

using Biblical verses, on the death of some great scholar. The
fliird composition is found partly in two manuscripts. This shows
that it was known to more than one person. Internal evidence

strengthens me in the belief that the lamented scholar is none
else but Shemarya. And I incline to think that the author

of the elegies was Samuel 'the Third', who is known as a
writer of liturgical compositions. No metre is employed, but the

strophes have both internal and external rhyme. Only three

strophes have been preserved of the first elegy. It is alphabetical

and extends to the letter kdf ; hence in all eleven strophes. The
dead scholar is called ' the unique person of the generation ' for

whom the disciples mourn. He instructed them in the Torah

gratuitously (1. 3ff.). The second poem has the heading 'Another

one {sc. composition) by him ^f ' (referring to the author who was

no longer alive when this MS. was written). The strophes are

preceded by two lines, ' Behold the sound of bitter cry from the

daughter of my people at So'an (i. e. Fustat).^ Is not the Rabbi
(3"in, as Shemarya is styled by Dunash and other correspondents)

in her midst or has he gone to the grave?' Eight strophes

follow in alphabetical order ; of letter n only the first line is

preserved. There is a gap between fols. 55 and 56. It is there-

fore unknown how far this elegy extended. The first strophe

need not be taken to mean that the departed scholar was a

priest. This would dispose of our identification with Shemarya,

since he is never styled a Kohen. The author merely enumerates

the representatives of the Torah, viz. priest, wise man, and

Rabbi (in:B'ni fnT • invyi oSni • iniini "jriH it-n).* The latter is of

primary importance. He is the lamented scholar. The disciples

' For So'an = Fustat, cp. Wormaiijy. Q.R., XIX, 726.

' The line is obviously modelled after Jer. 18. 18.
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are bidden to put on mourning because ' the light of the land

has departed and a breach has been made in So'an ; the Rabbi

has been snatched away and the Western light * extinguished

'

(strophes 3 and 4). Letter N is missing from the third elegy,

which is also alphabetical. It extends to letter D. Of these

letters Vi-h are found in two copies. Therein the Palestinian Jews
are summoned to mourn for the great dead who taught Bible,

Mishnah, Tosaphot (i.e. Tosiphtot), and Talmud. The pro-

foundest tractates he could explain. Who will replace him?
Egypt is confused and Palestine trembles. The Palestinian

academy vies with the Babylonian school in the expression of

mourning, because their crown has departed (strophes 8-10).

This proves that the late Rabbi was a favourite of the schools

of both countries. It corresponds exactly to the position of

Shemarya b. Elhanan, eulogized alike by Sherira and Hai on

the one hand, and by Samuel ' the Third ' of Palestine on the

other. Moreover, till Maimonides, Egypt possessed no authority

of such standing as described in our elegies. No literary pro-

duction by Shemarya has so far been preserved. Nor do we

possess any letter from him.^ We can only estimate him from

the opinions of other people. And these form one uninterrupted

song of praise and eulogy.

(4) To return now to the arrest of the twenty-three Jews in

Fustat and their subsequent release. It must have been a

serious affair involving the safety of the whole Egyptian Jewry.

It gave rise to a Megillah which I have found in two versions

(A. A. 8 and 9). Each of them is extant in two MSS. A
happy combination of fragments renders it possible to fix the

events at the beginning of Shevat, 477a A. M., and thus establish

Shemarya's year of death. The late Dr. Neubauer published

in J. Q. R., IX, 24-6, an Egyptian fragment, forming a part of

a Megillah, wherein al-Hakim, the mad Caliph, notorious for

his persecutions of Jews and Christians alike, is praised and

eulogized. As the occasion which gave rise to this scroll was
unknown, futile speculations were made about it by Kaufmann

1 '3"1V0 "13. From the point of view of a Palestinian, Egypt was in the West.
Likewise in a letter by Solomon b. Yehuda (given in A. B., no. 5, I. 16, see p. 83)
the Egyptian communities are called 3"lJIDr' Hvilp.

'' Cp ,
however, A. A. 7'.
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1

{Z. D. M. G., LI, 442-3). Neubauer failed to point out that

between fols. i and a there was a gap, nor did Kaufmann notice

it. A. A. 9 has preserved more of this Megillah, and thus

mutually some gaps are filled up. It consisted of 76 verses.

In all about 33 verses are extant, and one half is still missing.

A. A. 8 presents another version of this scroll, 35 verses of it

are preserved. Both copies of A. A. 9 are provided with vowels

and accents and are divided into verses just as the Bible text

(see A. A. 'j^y

Combining both versions, we have the following account.

A great multitude of Jews assembled to do the last honour to

Shemarya (A. A. 8, beginning, evidently refers to him, as we
know from A. A. 6). While they followed the bier to the

cemetery, the Muslim mob abused the Jews and pelted them

with stones. The agitators denounced the Jews to the authorities.

The charges seem to have been connected with taxes. The
governor sent constables to meet the Jews who were returning

from the funeral, and arrest them. Many fled, while others

escaped by bribery. Twenty-three people were caught, among
them Samuel 'the Third' b. Hoshana. They were imprisoned

in two jails. This took place on Shevat 3rd, 477a A. M.= 1333

Sel. = 943 since the destruction of the Temple (Dec. 31st, loii).

On the following morning the prisoners were led to the place ot

execution. On their route the streets teemed with fanatical

crowds of Muslims, who jeered at and reviled these unfortunate

and innocent people. They would have been summarily executed

had not meanwhile the order been given to lead the prisoners

to the Caliph's court and confine them in the prison situated

there. On that day the situation was still critical. All the Jews

in Misraim (Fustat) were in great distress and had to hide for

safety. The Muslim populace meant to massacre all the Jews.

A fast-day was observed and the Jews resolved to appeal on the

' The author of this Megillah was probably Samuel b. Hoshana, one of the

victims of the persecution. A leaf in T.-S., Box K 6, verso (recto blank), begins :

n^^N nDK3
I

D3Kni'K ^DIJKSsi'X
|
l^D^N 'This Scroll Samuel the Third b.

Hoshana composed in Fustat in the time of the Fatimid king al-Hakim bi-amri-

llah.' Then a few lines in Jewish Arabic, written and vocalized with red ink

follow. This fragment seems to be from an Arabic version of our Megillah.
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followirig morning, Shevat 5th, to the Caliph for mercy. They
appeared in a procession before the court and implored the

ruler. A re-examination of the accusations took place and their

baselessness proved. Out of aoo supposed witnesses only four

could give any evidence at all. The prisoners were thereupon

released. A certain Hazzan, Putiel, organized a procession of

Jews who acclaimed the Caliph at the court, and then marched

through the streets of Fustat, finally proceeding to the ' great

synagogue ', where the Hallel was recited. Three scrolls of the

Torah were taken out for reciting the king's prayer. It was

then instituted to commemorate the event every year, from

Shevat 3rd-5th. The Jews directly affected were to fast all the

three days, but the rest of the people only on the day of arrest.

It was to be announced on the previous Sabbath that all the

Jews of Egypt (Fustat) should assemble in fast to thank God
and praise the Caliph. The report further mentions that when
the accusations levelled against the Jews became known in the

small places and the villages around Fustat, among the garrisons

of the commerce-routes and also in Alexandria, they were

threatened with massacre. The Caliph had to send word that

this agitation should be stopped. The local Jews assembled in

fast and resolved to keep Monday and Thursday (of that week)

annually as fast-days. The actual charge brought against the

Jews is still obscure. Charges of taxation frauds, even if levelled

against twenty-three people, are not likely to cause such a grave

crisis as described in our scrolls. Unfortunately both versions

are defective at the beginning. The atmosphere in Cairo-Fustat

must have been charged with hostility to non-Muslims. We are

in the time of the fanatic persecutions of al-Hakim, which will

be discussed presently. The large number of Jews assembled at

Shemarya's funeral, combined with specious charges multiplied

and exaggerated by gossip of a fanatical crowd, must have caused

the brewing storm to burst.

(5) The Caliph al-Hakim is greatly praised in both versions

for his management of the state and the equity of his rule.

Evidently the notorious persecutions of the Jews had not begun
yet. The following is the account of Lane-Poole (126-7),
' During the first ten years of (al-Hakim's) reign (996-1006) the

Christians and the Jews enjoyed the immunity and even the
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privileges which they had obtained under the tolerant rule of

al-"Aziz ;

' but as time went on they came in for their share

of irrational persecution. In public they were forced to wear

black robes by way of livery ; and in the baths, where one man
without clothes is very like another, the naked Christians were

compelled to distinguish themselves by wearing large and heavy

crosses, while the Jews had to wear bells, or in the street display

a wooden image of a calf, in pleasing allusion to a discreditable

episode in their early history.^ Next a general order was issued

for the destruction of all the Christian churches in Egypt and

the confiscation of their lands and property ; the work of demo-
lition went on for at least five years (1007-ia).' No details are'

given either by Lane-Poole or by Wiistenfeld (I.e. 69 ff.) about

the destruction of the Jewish synagogues. But Makrizi relates

that in Cairo the district of Jaudariyya was once inhabited by
the Jews. But when al-Hakim learned that the Jews, when
amongst themselves, used to assemble and sing defamatory verses

about Islam, he ordered one night the gates of the quarter to

be closed and set the whole on fire. The synagogue of this

district was burnt (cp. Schreiner, Z.D.M. G., XLV, 298-9).^

' In al-Hakim's employ was the Jewish physician al-Hakiral-Nafi' (see Poznafiski,

Mtschr., XLIX, 49).

* The date of these orders cannot be exactly ascertained from the sources (see

especially De Sacy, /. c, CCCIX, note i). Ibrahim b. Wasifshah reports that the

Caliph assigned to the Jews a special quarter near the gate of Zawila (Zuweila), in

order that they should not mix amongst Muslims.

' Also Kalkashandi {Geographic n. Verwaltung von Agypten, translated by

Wustenfeld, Abhandlungen der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, Gottingen, vol. 25, 73)

writes, ' The street al-Jaudariyya was inhabited byJews till al-Hakim was informed

that they oppressed the Muslims and reviled the Muhammedan religion. So one

night he shut their doors and had them burned in the quarter. Afterwards the

Jews inhabited the street of al-Zuweila.' Interesting is the account of Joseph

.Sambari, the Egyptian chronicler of the sixteenth century (printed by Gottheil,

O. T. and Semitic Studies in memory of W. R. Harper, II, 365, note 62, from a Paris

MS.) : t^N B'''N ami' oniN nrn ciid^ 'r nnxi'i nniN-'n b{^' nvoja ina Dim

nniN*n fina' nos b^\>y\ t^rh^ nvDwn it-jb' ops nam inbio bvi ininj? bv

h\? vam nos b'hi Nanna nais? n^^B' r\yorv\ • s^mu^x xnpJ oni'K' tinioa

nt}'X3 'n'l • uny \wb2 anb w^-^U'd) am^b mjnn nx onpD DniN''n

rnB* acn ^kib''' ^:3 injiVi nnvD n^D (r. no^i) nio''i nnoiN vna' jjoe'

nnn ny-i Dnt3^B> mb orb -iiok''1 on'bv isn in'! ' nvy^ 1n1^« Q'bbpr:)

DniN''n bv m jn^ni * Dmi? (r. nariN) Qnis *mrnn is>n nain nr • nam

22<0 C
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From the praises bestowed upon al-Hakim in the above ' scrolls

'

we can gather that till io\% the Jews had not yet experienced

to the full the Caliph's savage whims. On the contrary, he is

commended for the great reforms he introduced in the country.

He purified the law-courts and was his own Wezir. A positive

proofthat the synagogues were not destroyed before loia we have

in the mention made of ' the great synagogue ' (npnan nD:3n nu)

of Fustat where the Jews assembled on Shevat 5th to celebrate

their deliverance (A. A. 8, fol. 6 recto, 11. 14-15). The capital

of the empire would have certainly been the first place for the

Caliph's decree of demolition to be carried out. But the order

was soon to be issued. This we learn from A. A. 10, being

a letter from Elhanan b. Shemarya to Jerusalem. He writes

that when his father died he was kept in Damascus, stricken

with disease. Also the roads were dangerous for travelling.

After some time, when things were less critical, he set out on

his journey home. On the way his caravan encountered brigands

and they barely escaped with their lives. They also met with

accidents on their sea voyage and also along the Nile. Having

arrived in Fustat, Elhanan set about to manage the school of his

father. He assembled the people on a Sabbath and exhorted

them to put aside strife and preserve unity. But soon the per-

secutions began. Synagogues were destroyed, scrolls of the Law
torn up and Bible copies trampled upon. ' We put on dai-k

(garments) and went about in mourning. They put on our loins

(signs of) oppression' (nipViD, 11. 31-9). I think there is here

an allusion to the special marks which the Jews had to wear on

their garments. Elhanan further states that many Jews became

apostates and adopted Islam. Unfortunately the letter breaks

off here. It is very likely a copy of the original epistle sent to

ini3 DnsB'jm ^^N rhhi oniN fiityi rsh^ nnon -ijdi nnvoa itrN

Iia'i'3 omi nx iii? vxh'' \ihv di-ixd •'Dsh icnnn naion ntDi ita^DJi

mtJ'PN- That since then Arabic was no longer used as the language of religious

instruction is hardly credible, as this was the native tongue of the Jews in Egypt.

The masses of the people were certainly more familiar with Arabic than with

Hebrew. Sambari himself (in Neub., Med. Jew. Chron., I, ii6) writes how the

Nagid used to read on the last day of Tabernacles (nilD DnDB') the first chapter

of Genesis with the translation into Aramaic and Arabic (lltypD pIDD ?3 DJiriDI

'i^Vl D13"iri). This custom continued to the time of Maimonides.
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Jerusalem. Hence it is found in the Cairo Genizah. But the

handwriting is that of Elhanan's, as the other letters that follow

show. Elhanan has thus kept copies of the letters he sent to

his correspondents.

Of these apostate Jews during the persecutions of al-Hakim,

Elhanan speaks also in a poem (published by Davidson, J. Q.R.,

N. S., IV, 56-60). But on the other hand there were brave Jews
who staunchly kept to their faith, and many of them preferred

exile. They went even as far as Yemen and the Byzantine

dominions.^ This is borne out by the account given by De Sacy

{I.e. CCCLIX). In 403 A. H. (loia) the persecution of the Jews

and the Christians became most violent and general. The
former were ordered to wear in the streets blocks of wood
weighing 5 lb. suspended from their neck. The destruction of

the churches in Egypt and in Syria was carried out more

strictly than before. (The demolition of the synagogues probably

began in that year.) In the following year (404 a. h.) the laws

against 'the people of the tribute' were made more grievous.

But a privilege was granted to those who neither wanted to

submit to them nor to adopt Islam, to leave the country for the

Greek territories or for Nubia and Abyssinia, and a large

number availed themselves of this permit. Towards the end

of his reign al-Hakim became more tolerant. In 408 A. H. Jews

and Christians were granted liberty of conscience (this date

is not certain because according to some it was in 41 1 A. H., the

last year of the Caliph's reign, see I.e. CCCXCVI-IX). In 1020

all those that adopted Islam were allowed to return to their

1 P. 56 : nann -ixh iv ('°) ' oniDo ijidd dts * onax miDD nn (9)

is^n (31) DHD ^''bo D'^a jcn ^1 D'n (3°) , . . ont^a nrn ^dvi

D'T'SD D^iy n^ia ,pn nay. On the other hand, those that studied the Torah,

• D^'DirB' 3in DD^j (21) . . . Dnjd Dnsa d''!'ij .lan on'-ax noion (19)

• Dnajio -\^^rh cxa^ p^'V D»sy noD (41) . . . nnipnc 3-in ^^\rh

Q<i?3
• onao wsh cionsj (43) cmnano d''si: vo • anna dhd <d (42)

x^rh u^an (50) onxai' Din"' in^jni DT-a DiiDi>ni lyo (46) . . , onaa i^-va

Dmpi p^ni nona nV. See Davidson's exposition of the poem (pp. 54-5)"

His identification with the persecutions of al-Hakim is correct. Only, following

Graetz (V*, 388), he takes them to have lasted from 100-820. We know now that

those against the Jews began only in 1012.

C 2
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former religion. In seven days 6,000 renegade Christians abjured

their adopted faith. No doubt the Jews acted similarly (see also

Wiist, loc.cit., 106 ff., 115-16).

It seems to me that Sambari's account (above, p. 33, note 3)

should be understood in this way. The reading ' seven days
'

is obviously absurd. Most likely read ' seven years '. Ac-
cordingly during seven years the destruction of the Jewish syna-

gogues went on. After this period the Jews were allowed to

return to their religion and rebuild their houses of prayer. The
last cruel act of the Caliph was the burning of the Jewish

quarter of al-Jaudariyya. According to Sambari this happened

on a Passover night. Just as the churches, the synagogues were

pulled down not only in Egypt but in Palestine and in Syria, as

we learn from letters discussed in the next section of this

chapter.^

How the Jewish communities in Egypt fared during this sad

time is not fully known, but the Genizah has preserved docu-

ments drawn up at Fustat in the years 1 01 6-1 8. It is evident

that the congregation kept up its organization, though under

difficulties. We find in one of them Ephraim b. Shemarya,

afterwards the famous head of the Palestinian community at

Fustat, declaring before a magistrate that ' we are Jews ' and

have a court of our own.* Documents dated Fustat, Tishri,

1328 Sel. (1016 c. E.) and Sivan 1329 Sel. (1018 c. E.) are signed

1 Sambari (in Neub., Med. Jew. Chron., I, 137, top) writes about the synagogues

of Fustat : 'xn ij^vhv. nvp Nnpjn nnoa on cjan hw nnnx nvDJsn Tm
rrnJi . . , pTNE'i'x nD33 nnis pwo . . . 'nni . . . p^p^5^yi>^^• nniN pwo
m^V'i' (r. nQtyn) nS&n nW N''n i^tj* r\W2. There is Uttle doubt that there

existed in Fustat a synagogue of the Palestinians before 1025. Sambari evidently

refers to the one rebuilt after the demolitions during the persecutions. It was
finished in 1025. Also a Karaite synagogue in Fustat was destroyed (see Gottheil,

/. Q.R; XIX, 510-13). As to a synagogue in Alexandria, see infra, p. 89, note i.

2 Bodl. 28342' (printed by Pozn., R.E.J., XLVIII, 171-2), 1. 16 fl., DnSN 31^
nyiJT'B' ny D'' . . . w^\ uton nnin'' 'd xin p ah lann -ipK* >jns . . . nt

U'pDW INTI. It seems that Ephraim claimed that the Jews had judges (or elders)

of their own who met to investigate their lawsuits (see also/. Q. /?., N. S., X, 139).

The document is signed by (rend ]\h\i) ]'\'h'!i 13 [nSH isXIDK', Joseph b. Benjamin,

Yehuda b. Hadid, X. Hakkohen b. Abraham. These people were probably the
' elders ' of the Palestinian community, acting in the capacity of Dayyanim, Samuel
Hakkohen b. (Ab) Talion was later on head of this community (see infra, p. 95 f.).
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by Jacob b. Joseph (Ab)-Bet-Dm (T.-S. 13 J i '^•% who seems

to have been the local Rabbi. He left Egypt, probably owing

to the persecutions, and settled in Aleppo. At the head of the

community he is mentioned in a document dated Marheshvan,

4789 A.M. (ioa8 c. E.).i

Lane-Poole (p. 127) writes that 'many Christians, especially

among the peasantry, to escape persecution, accepted the Mu-

hammedan religion ; and the office where the declarations of

conversion were received on two days in a week was besieged

with applications, insomuch that some of these eager proselytes

were trampled to death in the crush. Such as remained true to

their faith were subjected to various humiliations, and forbidden

to ride horses, to keep Muslim servants, to be rowed by Muslim

boatmen, or to purchase slaves.' Undoubtedly this was also the

case with the Jews, as we have seen above (pp. 34-5). We may
assume that the majority of them submitted to all these indig-

nities and restrictions rather than prove faithless to their God.

Those that could leave the country emigrated to more tolerant

lands. Probably after 1020 most of them returned. A number

of Jews adopted Islam, in most cases, no doubt, only outwardly.

When al-Hakim rescinded his edicts, they must have openly

rejoined their former co-religionists. Graetz (/. t.) states that in

1 See the letter to him from Tyre in Wertheimer's xhvTTf ''tJJ, HI, i5°-i6» =
Bodl. 2873". Our Jacob was also the recipient of the interesting letter from Elijah

Hakkohen b. Abraham (printed by Schechter in Berliner Festschrift, Hebr. part,

110-12). The writer was not president of the Fustat Bet-Din, as Schechter assumes,

but perhaps lived in Palmyra (for DIM? 33 11D1D3 3n3J (p. no, 1. 5), it appears

to me that ^~wb "13 niDnn3 an3J should be read). Benjamin of Tudela found

there a considerable community numbering about 2,000 people {Itinerary, ed.

Adler, 31-2). And indeed the writer of the epistle mentions that he ministers to

three congregations, including, a Karaite one. Our Jacob was then already in

Aleppo. But Elijah recalls in his epistle the kindness his friend showed to him,

and to his son, during their stay in Fustat (DM2tD3, 1. 18; cp. alsoy.g.J?.,N.S., X,

143). Finally, MS. Adler 1267, fol. 1, contains a letter from Meir nDPDni ]T\^T\

b. Menahem to Jacob -|3nn b. nSlJ inn[™]D3 [n nU 3N ^DV (verso). In the

epistle Jacob as well as the Aleppo congregation (0^103 Dmn B'llpn PHpil ?3

n31X) are greeted. There is no doubt that our Jacob is meant here. We thus learn

that his father was Ab of the flPllJ piiniD, i. c. the academy (probably of

Palestine). He was no longer alive in 1016 (as the document cited infra, p. 38,

note I, shows). Accordingly he was probably ' Father' under the Gaon Samuel

Hakkohen b. Joseph (cp. infra, p. 71).
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1014 the Jews and the Christians were expelled from the

country. This is now disproved, as regards the former, by the

fact that we find in 1016 Jews in Fustat inhabiting their own

quarter, Kasr ash-Shama' (see Pozn., I.e., 146). Indeed Makrizi

(in Wustenfeld, Geschichte der Copten, 66) reports that when

al-Hakim ordered all the Jews and the Christians to emigrate

from Egypt to the Greek cities, they came together before the

castle at Cairo, asked for protection and referred to the promise

(of tolerance) given to them by the Amir of the Muslims. The

Caliph thereupon cancelled their expulsion.

(6) In conclusion of this section additional information about

Elhanan b. Shemaya will be discussed. He remained in Fustat

during the grave crisis through which Egyptian Jewry passed.^

He was probably unable to maintain his father's school. A few

more of his letters are dealt with here. A. A. 11 is addressed to

Damascus. It is evident from the many corrections that the

fragment, in Elhanan's handwriting, is only a draft of the original

epistle. The sad news reached him of his son-in-law having

been drowned while travelling on business. The daughter

remained a widow in Kairowan in a strange land. It is not clear

whether her husband was a native of this town. But their home
was probably there (cp. also J. Q.-R., N. S., VIII, 356, note 56).

In requesting support from his correspondents, Elhanan states

that he made it his rule never to demand assistance from the

Caliph till he offers it on his own account. We thus gather the

important information that Elhanan was sometimes the recipient

of the sovereign's bounty. This is quite in accordance with the

favourable position of the Jews in Egypt prior to al-Hakim's

persecutions. As principal of the Fustat school, Elhanan (and

' The document, dated 1016 c. E. (T.-S. J i', see above, pp. 36-7), is signed by

i'Kiti'* p «iDi'> use's 13 no^B'

^hv "13 nt5>D 3i\x 'mn Dm3N
va bv inny nanaa

"3^3 -non vti-i ]irhH n-ii[n3] nns? it

Tliis shows clearly that Elhanan remained in Fustat during the persecutions. One
of the signatories, Joseph b. Israel, is probably identical with Joseph b. Israel of

Tustar, the brother of Sahl, and uncle of the two prominent brothers, Abu Sa'ad

and Abu Nasr (see infra, pp. 81, 122, note i, and 150).
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very likely his father and grandfather) received a grant from

the government. Likewise Joshiah, the contemporary Gaon of

Palestine, was maintained by the state, as will be seen farther

on. Thereby the schools and their directors gained much in

prestige. The constant appeals to the communities for support,

as became—forsooth by dire necessity—the practice of the

Palestinian Geonim since Joshiah (see farther on) no less than

that of the Babylonian Geonim, were hardly conducive to enhance

the dignity of the centre of Jewish learning in the eyes of the

people. Yet, in truth, the Jewries of all countries contributed

generously, and freely to the upkeep of the seats of learning in

Babylon and in Palestine.

Elhanan's friends in Damascus were Abraham Hazzan,

Ephraim and Samuel Hakkohen. He probably made their

acquaintance during his stay there in loia. A. A. la is a small

epistle addressed to the congregants of the synagogue situated

in the house of a certain Mauhub. Elhanan sends them greetings

on Purim and reminds them of the duty of giving presents to the

poor. His former letters begin with his name and title. Here

only Rosh Hasseder forms the heading, as the letter was local and

his handwriting well known. Perhaps owing to the shortage of

synagogues after their demolition, prayers were read in private

houses. The synagogue in Mauhub's house had a Hazzan (Husain)

and seems to have been more than a so-called private pJC.i

In all the letters known to us, Elhanan styles himself Rosh

Hasseder, or more fully b^ns'i i'O^E' mon B'xn, while his father

held the dignity of Ab-Bet-Din, i'Nia''' h-^V (cp. J. Q. R., N. S.,

VIII, 344, in A. A. 10 we have as nnae'). Only Bodl. 2805"

contains a legal document signed by nnoB' Uiu ;n nu ]irbi(.

Poznaiiski (INIT'P ''B'JN, No. 11, end) maintains that Elhanan was

Ab-Bet-Din. But it is far from certain whether he ever held this

dignity. He was still Rosh Hasseder in icao/i. This can be

gathered from a somewhat obscure Genizah fragment (published

' Perhaps owing to the demolition of the synagogues worshippers met in private

houses. It may be that the members of a destroyed synagogue held services in

Mauhub's house, where the Reader officiated. A document of 1038 mentions a

synagogue of the Rabbinites in Fustat as having been in the possession of Musa ibn

Ya'kiib, the Caliph's physician, for more than forty years (infra, p. 83). Accord-

ingly it was not destroyed during the persecutions of 1012-20. Probably it was

attached to his private residence, and in this way escaped demolition.
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by Kamenetzky, R.A.J., LV, 49-51)- A certain person takes

the part of the Palestinian Gaon against Elhanan. The latter

wrote to the former not to make any innovation till he shall have

received the title of Ab (ni3N OB'S wnp' nt^N ny 'cn cnn'' hih). The

expression may also mean, ' till he (the Gaon) will name him by

the title of his fathers', i.e. that of Ab-Bet-Din held by Shemarya.

Elhanan stated that he had arranged a regular course of study,

probably in Fustat continuing his father's school, and that a

certain Barhun (= Abraham, perhaps Abraham b. Sahlan ?, see

infra, p. 96 f.) was his' assistant. The epistle emanates perhaps

from a member of the Palestinian academy, who was, however,

familiar with the affairs of Hai's school at Bagdad, where he

seems to have stayed for some time. Elhanan is described as

a superficial scholar full .of vain boastings. The letter was

probably addressed to Yehuda Alluf of Kairowan (see about him

Pozn., loc.cit.. No. aa).'

» R.&.j.j.c, 1. iff.: BtxT pnljNnDD '•JN HDni rh\^^ ra:i^-2. sji^k min»

mo i'N ana xhv o (read u) h n^jn r\y\ir:\ -\w i'K ana udd t<3 •a -non

DN ysT vbr\ ni2N xwi wap^ -wv. ny nan cnn' ^a^ n»ntn nyi) 'n'' •'ax jinj

vtrvD vT x^n . . pN 'cnp ^nijiT [nr nana] a-ivrmi? bi'' nIj »a yDB* xb

nmia N^m B-pao Nin t\-\-\v xhm iwa ^i^i pt^Dnai naisa poonisD

iCNT i'V insJ linia "lai pna (cp. r.&.j., lvi, 256) uap 'a dj dji uidmd

3n:D iDim hp D''pnan jhjd wt" n^ nionNn uci'' ija o nviatyi mana

TUD^ljn p nn^ B'iD''E'n x^n ap'n id l^5 pun p ijiT' nipo nr 'no na^a^n

vi^N n^jn mja •i'N nr [jni's -id xiaa •'a nv tiaa oniaro na'>B'''n •'oan dji

neuD DiTJ niD^inn vjaij onu xin *a nsnni ii) at mon cnt tjON a-i id

D''J?niJn Vam nVpD nrV The fragment is evidently a copy of the original that

was sent to Kairowan. Verso contains a letter from the Exilarch Hezekiah. The
expression nUN DCa is shortened from pi n^a nUN XS01. Thus Sherira in his

Letter (ed. Neub., I, 41) writes pT n>a JTuSa 133a '>Nni> n*3'a'DD1 ; from

3K evidently an abstract noun niDN was formed to indicate the dignity. R. Asaph

Rosh Hasseder is perhaps identical with PD''B' aC pDS ^a "'D3 fjON IDI, mentioned

in a Genizah fragment containing several decisions of Babylonian Geonim {J. Q.R.,
IX, 689, top). An explanation of his is also mentioned together with one of Hai's

by Abraham b. Solomon {H. B., XX, 9). Kamenetzky's emendation 73V N^ '3

[B-ITpi lia^'Da] 3-lVnn^ is hardly satisfactory
;

[fit 1313] seemed to be more

likely. For the expression WXI PV IDJJ, cp. Ginzberg, Geonica, I, 25-6. The
reference to ''3S pt<3 makes it clear that Elhanan came into conflict with the ' Gaon
of Palestine ' (^US = 'aSil pN). It disposes of the fanciful speculations of Kahana
{Ilakkedtm, III, i ff.) that Elhanan's antagonist was Samuel b. llofni.
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When Elhanan died is obscure.^ We only find Solomon b.

Yehuda, when ah'eady Gaon, speaking disparagingly of him as
well as of his son (naij?), as will be discussed in the third chapter.

But so far the Genizah sheds no further light on the relations

between these two scholars. Not even the name of Elhanan's
son has been preserved.^

Ill

(i) The last section of this chapter will be devoted to Pales-

tinian afifairs, more especially to the Gaonate. The province of

Syria, conquered in 969 for the Fatimids by Ja'far b. Fellah,

was in a chronic state of revolt (see above, p. 21). On the

accession of Az-Zahir in 1021, the authority of the Egyptian
government was scarcely felt in this province (L.-P. 158-9).
These insurrections, accompanied by the raids of the Karmatis,
must have left deep marks on the population. Palestine was
swept into the maelstrom of fiercely contending factions. It

became frequently the battle-ground of the Egyptian armies

coming from the south and the northern invaders. On the

whole, the power of the Fatimid Caliphs could assert itself more
in Palestine, at least as far as Jerusalem, than in distant Damascus.
The Palestinian Jews were materially in a bad plight and greatly

dependent on the help they received from their Egyptian brethren.

This will become evident in the following chapters. Three com-
munities of importance existed in the Holy Land, Ramlah, the

' He was no longer alive in 1026. T.-S. 18 J 2'^ contains a document, drawn up

in lyyar, 1337 Sel., concerning the appointment of a guardian (DlSnDSX) of

orphans. Two of them were already of age, as had been proved some time ago

before Elhanam (jji mDn B'Nn jjni'N 'ilD atTIDa [inJDNn:). Elhanan is also

mentioned in T.-S. 16. 304, but the fragment is so faded that very little substantial

information can be culled from it. It is addressed to X. b. Aaron the Haber.

The preamble covers thirty lines (recto). A brother of a certain Daniel b. Sahl had

been claimed at the Muslim court (apparently at Ramlah) by a co-religionist as his

slave. This Jew is to be protected from this preposterous demand, and influential

people in Fustat are asked to intervene on his behalf. There are mentioned the

'two congregations' (rivnpn TlB*, verso, 1. 5, i.e. Babylonian and Palestinian),

pDn UJIIN (1. 7), Ephraim "IBTI (1. 9), probably identical with Ephraim Hakkohen,

Dayyan in Cairo, see Ch. Ill) and jits' W^JINJ na'C"' (1. 13, i. e. the Palestinian

school). Margin, 1. 1, reads Dnm DJ? PIT 03 niDH CNI \irh\f. [i]l6 , . .

. . . D'^l. Probably Elhanan was also asked to intervene in this affair.
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seat of the government for the province of Filastin, Jerusalem,

and Tyre. In addition there were minor congregations in Ash-

kelon, 'Akko, Haifa, Tiberias, and several others. The data

concerning these communities are discussed in the fourth chapter.

Jerusalem, though possessing relatively a small number ofJews,

was distinguished as a spiritual centre. The Rabbinites had an

academy there presided over by a Gaon. But the school fre-

quently changed its place of residence. Owing to circumstances,

we find it occasionally in Ramlah, Haifa, 'Akko, and Tyre. The

Karaites also had an important settlement in the Holy City.

Aided by the local Muslim authorities, they enjoyed on some

occasions a privileged position as against their opponents. As
a spiritual centre of Karaism, Jerusalem was of great importance

for the sect. There existed a Karaite school of considerable

standing. Several scholars of renown lived there who composed

works on the Bible, Hebrew philology, legalism, theology, and

philosophy.

(3) For the purpose of our inquiry it is necessary to go back

about three centuries before our period, viz. to the conquest of

Palestine by 'Omar (636-40). The last years of the Byzantine

rule (from 628), when the Emperor Heraclius reconquered the

country from the Persians, were times of great distress for its

Jewry. Terrible revenge was meted out to the Jews for their

support of the Persian invaders (see Graetz, V*, 31 fif.). The

Jewish sources are very scanty and only a few details are known.

Probably to these years of terror refers the report that the Jews

of Palestine were forbidden to read the Shma' or say their prayers,

but were allowed only to assemble in the synagogues on Sabbath

mornings to recite psalms and liturgical compositions.^ The
arrival of the Arabs was a great deliverance indeed for the Jews.

The later Jewish writers do not fail to point out the radical

change for the better in consequence of the new regime. The

1 See Geonica, II, 150-51, and cp. /. Q. R., N. S., VII, 437, note 17. The Shma'

was evidently forbidden because it emphasized the unity of God (as against the

Trinity), while the expression IPPSH'' N?1 probably denotes the Tefillah, the

technical term for the eighteen Benedictions ; the reference to the Christians

(D'lJfJ?^) in the twelfth Benediction, as the Palestinian text of the 'Amidah

retained it (see, e. g., /. Q. R., X, 657), was no doubt the cause for the prohibition

to recite the whole prayer. (See Addendum, infta, p. 280.)
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stipulations of 'Omar may have been harsh (see Graetz, V, i aa-3),

but, compared with the former Byzantine yoke, the burden im-

posed on all non-Muslims alike must .have been regarded by the

Jews as light. Since the time of Hadrian, Jerusalem was forbidden

territory to the Jew.^ Only once a year, on the 9th of Ab, was
he permitted to visit the ruins of the Temple and shed tears

while reciting the Lamentations. For the privilege of staying

a little longer and weeping a little more, he had to bribe the

Byzantine soldiers who were on guard, as Jerome, in the fourth

century, graphically describes this sad annual visit of the Jews
to their Holy City.^ When the latter capitulated to the Arabs,

the Christian population stipulated that no Jews should reside in

the city. This condition is expressly mentioned in the treaty of

surrender as given by at-Tabari, the well-known Arab historian

of the first half of the tenth century.^* There are also the traditional

' Except during the short periods of the Emperor Julian's reign and the Persian

invasion under Khusrau (614-28 c. e.).

^ See SchQrer, Geschichte des jiid. Volkes, V, 699, 703-4. Constantine the

Great, on his conversion to Christianity, re-confirmed Hadrian's edict. However,
in practice, the prohibition was not carried out hterally. There are several

references in the Talmudic literature to frequent visits of Jews to Jerusalem after

the periods of Hadrian and Constantine. (SeeYranVei, Mebo ha-Yerushalmi,6^.')

Cp. also the statement of the Palestinian author of XllpH n^lin "ISD (see infra,

p. 73, note 2): naion Nnty nsnp ^<^^ i'xnE''' fnsn nt^N nxtn nxnpni

jon mnij D^i'triT'D pn j'nNno b^rw^ my nposj [nI'] nnj? nvB* 'ah

nxnpn nsr nn inN nn nr^n nx dno^D b^-vi^^ i'N-iE'i bv ons '\bm>.

Sahl b. IMasliah in his introduction to his ' Book of Precepts ' (printed by Harkavy

in Hamntelis, 1879, p. 640, 1. 26 ff.) writes : (i. c. Jerusalem) DlpO? D3t5? ''inNI

5'N"it}'''D nnx n^T ^b^ Cin pv» a'hh r\w (supply nisD) cdhd nn' -ikk'j

i'f'snni' [nnnD] nitvn nrno b^ d^ni mtna ncx Dnin''n vni • v^ib b^y

bvi Cl''^53 vn aj^n fnxn ib'ni • ntv nrno bif. d'N3 vn anjica "ib'xi • dc

wi\> T-jj b» DNi3'i vDm nvB' i»v^ '•'' nns n-r-yr pp 'o'-ni • -m nrio

ny ba i'^anni'i -iinai5i ^'[•\pb mini (i/. /. OTa) niDipo i:3''i na ub'^i

, . . ni?v3 nnD£}*D TOynPI. a similar statement is found in a Karaite com.

mentary on Daniel (to be published by me in J.Q.R., N. S.). Sahl states that

'more than 500 years' no Jew could 'enter' (i.e. reside in) Jerusalem, viz. from

the Bar Kokhba revolution till a short time after the Arab conquest.

' The text of the treaty, together with an English translation, is given by Lane-

Poole, Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, XXIV, sec. C, No. 13. For the

translation see also Butler, The Treaty ofMisr in Tabari, 1913, 35-6. See also, Bar-
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Arabic accounts of how 'Omar compelled the bishop Sophronius

to show him the exact site of the ruined Temple, which in course

of time became a heap of refuse.^ There 'Omar built the famous

mosque known as al-Aksa, the Rock.^

Quite a different story do we read in a letter from the

Rabbinites in Jerusalem, written during the Gaonate of Daniel

b. 'Azarya (1051-63). Among the Arab conquerors there were

a number of Jews who showed them the exact spot of the

Temple. The Jews seem to have given valuable aid to the new

rulers and therefore obtained from them a number of concessions.

In the first instance the Holy City became free to the Jews, who,

add our informants, reside there since then up to the present day.

The new residents undertook to see to it that the Temple site be

kept in a clean state. They were given the permission to pray

there without interference. They also bought Mount Olivet as

public property of the Jewish community, whereon services were

held, indeed, for centuries, on the festivals and especially during

Hoshana Rabba, in the presence of numerous pilgrims from all

over the Diaspora.^

Hebraeus, Chronicon Syriacum, ed. Bruns and Kirtch, I'jSo, Syr. part, 180, SpT

oisB'niNn nOJJJT Nnii U'h^ -, cp, Graetz, V*, 122.

' This was the work of the population of the town out of spite to the Jews who

came on the 9th of Ab to recite the Lamentations before the Temple ruins (cp. Gr.,

V*, 121, and Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, p. 139.

^ See especially Le Strange, I.e., pp. 138 fT. The traditional Arabic accounts are

first given in a work composed in 1351.

* The letter is given in A. C. 11 (see infra, p. 164 f.). The corresponding lines are,

"icx nya i'NvcB''' niabo 'Jsij non ij''by nan 13 nsT nryn irni'N n^?D^

yao D^B'JN nnoy vn n'hm-r ixai onx n^D ^3sn pN nx nah qt" ntatya

nnhv wnni • ovn ^J;l ind onoy ub'''i tyipan dip» tirh iNin b^'W

n*ni siji myr ^5? i^'i'sn^ ijiN^a bo 'i>'\p):in n^n ns naa'' on •'3 n's^n

, . . v^Jj? nrjE'n moy IK'S cnnn nn upi • Dniii bv hrdd. aiso the

author of ' Nistarot de R. Simon b. Yohai ' (in Jellinek, Beth Hammidrash, III, 79)

calls the second Caliph 'Omar 'a friend of the Jews' (niDJCB' '<Vi)r\ ^^Dn

h'S'T\r\ nisnai onTiisna nnn b^^w^ aniN n\T i'Nj?»B'''D). Then follows the

reference to his erection of the Mosque on Mount Moriah. See also the so-called

Prayer of R. Simon b. Yohai, ibid., IV, 120, top. From Sahl b. Masliah's words

(cited abciye, p. 43, note 2) it also appears that 'Omar made Jerusalem free for the

Jews. This can also be gathered from the Karaite commentary mentioned above.
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We have here conflicting accounts. The clause in the treaty

of surrender, prohibiting the Jews to reside in Jerusalem, is

probably genuine since at-Tabari, a reliable source, gives it.

But it is likely that for some reason or other it was not carried

out and the Holy City was again free for the Jew. As for the

story of the discovery of the exact site of the Temple, the

account given in the above letter, three centuries older than

that of Arab writers, should be preferred. It is true the epistle

dates more than four centuries after 'Omar's conquest. But
there must have been an old tradition well known in the com-
munity, and there may have even existed written documents to

this effect which have been lost.^ Moreover, it stands to reason

that the Jews knew the exact spot of the Temple since they

visited the ruins annually on the 9th of Ab. During the Persian

invasion (614-38) they could enter the city freely. Very likely

after Heraclius had driven out the Persians, even the annual
visit was prohibited. But during this short time till the arrival

of the Arabs the site could have hardly become so disfigured

as not to be recognized by them.

(3) Be it as it may, soon after the Arab conquest, Jerusalem
attracted a number of Jews as permanent settlers, and much
larger numbers of visitors and pilgrims.^ The Karaite Salman b.

Yeruham (about 940-60) gives an interesting account of the vicissi-

^ It should be borne in mind that the Crusaders, on entering Jerusalem in 1099,
practically wiped out the whole Jewish community (see infra, p. 1995.), and very
likely destroyed all the Jewish records or manuscripts they could lay hold of.

' Theearliest Hebrew source mentioning the Jews ofJerusalem in the Arab period
is the fragment in Geonica, II (above, p. 42, note i ; see J. Q. R., N. S., /. c, 474,
note 18). As will be shown elsewhere, its author was Ben Baboi, a disciple of Raba
the disciple of Yehudai Gaon (760), hence about 800 c. e. The Holy City had then

a goodly number of Jews hailing from Babylon. The Coptic book of Daniel has

a fourteenth vision wherein it is mentioned that the last 'Omeyyad Caliph,

Merwan II (died 750), commanded the Jews to return to Jerusalem (see Becker,

Nachrichten der Koniglkhen Gesellschaft zu Gbttingen, histor.-philos. Klasse, 1916,

pp. 33-4). But, as Becker points out, this is one of the features peculiar to all this

class of apocalypse, and is not historical. See also Oriens Christianus, I, 1901,

3055., where the Katholikos Timoteos I (beginning of the ninth century) states in a

letter that Jews, who received instruction in Christianity, told him of books found

ten years previously (i. c before the date of the letter) in the neighbourhood of

Jericho. When the Jews ofJerusalem were informed, they betook themselves in

large numbers to the spot, and found there books of the Old Testament and other

writings in Hebrew script. ("See Addendum, infra, p. 280,)
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tudes of the Jewish community since the Arab conquest.^ But the

historicity of his statements is not beyond suspicion because he

would, as befits a sectarian polemic, describe the Jewish residents,

who prior to the influx of Karaites to the Holy City (see infra,

p. 59 ff.) were exclusively adherents of Rabbinic Judaism, as

morally depraved. Salman tells us that during the reign of

al-Rum (Christian Byzantium) for ' 500 years and more ' the

Jews could not enter the Holy City under penalty of death.

' When, by the grace of God, al-Rum was expelled and the reign

of Ishmael (Arabs) became manifest ', the, Jews were granted the

privilege of entering and residing in the city. The Arabs handed

over to them ' the courtyards of the house of God where they

prayed for a number of years '. (This agrees with the story in

the above letter that the Jews undertook to keep the Temple
site in a clean state.) When after some time the Caliph heard

evil rumours about the Jews that they were guilty of vulgarities,

quarrels, drink, and immorality, he commanded that they be

confined to one quarter of the temple, where they could pray,

but were not prevented from visiting the other quarters. This

lasted for a certain period. As they continued in their sinful

practices, they were expelled from that quarter too (?).
' Now

the Christians endeavoured by force to drive us out from

Jerusalem and entirely to separate us from it, but I trust in

God that their wish be not fulfilled.' The last statement, which

seems to deal with the condition in Salman's own time, is obscure.

^ In his Commentary to Ps. 30. See the extract from a MS. Petrograd given by

T^e\iha.\ier , Aus der PeiersburgerBibliothek (109, VII ; cp. p. 12), unfortunately printed

incorrectly: n3D p"n Dipci'S HU D^D dn^N li'D 13 \tA Dli'SJD in N1231

irip .13 rhv^ '^in |di tbm-i'^ ^^n ^'[trb^ hi< \br' ^'nib'* nuid'' ^b fjiji

ni3!?D nnibi hv^-w^ ^rhv. (r. iisDa) b-i?n xnaa (r. nrhii) crbv^. ijpniN vxhti

NUfoa 'n rri nnsn nn^hy yam iud^'ki ^liii'N W'yv^'h pijias ^nj?db"'

til'SJa'' X02 i'NjJcitJ'i i^JD h^ cimaa vs"i Qfi (supply pio) rino xh-i'' .t-d

noND einpiixi (r. nao^Ni) na oi'si laii'x mtj'i rinmy^Ni nnpijN id

Nnn i)nD "hv fjo rino ni:n3s (dnun |d asa) asn^ in nsn i^jn nrrnaz

3N3 \0 Name p NJii'5) nspa iXKVD^N bya (probably r. iV) |D NHNTS

JUif b^n 13 Qi^nV^N [si's nii Cprobably only from Temple site) Dipij^

iJ-iNi n:ai wva Kipia^i Dip^s id NJJ'n3''i> xr^s? (read perhaps paxy)

omiDN (r. b^AO") i'no'' kS Dms-ia djT' ^b i'^na" in^K i'vaa.
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The Christians in Jerusalem seem to have agitated then for the

entire expulsion of the Jews from the Holy City. Of course,

they would need the approval of the Arab authorities to bring

this about. Neubauer {loc. cit., p. 12), from whose rendering of

Salman's account I have differed, connects this episode with the

victories of the Byzantine Emperor Nicephorus Phocas over the

Arabs in Northern Syria (968-9) which resulted in the capture

of Antioch. But it is improbable that events in Northern Syria

would have had such an effect as to make the Christians in

Jerusalem dare openly to betray their longing for the restoration

of the Byzantine dominion by threatening the Jews with ex-

pulsion as its sequel. It must have therefore been a local affair

wherein the Christians endeavoured to obtain from the Arab
rulers a concession for carrying out, about three centuries hence,

the clause in 'Omar's treaty prohibiting the Jews from residing

in the Holy City.

To return to our subject. Very little is known about the

occupations of the new settlers. But a section which grew up

in course of time, known as ' the mourners for Zion ' (IVV ''i'''3X),

deserve special mention. They led a life of asceticism, spending

their days in fasting and lamenting over the destruction of the

Temple and in praying for its restoration, and the advent of

the Messiah. The spirit of mysticism and ' practical Kabbalah

'

found a fruitful soil among this section.^ Speculations would

abound about the events before and after the coming of the

Messiah, the calamities that would befall Israel and the sub-

sequent deliverance. The Holy City became a congenial place

for such kindred spirits to live together. Their circle would be

increased by Jews from all over the Diaspora who were heart-

broken, and who through adverse circumstances lost all interest

in life.

The earliest reference to these ' mourners for Zion ' is to be

found in the Pesikta Rabbati (c. 34).^ They are described as

^ Cp. the famous responsum of Hai Gaon (in Aschkenazi, Ta'am Zekenim^ 54 ff.),

from which it appears that in his time Palestine was a fertile soil for ' practical

Kabbalah ', though the same was the case in Byzantine countries (DHX f*^^!)
too.

2 Pesikta, ed. Friedmann, 15&>, reads : HpH ^33 [D''D''3B'DI^] DniS O'^pih'

njjitj'in DN nana' n^bs hii [ms nya linyw^] ^v. ccm ^pib npui
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' ardently desiring the salvation evening, morning, and midday '.

They were a minority and seem to have been ridiculed as

unworldly dreamers. But the author warns Israel of an impend-

ing calamity owing to this ridicule of the • mourners for Zion '.

The redactor of the Pesikta was probably a native of Southern

Italy. Several characteristics of this Midrash have indeed led

a number of scholars to the opinion that it was composed in that

country.^ But a more probable solution is that the redactor was

an Italian Agadist who settled in Jerusalem in the first half of

the ninth century, where he 'joined the mourners for Zion '.^ It is

interesting to find another South Italian scholar, R. Ahima'as the

elder (who lived in the time of the Byzantine Emperor Basileos I,

868 c. E.), visiting Jerusalem three times and giving donations

ci'iryi'Di oniN inaoc [issnti'^i'] nbm mv nrrni • nnnvi npni mv
-1DISI aw DniN HNnni . . . irv ^ti'-ax i^iin dits'' D^''^5n b^ , , . inii>v

nytJVJtj' D'^'axa . . . (159°) . . . nnnai bv ^avb Nwb wpHsj* t<wb

nnn nx )b''S^na> ivv ''i'''aK "ba . . , aa^n ^iia^n ^yi annn *n^a bv ^oy

. . . amvb naiD ipnnn ab) )pnm onann ntt lyoci

.

' See Eppenstein, M/scfir., LV, 1911, 626-8, for the latest discussion of the

problem.

' Friedtnann (Introd. 24) points out that chapters 34-7 are different in style

from the rest of the book, and maintains that they are the earliest. But it is more
likely that they were composed by the redactor of the Midrash, who lived in the first

half of the ninth century. This is evident from ch. i (i") : IJS HNnKl] Xas '>nD

p^iy ivntj' nuan nx ^b i^rno nns ''na^a y'V^i bKiti» 'h nm [n''ni)N

(here Agadas by R. Joshu'a b. Levi are inserted) n^^K'n 1J3 fNIII O'^T '"DyS 'jl

yuts* nil i3"n iria mntf pi noa nn Tiaan ^^\^^6 mnnD nx ^nvi''ti noN
DiB'Dni HNOi f\btt "133 NiH HDyi V2m D^yam niND yac nn ijav nn
. . . O'^rhttn 1JB nNlNI KUN TID nnKI. As Friedmann already pointed out

(note 16), the second date, IHSI , . , nnyi, is clearly an insertion by a copyist who
lived 374 years later. Accordingly the editor of the Pesikta lived 777 years after

the destruction of the Temple, about 845 c. e. He probably removed to Jerusalem,

where he joined the 'mourners for Zion', in whose defence he writes. Another

passage in ch. i (2') also points to his residence in the Holy Land : nD mSTai

paB'i'' (r. nntj') m^ i'snii'^ px b^ na^tJ" mata nrn niaan b:b i^ait ba-W'

. . . nrn D^Jiya niCIXn pa tnyDSOI. Friedmann's interpretation (note 24)

•"x nyi^b pair nvnb niDixn pa piytavD anv 'liiai is forced, it seems to

me more natural to explain the passage, that in spite of altered circumstances and

heavy taxation Israel persists in having a settlement in Palesline. The Patriarchs,

too, the author argues, were very anxious to be at least buried in the Holy Land.
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on each occasion ^to the mounters for His majestic habitation^

}

Soon after the conquest of Egypt in 969, the famous Paltiel is

also reported to have visited the Fustat synagogue on the Day
of Atonement and, on being called up to the reading of the Law,
to have promised donations for the Palestinian Gaon and the

academy, for ' the mourners for the everlasting house ' and for

the Babylonian schools. Likewise his son Samuel gave large

legacies to these ' mourners '.^

(4) We propose now to deal with the Palestinian Gaonate from

1 Ahitna'as Chronicle (in Neubauer, Med. Jew. Ckron.,'U, 113, 1. 22 if.), *lin* {^'tt

n''Dva ' rhb)m n^y (r. chwvb) ch^>\'V2 idb' rvp^ns ni ' lora n>n

imNSn ?13T '72X^)1 iniina ''pOiy?. instead of the former usual visits three times

yearly, it seems that a pious Jew made it his duty to visit the Holy Land and City

at least three times during his lifetime. Hence the question of the redactor of the

Pesikta (cited on p. 48, note 2), ' When wilt Thou, O God, restore the honour when
we used to make pilgrimages three times yearly ?

' And be answers homiletically

that in the future the pilgrimages will talce place on every New Moon's Day and

on every Sabbath (nI^K m&2 £3"j cbw DHK PSI imS HJU ''JK y^n yrtya

Mbid., I.C., 128, 1. 21 ff.: snpb ^'N'tsi's "i Nipj Dmsian DVi n'ni

onrT D'BJ^N ncypn • in^nn ''nha '? nii • iirinp cfb^n^ "^nab . . . minn

baajj f\bH) ' DiD^iyn ni3 ''b'>2t6 fibn) • Dioaniji n3'E'^^ CNib fii'N . . .

*b''a^?i'1 ni*D33l5i n^Tt>^'? • !jN'tj^a n nivoa Dipi'^m . . . u'^iMun nT^b
(r. D^tyiTi)) Qbm-\''2 1DN1 V3S (R. Samuel) nijjjni (p. 130, 1. 8 ff.) , . . JV?

D»03ni> ' D''3ijvi n^hb • d»3id3it f\bH Q'>-\^ nntD . . . cynpni . . . nunxa
iriiaa tyipp^ iob'i • D^jmi nipirn n»i»Di'i • lai^JB-D minn -isj-x • D'•3B'^^^1

b^nn ''ij''3s<^i • D^j'SBTii n^pimn ro^np^ nrpjj Tiai'i • D''3Bati' mmb 'anvp

• n'K^B'jn n3''tJ'*!) 5533. There is no corresponding rhyme to 0^^13X1. No doubt

in the preceding clause for D^JatyPn, which gives no sense, D^i>'3B'Dn should be

read, ' and for the mourners for the temple, the learned ones '. There is no justifica-

tion for the assumption that p>3B'D became a specifically Karaite term in those

times. We find Elhanan b. Hushiel of Kairowan expressing the desire to be one
of the D'>i)'3B'0 (J. Q. R., N. S., IX, 162, note 156). Very likely the Karaites

borrowed the term from the Rabbinites, just as they did with the expression

[VX v3N (see infra, p. 61). It is interesting that there existed then in Jerusalem
' synagogues belonging to distant congregations ' and others to the ' residents

'

(D'i'aBTI). Probably the pilgrims from the various countries of the Diaspora met
in their respective synagogues. It recalls conditions in Jerusalem in Temple times

(see e. g. Acts 6").

2210 D
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its inception to the time when Solomon b. Yehuda became

president of the academy. Our inquiry must first extend to

a particular function of the Gaonite in order to obtain a fixed

date. The great past of the Holy Land bestowed vjpon it

a certain tradition of learning. It retained or put forward

claims for a number of privileges over the countries of the

Diaspora, even when adverse circumstances reduced its Jewry

to penury in numbers, material prosperity and intellectual activity.

One of these privileges was the sole right of the principal and

the members of the Palestinian academy to fix the calendar

for each year. The discovery of the documents bearing on the

dispute between Ben-Meir and Sa'adya about the calendar of the

year 921/2 has thrown new light on this hitherto unknown pre-

rogative of Palestine in the Gaonic period. Bornstein ^ re-edited

all the texts available to him, devoting to them an exhaustive

and thorough study. Since then supplementary material was
published in J. Q.R., N. S. (vol. V, 546 ff.)-

Ben-Meir put forward the claim that the Babylonian Jew had
always accepted the fixing of the calendar as proclaimed on
Mount Olivet on behalf of the president and the members of the

Palestinian academy.^ And this claim is emphatically reiterated

about 170 years later by the Gaon Ebyatar Hakkohen in his

' Scroll '. The calculation of the calendar was indeed laid down
in the ' four chapters ' (DnjJB' nymN), but the actual proclamation

of it was an exclusive right of the Palestinian Gaon.^

> -i>VK> pi |1KJ nnVD 31 np^HD, in Sokolow's ^saiNT nSD, 1904, pp. 19-189.

See also Malter, /. Q. R., N. S., Ill, 500-9, on the Documents on the Ben-Meir
Controversy. Cp. also Marx, J. Q. R., N. S., I, 63 ff.

' He writes in his supposed second letter (full text in /. Q. R,, N. S., V, 553,

1. 14 f.) DaTiuN WB' i6 oi'ijjDi DTitn nn nnan di^pd vn i: D^^niax <a

pin ISvnn N?1 jrUOn nt ji. Also in his supposed first epistle we read (Bornstein,

/. c. 6s, 11. -^-3) : 'pv ba-)^ j'nx minni' nit^nn ^ "bbn a''~i2'^r\ b:^ bb^m

bai^ y^i '33 bv niK'n nSan >i2b rsi • rhnn '33 'Dan.

' Megillat Ebyatar, J.Q.R., XIV, 472, 1. 10 ff. : B^ tflpiB' bsH n3''»D blH

DN m3is;D Dx p3E'nn inix nnx niwpii n3*B'i b'n-i sine' pinruDn

by niDD^ . . . minn niVD3 in panv jna^nn iniN bv pc^yn Ijdi • njiWD

njn nsB' ^3 pciy [ntr bi . . . ijoo ij^Nocn^i pD\n^ pxi irriHnrrpNJ

p ptriv aya oni r^V on vsd . . . ^a awni) ]n p3''-is i'NiB''' mbi !'33

in3in IT PXSI'' D^N. See also Bornstein, /. f. 50.
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x

So far the one side. Let us hear what the scholars of

Babylon had to say. Their case is fully developed in a letter from
Babylon to Ben-Meir, probably emanating from the Exilarch,

written quite at the beginning of the dispute when civilities were
still exchanged between the parties.^ The writer argues that as

regards the fixing of a leap-year there is no longer any difference

of opinion between Palestine and Babylon, because this is done
by a traditional calculation generally accepted. It is only about
the fixing of the months Marheshvan and Kislev, whether they
be 'full', 'ordinary' or 'defective' (onon, plDS, D'si'D), that a
dispute may arise. Babylon was indeed formerly dependent on
Palestine as regards the fixing of these months, because the

scholars of the former country were not well versed in the

calendar calculation. But 'many years' ago several scholars

from Babylon visited the Holy Land, where they sought instruc-

tion in all the intricacies of the calendar. Since then the calendar

is fixed independently in both countries. There has never yet

arisen a difference of opinion, since the calculation is the same.

Even the oldest members of the Babylonian schools cannot

remember that the Palestinian authorities had to be consulted

about the fixing of the calendar.^

1 Printed by Bornstein, I.e., 87 ff. (cp. also/. Q.R-, N. S., Ill, 500-2). The text

is now supplemented in /. Q. R., N. S., V, 546-7.

2 J.Q.R., N.S., V, 546, 1. 17 ff.: D^ic T13V3 ^"h^n Qa^y^i ijira px laai

nu'ij) pj^lji . . . inB'ni' di*3 miDon nt? losn i'ariB' »jdd -nxi mio
tt'^unn njiup i^ax D»Jt5' iniva ''1J''B' Da^j^ni' ijij'-a pxi vm b'sn naa pat^m

biy^xf uTiunB' 'Nini • nw -wyvn \o u'-x piD^i inborn din^'d ncn^

mtj' '<v-\n njjup 'yir^ fn^istr irnrnD pe'nni pni'iE' vn d^atj'Nnn nnna
„

n.T'i'x pani3 vn na^'s^ jnioa nu'jjn moa px^pa vn abv^ '•^ nae^a

'can Dj) ipnpii '"0^ p-ix bvt. iiaao nvjan noa "bv naa man cw p bi\A

nn naai ns' na* ia ujianJir nj? ira lE'a'm wsb'si nia^yn nioa 'ib" piK

"aBTio i'N-iB'^ pns '»an qji ma^ man d'jb' nr iiaaa nicnn o^wip

NSD3 N^ nns njiaiyn ni'V rban D'-Jiyn f>aa laai Diai> O'-B'nn D"'yaipi

read) nNT3 HST'S N^l (read nra) nra i>lpi'''p U^N-l Kill . . . fii^''n DH'^a

1!) n'H ^aaa o'B'nn 3Jiapi5 i:i5nnn un^N (supply !i^ or :i^) 'xniai (nxra

jnjD DrT'JB' nON^I UniN nOini) (l. c. the then Gaon of Palestine) na^B" Wirh

DJ1 nniaji' lyinB* n^j^pr nia*B'''a b''' nj njn na^nm nai Isy amajn

D'3B> ma''v bwih i^aa ib'jn la-isintj' nair dhd nnx px Di>iai nsD wptfi

D 1
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Here we have a circumstantial historical account of interest.

When did this visit of the Babylonian scholars to Palestine take

place ? Eppenstein {Mtsckr., LIV, 1910, p. 317) dates this event in

the late Amoraic times, that is to say, when the Patriarch Hillel II

is supposed to have laid down the rules for fixing the calendar.

But with fine insight Bornstein {loc. cit. 44, note i) infers from

the style of the cited passage that it does not deal with an event

about 600 years previously.

The Genizah fragment, given in A. A. 1 3, enables us to state

definitely that in 835 C. E. Babylon was dependent on the fixing

of the calendar by the president and the members of the

Palestinian academy. The fragment is a part of a letter from

the Babylonian Exilarch to some community. Unfortunately

both beginning and conclusion of the epistle are missing. The
question arose in 4595 A. M. whether Marheshvan and Kislev be

both ' full ', so that the ensuing Passover begin on a Thursday,

or 'defective' and accordingly Passover to fall two days pre-

viously, on a Tuesday.^ In Palestine the months were declared

as ' defective '. The Exilarch writes (recto, 1. i ff.) that, in order

to preserve unity in Israel^ ' our forefathers (i. e. the Exilarchs)

and the academies go by this custom (i.e. of accepting the fixing of
the calendar by the Palestinian authorities) till now, 1147 Sel. =
4595 A. M.'^ In that year Marheshvan and Kislev had to be
made ' defective ' because the new moon of Nisan would be
visible on Tuesday, 10 a.m. If these months be declared as ' full ',

Passover would fall on a Thursdayand consequently Rosh Hodesh
Nisan also on that day, while the new moon would be visible in

the West already on Tuesday, hence a flagrant miscalculation

i^Tiias jnjD unJK dji Daanjco Dnayo Dn^? tSa 'ityi pso w^in njcapi
Nin nnx p^B'm waina cinayD i3n:xi inn.

> Mahler in his Hatidbuch der jiid. Chronologic, 1916, makes 4595 a. m. to have
been a HB'a-year, viz. both Marheshvan and Kislev ' full ', and Passover to have
commenced on Thursday (see Tables, pp. 610 and 614). But from our fragment
we learn that it was fixed as a 3n3-year (p. 615).

2 Apparently the writer reckoned the Sel. year to have begun in 312 b. c. But
almost in all documents drawn up in Egypt and in Palestine (as known to us from
the Genizah) there is only a difference of one in the figures below ten of the
corresponding Sel. and a.m., e.g. 1465 Sel. = 4914 a. h. (see e.g. A. D. 19"
discussed, infra, p. 23a). Accordingly 311 e.g. is taken as the beginning of the Sel.
era. This point still needs clearing up.
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(recto, 11. 7-13). The Exilarch therefore defends the fixing of

the Palestinian authorities and continues (verso, 1. 9 ff.) :—There

is no question in this case which the head and members of the

school (of Palestine) decided as ' defective ', since there can be no

alternative ('ordinary' or 'full'). But even when alternatives

are possible ' we always rely on them, (i. e. the Palestinian

authorities) in order that Israel be not divided into sections.

'AndT, the heads of the schools, the scholars and all Israel rely on

the calendar which has been dispatched (from) before tjte scholars

{of Palestine)!

Our identification of the writer of this epistle with the Exilarch

is evident from the fact that he places himself in front of the

Geonim (of Babylon), and also that he writes with an authority

only applicable to the political head of the Babylonian Jewry.

Probably the holder of this office in 835 c. E. was David b.

Yehuda, who successfully maintained his claim to it against his

opponent Daniel. In ii44Sel. the Exilarch David appointed R.

Isaac as Gaon of Sura (see Sherira's Letter, ed. Neubauer, p. 38).

We may assume that he was still alive three years afterwards, in

1 147 Sel. Be that as it may, the Exilarch unreservedly confirmed

in 835 the Palestinian prerogative of fixing the calendar. When
Ben-Meir, about 85 years subsequently, claimed for himself and

his school this right, he based himself on an old genuine privilege

and was by no means a usurper. But, for some unexplained

reason, the Babylonian scholars found it necessary soon after

835 to acquire in Palestine a thorough knowledge of the calendar

rules and thereby become independent. Perhaps it was the

sequel of the question of the calendar of 835 which formed a

subject of discussion in the above epistle. That the visit of

Babylonian scholars to Palestine took place soon after 835 is

evident from the fact that during the Ben-Meir controversy,

about 85 years hence, even the oldest members of the Babylonian

academies had no longer a recollection of Babylon being

dependent on the Holy Land as regards the calendar.

It is noteworthy that so far the first Babylonian Gaon to

occupy himself with the calendar problem was R. Nahshon of

Sura, 874-82 (see Bornstein, loc. cit. 155 ff.). Now his father

R. Sadok occupied the Gaonate from 823-5. ^- Nahshon was

then a very young student. Who knows whether more than a
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decade subsequently, when after 835 the Babylonian scholars

visited Palestine for the purpose of learning the calendar ' secret ',

R. Nahshon was not a member of the party ? And the literary

evidence of his newly acquired knowledge we have in the ' cycle

'

that bears his name (p^?J [wra 311 ^MV)-

(5) The above letter from the Exilarch is of interest not only

for the calendar problem but, to a still larger degree, for the

question of the Gaonate in the Holy Land. As long as

Beii-Meir was regarded to have put forward specious claims for

Palestinian prerogatives, the Gaonate was taken to have been

the sequel of his ambitions. Thus Poznadski in his recent work ^

writes, ' Ihr (der Geonim) Auftreten steht ohne Zweifel mit dem
Streit um den Kalender, der im Jahre 931 zwischen Palastina und

Babylonien ausbrach und jetzt in alien seinen Details bekannt

ist, im Zusammenhang.' We know now of the existence of the

Palestinian school already in 835. Its head went by the same title,

munn B'X-i, as Ben-Meir was styled.^ The school in the Holy

Land was very likely kept up during all the centuries of the

Byzantine dominion. But since Jerusalem was forbidden ground

1 Babylonische Geonim im nachgdonischen Zeiialter, 1914, p. 82.

" Sa'adya in his SepherHamo'adim (in Bornstein, I.e., 76, 1. 22) quotes an epistle

from Babylon to Ben-Meir, beginning : '131 TiHsS T'Jnbl munn B'Xli' uhv.
Likewise he is frequently styled TQ^V/^ ii'NT, since he presided over a fully

organized academy (see the beginning of Ben-Meir's letter, /. c, 62, bottom). The
Babylonian Geonim usually were addressed ^?n3''^D CiT , since Aramaic was the

language of the scholars in Babylon, whereas Hebrew was that of the Palestinian

scholars. Very seldom is the Palestinian Gaon styled NniTlD B"T. As for CNT
3py' fIXJ nniE'*, shortened into the familiar title pW , it was used alike by the

presidents of the academies of Palestine and Babylon. Cp. also the titles B'NT

pITnJDn and mi3nn )1NJ in the Ebyatar scroll (above, p. 50, note 3). The members

of the Palestinian school were usually styled 0^311 (N'''il3nV Haberim ; hence the

expression rni3n for the whole college. These terms are frequently used with

reference to the academies of the Holy Land, especially that of Tiberias, in the

third and fourth centuries. (See in particular the instructive article by Bacher,

Mtschr,, XLHI' 1899, 345-60, and cp. Chajes, ibid. 572.) Those disciples who had

not yet the ordination (n3''OD) entitling them to go by the title 'Rabbi', were
styled Haberim (see /. c. 353). There were older Haberim and younger ones

(K'niJ)) Kinan, K^mai X^nnn, /. c 35a). This was the case in the Talmudic

period. However, in our period, the Haberim were the ' ordained ' scholars of the

academy, several of whom presided over the courts in various communities (see

infra, pp. 264 ff., 272 f.). Those disciples that had not yet the authorization went

by the name of D^T'DPH.
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for the Jew, the academy continued in Tiberias from the times of

R. Johanan. Soon after the Arab conquest of the country (about

640 c. E.) the gates of the Holy City were thrown open to the

Jews, who were permitted to settle and reside there. Naturally

the school of Tiberias found a more suitable home within the

hallowed precincts of Jerusalem.^ The activities of the academy

since the country came under the sway of the Muslims are on

the whole obscure. But one of its rights was the fixing of

the calendar unreservedly accepted in Babylon still as late as

835 C. E.).^

Data found in the Ahimdas Chronicle as to the school of

Jerusalem have been entirely ignored. It is true they were mis-

construed by Kaufmann {Mtschr., XL, 468 ff.) and thus were

altogether disregarded. Only Marx {J. Q. R., N. S., I, 67) makes

use of some of them, without, however, pointing out Kaufmann's

erroneous account. Ahima'as the elder came into personal touch

with a ' head of the academy ' presiding over a college of scholars

(mun) in Jerusalem. As we heard above (p. 48 f.), he visited the

Holy City three times and on each occasion brought donations

from his native country, Italy, for the scholars and the ' mourners

for Zion '.' Moreover, a scholar from Palestine once visited Venosa,

1 That the Jerusalem academy was known to have been originally situated at

Tiberias is also evident from the interesting fact that the Nasi and Gaon, Daniel b.

'Azarya, who succeeded Solomon b. Yehuda in 1051 c. E. (see infra, p. 178 ff.), is

once styled ' Gaon of Tiberias and head of the school of Israel at Jerusalem '- Thus a

poetical letter of greeting (T.-S. 12. 358) begins : . . . N''DB'3 nE>l xm ''i'n nityiD

pn bti JT-a DbE'n''aT bti'\vr<-\ xnaTiD [E'n]i Sn5i5~~pNJi ni^-j niB'nai

?? "
,

NB'Nnm s<jn3 . . . yap rC^tp) pT" xDB'ipa n in nia ax \vk>-\) [bJ^'Jl

paO Ntynp XOy ?1X1 aV&p NJJ)''D1. The person addressed in the epistle is

named t'NlDB' 31. Greeted are also his uncle Aaron, his son Yeshu'a, and son-in-

law 'All.

' The literary productions of Palestinian scholarship during this period, the

Midrashic literature, the Massorah, the Tiberian vowel-system and the piyyutim

are known, and are outside the scope of our theme here. How far the members of

the school participated in some branches of this work is discussed in A. A. 14.

' See the passage from the Ahima'as Chronicle on p. 49, note i. In the con-

tinuation the ' dead ' reader is supposed to relate to Abu Aaron his visit to the

academy of Jerusalem in the company of Ahima'as : miVD3 d'aCV 13i\nti'3

DiTiry unj . . . nn''ss3 inva • namn n''Di'ni • rawT^Jn dj; n^aioD

nni^JN D''3n • urh^ ny^n b'nti • nn'-js^ ffae'vn • D.T'T'D^ns.
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in Italy, where the local Rabbi, Silanus by name, slighted him

(loc. cit., 114, last line). On his return to Jerusalem, he related his

grievance to the members of the school. As a result, R. Silanus

was excommunicated. Now when Ahima'as came to the Holy
City he was invited by the academy to conduct the service in

the synagogue. On that occasion he recited a piyyut by this

R. Silanus which won general approbation because the Rabbinites

were therein eulogized while the 'heretics' (i.e. \!i\& Karaites^

were denounced.^ When the Gaon and his school heard that

R. Silanus was the author of the piyyut, they revoked the ban

that had been imposed upon him.

Now Kaufmann {loc. cit., p. 468) gave a wrong turn to these

data by making the 'dead' reader, whom Abu Aaron is supposed

to have discovered in Benevent, to have been a Palestinian. This

was the cause of his misconstruing the whole account. But this

' medium ' of Abu Aaron was clearly not a Palestinian but an

Italian whom Ahima'as would take with him as companion on

his pilgrimages to Jerusalem. Surely the reverse would not be

the case that a Palestinian Jew should travel to Italy \\ith

donations (cni:)." Hence the story wherein the ' head of the

school ' figures refers to the Holy City and not to Italy. Kauf-

mann {loc. cit., p. 473) likewise misunderstood the Silanus affair.

The slighted scholar from Palestine is taken to have had

R. Silanus, the spiritual guide of the Venosa community, ex-

' Ibid., p. 115, 1. 12 ff. : nrh is'Di ' onuD n3''{yu itfN • nnunn bvi rh))\

Di»' vn'J3 iDyi lujn uij^D t lanui . . . jitini vJin v^n ntj'N • yn yjsn

. . . nmjn Oy fVO*nN n (i. e. to Jerusalem) DB> nbv 15? ' OnniKD D'':E'1

' d^jHtti n^''j)i anxB* . . . aanon na n''n <d rhi^vi "mbvtw .

.

, nn^nn

5^3*Dn 3v'ni pnm.
2 I.e., p. 113,1. 24 ff. (a technical expression for a • nbv^ r\^^''bv!'n DySDI

numb • ''ov rvhvb • "h^a nvnb • 'h injn • n^NB>3 •<:bn& '»k^ pilgrimage)

''DSJ? . Thus relates the ' dead ' reader to Abu Aaron, that Ahima'as took him as

a companion for his travels to the Holy Land. There is no doubt that DPCITia

(above, p. 49, note i) has to be corrected into DPt^lT'?. Only thus becomes the

whole story intelligible. Cp. also the passage (above, p. 49, note 2) where it is

related that Paltiel's son, Samuel, brought the remains of his parents to Jerusalem.

There, too, we read nunxa oSySfnU 1DS1 V3N rbvm ; obviously ch^'r^'h is

meant.
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communicated at a supposed academy there. Ahima'as arrived

there with donations while on his way to Jerusalem (!). Accord-
ingly we obtain 'a head of the school ', living in Venosa, whereas
all this really refers to the school in Jerusalem. The Palestinian

scholar, whom R. Silanus slighted, was very likely a representative

of the academy (n''!'B') who travelled in Italy to collect donations

for it. That the Italian Jewry in the second half of the ninth

century supported the seat of learning in the Holy City is evident

from the fact that Ahima'as during his pilgrimages brought with
him donations from his native country.

The Ahima'as Chronicle is certainly a grotesque mixture of

legends, mysticism, and superstition. Yet there is no reason for

doubting the historicity of the persons and the institutions

mentioned in the narrative. The references to the academy
in Jerusalem ^find now full confirmation by the above epistle

from the Exilarch in 835. Nor was the school a ne insti-

tution in the first half of the ninth century. Elsewhere I am
giving new material as to the relations of R. Yehudai Gaon
(760 c. E.) with the scholars of the Holy Land, by whom, most
likely, the members of the academy are meant. In shorty there

is now sufficient justification for the statement that, just as

in Babylon, we have in Palestine a Gaonic period following that

of the Amoraim. Unfortunately we possess no ' Sherira's

Letter ' to give us a chronological list of the principals of the

Palestinian school. Several names of these Geonim have been

rescued from oblivion by the Genizah finds. Of Ben-Meir's

predecessors, probably his father, Meir, and his grandfather,

Moses, as well as an earlier ancestor, Musa by name, presided

over the school. As such they came into conflict with the

Karaites, who had then an ascendancy in the Holy City.^ We
1 Ben-Meir in his letterto Babylon (see full text in /. Q. R., N. S., V, 554, I. i6ff.)

describes the sufferings he and his forefathers had to undergo on the part of the

Karaites in Jerusalem : HDIl IJ^flDI ^<^^ It ^NIB'^ ^V IJ'tJ'SJ \7\''Vi! DmSjni

i:*ninNDi • jJFint t nnno mrya nnjc 'did 'no n"'B'''Dm . . . wnux

HB'yi \r\rh (i-e. Karaites) D'SJItfiT ItJ'pU D''DyS TKiZV HCD '11 TiKD '~\

ncum nijni nm nnx rib's nny ie'n i:ms i:»» n^ce'i • \ui> jvd^ nc
ni'iicn HJiB'Nn (?)Dnia''3n trsjn r\vch ny ni[p^]oi ban 'wyi D'-TiDsn r\'<i

Dn''t5'j;i D331 i3»nii'N '"n "wrh ds^^n 13N3i • d'njik'pt pv 'ja "v nnno

'"D (read D^^2B'1) DiaB'l IDH.
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are able to reconstrue a list of the Palestinian Geonim from

Ben-Meir till Ebyatar Hakkohen, in whose time the school

perished amidst the ruin that overtook the Palestinian Jewry in

consequence of the First Crusade.

The earliest period of the Gaonate is still shrouded in

obscurity. About 520 C. E., Mar Zutra, the posthumous son of

the executed Exilarch of Babylon Mar Zutra, was brought to

Palestine. In course of time he seems to have become head of

the Tiberias school (jmnjo B'Kn).^ Assuming that his descendants,

whose names have been preserved, occupied the same position,

as is likely, it is possible to draw up a list of presidents of the

school for the next ten generations, viz. R. Gurya, Mar Zutra II,

R. Jacob, R. Shemaya, R. Hanina (for N^J 3T in the text, as

suggested by Briill), R. Megas, R. Misa (Moses?), R. Nehemiah,

R. Abdimi, and R. Pinhas. As Mar Zutra's pe^pd of activity

as head of the academy falls in the middle of the sixth century,

that of Pinhas, the tenth generation after him, brings us to about

800 c.E. (10 X 35 years). The latter is probably identical with

the Massorite and grammarian Pinhas (n3''tyin B'NI). As shown

in A. A. 14, he was a contemporary of Asher the elder and a

group of Massorites whose time could be approximately fixed

in the first quarter of the ninth century. Tiberias remained the

centre for the study of the Bible and the Hebrew language. But

not all the Massorites lived there. Only Ahiyahu Hakkohen the

Haber is expressly mentioned as 'from nnvD ' (= Tiberias).

Another scholar, Moses, was a native of Gaza. Our Pinhas was
' head of the school ', situated then at the Holy City. Who
succeeded Pinhas is obscure. We hear of a son of his called

• Seder 'Olam Zuta (in Neub., Med. Jew. Chr., II, 73) mentions that Mar Zutra

became a SpTS B"! (ITJrTS B'na ni^J^yi). But the Hebrew version (p. 76)

states n rm rrian \T\rh iin nacai (ppis) n''PT'b ^'h iniD''j3ni

)mn3D[^] E'NT nNHl ''"N^ nijV B^I D'S^'K (i- <=• of the academy, see above

p. 54, note 2). Eppenstein {Mtschr., igo8, 464, note i) suggests that Mar Zutra first

became Rosh Happerek, and subsequently head of the school. If so, i"N7 n^V
ought to precede in'lD''33ni. See also Marx, I. c, 68-9. Another version (in Neub.,

I, 178) states : (read "ymb^) ISt^DI \>»'W pN^l ^30 (!) b^-\^'< ^2 TTO. 1*D'31

vfm i''N3 T\y<^ E'si vnaw no idb'ej' nns (read ncwi) mwJi • nisnx

(s«!) Wnti'3 7B' 1J3. The Hebrew version (p. 76) continues to enumerate Mar

Zutra's descendants : 3p5)< ID innNI ' 133 XlDir n» VinNI ' ^<n1J 3n innNI
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3l!{n, but a variant makes the latter to have been a son of Jacob,

Pinhas's brother. Whether Ben-Meir's family was related to

that of Mar Zutra cannot as yet be ascertained. Both families

descended from David. But whereas Ben-Meir traced his origin

from Rabbi Yehuda Hannasi, Mar Zutra was an offspring of the

Babylonian Exilarchs.^ The gap between Pinhas and Ben-Meir,

separated by a century, can only tentatively be filled up by the

names of the latter's ancestors, viz. Meir^ Moses, and Musa.

Also a certain Yehuda b. 'Alan (of Tiberias), ' head of the academy

of Jerusalem ', may have flourished in the ninth century.^

(6) Here we may conveniently deal with the relations between
the Rabbinites and the Karaites in Jerusalem. As has been

suggested above, the school was transferred from Tiberias to the

Holy City not long after the Arab conquest of Palestine, about

640 C.E. It became the spiritual centre for the Jewries in the

Holy Land as well as in the neighbouring countries, Syria and

Egypt. Rabbinic Judaism was supreme till 'Anan started his

schism in Babylon in the second half of the eighth century.

'Anan was unsuccessful in his candidature for the office of

Exilarch, and his followers, for some generations after him, must

have been hardly pressed by the Rabbinites who had political

champions in the ' heads of the Diaspora ' (Exilarchs) of 'Irak

(Babylon). This must have induced a number of Karaites to

leave Babylon and Persia and settle in Palestine, where the

innNi • H3 D^D an mnxi • 133 nvj an mnsi • in n^yDC an innxi • in

Ti^in ''DnaN ani • i:a 'O'-nax ai innsi • ua ni»ra an innsi • lia nd''d an

aisn n nx '\h\r\ apy ni • onra n nsi apv n nx. This is the most complete

list of his descendants. For a discussion of the other defective texts see Brflll,

Jahrbucher, V, 94-7. The addition at the end of Seder 'Olam Zuta (I.e., p. 73)

mentions three sons of R. "3N (an evident corruption of Abdimi), viz. Jacob, Pinhas,

and 'Azarya, and adds that aiSn was the son of Pinhas (and not of Jacob). Brull

suggests that aisn is identical with the Massorite D^SiD Unn aUn, and that Pinhas

went by a second name D'S^S. But as shown in A. A. 14 there is no ground for thus

connecting these two scholars.

1 About the difference between R. Yehuda Hannasi and the contemporary Baby-

lonian Exilarch Huna as regards their respective descent from David, see Yer.

Kilaim 32^ 11. 37-8.

* Firkowitz (in Pinsker, Likkute, Appendices 64) gives an extract from an

Introduction of Levi Hallevi (the son of Jefet b. 'Ali) to Deut. wherein we

read of an explanation of ant 'ni (Deut. i. i> by Yehuda b. 'Alan (of Tiberias)

D*i)B'in' na^tJ''' tJ'Nn (see also Bornstein, /. c, 181, top). But nothing further is so

far known about him.
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authority of the Exilarch was not so sustaining as in 'Irak.

Gradually Jerusalem became a very important centre of Karaism.

Poznadski (in Luncz's Jerusalem, X, 83 ff.) has discussed the

problem of the first settlement of these sectaries in Jerusalem.*

He had not yet the full text of Ben-Meir's second letter before

him and therefore he assigned the beginning of the tenth century,

about 150 years after 'Anan, as the earliest date of their presence

in Palestine. But Ben-Meir tells us expressly that his immediate

ancestors, Meir and Moses, were the victims of animosity on the

part of the Karaites ; hence two generations before 920. More-

over, a still earlier ancestor of Ben-Meir, Musa, probably also a

head of the academy, actually lost his life in, the nity through the

'seed of 'Anan'. By mtJJ, originally the Temple court, seemingly

Mount Olivet is meant, where public services were held and where

on several occasions (see infra, 63, note i) the issue was fought

out between the Rabbinites and the Karaites. It is also probable

that 'Anan's descendants settled in Jerusalem, where, as members

of the Davidic family, they would be the spokesmen of their

fellow-sectaries. Therefore Ben-Meir refers to these Karaite

Nesiim ^ as the ' seed ' or the ' sons ' of 'Anan (l^V yir, pv ^3).

This fact induced the later Karaites to invent the fable that

'Anan himself emigrated to the Holy City (see Pozn., loc. cit.,

85 ff.). The presence of the Karaites in Jerusalem in the time of

Ahima'as the elder can also be gathered from the story how

R. Silanus' piyyut, denouncing the 'heretics' (i.e. Karaites),

found such favour in the eyes of the members of the academy.

These sectaries made their presence felt in more than one way,

and their antagonism was a problem that must have greatly

concerned the academy.

Probably Karaism found a foothold in Palestine quite at the

beginning of the ninth century, as indeed Salman b. Yeruham

reports that after Benjamin Nahawendi the Karaites began to

build up a centre in Jerusalem.^ They occupied a special quarter

1 See also Munk, Notice sur Abou'l Walid, 14, note 3.

' About the Karaite Nesiim see especially in/m, p. 176 ff.

s In Pinsker, p"^, 22, top : nptnn laiDiHi 3-ij)rD0i mtoD D^B'JK noj? a'nsi

DiT'ii DB'131 laryi D''i'B'n''3 ri2\ih Dn''js nojo lotyi noann mv^'ni ma
. . . nnsB-n ddid3 rhinn^ i» D''i'E'nu nya niNSDin oni r'niya idnoi

UOPWn on rhti). See also Pozn., /. c. 88-9.
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which went by the name of that of ' the Easterns ', since most
of them hailed from Babylon and Persia (see infra, p. 375). The
new section characteristically adopted the mode of life of the

'mourners for Zion', whom they found in the Holy City. It

became, as it were, the raison d'etre for their stay there. Those
who spent their life in such religious pursuits in Jerusalem were
given the name of 'Lilies ', still prevalent in the time of ^olomon
b. Yehuda (see infra, p. 141). The Karaite spokesmen, in their

appeals to their fellow-sectaries in the Diaspora to come and

help to build up and (later on) to sustain the settlement, urged

each one to leave all worldly pursuits in exile and spend one's

life in the Holy City in prayer for Israel's redemption. This is

the key-note of the appeal in a tract by one of the earliest

Karaite settlers (to be published by me in J. Q. R., N.S.) as well

as in the epistle of Sahl b. Masliah.^ Sahl's letter, in addition

to the one addressed to Jacob b. Samuel, a disciple of Sa'adya,^

contains interesting information about the internal life of the

Palestinian Jewry. According to Sahl, Rabbinite disciples in

Jerusalem and Ramlah followed in many respects the doctrines

of Karaism.^ If this be given credence, these sectaries must

have carried on an active propaganda and succeeded in winning

over adherents of tradition. Needless to say this was not con-

ducive to peaceful relations between the two sections, and friction

must have been acute and frequent.

From Ben-Meir's letter, discussed above, it is evident that in

the second half of the ninth century the Karaites in Jerusalem

had a great ascendancy over the Rabbinites. He himself suffered

twice from them, so that he had to go to Bagdad to induce

influential Rabbinites to intervene at the Caliph's court. It is

difficult to account politically for the favour shown by the

authorities in Palestine to these sectaries. It is stated that the

Karaite way of fixing the calendar by lunar observation,

as against the Rabbinite calculation, found favour in the eyes of

1 Published by Harkavy, Hammelis, 1879, 639-42. See also Pozn., /. c, 97 ff.

2 In Pinsker, p"7, Appendices 27-43.

'P. 33 : niiDnD3i EHipn nni cj^mn n^Diri irnx mn 'a din -iDto_DNi

'3113 nn '3 nnN3 nvnb nnx a"n rhixn a'trvon p D^'pim (r. n^jonai)

'131 noij DHDI ^m N"lpO '33 '•B'yi031 minn n^D^n- About the relations

between the two sects in the time of Sol. b. Yehuda, see infra, p. 134 ff.
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the Muslims as being a concession to Islam.^ This may have

been one of the factors, but it does not yet explain the privileged

position of Karaism in the Holy Land more than in any other

country under Muslim sway. The following may be a probable

solution. Nominally Palestine was a dependency of the Abbasid

Caliph of Bagdad till Ahmad ibn Tulun became governor of

Egypt in 868 C.E. This powerful ruler soon began to extend

the boundaries of his province. Throwing off all semblance of

obedience to the Galiph, he marched, in April 878, on Damascus

and overran the whole of Syria. Since then, with short inter-

ruptions, the latter province was governed by Egypt till the

second half of the eleventh century, when the Seljuks became its

rulers. Ahmad died in 884, but his descendants continued to

hold both countries. In 905 the house of Tulun was overthrown

by an army dispatched from Bagdad. For thirty years after-

wards Egypt remained in an unsettled state, being ruled by
governors appointed by the Abbasid Caliph (see L.-P., 61 ff.).

Ibn Tulun's break with the court of Bagdad probably induced

the Karaites to make political use of the new state of affairs in

order to gain the ascendancy in the Holy Land. Aided by
influential fellow sectaries in Fustat, the descendants of 'Anan, the

Karaite Nesiim in Jerusalem, may have drawn the attention of

the authorities to the fact that the chief political champion of

the Rabbinites was another member of the Davidic family, the

Exilarch, accredited to the court of Bagdad. In this way, apart

from the general attitude of the Kai-aites to curry favour with

the Muslims in power (e. g. their lunar observation, as mentioned

above), they succeeded in having the better of their opponents.

Naturally their antagonism would be felt above all by the

spokesmen of Rabbinism in the Holy Land, the Gaon and his

school. It seems as if the academy had to be transferred from

' Thus the author of the tract (referred to above, p. 6i) writes : ityiH l^D'' vh\

Dm . . . Dnix Tiab \yh^\ he'd mina -w^oh p^npi' iidd nnny on 13

niT3 Cnin nDW? QUniX. An anonymous writer (in Pinsker, /. c, Appendices,

95) states in the name of Sa'adya that 'Anan, in order to curry favour with the

ruhng power of Islam, purposely adopted the lunar observation (fllO^D ilDpE' IJ)

nmtyn tj'pa!? on^D'-n n^un ^^-\ py novi ^-|^•^ c^-paij m icnni i'xvoB'i

nrsJ^ inva nnnns nyji).
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Jerusalem to Ramlah owing to the great local power of Karaism
in the Holy City.^

When the TulQnid dynasty was overthrown in 905 and both

Egypt and Syria were again ruled by governors appointed by
the 'Abbasid Caliph at Bagdad, the Rabbinites in Palestine

probably began to appeal to influential Jews in the capital and

particularly to the Exilarch to intervene on their behalf. Some
time before 921, the Gaon Ben-Meir went in person to Bagdad
to plead for the cause of Rabbinism. He writes distinctly in his

letter to Babylon, 'And we came to you to be helped (first) by
God and through you. You were kind to me. May God reward

you.' ^ How far he was successful in his endeavour is not clear.

Soon he was involved in severe conflict with Sa'adya about the

calendar of 921/a. No doubt the Karaites benefited by this

dissension in thcRabbinite ranks to maintain their position in

the Holy Land. Ben-Meir's own status as ' head of the school

'

1 Thus Sa'adya reports in his Sepher Hammo'adim (Bornstein, /. c. 74, bottom)

:

From this it appears that Ben-Meir did not live in the Holy City. Now as Sahl b.

Masliah (above, p. 61, note 3) speaks of ' the disciples of the Rabbinites ' in Jerusalem

and in Ratnldh, it may be deduced that the Gaon and his school lived in this capital

of the province of Filastin (Philistia), the seat of the governor. As we shall

see farther on, other Geonim lived there (see also /.Q.-ff., N. S., IX, 412). Jerusalem

would be visited by them during the festivals, and especially on Hoshana Rabba, for

the public services on Mount Olivet ; also on special occasions, when public

announcements were made by the Gaon or his representatives. Thus the fixing of

the calendar would be proclaimed on Mount Olivet. Ben-Meir speaks of it as an old

institution (see above, p. 50, note 2). The calendar of 921/2 was announced

there. See J.Q.R., N. S., V, 553, 1. 11 ff.: Nipi |'Di01B' Dn3B» ''S Dm3Tni

(p- 555, 1- 4ff.) ; nnjn» mo DTirn nnn u'T'D^n nnan ^Ti mjini ins ddhn

DTirn ina oanx waiini Danntj' ^3'>yn (from Bagdad) uxis bis. irmnnm
frun "litB'31 iN i'J'TI ^1D. See also the beginning of his first letter (Bornstein,

/.<r. 63): hyr\ \>^^o EvTvPTTra Da^E* v ''Jpr bjfi nnnn nail's? UTii^'sni

'k-i b fiaipi '" B>np» nj?B> bv^ inan isje' ^jii irni'N ''i'n onn mpD ">

nuDn an i^ jn :.rh.

2 Above, p. 57, note i. See also his supposed first letter to Babylon (Bornstein,

/. c. 63, 1. 10) : ijinvni 13 . . . is^vi inDtr tn u'sd oanati' ^Kne" i'a yiacai

Dnnpn bv iJifSJ bni uan^ ba oariK nirjii'D ww»3 v6 ds^sn tStj33

. . . D3v3J. Bornstein suggests that Ben-Meir sided in Bagdad with R. Mebasser

and his following as against David b. Zakkai and Kohen Sedek. But this point is

still problematic.
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was so well established that his antagonists in Babylon, the

Exilarch and the heads of the schools, did not find it feasible

to bring about Ben-Meir's removal from office by intervention

at the Caliph's coiirt.^ The cause of Rabbinism in the Holy

Land was probably greatly strengthened after the conquest of

the Fatimids, when Paltiel wielded great power in the state (see

infra, p. 134, note i).

(7) We have now arrived at a fixed date, viz. the year 921/2,

when the calendar dispute between Ben-Meir and Sa'adya arose.

Our chapter ends with the close of al-Hakim's reign in loai.

A century of the history of the Palestine Gaonate is to be
considered here. Little is known of its internal affairs beyond

what the documents about the calendar dispute disclose. Nor are

responsa, emanating from the Jerusalem academy,preserved to any
extent resembling those of the Babylonian schools. How far the

authority of the Palestinian Geonim reached, and what amount
of instruction they imparted to the Jewries all over the Diaspora,

is very obscure. From the Ahimdas Chronicle we learn that

Italian Jewry kept up connexions with these Geonim. In 960
' the people of the Rhine ' (Dim >m^) sent to ' the scholars of

Palestine' inquiries about the rumour of the advent of the

Messiah, and about a legal difficulty (cp. R. ^. J., XLIV, 237 ff.).

The Khazars also knew of the school at Jerusalem. Thus the

Khagan Joseph, in his famous reply to Hasdai ibn Shaprut, writes

about the date of the Messianic age, ' Our eyes are directed'

towards the Lord our God, and to the scholars of Israel in the

academies of Jerusalem and of Babylon ' (lJ\nl3N 'n h^ u'lj^j? 13^J^?

IVXD D'pim 13S1 biyytf na'tJ'ST h^\ nhw^'so :\y<^r\ W-w^ 'Dan isKi).

We propose here, with the help of new material, to construe a

few lists of families of Geonim from the time of Ben-Meir up to

Joshiah. A few letters from the last Gaon will in conclusion

furnish new information of interest concerning Palestinian

affairs in general. Poznaiiski (in Babyl. Geon.) summarizes all the

data known to him about the Palestinian Gaonate (pp. 81-97).

As a result of his construction of these data, we have the chrono-

logical list of the occupants of the dignity (p. 97). As will be

1 Sa'adya in his Sepher Hammo'adim (/. c. 79) writes : Dp3 Qlv iniK in*J*1

n'oni' ii>Dn riND r\rm nnpi> ine'ynn \h\ nno ^ih niDcn mayi.
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shown here, this list is far from being complete, and several of

his assurhptions upon which it is based require modification.

(8) Ben-Meir's Family.

As pointed out above (p. 57), Ben-Meir's ancestors, Meir and

Moses and Musa, were probably heads of the school. He himself

presided over a fully constituted academy with an Ab-Bet-Din

and other dignitaries.* Several times his sons are referred to,

and once his brother (or brothers) are mentioned.^ Perhaps

Isaac Ab was his brother. One of his sons proclaimed on Mount

Olivet the calendar for 921/a which gave rise to the whole

dispute between Palestine and Babylon. The school was probably

situated then in Ramlah, which was a flourishing commercial

centre and must have been a more suitable place than Jerusalem.

It is also probable that owing to the Karaites possessing much

power in the Holy City, the Rabbinites found it advisable to

have their academy in Ramlah. _We have also found Sahl b.

Masliah, several decades later, referring to the ' disciples of the

Rabbinites on the Holy Mount (i.e. Jerusalem) and in Ramlah'

(above, p. 61, note 3). Ben-Meir was succeeded by his son Meir,

styled apv I1NJ n^'B'i B'Nl (a title very likely borne by his pre-

decessors). He probably took that active part in the calendar

dispute which the documents report. His father remained in

office even after the dispute. Though Palestine was then still

under the suzerainty of the Bagdad Caliph, the Exilarch and

the heads of the Babylonian schools did not endeavour to obtain,

probably because of inability, from the government the deposition

of their opponent Ben-Meir (above, p. 64). When he died is

as yet unknown. Also his further activities are obscure. In

A. A. 15 all the data about Ben-Meir's family are fully dis-

cussed. As a result, it has been established that this Gaon's name
was Yehuda, and that his descendants were connected with the

1 Bornstein, I.e. 62-3, see also R. £. J., LXVII, 50 (Ben-Meir's letter): 1^5B'

T\yin'T\ njDp 'nnjDi nhia '-nnjo pi ^:h^ |n nu ns pnv< toi ijdd aiijE'

(Q'>Da{5'ni = ) 'sB'ni D''3prn pi pT'oiri pi pmni'SDi n''3B'Dni D'-oann pi irjsb

"'' Dv i'3ai (D''33Dni=) 'jjoni p-iinn pi (D''3rnni=) 'mm (DnsiDni = ) 'sioni

. . . nivns usai '''' ti'ipoa amn ^Nniy nnxB'.

» Ibid. 64, 1. 3 : D'-vniD niDipDn b b}A nriNsa ul'ty tmnso bi "iiDn vni

'131 ; see also above, p. 54, note 2.
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Palestinian Gaonate till its close in the time of the Crusades.

The last Gaon from this family was Joshiah {c. 1015-30), but the

last Ab, Sadok, only attained this dignity after 1094. Several

members of this Gaonic family settled in Egypt.

About the individual Geonim from Moses Gaon, Ben-Meir's

grandfather, to Joshiah Gaon very 'little is known. Ben-Meir

and his son Meir became prominent on account of the calendar

dispute in 931. Of the literary productions of all these heads

of the academy almost nothing has remained. A few letters by

Joshiah Gaon, whom we find in ofifice in 1015, are discussed at

the end of this chapter. It should only be added that his Ab
was Hananya b. . . . Gaon, a priest, as will be shown there.

(9) The priestly Geonim Joseph, Samuel and Yosi (?).

We hear of a Gaon in Palestine in the second half of the tenth

century, Joseph Hakkohen, about whose ancestors nothing further

is known. In the damaged fragment (given in A. A. 16, 1, no. i),

unfortunately undated, his signature is found together with that

of his son Samuel Hakkohen the 'Third', who later on succeeded

to the Gaonate. Whether the other signatory, Aaron Hakkohen
the ' Fourth, and a descendant of Geonim ', was another son of

Joseph is not clear. But of an Abraham Hakkohen b. Joseph,

'head of the Palestine academy', we learn from MS. Adler 333

(discussed in A. A. 16, IV). He is no doubt a son of the above

Gaon. The Memorial-list (no. 3) mentions, after Solomon b.

Yehuda and his son, Samuel Hakkohen Gaon and his son Yos^
Gaon. Evidently Samuel Hakkohen b. Joseph, who occupied

the Gaonate towards the end of the tenth century, is meant, as

we shall see presently. He ought therefore to have been men-

tioned before Solomon b. Yehuda. A Yos6 Hakkohen Gaon

occurs here for the first time. But while further evidence is,

lacking, it is doubtful whether he really presided over the school.

Ibn Abitur, in his letter to Samuel Hakkohen (to be discussed

presently), greets also his son, who would be identical with this

Yosd But under Joshiah Gaon we find a Hananya Hakkohen

Ab b. X. Gaon, who, according to the chronology, should be

a son of Samuel Hakkohen. Altogether the genealogy of this

family is still obscure. Ibn Abitur also styles Samuel "the

descendant of Geonim ' (pJINJ t''^). If pj be taken exactly in the
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meaning of grandson,^ then Joseph's father was also president of

the academy.

We shall now deal with the important MS. Adler 4009 (see

my remarks in J. Q. R., N. S., VII,'475-6). Since then I had

occasion to make a copy of the whole fragment which is given in

A. A. 16, II. It seems to be a part of a collection of letters

received by the Gaon Samuel during his period of office. We
have not before us the originals of these letters, but a copy of

them arranged perhaps chronologically. Thus on leaf i, r.,

11. i-ia, we have the end of an epistle from Sherira and Hai,

dated Ab 13th, 1300 Sel. = 989 C. E. Then we have IDV X>,

the copyist's indication that the next letter emanates from

R. Joseph (i. e. Joseph b. Isaac the Spaniard, Ibn Abitur). This

letter extends from fol. i, r., 1. 13, till verso, last line. Between

the leaves there is a gap. But the whole of the second leaf is

the end of Joseph's letter to a Gaon, no doubt our Samuel.

Very likely it is the same letter, the beginning of which we have

on the first leaf. One or two leaves are therefore missing to

complete the epistle.

The fragment tells us several details of interest. From the

words of Sherira and Hai we learn that they were on intimate

relations with the Palestinian Gaon. They refer at the beginning

of the part preserved (11. i-a) to some person whom they greatly

esteem. Samuel is requested to read the letter in public before

the congregation," ' for thus has been done there to our fathers

several times'. This shows that still earlier the Pumbedita

Geonim kept up relations with the Palestinian Jewry.^ The
Gaon should report whether his correspondents' request has been

fulfilled. If he has any demands to make from Sherira and Hai,

they will be glad to comply with his wishes.

From Ibn Abitur's epistle we learn that he visited the Gaon

and was well received by the school. He subsequently went to

Egypt, whence the present letter was sent. There a certain person

publicly insulted Ibn Abitur. He was evidently a partisan of

the Spanish scholar's opponent, Hanok b. Moses. As is well

known from Ibn Baud's account (ed. Neubauer, Med. Jew.

' See, however, A. C. 35, i, where the Gaon Elijah Hakkohen b. Solomon is

styled noi'E' . . . fJ.
2 Cp. my remarks in /. Q. R., N. S., VII, 474 ff.

E 2
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Ckron., I, 69-71), one of the foremost disciples of R. Moses,

one of the famous ' four captives ', was Joseph b. Isaac Ibn

Satanas (known as Ibn Abitur), who translated the whole Talmud

into Arabic for the King al-Hakam (961-75). After R. Moses'

death, Ibn Abitur refused to accept the authority of his master's

son and successor Hanok. Soon after Hasdai Ibn Shaprut's

death, the Cordova community was split up into two opposing

factions. Hanok 's party had the upper hand, and Ibn Abitur,

after having been excommunicated, left Spain and went as. far

as Hai's academy. But the Gaon did not receive him on account

of his being under the ban. Finally Ibn Abitur left for Damascus,

where he died.^

From our fragment we gather several other details not men-

tioned by Ibn Daud. Ibn Abitur stayed for a time with the

Palestine Gaon, Samuel Hakkohen, whom he succeeded in vyinning

over to his side. He afterwards went to Egypt (Fustat), where
a partisan of Hanok, whose identity is unknown, publicly insulted

him. This person was excommunicated by the Spanish scholar

and sentenced to undergo flagellation. He tried to escape his

sentence by proposing to R. Shemarya (no doubt Shemarya
b. Elhanan, the head of the Fustat court) to relieve him from the

flogging on condition that he paid a fine to be distributed among
the poor (fol. «, r., 15 ff.). But Shemarya refused to absolve him
from the ban. Ibn Abitur must have had followers in Fustat and

also authority to announce the ban on every Sabbath (verso, 1. 1 ff.)

against the abettors of the persons who insulted him. Even if this

person leaves ' Egypt ', i. e. Fustat (1. 3), Ibn Abitur is to inform

all the communities about him. The Gaon Samuel is requested

to aid him in his cause. Samuel must have formerly written

epistles to Hanok in a friendly and complimentary manner.

These the partisan in Fustat produced in the synagogue on a

Sabbath to prove on whose side the Gaon was. But Ibn Abitur

retorted on that occasion that these letters were written before

the Gaon knew of ' the folly and weak-mindedness of that man

'

(i. e. Hanok). During his stay with the Gaon, he succeeded in

winning him over to his side (11. 11-16).

K3'' N^tr "Nn 3-1 1^ ni'K' D"sUNi . . . n»n "h n31k> rvnv >*sn an i^bp'-K'

w riDi pB'on^ {yxMtr pN i^ni mn inji? t^in^ v^n Nn^ dsb' V3ai>.
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The whole letter is written in a peremptory manner. Though
styling himself 'the most insignificant of his disciples ' (fol. 1, v.,

1. 4), Ibn Abitur shows little humility towards the Gaon and

hints several times that the latter will be guilty of improprieties

if he fail to support him fully by excommunicating all his

opponents (see especially fol. 2, v., 11. lo-ii). The Spanish

scholar had a high opinion of himself, while those of the other

side were not worth even ' the peeling of garlic ' (fol. 2, r., 1. 9).

On the whole, his maxim was to convince those not agreeing with

him by ruthless excommunication and punishment. In order to

inspire the Gaon with the same attitude he writes (fol. 2, v.,

1. 19 fif.), 'Let his honour know that the grandfather of my
grandfather (may God have mercy with them) had powerful

authority in Spain. We cannot recount his (noble) qualities,

both in religious and secular life. He had the right in Spain

of resorting to the four kinds of capital punishment, which

nobody else in the Diaspora could do. Because he was a rod

for smiting the wicked, they named him " grievous scourge" (or

" scourge of man ", a second Attila !). This was praiseworthy

before the Creator and (every) creature.' This report of Ibn

Abitur is highly interesting. As is known from other sources,

the Jewish ecclesiastical authorities in Spain seem to have had

wide coercive powers, amounting even to capital punishment.

Thus an informer used to be executed. Also on one occasion

certain heretics (probably Karaites) were .flogged to death in

Spain.^

From Egypt Ibn Abitur probably went to Bagdad to see Hai

Gaon, but was not received. Ibn Daud tells us that he wrote

from the East a letter to the Cordova community in praise of

Hanok. This must have taken place some time after the above

epistle, wherein he still shows animosity to his opponent. A. A.

16, III contains a poem by Ibn Abitur which he sent to the

people of Andalusia after he left his native country. It is very

damaged. Each strophe consists of three rhymed hemistichs,

J See my remarks in y.Q.;?.,N.S.,X, 129, note 192. Cp.further Ibn Daud(/.e.79)

X^ij^DCp nS3D hl'O (sc. the Karaites) DB'nJI . . . ^IDIi '1 S'B'Jn pIDnJEJ' IJJ

mg^a: ti d^jt pt<B' pJin!? nxn ^v 'Jbc oni? iniB* pp nns isaDD pn

. . . ntn |D13. It appears that had the Nasi wished so, he would have had the

power to execute them.
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while the fourth is from a Biblical verse ending in the Divine

name. The poem shows clearly how incensed Ibn Abitur was

against his countrymen who caused him to go into exile. God

will punish them. Quoting Amos 8. ii, the banished scholar

hints that one day the Andalusian Jews will recognize his superior

knowledge and long to have him back in their midst (see 1. 3).

In a poem, modelled after the same pattern, a certain b. Kalima (?),

evidently a follower of Hanok, retorts vigorously by accusing Ibn

Abitur of serious misdeeds, especially of denouncing his co-reli-

gionists to the secular authorities. A grave charge indeed that

of informing. It may be that after several years of wandering

from one country to another, this hapless scholar discovered that

his lot was the result of his own imperious temper, and became

conscious also of the good qualities of his opponent Hanok.

(10) Thefamily of Ebyatar and Masliah.

A. A. 17 contains the data about this family of priestly Geonim.

It had apparently no connexion with Joseph Hakkohen and his

son Samuel (no. 9). The first of this family to hold office in the

Palestinian school was apparently Yehoseph Hakkohen Bet-Din

(probably = Ab-Bet-Din). He was descended from a family of

Geonim who lived very likely in Sura. It has been established,

moreover, that Yehoseph's son Solomon was Gaon in Palestine

before Solomon b. Yehuda and probably after Joshiah. The
genealogy of Solomon's descendants is outside the scope of this

chapter. (It will be given farther on, Chapter IV.)

Reviewing the century dealt with here (Qai-ioai), we find a

number of Geonim belonging to three different families. The
most represented one is that of Ben-Meir, who traced his descent

from Hillel, hence Davidic origin. The members of the other

two families were priests. We have thus obtained the following,

to my thinking almost complete,^ list of the Palestinian Geonim

who held office during the above century. Wherever possible

the name of the corresponding Ab is placed side by side. The
dignity ofGaon was not hereditary. Hence the different families.

Usually the Ab of the time became head of the school at the

demise of its chief.

' It is possible that the father of Joseph Hakkohen (no. 7) was also a Gaon.

A Yos6 Hakkon Gaon b. Samuel Hakkohen (no. 9) is doubtful (see above, p. 66 f.).
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Geonim. ' Fathers' {nj.^).

I. [Musa, probably].

%. [Moses, probably].

3. [Meir I, probably].

4. Yehuda = Ben Meir (921). Isaac.

5. Meir II, npv* pw nn^'B''' tyx-i.

6. Abraham.

7. Joseph Hakkohen. Joshiah.

8. Aaron. Yehoseph Hakkohen.

9. Samuel Hakkohen. Joseph (above, p. 37, note 1).

10. Joshiah (1015). Hananya Hakkohen.

11; Solomon Hakkohen. [Solomon b. Yehuda].

I a. [Solomon b. Yehuda, died

1051].

Of course, all these Geonim held previously the ofSce of Ab.

Of the ' Fathers ', mentioned in the right-hand column, only

Solomon b. Yehuda became afterwards Gaon.

(11) In conclusion, a few letters from Joshiah Gaon will be

discussed. A. A. 18 is probably addressed to Egypt. In this

epistle, full of invectives, a certain opponent of the Gaon is

vilified. The community addressed, very likely Fustat, is thanked

for having deposed this hated person. He is accused of the

knowledge of Karaism (i. e. 'Anan's views). The opponent of

Joshiah was perhaps a member of the Exilarchic family, a

descendant of Bustanai, who settled somewhere in Palestine or

in Egypt, and as Nasi (perhaps of the Karaites, see above,

p. 60) came into conflict with the academy and its head (cp. the

notes to the text). A. A. 19 is a letter sent by Joshiah to the

congregation of Damietta. Its spiritual leaders are 'Amram
nnncn pT n''3, evidently the head of the local Bet-Din, El'azar

DSltyn, 'Amram \'''''\n, and two other people, probably the Rosh

Hakkahal and the Parnes. The Gaon asks for support as the

Jews in Palestine are in great trouble and he suffers with them.

He used to be maintained by the government. But since

two years, when the Palestinian Jews were fined, he could not

remind the authorities of the grant due to him. The Damietta

community is requested to show their generosity to Joshiah as

they did to the former Geonim (11. 10-17). Above (p. 38 f) we
have seen that Elhanan b. Shemarya also received grants from

the Caliph. Probably with the persecutions of the Jews by
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al-Hakim, which commenced in 1012, the Gaon Joshiah was

deprived of the emoluments given to him by the government.

It is obscure since when these grants date. Perhaps Menasse,

when Wezlr of Damascus, or still earlier Paltiel, were instru-

mental in inducing the Caliph and the court to support the

central seats of Jewish learning in Egypt and in Palestine.

About the deplorable conditions in the Holy Land during

al-Hakim's persecutions, we are informed in A. A. 30. It is

evidently a draft of letters by Joshiah which somehow found its

way to Fustat. Recto contains an epistle addressed to the con-

gregation of Rafah, a town on the frontier between Egypt and

Palestine. On verso we have a copy of a letter, with beginning

and end missing, which is clearly by our Joshiah. It is to

introduce Samuel b. Semah the Hazzan (b. Lamdaki), who
probably went to Egypt to obtain support. The Gaon mentions

that Samuel is a man of learning and the scribe of his school.^

In fact this Samuel is one of the signatories of the document,

dated 1015, drawn up at Ramlah and signed by Joshiah (A. A.

15, i). The Gaon mentions the destruction of the synagogues

that is going on (1. 1 2 ff.). The Jews were probably expelled from

Jerusalem. Hence the Gaon had to take refuge in Ramlah
(cp. 11. 18-19 ; right-hand side, 1. 4). In a later epistle (A. A. 21),

addressed to Netaneel, the banker, b. Aaron (probably of Fustat),

Joshiah mentions that the Palestinian Jews are still busy with

the rebuilding of their synagogues (1. 13 f.). Evidently the

persecutions were then at an end (about loao). We thus find

Joshiah Gaon still alive at the close .of al-Hakim's reign. How-
ever, the school remained in a precarious state. Its upkeep was

dependent on the donations from all over the Diaspora. The
banker Netaneel is also appealed to for his contribution.

Al-Hakim's order to pull down the synagogues and the

churches seems to have been conscientiously carried out even

in the distant provinces. Thus the Jews of Tarabulus (Tripoli),

on the Syrian coast of the Meditei-ranean, had their synagogue

converted into a mosque. In addition, several of their houses

were demolished, probably as a result of the persecutions. Sub-

sequently government officials occupied their sites without paying

any rent. When the persecutions ceased, the synagogues were

' \h^ -\W "1SID ; njJB' stands for na'fin -IJfiJ'.
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in several places returned to the Jews (A. A. 1%, 1. 21). But
in Tarabulus the former Jewish house of prayer, having been

converted into a mosque, could not revert to its previous con-

dition. The local Jews had to hire from the Muslims a rather

unsuitable hall to serve them as a synagogue. They therefore

appealed to Hesed b. Sahl, a brother of Abu Sa'ad (both of

whom were highly influential elders in Cairo-Fustat from about

1035-48, see especially infra, p. 76 fif.), to obtain for them a

government order entitling them to erect a synagogue on any

of the sites whereon formerly their houses stood. In the letter

it is also mentioned that the year before, the community
of Jubail, also on the coast between Tarabulus and Bairut,

erected a new house of prayer and met with no opposition from

the Muslim citizens.

Joshiah must have sent out appeals during the persecutions

for support even to distant European countries. A. A. 23

furnishes interesting information. It is an epistle addressed

to Hananya Ab-Bet-Din b. X. Hakkohen, the late Rosh Yeshiba,

from Abu'1-Hayy b. Hakim. He acknowledges the receipt of

the letter from Joshiah Rosh Yeshiba to the congregations ' that

dwell in the cities of Sicily '. The epistle was duly read in the

synagogue and the worshippers promised contributions for the

school. But before these could be collected such a heavy impost

was made by the government that many people became insolvent

and some had even to flee the country. The elders of the

community' (Jjrobably of Palermo) do not like to reply to the

Gaon without enclosing some money. Abu'l Hayy, probably

the local scholar, therefore writes to Hananya, the "Father ' of the

academy^ informing him of what had happened and promising

to do his best for the school during the ensuing festivals. The
letter is written on new-moon-day of Elul. It is not surprising

to learn of the relations between Palestine and Italy, since

already in the time of Ahima'as the elder, as we have seen,

donations were sent from the latter country to the Palestinian

school.^ This practice was probably kept up during the inter-

' See also my remarks in J. Q. /?., N. S., IX, 411-12.

' As a further example of the relations between the Jewries of Palestine and Italy

we have the case of N^lp^ n^in ISD brought from Jerusalem to Bari. See

R.E.J., XXIII, 310-11: -iNni' o"'i'B'n'D xain -la's snipn nmn lao nr
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vening time. Our fragment appears to be the original. Whether

it ever reached Hananya Ab or was retained for some unknown

reason in Fustat during the process of transmission cannot be

ascertained. It may also have found its way back to Fustat

after its perusal by the ' Father ' of the school.

nB'N3 'aiy pc^a nmno DBfio nsinn N"n p sipv it<''3ni mvp Tina

uiy [iB'^D laan (v.i. ii^jriJ p d^'B'd ''n) d^cj'd '-o ijNjns 'ni DB'i' ipTiyrt

KSy» Tiya tJ'llpn tli^i)^. As Porges rightly suggests, for "1N3^ read nxii).

Accordingly the book was brought from Jerusalem to Bari by a short route. The

bringer was Joseph b. Hiyya, the scribe, who copied the book, composed in Arabic,

while Jacob b. MeshuUam (or vice versa) translated it in Mayence into Hebrew.



CHAPTER II

The Period of Solomon ben Yehuda (died in 1 05 1 c. e.)

Our knowledge of the history of the Egyptian and the

Palestinian Jewries, from the death of al-Hakim (1021) to

the middle of the eleventh century, is greatly enriched by a

considerable number of Genizah fragments. Only a few of them
have hitherto been published, and on these several false con-

structions have been placed. The material incorporated here

will render it possible to place persons and events in a proper

historical setting, and to establish chronological order and

sequence.

The period we are dealing with in this chapter may be called

that of the Palestinian Gaon, Solomon b. Yehuda, who probably

succeeded to the dignity in 1035. His death in X051 is established

by a Seliha composed by Ephraim b. Shemarya of Fustat.^

The material dependence of the Palestinian Jews on their Egyptian

brethren becomes at this time more and more vital. The Gaon
had to encounter much opposition within and to combat adverse

circumstances without. A very prominent as well as energetic

representative the Palestinian academy had in the above-men-

tioned Ephraim b. Shemarya, the spiritual guide of the Palestinian

community of Fustat. Solomon's letters are exceptionally

numerous. Supplemented by other epistles, they tell us a good

» MS. Adler 2804 contains a loose leaf of a Selilia, beginning {'"INH n?33 n?3N

'131. The superscription reads as follows: [IKJ nD^tJ' WUT ['']3in ^?D^ (i)

i.bm njD i^N ^hvi. ^a (3) nn'^D^x mn D''[-i]qn !'»v (a), 'When our

master Solomon Gaon died, Ephraim composed this Seliha in the middle of lyyar,

1362 Sel.' ( = 1051 c. E.). There is hardly any doubt that by Ephraim the Fustat

Haber is meant (see also J. Q. /?., N. S., IX, 412). Solomon's grandfather is called

Berakya. Oxford MS. Heb., f. 29, fols. 6g''-7i (cp. Bodl. 2729^), contains liturgical

compositions by a contemporary of the Gaon : ''D^S Ty?
f'p

[Dt B'TI (69% 1. 7)

n\T • n'jB' Dva nup^ pidv (71% i. 8) jmin'' nu ns'E'fl cni nrh^ irjnx

rrons p: min'' '313 r\i:h^ uinN ''''n3 • n'ty'^E' b»-\&\
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deal of both the political and the internal affairs of several com-

munities in Egypt and in Palestine.

We propose first to introduce here a number of prominent

Egyptian Jews who on account of their influence, either direct or

indirect, in the realm were appealed to by their co-religionists.

Also the spiritual leaders of the Egyptian Jewry will pass under

review. Some of these were already known. Yet their status

and prominence were not fully appreciated. Subsequently the

correspondence of Solomon b. Yehuda will be considered.

(i) Az-Zahir succeeded his father al-Hakim in the year 1021.

The effects of that terrible quarter of a century of al-Hakim's

rule could not be speedily undone. Nor was his son, sixteen

years of age, the man for the crisis. The affairs of the state

were for four years managed by his aunt, the Princess Royal.

From 1025-7 the country suffered famine owing to a serious

failure of the Nile inundation. During az-Zahir's reign the

obnoxious restrictions of his father were cancelled and no further

persecutions of Jews and Christians recurred. In 1036 the Caliph

was the victim of a plague. He was followed by his seven-year-

old son Ma'add, heir to the throne already since the age of

eight months. He now assumed the Caliphate under the name
of al-Mustansir, 1036-94 (L.-P. 134-6).

We hear now of a Jew, Abu Sa'ad, who began to exercise

much power in the state. The following is Wiistenfeld's account

{I.e., Abt. HI, I ff.). Two Jewish merchants became prominent

in Cairo, namely, Abii Sa'ad Ibrahim and his brother Abu Nasr

Harun, the sons of Sahl of Tustar (modern Shuster in Persia).

The former was a dealer in very rare and precious things and

made long journeys to acquire them. The latter was a banker

with whom people deposited their savings. He acted also as

a broker of goods from Trak and other countries. Both were

widely known and popular. They acquired a huge fortune.

The Caliph az-Zahir used to be a frequent customer ofAbu Sa'ad,

from whom he bought antiques for his collections. Once he

acquired from Abu Sa'ad a beautiful Sudani slave-girl, who
became afterwards the mother of Ma'add, the future Caliph.

When her seven-year-old son ascended the throne, the Wallda

managed the affairs of the state for him till he became of age.

She had great influence in the court, and her former master,
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Abu Sa'ad, was in her confidence. As long as the old Wezir

al-Jarjarai lived, viz. till 1044, Abu Sa'ad kept in the background.

In this year he made the Caliph's mother a present of a so-called

silver ship provided with a tent. It is reported that the value of

the silver amounted to 130,000 Dirhems (16 Dirhem = i Dinar).

In workmen's wages and in gilding the boat 3,400 Dinars were

spent excluding the expenses of the ornamentation. If these

figures are only approximately correct, Abu Sa'ad's wealth was

great indeed. The gold value of the Dinar is 10s., but compared

to the modern rate it was worth 30^.^

Ibn al-Anbari was appointed in 1044 WezIr, after al-Jarjarai,

on the recommendation of the Wallda. He took objection to

Abu Sa'ad's influence in the court. The friction came to a head

when once Abu Nasr, Abu Sa'ad's brother, was insulted by
a servant of the Wezlr. Abu Nasr thought that he had only to

complain to the Wezlr in order to obtain satisfaction or at least

an apology. But, on the contrary, he received from him still

more insults. The Wezlr's hostile attitude towards these two

brothers became manifest. The Wallda was constantly incited

against the chief minister of the state till he was deposed.

On Abu Sa'ad's recommendation, the next Wezlr was a renegade

]evf, Abu Mansur (or Abu Nasr, Abu'l Fath) Sadaka b. Yusuf al-

Fellahi. He was now entirely dependent on Abu Sa'ad's goodwill.

Meanwhile the latter continued his intrigues against his enemy,

the ex-Wezlr Ibn al-Anbari, with the result that he was executed

in July, 1048. The new Wezlr, afraid lest the same fate should

befall him, began to scheme against the life of the powerful

Abu Sa'ad. He bribed the Caliph's Turkish body-guard to

assassinate the Wallda's protege. But she soon avenged her

former master's death. Nine months later (still in 440 A. H.) the

Wezlr met the same fate.^

The above account of Wustenfeld is taken from Arabic sources.

It is difficult to ascertain how far it agrees with the actual events,

or more precisely, how far Abu Sa'ad's tragic end was due to

aggressive interference on his part or to the jealousy which a Jew

in prominent position almost inevitably was bound to call forth.

1 See Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, p. 44.

^ See also QuatremSre, Memoires geogr. el histor. sur VEgypte, II, 296 ff., and

L.-P. 137.
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The Persian traveller Naslr-I-Khusrau, who visited Egypt in the

years 1046-9, gives the following account, apparently that of an

eye-witness, ofAbu Sa'ad's end.^ There was a Jewish jeweller who

had free access to the sovereign ; he was very rich and the Caliph

entirely trusted him with acquiring for him precious stones.

One day the Caliph's soldiers fell upon him and massacred him.

After having committed this murder, they feared the prince's

anger. They mounted their horses, came together to the number

of 20,000 on the site of Meidan, and gained the plain. This

demonstration filled the population of the capital with terror.

The soldiers remained on horseback till mid-day. A eunuch of

the Caliph left the palace, and keeping close to the gate, shouted

to them, ' The Caliph asks you whether you will obey him or

not? ' They all answered together, ' We are obedient servants,

but we have committed a crime !

' The eunuch spoke to

them again, ' The Caliph orders you to retire '. They dispersed

at once. The Jew that had been murdered was called Abu Sa'ad.

He had a son ^ and a brother. His riches were so considerable

that God only can estimate them. It is reported that he had on

the terrace of his house 300 vases of silver and in each of them

a tree was planted. The great number of these trees, all laden

with fruits, gave the terrace the appearance of a garden.

Abu Sa'ad's brother wrote a letter which he' sent to the Caliph.

Therein he promised, on account of the fear he had, to pay at

once to the Exchequer the sum of 300,000 Dinars Magrebi.

The Caliph did not accept the letter and had it torn up in public.

Afterwards he sent word to Abu Sa'ad's brother, 'Be without

fear and return to your people. Nobody has any claim upon

you. As for me, I have no need of the money you speak of.'

He gave letters of surety to Abu Sa'ad's brother and son.

So far Nasir-i-Khusrau. But this letter of surety availed

Abij Sa'ad's brother, Abu Nasr, for a few hours only. From
Genizah fragments discussed here it is evident that both brothers

were killed on the same day. It is only natural that these two

1 Sefer Nameh, Relation du voyage de Nasir i Khosrau, edited and translated by

Charles Schefer, Paris, 1881, pp. 159-60.

^ His name was Abu 'Ali al-Hasan. During 1063-4 he occupied twice the dignity

of office of Wezir (see Wfistenfeld, /, c, III, 27). Whether he remained a Jew.,

and as such could be the first minister of the state, is not known.
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Jews should have occupied a most prominent position within the

Jewry of the Fatimid empire. Their names frequently recur in

the Genizah fragments. The more powerful of the brothers was

Abu Sa'ad, but Abu Nasr seems to have taken a more active

part in the Jewish communal affairs. Abu Sa'ad began to come
to the forefront soon after 1025. His former slave-girl gave

birth to Ma'add on Jumada i6th, 430 A. H. (loag), who eight

months afterwards was declared heir to the throne. Naturally

the black Wallda became then a very important person in the

court, and through her Abu Sa'ad became influential. His

importance gradually increased after 1036, when Ma'add ascended

the throne and his mother was regent during his childhood.

From 1044 Abu Sa'ad's influence reached its zenith till he met
his tragic end in 1048.

The full names of these two brothers were Abraham (Abu

Sa'ad) and Hesed (Abu Nasr) b. Yashar (Sahl) of Tustar. In this

city there existed a Karaite sect, called Tustarians (Dastarians).

We find also a Karaite writer of the eleventh century called

Sahl b. Fadl (nnon bvrw p non p "-W^)} But these brothers

were undoubtedly Rabbinites. Their paternal uncle is probably

a signatory of documents issued by the Rabbinite courts at

Fustat (see infra, pp. 132, note i, and 150). As Babylonians

they belonged to their native community in Fustat. Accordingly

we find Solomon b. Yehuda writing to Sahlan b. Abraham, the

Alluf and Resh Kallah of this congregation, to acquaint Abu
Sa'ad with the Gaon's requests.

Firkowicz, who evidently knew something of Abu Sa'ad's

importance, has forge^J two colophons of Bible Codites relating

to him. Strack and Baer, Dikduke ka-Te'amim of Ben Asher

(p. xxxiv. No. 13), printed the following colophon of a Pentateuch

Codex from the Firkowicz Collection, DV nD''on mrv< mm nsD nt

1 Cp. Ibn al-Hiti's Arabic Chronicle ofKaraite Doctors {J- Q- R; 'X, 435), pp. 8

and 16; Pozn., /. Q. R., XIX, 70-2. A copy of David b. Bo'as's commentary on

Num. 25. 10-30. I (Dn3*S) was presented to a Moses b. Hesed (Or. 2561, see

Margoliouth, Catalogue, I, 227, col. 2 : \>"\ na^B' [p] 'hv i'^atS'Dn IHIK ty^pn

v.T'E' DipD ba inns [V3]3 nnn b)n h"i non niS p (?) ns'D ij^atyDn ^v)-

Both 'AH and Moses seem to have been Karaites as they are each styled P'StJ'Dn.

Moses' father, ' the dignitary Hesed ', who presumably was also a fellow sectarian,

should, however, not be identified with our Hesed (Abu Nasr).
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rvh Tnaoi nnsoa ii'»b hjb'd nnoni'x nmax ni no hian ntrn pjali

n»2 pnn^ Nia^n djb' noan jn my n^trin B'sii' i' iwni ova

inr jnn ivnn Nin n nuni) nat' jdk won ma'' (=79oc.e.) ucip

JDX '31 nvnr ''SDl TSn WIC n^" ^ an v^y Dilpil.^ In another colophon

Abraham al-Tustari is supposed to have presented a Codex in

847 C.E. (''JK' \y\xh rw)f\ T\va htsd^ iia vr ^^vh io i ova) to the

Karaite synagogue of Fustat (CinSD [Wa XIpD ''Ja TlDJai').

Strack and Baer pointed out that Firkowicz changed the dates

in the originals. They could not then, of course, determine

Abraham's exact date, and they even assumed that 'most

probably ' the first colophon was entirely Firkowicz's invention.

Now that we know of Abu Sa'ad's standing in the Fatimid

empire, we may surmise that in the second colophon the date

was most likely 1047, which Firkowicz changed into 847 ! And
probably, in the first colophon too, the date was the same.

Hence a year before his assassination. He was then in the height

of his power. The flattering title ' second to the king in Egypt

'

is probably genuine.* We find the famous Nagid Meborak also

styled likewise (see infra, p. 309). But, of course, Nehemiah, the

son of Asher the elder, could not have been the actual seller of

this Codex to Abu Sa'ad. Very likely it was a Codex with

Asher's Massora which a contemporary of Abu Sa'ad, say

Nehemiah the Hazzan, the son of Abraham b. Sahlan (see infra,

p. 97), sold to him ! The magic change this colophon underwent

in Firkowicz's hands is thus made intelligible. The fact that

Abu Sa'ad presented a Codex to the ^(^araite Synagogue in

Fustat (if Firkowicz is to be trusted) does not necessitate the

assumption of his having been a follower of this sect. As a rich

and powerful Jew he may have been generous to both Rabbinites

and Karaites.

A letter from a descendant of the famous Gaon Ben-Meir to

Abu Sa'ad (b. Sahl), 'the great dignitary' (hljn nw) who is

' =3in3n, Isa. 59. 21.

2 The same colophon is printed by Ginsburg, Massorah, III, 294, end, where

h\1X\ nB'n is an obvious mistake for i>113n IB'n.

° According to Ibn al-Tuweir, Abu Sa'Id al-Tustari was Wezir under al-MustansIr

before al-Jarjarai (see Kalkashandi's Geographic u. Verwaltimg von Agyplen, tr.

Wiistenfeld, /. c, vol. 25, 188, top).
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identical with the person described here, is given in A. A. 15, 9*.^

We have also seen that the Jews of Tarabulus wrote to his

brother, Hesed (b. Sahl), ' the mighty dignitary ' (T-lNn iBTi), to

obtain for them permission from the government to build a

synagogue (above, p. 73). Appendix B (=A. B.) contains in the

first instance a poem in honour of prominent Fustat Jews (No. i).

Three 'pious men' (QiT'Dn) are praised for their generosity and

charity. They are the choice of the elders (D^Jpm n^UD, r., col. i,

1. 7). The first and most important is Abu Yashar (ncy ^aK),

the second is called Joseph, while the third is a scholar Sa'adya,

an author of comments, legal decisions, and Bible explanations

(11. 10-15). I" accordance with their great qualities, these elders

have children of their type, viz. ' Hesed, whose kindnesses are as

the heavenly dew', and 'Abraham, the chief of benefactors . . . ,

Abu Sa'ad whom God in His grace supported and made rule

everywhere. May He give him Palestine for an inheritance . . .

and may the Rock protect him in the presence of nations, rulers,

and enemies ' (r., col. a, i fif.). The whole poem is clearly in

honour of our Abu Sa'ad. The author requests support for some

people, hungry and needy, whom, moreover, their former friends

slandered. In conclusion, greetings are given to Abu Sa'ad

'the lord of all the elders' and to his son (llion, cp. also the

letter in A. A. 15, 9% 1. 8). Indeed Nasir-i-Khusrau mentions

that he had one son who, as we have seen (p. 78, note a), was for

some time Wezir. By way of introduction, the poet mentions

Abu Sa'ad's father Sahl (i.e. Yashar ; IB'* ''3X is for metre's sake),

and also his brothers Joseph and Sa'adya (see infra, pp. 8a, laa,

note I, and 150). Thfe poet afterwards mentions only Yashar's

sons Hesed and Abu Sa'ad, devoting the greater part of the

composition to the latter.

The next fragment (A. B. 3) is an epistle from Solomon b.

Yehuda to Ephraim b. Shemarya of Fustat. The Gaon writes

that a letter reached him in the name of 'the mighty elder'

Abraham (Abu Sa'ad) al-Tustari b. Sahl concerning a deposit in

his trust. Several names of respected elders of the Fustat

community are mentioned, namely, Sadaka b. 'Ezra, Halfon

Hallevi, 'the official over the merchants (''nniDn n»pa) ' b. Yefet,

Halfon b. Moses (ibn mpUN), Yefet the Babylonian b. Mebasser

» See also /. Q. R., N. S., IX, 410.
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(i'fii'ani'N), Joshu'a b. Armand, and Yefet Hakkohen b. Joseph.

The title, ' official over the merchants', I have also found in three

other fragments (see A. B, 2, note 3). Muhassan b. Husain

(|NJ)»B' WIN pN), mentioned in ioa6 C.E., is probably identical

with the ' official over the merchants ' in a document issued by

Shemarya b. Elhanan's court (given in A. A. y^'). More data

about Abu Sa'ad and Abu Nasr will be given in the course of

this and the next chapters.

Three fragments (A. B., Nos. '3,-^ inform us about the tragic

end of these brothers. A. B. 3 has on verso the superscription,

' Piyyut for the two late brothers Abraham (Abu Sa'ad) and his

brother Hesed (Abu Nasr) the sons of Sahl al-Tustari '. Recto

contains only the beginning of a composition for ' the great lord

'

Hesed b. Yashar. Evidently the elegy was continued on the

missing leaves,which contained also the Piyyut forAbu Sa'ad. The
dirge begins, 'A letter came from the corner of So'an (= Fustat),

in the name of a man called Hesed, to his uncle Sa'adya with

greetings to the elders. . . . Sons of Zion, have ye seen a calamity

like mine . . .' Sa'adya is evidently the scholar mentioned in the

poem above (A. B. i) in connexion with the brother's father

Yashar (iB"^ 'as). A. B. 4 is an extract of a letter from 'Ali

nnoiDH b. Abraham to the elders David, X (?) and Meborak the

sons of 'Amram. He writes that he is in monetary difficulties

and had to flee from prison to Egypt. He hoped he would find

the elder Hesed. But ' God has done His will, and indeed the

verse has been fulfilled. On that day will the glory of Jacob be

brought low' (Isa. 17. 4). 'Ali relies now on the support of his

correspondents who ' remained as the beating of an olive tree and

as the grape gleanings when the vintage is done' (cp. Isa. 34. 13).

There is little doubt that our Hesed (Abu Nasr) b. Sahl is meant
here. From the discreet allusions it is evident that his death was

a political one. He must have also fallen victim on the day
when the Turkish body-guard, at the instigation of the Wezir
Sadaka, assassinated his brother Abu Sa'ad. The writer of this

letter as well as his correspondents are unknown to me.
Highly interesting is A. B. 5. It is in Solomon b. Yehuda's

handwriting. Of the signature only the name ' Solomon ' has

been preserved. The Gaon writes to Sahlan Alluf b. Abraham,
the spiritual head of the Babylonian community of Fustat, about
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the death of the ' two righteous men ' (D'pnsn i3B>, 1. 8). He
mentions that already the day before, when the. terrible news

reached him, he sent two letters of condolence, one to Sahlan

and another to the {J-ltTD (= va>V''T\ cj'itJ'D). The latter is probably

Abraham . Hakkohen b. Isaac, a very influential physician (see

under a, and cp. infra, p. 183). Solomon writes discreetly about

them, and the whole style of the letter shows that they are

meant. They were the upholders of religion. What a sad fate

(nJiCD nn^D, 1. 9) overtook them through slanderers and jealous

enemies. They were no rebels to deserve such a death. May
God avenge them and may He place them among the ten

martyrs. The congregations of 'the land of the West' (i.e.

Egypt, see above, p. 30, note i) have suffered a great loss.

Indeed, through the sin of our generation the glory of Jacob is

brought low. Solomon is calling together the Jews of Jerusalem

to hold a memorial service. In conclusion the Gaon solicits

support for his academy, which is in great straits. The former

sources of income have dried up. Solomon complains that he is

weak and cannot go even to synagogue. He was then very old.

We know now that he lived for another three years.

(a) It is evident that neither of the brothers occupied the

position of Nagid, else they would have been mentioned as such

in our fragments. A document of 1038 (published by Gottheil,

J. Q. R., XIX, 467 ff.) mentions the 'just Sheikh Abu al-'Imran

Musa ibn Ya'kub ibn Ishak, the Israelite, physician to the exalted

Majesty and chief of the Jewish community (in Fustat), Rab-

binite, Karaite, and Samaritan '
(p. 485, 1. 17). A disputed

synagogue of the Rabbinites was in his possession for more than

forty years, since the ' upkeep, the jurisdiction, and authority in

respect to it devolved upon whomsoever should be chief of the

Jewish communities' (p. 487 f., 11. 36-7). The physician was

probably the son of al-Mo'izz's doctor, Ya'kub b. Ishak b. Musa

(b. al-Razzan, El'azar, see above, p. 18). That he was Nagid (as

Gottheil, y. E., V, 68, col. a, states) is not mentioned in this

document. He was only the head of the communities in Cairo-

Fustat, hence ni^npn (TNI, a title found in several Genizah

fragments. As will be shown farther on (Chap. VI), this dignity

was different from that of the Nagid who was the political head

of the whole of Jewry in Egypt and in Palestine. In addition,

F %
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each congregation in the capital was represented by a chief who

bore the title ijHpn CKT. Thus Samuel b. Abtalion, as we shall

see later on, was then head of the Palestinian community in

Fustat. But the whole subject will be discussed in the chapter

on the communal organization (Chap. VI).

Nothing more is known about this ' chief of the communities
',

Musa, from the Genizah finds. As the Caliph's doctor he must

have been a man of influence. Two other physicians of promi-

nence were Isaac Hakkohen b. Furat and his son Abraham.

A number of fragments given here testify to their importance

in the community. Isaac is styled, in a letter from Solomon b,

Yehuda to him, 'the elder of the congregations' (see infra,

p. 133). He is thanked therein for the political assistance he

gave to the Palestinian school. The whole letter will be discussed

in the next chapter. Isaac's son, Abraham, bears the title, 'the

lord of the community'. He seems to have been a very influential

physician and also an all-round scholar.

A. B. 6 is from Elijah Hakkohen (' the son of a late Gaon
'),

the later Palestinian Gaon of Megillat Ebyatar fame. He writes

to Abraham Hakkohen mjjn IB' expressing his sympathy on his

father's death. It appears that they were cousins. Elijah addresses

Abraham as ' the son of our uncle ' and signs himself ' the son

of thy uncle'. Accordingly Solomon Hakkohen Gaon (b. Yeho-

seph Ab) was a brother-in-law of Isaac Hakkohen (b. Furat).

It seems that Isaac met with an unnatural deaith. Elijah writes

discreetly that they were greatly grieved at the news of his

death. ' Woe to the generation whose prominent men become
less and are taken away. Woe to him in whose days such things

happen. These prominent elders were unto us a shield and
protection and remembered us constantly with their donations

and gifts. May God protect thee, our lord, and rescue thee

from the upheaval and save thy life ' (11. 14-19). All this clearly

indicates that Isaac met with a political death. Elijah evidently

sends this letter from the Jerusalem academy, which used to be sup-

ported by the late physician as well as by other prominent elders.

What position Elijah then held in the school is not indicated. Solo-

mon b. Yehuda was then still alive. This is evident from A. B. 7,

which is a letter from the Gaon to Abraham Hakkohen Tn^r\ -\v^

b. Isaac pj? inw. The object of the epistle is on behalf of some
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of the Gaon's acquaintances. The governor of a certain place,

Abu'l Futuh, is prosecuting a certain Kain b. 'Abduel for mis-

deeds long ago committed but now repented of (probably political

acts). A friend of Kain, Marja, one of the notabilities of the town

wherein the Gaon was then living (probably Ramlah), requested

him to write to Abraham about the matter in order that he

should induce the governor to stop the prosecution. These

people were probably Muslims. It shows the friendly relations

between the Gaon and respected Muhammedans. Further, it

makes clear the authority yielded by Abraham. Very likely he

was physician either to the Caliph or to the Wezir. In the

letter from Solomon b. Jehuda to his father Isaac (referred to

above) it is mentioned that Abraham was then away on his

duty of ' escorting '. The Gaon expresses the wish that he

return safely. Abraham was then probably in attendance on

high dignitaries of the state and possibly on the Caliph himself.

A. B. 8 contains an epistle of eulogy from Zakkai Hannasi b.

Yedidyah Hannasi to Abraham Hakkohen, the physician, called

miyn no, b. Isaac Hakkohen, the physician (i(J). Our Abraham
is highly praised for his excellent qualities. A benefactor, of

noble family, the head of the congregation. God bestowed upon

him 'the priesthood, a noble heart, and the diplomas of the

schools' (riuwi ni^VD, the Palestinian and the Babylonian?).

Besides the verse introduction, the letter itself contains nothing

else but greetings and expressions of thanks. It is unknown

who this Nasi was.^ A. B. 9 contains another interesting eulogy

in honour of our Abraham. The author is 'Ali the Haber

b. 'Amram. Abraham's praises are recorded at every assembly

of the congregation on Sabbath and festivals in 'All's synagogue

which goes by the name of Daniel Hannasi and Gaon. As

'Ali signs several documents in Fustat (cp. Chap. V, beginning),

he evidently held office in this city. Very likely he was the

^ Perhaps he is identical with the father of the Karaite Nasi Yedidyah mentioned

in a formula of a Karaite Ketuba of the year 1392 Sel. = 1081 c.e. (ed. Margoliouth,

British Museum Catalogue, III, 558, col. i). But it is rather strange that a Karaite

should compliment Abraham for his titles bestowed upon him by Rabbinite academies

(ni3''B"n nii'VD)- Poznanskl's tentative identification {Bahyl. Geon. 122, 2) with

a member of the family of the Mossul Nesiim (in the second half of the twelfth

century) is now out of question, since we know the time of Abraham Hakkohen

b. Isaac. Abraham probably held the title ra^CTl WVO (cp. infra, p. 183).
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colleague, and subsequently the successor ofEphraim b. Shemarya

as Haber of the Palestinian community of Fustat. Thus their

synagogue was called after the contemporary Gaon of Jerusalem,

Daniel Hannasi, so well known from the Ebyatar Megillah,

occupied at that time the Gaonate. Hence the letter was written

between 1051-62 (see infra, p. 180). Abraham probably lived

in Cairo, where he carried on his duties of physician. He is

addressed as the son of Furat (ma). But in reality his father

was Isaac b. Furat. Of the many compliments paid to him by

'Ali, it should be pointed out that he is reputed to have been

a scholar in Bible and Talmud (1. 18, xnpD3 nu3 minn I'lsij

K-IDJ3 iinj).

Of further interest is A, B. 10, i, which is defective at beginning

and end. Abraham is styled D'lonan nss D^Jprn ^1^ myn -w. The

writer points out that formerly our physician held only the first

and the last titles. He has now added to them d''Jprn Tin, an

honorific name held many years ago by the Sheikh Abu 'Ali b.

Fadlan at Bagdad, and has since then been bestowed upon no other

person. He now gave Abraham this additional title and recited

public prayers for him. ' May this be a good omen to augment

his honour and continue his authority.' The author of the letter

was evidently a man of communal standing, who bestowed titles

upon worthy elders. He also knew ofthe inner life of the Bagdad

Jewry. It seems to me that he is identical with Daniel b. 'Azarya,

Nasi and Gaon of Jerusalem. We know that he hailed from

Babylon, probably from Bagdad (cp. infra, p. 178 ff.). It is only

natural that he should have corresponded with such an important

person as Abraham was in Cairo. Attention is also drawn to

A. B. 10, %, which is in the same handwriting. There Abraham
is already addressed as D''3ptn Tin . It is therefore of a later date.

Finally in A. B. 11, i, we have another poem in honour of our

physician. The name of the author is not indicated. A few

more letters from Solomon b. Yehuda to Abraham are indicated

in A. B. II, a, which, when published, will supplement the data

concerning the latter. The above details testify to the great

importance of this elder in Egyptian Jewry. Altogether we
have here a fine type of a Jewish doctor, a favourite of the court,

a scholar in Jewish and secular knowledge, generous and charit-

able, and a pillar of strength to his brethren.
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(3) Both the Fustat and the Alexandrian communities of this

period were fortunate in possessing other prominent members
who also had the welfare of their co-religionists at heart.

Opportunities for communal service abounded, especially towards

the end of the twenties of the eleventh century, when the Egyptian

ports used to be visited by Saracen pirates who brought ship-

loads of captives from Byzantine countries. The Saracens

infested then the eastern Mediterranean and were the terror of

the Byzantine mercantile navy. Only in 1035 were two fleets

of African and Sicilian Muslims destroyed by the Byzantines

(see Hertzberg, Geschichte der Byzantiner, 225). Indeed, for a

considerable time hence the Genizah fragments are silent about

captives from Byzantium that were landed in Egypt. When
piracy flourished, the boats that arrived in Egyptian harbours,

chiefly in Alexandria, usually contained a goodly number of

Jewish travellers and merchants who were captured at sea.

Their Egyptian co-religionists spared no efforts to free them.

This we learn from a number of fragments we are able to discuss

here. At the same time we obtain information about contem-

porary Byzantine Jewry and especially about the congregation

of Mastaura, near the river Meandros, hitherto entirely unkn'own.

A captive fetched a fixed price, viz. ^^^ dinars. It is appro-

priate to cite here Mukaddasi (born 946, as quoted by Le Strange,

Palestine under the Moslems, 23-4). ' All along the sea-coast

of Filastin are the watch-stations, called Ribat, where the levies

assemble. The war-ships and the galleys of the Greeks also come

into these ports, bringing aboard of them the captives taken from

the Muslims; these they offer for ransom—three for the hundred

dinars.' Thus the fixed ransom for a captive was 33I dinars,

about £\6 in gold, equivalent however, in the currency of the

present day, to nearly £^0 (cp. loc. cit., p. 44). Mukaddasi

continues to describe how when the Greek ships arrive the

people hurry out to meet them at the watch-station. 'Then

the ransoming begins. Some will be able to ransom a prisoner,

while others (less rich) will throw down silver dirhems, or signet-

rings, or contribute some other valuables, until at length all the

persons who are in the Greek ships have been ransomed.' Similar

scenes must have taken place in Alexandria when Saracen

pirates entered the port with captives from Byzantium. Christians
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and Jews alike would hurry to ascertain whether some of their

co-religionists were aboard. The same price (33! dinars) was

paid for a Christian or a Jewish captive in the hands of Muslim

captors. Of chief interest is a Bodleian Geniza letter (dated

ioa8 C.E.), published by Dr. Cowley in J. Q. R., XIX, 250-4.

The other fragments given here deal with the same subject and

several names recur in them. The writer of the Bodleian epistle

was Yeshu'a Hakkohen b. Joseph Dayyan, who was evidently the

Haber of the Alexandrian community of the Palestinians. In

this capacity he writes to Ephraim b. Shemarya, but in the

name of both local congregations, Palestinian and Babylonian.

Both of them seem to have been neither large in numbers nor

prosperous. It is mentioned that 300 people stood surety for

the ransom-money.^ Probably these were the heads of families

(DTil i^Jj?!), and their number likely comprised the whole congre-

gation. The constant arrival of prisoners taxed the resources of

the local Jews to the utmost. Therefore other Egyptian com-

munities were asked to share the ' duty of freeing captives '. In

particular, the Jews in the capital, Cairo-Fustat, had to make
the chief contribution. An individual donor, much eulogized for

his generosity, was David b. Isaac Hallevi, who evidently was

a prominent elder. A benefactor in Alexandria of great influ-

ence was Netaneel b. El'azar Hakkohen. These persons recur

in the letters of Solomon b. Yehuda. We shall now discuss the

fragments seriatim.

The following is a rhumS of the Bodleian letter. Its purpose

is to thank Ephraim b. Shemarya and his congregation for their

generosity in contributing so much for the ransom of the captives.

These were released soon after their arrival in Alexandria on

surety given by 300 local Jews. Before the amount of aooj

dinars arrived from Ephraim, the Arab captors pressed these

Jews for payment during the whole month of Tishri. Only 40 d.

were collected in Alexandria. When the money fi'om Fustat

arrived (viz. aoo^'d.), a sum of 217^ d. was at hand to pay the

pirates. One of them, pn ux |3 ''P3'', was paid 50 d., evidently

> In 1. 23 supply niNO K'i'E' [Dn''-|Q]B' ^D3 DD'iti'yi':. In this connexion it should

be added that in 1. 12 |1)DN XJ HDO probably means 'in the open part ofAlexandria

'

(cp. Esther 9. 19) ; in I. 24 supply "i31 dltsa ''3 [03^) liHJN D^V^IDJI ; in 1. 48 for

VS3 r. I-'DD; in 1. 34, by = ^N.
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the balance of an account for former captives, while Mukhtar

received i66f d. for five prisoners, 33f d. per head. The rest of

the money available (i. e. 23I d.) was hardly sufficient for the

maintenance of these freed Jews as well as the expenses of their

home journey. Six Jews before were sent back and arrived

safely. But meanwhile a servant of the pirate jiJl UK p ''pa'

brought another seven Jewish merchants from Antalia (Anatolia).

The prisoners were marched to Netaneel's house, as he was the

most prominent Jew in Alexandria. Four of them were Rab-

banites and three Karaites. We thus learn of the spread of

Karaism to Byzantium already in the first half of the eleventh

century. The Arab demanded their full price, viz. 333^ d.

(=7x33!). But Netaneel pointed out that the poor Jews of

Alexandria (1. '^6, D^ivn li)iK) were hardly able to maintain them,

not to speak of ransoming them. Therefore ten more well-to-do

co-religionists stood surety for the seven prisoners till their ransom

be obtained from the other communities. The Alexandrian

Jews had thus to maintain twelve prisoners. Netaneel undertook

to pay for one captive 33J d., while for the remaining aoo d. he

advised to send two letters to Fustat to both Haberim and their

Rabbinite congregations (i.e. Palestinian and Babylonian) and

one to the Karaite community. Netaneel himself is to enclose

letters to the elders requesting them to bestir themselves and

collect the necessary amount. Epistles are also to be sent to

Tinnis, Damietta, and Sahragt, to both Karaites and Rabbinites,

to contribute to the ransom-money and also to the expenses of

maintenance and home-journey of these captives. The Alex-

andrian Jews expressed their gratitude to the generous Netaneel,

who was also very helpful in building the synagogue (probably

of the Palestinians).^ Ephraim b. Shemarya is requested to read

the letter before the congregation and impress upon them the

highly deserving case of the captives, who are respected people

1 It is quite likely that the synagogue was demolished during al-Hakim's

persecutions, and had to be rebuilt after 1020. A document (T.-S. 13 J i'), dated

Tammuz, 4793 a. m. ( = io33c.e.) at Alexandria, mentions that Joseph b. Khalaf

sent through 03X0 Hakkohen b. Tobias the Babylonian ten dinars nPHJn JIDWi)

^3*nn ana nm^ no piDKB' nyn^n. it cannot be ascertained whether this

donation was for the Palestinian synagogue at Alexandria or at Fustat. The latter

was rebuilt in 1025 (above, p. 36, note i), but its interior may not have been

completed till 1033.
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in their native country. Yeshu'a Hakkohen, the writer of the

epistle, mentions that when Ephraim's letter, enclosing the former

contribution of aoo^ d., was read before the Alexandrian con-

gregation, they all applauded its beautiful verses and diction. In

all twenty people sign the letter we have discussed here. Netaneel

Hakkohen concludes the list. Of communal officials there are

only mentioned Yeshu'a Hakkohen b. Joseph CDlBTi (= Dayyan),

and Surri, the Teacher, b. Hayyim. The date is Kislev (1)340

Sel. = loaS c. E. The number of prisonei's spoken of in this

epistle is eighteen.

A. B. 12 is defective at beginning and end. It cannot there-

fore be ascertained to whom it is addressed. But probably either

Ephraim b. Shemarya, or the Haber of the Babylonians at

Fustat, Abraham b. Sahlan, was the recipient of this letter.

A pirate had two Jewish prisoners. One he sent to Netaneel

Hakkohen as a present. In return, Netaneel sent a gift worth

one and a half times the value of the captive. Thereupon the

other captive is sent to him and the captor received his ransom,

33^ d. Netaneel incurs in addition the expense of sending the

liberated Jews home. The community (of Alexandria) was not

asked to share the outlay. As a token of gratitude, a special

prayer is recited for him in the presence of the whole community.

But already previously it was the practice to mention both

Netaneel and David Hallevi b. Isaac on every Sabbath in ' both

synagogues ', in special prayers in their honour. These two

elders are called ' luminaries in our town as well as in yours

'

(Fustat). "David is also styled ' the glory of both parties

'

(mxssn TIB' "iKS), probably the two sects, Rabbinites and Karaites.

Not long afterwards report came that a boat belonging to

Jabarah b. Mukhtar (the latter is mentioned in the Bodleian

epistle) had aboard ship ten Jews from Antalia from whom
much money had been taken away. The boat stopped at

Ramada on the way to the West. The missing continuation

of the fragment is probably an appeal for contributions to defray

the ransom for these unfortunate Jews. There is little doubt

that in the end they were freed by their Egyptian co-religionists.

The number of prisoners mentioned in our fragment is

twelve.

In A. B. 13 the same pirates, V^' b. Abu Razln, Mukhtar and
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his son Jabarah recur. The representative of the Jews who
carries on negotiations with the captors is the elder Nathan
Hakkohen. He is evidently not identical with Netaneel. Hence
the letter, defective at beginning and end, probably emanates not

from Alexandria but from some other Egyptian port, probably

Damietta. But it is certainly addressed to Fustat, appealing to

the local Jews for the ransom of the prisoners. Some arguments
arose between the pirate and the Jews negotiating for the libera-

tion of their brethren. The pirate was a relative of ptn UN p ''pa^

He demanded apparently 350 d. The prisoners were cruelly

treated. Among them was a girl. Against exorbitant demands
the Jews argued that they could not act against the Talmudic
law (Gittin 4®), which forbade paying for a captive more than

his or her value. A letter arrived from Mukhtar announcing

that his son Jabarah sent some Jewish prisoners to Barkah.

Perhaps our fragment describes the negotiations that took place

in connexion with the liberation of the ten Jews from Antalia

mentioned in A. B. 13 (see also my remarks in J.Q.R., N.S.,

IX, 4ao-ai).

A. B. 14 contains an incomplete letter from Alexandria to

Ephraim b. Shemarya and the elders of his congregation. It

deals' again with prisoners from Edom (Byzantium). A Jewish

woman was ransomed for 24 d., besides the government tax.

The Fustat Jews contributed la d., while the remainder was

defrayed by the co-religionists in Alexandria. Soon afterwards

the sailors brought two other prisoners, a fine young man
possessing knowledge of the Torah, and a boy of ten years.

As they were maltreated by their captors, the Alexandrian Jews

obtained their freedom by standing surety for their ransom. But

shortly afterwards another ship arrived from Byzantium with many
prisoners. Among them there were a physician and his wife. The
Alexandrian correspondents appeal to Ephraim for help, as they

cannot afford the expenses ; times are critical and the taxes

heavy.
;
Here the letter breaks off. Again, we may be sure that

Ephraim did his best not to leave Jews as slaves in the hands of

Muslims. In A. B. 15 we find the Alexandrian Jews writing to

Ephraim to express their gratitude to him and other benefactors

for sums of money undoubtedlyassigned for captive co-religionists.

Ephraim b. Shemarya, the elders,the Hazzanim, and the Parnasim
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are saluted. A letter reached them from a certain Abraham
through his agent, Joseph b. Yeshu'a, enclosing the amount of

50 d. Perhaps this Abraham is identical with Abu Sa'ad b. Sahl.

Other communal accounts are mentioned. At the synagogue

(of Alexandria) the scrolls of the Law were taken out and the

readers recited prayers for Ephraim, for David Hallevi b. Isaac,

and for Abraham b. X. (either Sahl or Sahlan). Also Isaac

Hakkohen (b. Furat) and his son Abraham seem to have been

included in the prayers (the latter is probably meant by V\Wi

n3''t^'^^, cp. infra, p. 183). In A. B, 16 we find again Yeshu'a

Hakkohen (b. Joseph Dayyan), who was the author of the Bodl.

epistle (1028 c. E.), writing on behalf of a prisoner from Antalia,

Sabbatai b. Netaneel. The other fellow sufferers have been

liberated and sent back to their country. But Sabbatai wanted

'"^to visit Jerusalem and the Holy Land. Ephraim is requested to

help Sabbatai to carry out his desire. He is versed in niJin and

is an able man. Greetings are sent to Joseph, Ephraim's son-in-

law. As will be shown later on, this Joseph died in Ephraim's

lifetime, in the year 1035. Ephraim seems to have had no son.

A. B. 17 is again from both the Alexandrian congregations)

this time addressed to David (Hallevi) b. Isaac. The letter is

dated Shevat, 1030-1 C.E. It is written concerning prisoners

from Edom (Byzantium), three of whom were sent by the captors

to some place. David is asked to send 33J d. for one captive.

Owing to the defective state of the fragment it is difficult to

gather definite information. Line 25 seems to mean that a

captive came to the synagogue while the local Rabbi gave

a discourse. Sometimes the Alexandrian Jews would send one

of the captives, whom they redeemed, to his native land to collect

a sum of money and return in order to free his other countrymen.

This is evident from A. B. 18, which is unfortunately very

damaged. The Jews of Alexandria wrote to Mastaura in the

land of Yavan (Byzantium) about prisoners from this place.

Owing to critical times, and many other troubles, they could not

afford to ransom them. They thus sent one of them, Leo by
name, to his native place to obtain from the prisoners' relatives

the amount necessary for their freedom. But no doubt they

would meanwhile enjoy restricted liberty in Alexandria and be

maintained by their brethren, who would stand surety for them.
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It is touching to read how the Jews of Egypt commiserate their

co-religionists living under Byzantine rule. 'The holy congregation

scattered in Edom, delivered into the hand of enemies, put under

the yoke of foes, and suffering under the burden of hard task-

masters.' Compared with the intolerance of Byzantium, the Jews
felt themselves free men under Muslim rule. It should be pointed

out that this letter from Alexandria to Mastaura is provided

occasionally with Babylonian vowel-points. Either the scribe

belonged to the Babylonian congregation, or more likely the

people in Alexandria assumed that the Babylonian vowel-system

was in practice in Mastaura. But we shall presently see that

the Tiberian system was adopted by the Byzantine Jews. This

epistle was found in the Genizah, as probably the bearer Leo
brought it back with him when he returned from Mastaura to

Alexandria with the ransom money, or it may be that a copy of

the letter was sent from Alexandria to Fustat.

We can gather from the above fragments that a considerable

number of Jewish prisoners were landed in Egyptian ports.

As each cost about £^0 (according to the present scale) to

ransom, in addition to the expenses of maintenance, and the

home-journey, it can be estimated how heavily the resources of

the Egyptian Jewry were taxed. We shall also see how much
the Palestinian Jews and the academy were dependent on support

from the country of the Nile. In most cases the captive

Byzantine Jews returned to their country. But some of them

must have settled in Egypt. Thus some of their documents

found their way to the Cairo Genizah. A. B. 19 is a Ketuba

drawn up at Mastaura, by the river Meandros, in the year

I033 C. E. It supplements our very scanty knowledge of

Byzantine Jewry. The document, moreover, deserves publication

on its own merits. The bridegroom is named na: b. Elkana.

Other characteristic names are IU3 and vfxhv. The latter is found

in the list of Paitanim in Mahzor Romania} Leon (pN^) is to be

compared with Leo (ri") in A. B. 18. The bride is called Eudokia,

a name held by a Byzantine Empress. The belongings of a Jewish

bride in Byzantium, as enumerated in our Ketuba, are of interest

for our knovirledge of the social life of the people. Some of the

' Cp. Osar fob, Magaein, 1883, 15 ff. : Hananya b. Shelahya and Shelahya b.

Hananya. See also Zunz, Ltgsch, synag. Poesie, 381, 385.
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Greek words are vocalized. We learn therefrom that Tiberian

vowel-signs were in use in Mastaura.

(4) The correspondence of Solomon b.Yehuda contains a number

of names of people who were the spiritual leaders of the-Fustat

Jews. Of these the most prominent one was undoubtedly

Ephraim b. Shemarya, a native of Gaza, the Haber of the

Palestinian congregation. Another man of prominence was

Samuel Hakkohen b. Abtalion, the president of this community.

At the head of the Babylonian section stood Abraham b. Sahlan

and his son Sahlan. In A. B. 20 data are collected about the

communal leaders of both sections. Ephraim's tenure of office

evidently commenced about 1020. We find him in Fustat in

1016 as a resident of the city (see above, p. "^,6, and A. B. ao, I, 6).

But then he seems to have Held no office yet. However, in

1022 C.E. at a meeting of both congregations, he and Abraham

b. Sahlan sign the minutes and head the list of signatories.

From documents we could trace Ephraim till the year 1029.

His name recurs again on documents of 1039, 1041, and 1050.

On the death of Solomon b. Yehuda in 1051 he composed an

elegy (above, p. 75, note i). No documents drawn up at the

Bet-Din of the Palestinians at Fustat, dated between 1029-39,

have come to my notice. But Ephraim undoubtedly retained

his office of Haber during the whole time, though he had to

encounter much opposition.

No son of his is so far known. But he had a son-in-law,

Joseph, who apparently managed Ephraim's business. For our

Haber seems to have been in private life a merchant, though he

may also have received remuneration for his communal services.

This Joseph died in 1035.1 From a letter from Elijah Hakkohen
(b. Solomon Gaon), when already Ab (A. B. 31), we learn that

Ephraim reached the age of eighty. Daniel b. 'Azarya also

corresponded with the veteran Fustat Haber (infra, p. 181).

1 J.Q.R., XIX, 255-6: a letter, dated m"lDE'i> lOB' n:E> 3N iVn, to Ephr.

b. Shem. : , . ,>lh 3^X3n 13[SN] HH fJDV t nS^DNS (4) [jlOjB'nDI ... (3)

(23) . . . rm^ rh'\y noi t>3-ix isan [idi]v pa ip nintj* (5) nns pB* b
bim nninon bi (34) imoo \a-\\i »h -vvo u^? nn ip n\-iE' hdi . . .

. . . 31P3 "inX b» nWiya nariK'D nantJ'Dm. The rest of the letter will be

discussed below (pp. 123-4).
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About this time his colleague was probably 'Ali b. 'Amram,
who also succeeded him to the spiritual leadership of the

Palestinian congregation in the capital. Ephraim departed from

this life in about the year 1060. It is likely that the epistle

(above, p. 85 f.), introduced by verses in honour of Abraham
Hakkohen, was written on the occasion when 'Ali was confirmed

in his office after the demise of Ephraim. He thus sends

salutations to the prominent physician assuring him that his

name is honourably mentioned on every Sabbath and festival

in the synagogue, which goes by the name of the Nasi Daniel,

then Gaon of Palestine (hence before his death in 1063). It seems

that the Palestinians in the capital styled their house of prayer

after the contemporary Gaon in the Holy Land. We know that

the synagogue of the Babylonians in Fustat was called after

Hai's school (see J. Q.R., N. S.', VII, 478, note 22).

Ephraim's standing, and his manifold activities in the com-

munity, could be gathered already from the number of fragments

that dealt with the release of the Byzantine captives. How he

stood in esteem of the Gaon Solomon b. Yehuda will be seen

from his correspondence to be discussed farther on. As is the

lot of every prominent man, Ephraim was exposed to much
criticism and opposition. The calls on his generosity were

numerous, and the kindness he showed to needy travellers from

every country that came to Fustat was indeed great. A. B. ai-7

contain a number of epistles to Ephraim, which will be discussed

presently.

The president of the Palestinian community of Fustat was

Samuel Hakkohen b. Abtalion (shortened Talion). Solomon

b. Yehuda, in a letter to him (A. B. a8, see infra, p. 103),

addresses him d*31[n]ji nn'[D]n pj . . . nnoion [nan ^WDB' niD.^

We find him already in 1116 signing a document drawn up at

Fustat. As president of the community his name recurs on

documents of 1027-8, while in 1041 he signs as Samuel Hakkohen

the Haber b. Abtalion (A. B. ao, I, a-5, 7). His relations with

Ephraim were not of the very best. We shall see later on that

1 The name Abtalion (in the Middle Ages) we have in the Paitan : '<3"I3 p''?D3X

Dni^ti bv.Vyif (see Zunz, Ltgsch. synag. Poesie, 386-7). Was he our Samuel's

father, and does DDI^D refer to his noble descent from Geonim ? Zunz, however,

points out that Meyuhas {(vyevris) is common among Byzantine Jews.
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a section appointed him as Dayyan iptm) in opposition to

Ephraim. But the latter was undoubtedly superior to Samuel

in many respects, as the numerous fragments clearly reveal.

Worman {J. Q. R., XVIII, 14) states that Samuel's son, Solomon,

was Rosh Yeshiba of Fustat (cp. also Pozn., Babyl. Geonim., 100).

This is clearly a mistake. The two fragments (T.-S. 13 J 9^ and

II*) adduced as evidence (note 7) contain nothing about a

Solomon, a supposed son of Samuel b. Abtalion (Talion). The

first fragment is given in A. B. o^^. Of the other names mentioned

in A. B. aol, Yefet Hazzan b. David recurs several times in the

documents. He was the reader of the Palestinian synagogue.

Solomon b. Sa'adya is also mentioned in the letters discussed

later on. He was a respected elder. We find him still alive

when 'Ali b. 'Amram was the Haber of the community after

Ephraim b. Shemarya's death. Besides a Rosh Hakkahal we

have four Parnasin referred to in A. B. ao, I, 7. Of the three

brothers, the sons of Mebasser, the most eminent Parnes was

Abraham, styled 'the choice of the Fustat community and its

favourite' (ViSil [yis hnp n^JUD). His name recurs on documents

of 1028 and 1041. Isaac Hakkohen b. Haggai (A. B. 30, 1, 7) as

well as his brother Abraham seem to have been highly respected

elders in Fustat. But in their father's lifetime they apparently

lived in some other Egyptian town (cp. A. B. 33 and 30, which

will be discussed presently). Abraham b. Solomon Gaon (A. B.

30, 1, 3) is probably Solomon b. Yehuda's son, who visited Egypt

several times, as will be shown later on. We thus find him in

1037 in Fustat.

(5) We now turn to deal with the Babylonian community.

Its spiritual head was Abraham b. Sahlan, styled Haber, Alluf

and 'the chosen one of the academy' (A. B. 30, II, i and 5).

This confirms my suggestion that Hai's epistle (y. Q. R., N. S.,

VII, 478, note 32) was sent to our Abraham, since the same

titles recur there. The first title is Palestinian, the second

Babylonian, while the third may emanate from either academy.

By profession a banker (SQTS) he was also a scholar and communal
worker. His genealogy has been preserved for six generations,

viz. Sahlan, Abraham, Sahlan, Abraham, Solomon, Sabbath

(?, probably read Sabbatai) of Sunbat.^ From the important

' For BXajD read 'CNaJD. About the position of this town in Egypt, see Guest,
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genealogy list (given in A. B. ao, II, i) we learn that he had two
sons, Sahlan Rosh Hasseder and Rosh Kallah and Nehemiah
KPT'S t^in (i.e. Hazzan, see infra, p. 269). The former succeeded

his father as head of the Babylonian community.^ Several

letters from Solomon b. Yehuda to him have been preserved.

In a Ketuba of 1037 (/. c. II, 4) Sahlan is styled ill^xn xnno B'n

niN''B'3n mon nnia'Ti po. Nehemiah b. Abraham had a son Joshiah

who was a liturgical poet. Abraham b. Sahlan is referred to in

103a as already departed from this world.

The interesting letter (MS. Adler, commented upon in A. B.

ao, II, 3) is clearly not by Sahlan Alluf b. Abraham, the con-

temporary of Solomon b.. Yehuda, as Dr. Marmorstein (B*mD

nnwi nnon, 1917, pp. 76-9) assumes.^ From the signature

Sahlan nnniDn b. Abraham nnoiDn it is evident that neither the

writer nor his father bore any honorary titles from the academies.

Probably this Sahlan is the grandfather of Sahlan Alluf. The
date of the epistle is therefore about 1000.^ We give here an

analysis of this fragment. Sahlan seems to have been away

from Fustat, where his anonymous correspondent, so highly

eulogized, probably resided. They were in constant communi-

cation. Sahlan was first asked about the reading of a Midrashic

passage which he subjoins. The next item of the inquiry was

about the meaning of the word npiyn occurring in a Piyyut.*

Journal R. Astat. Soc, 1912, 964. Cp. also Sambari (in Neub., 1, 119), who reports

of a holy scroll in the Must'arab synagogue in Cairo that was brought from Sunbat

in 1623 c. E.

1 T.-S. 13 J i'" is a document, dated Nisan, 1155 Sel. ( = 1044 c. e.), at Fustat. It

begins: P ]'hv 10 ["pSnyilN nD''W »S 'til 'l3J fT HU 3^0 ''S NJISn

ii [nnyJO 13 [nan INOV 31D1 HD^'B'. The former claimed from the latter

a Dinar. After the signatures of the witness there follows the testatum of the court,

pn n*3 "I3K D^inV riDSa, together with the signature [[JnIjIID,

no doubt identical with our Sahlan b. Abraham. One of the parties, Sabyan b.

Sa'adya, figures in the lawsuit described infra, p. 209 f.

* From the fragments concerning Sahlan Allufand his father which we discusshere,

it is established beyond doubt that they lived in Fustat and not in Kairowan, as was

wrongly assumed by some writers (see also J. Q. R., N. S., IX, 161, 417, and cp.

Pozn., Hakkedem, II, Heb. part, p. 96, No. 4).

3 Indeed a document (T.-S.) dated 987 c.E. at Fustat, mentions Sahlan b. Abraham

b. Sunbat (i. e. of the family of Sabbatai of Sunbat). Very likely the writer of the

above epistle is meant.

* For comments on Piyyutim, see /. Q.R., N. S., Ill, 546, where a Genizah

2240 G
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He had already told his correspondent before (evidently in

Fustat) that, in his opinion, the word was really npiy and the

T an Aramaic prefix. Now in the place where he was then,

he asked a certain R. Abraham about its meaning as perhaps

based on a Rabbinic saying. Sahlan argued that the T was

like the Hebrew ^ (= -|{i'N). As a parallel he quotes the hapax

legomenon rm^ (Jer. 47. 3). He evidently takes it to be equal

to rm "IK'S. But the actual meaning he gives to the word is not

clear owing to the defective state of the fragment. However,

R. Abraham is of the opinion that npVT stands for ni55)! (' the

cry of), just as 3nr is wm in Aramaic. Sahlan further states

that he cannot leave his place soon since he has not the necessary

means. A certain person, who supplied his needs, is now

dangerously ill, and he must await his recovery. This person is

sure to lend him the money for his return to Fustat. Highly

interesting is the mention of the ' Book of Precepts ' by Hefes

Alluf b. Yasliah of Mosul, which Sahlan bought for 4d. = .^6.^

Inquiries are also made about his mother (xmD ndn) and a certain

Yahya b. Mansur. The day before, Sahlan sent his correspondent

three epistles with the request to transmit them to Solomon

b. al-Ahul and also to receive from him a reply and send it on to

our Sahlan.^

While the last scholar seems to have been in needy circum-

stances, his son Abraham evidently was successful in life and

fragment is cited containing an exposition of some words of the piyyut n31"IV HS
by Ezekiel b. 'Ali Hakkohen (see A. C. 25, i). Likewise Sa'adya's Tokehah
(edited by Brody, /. Q. R., N. S., HI, 83 ff.) had a whole commentary composed on

it in Arabic (Or. 5554 B, fols. 33-4, contains a part of the introduction as well as the

comments on letter Aleph of the liturgy ; it is evidently a part of Bodl. 2847*. The
author was Isaac the Spaniard).

?

* In the MS. only the letters ... IX can be read. Probably the word was
originally [nVDlIX ; there does not seem to be space enough for rD''Va'|nS. Dr.

Halper (/. Q. R., N. S., IV, 530) quotes the same statement, for which he is indebted

to Prof. A. Marx. I presume that the latter scholar has cited it from a copy of MS.
Adler, and not from an original Genizah letter at the Jewish Theological Seminary
of America.

^ T.-S. Box H 2 contains seven paper leaves of liturgical compositions. On
fol. 2, verso, we read: t312{ i^Ji^Jn • ^j nnOIOH [si'nD^ IICJCI fOB'i' anjJO
'131 fWyn. Very likely our Sahlan is the author. Fol. 3, verso, contains

Sa'adya's composition for Purim
: IDt pK) tJDV p in''nVD 13*l"li5 niniB 2>15)0

'131 ytyica i^D^b \n>i 'jjN . , . 'i> p»iv.
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became a banker. He and his son Sahlan Alluf, though belong-
ing to the Babylonian section, were supporters of the Palestinian

school as well as of the Jerusalem poor, as we shall see from the
following fragments. Solomon b. Yehuda was on very friendly
terms with them. Also Ephraim b. Shemarya had intimate
relations with them. Abraham was a brother-in-law of Sa'adya
b. Ephraim.i In the Dukran Tob (A. B. ao, II, i) the last person
is styled Haber, and his three sons are called Sa'adya the Haber,
Paltiel the Hazzan, and Revah. Sa'adya is also styled Alluf
(A. B. ag). His brother Paltiel is perhaps identical with the
signatory of the document, dated looa, drawn up at Fustat under
Shemarya b. Elhanan {J.Q. R., XI, 646, note a).^ Of Revah,
the third son, nothing is so far known. Leaving the other names
of the memorial-list for later consideration, mention should be
made of Yehuda Hakkohen, styled 'the great Rabbi, Rosh
Hasseder'. From the data collected in A. B. ao, II, i, note 3,

we see that he was a son of Joseph Ab, the brother of Elijah

Gaon. Joseph died in 1053. Yehuda's activity in Egypt probably
continued for several years subsequently. His cousin, a son of

Elijah Hakkohen, the later Gaon, sends him greetings in a letter

dated 1055 in Jerusalem (see infra, p. loi). Yehuda was the

author of a commentary on Sepher Yesirah, and probably also

on the Bible. Several of his responsa are also preserved. The
president of the Babylonian community seems to have been

Yefet Hallevi b. Tobias the Babylonian (cp. A. B. ao, I, 3, and

infra, p. 137). As repeatedly mentioned before, all the titles

held by communal dignitaries are discussed in the last chapter.

Finally, attention is drawn to A. B. 30, III, which contains a list

of 62 liturgical compositions by Sahlan Ras al-Kal (=Resh
Kallah). Except No. i, they all begin with D or )if, being the

first letter of the acrostic Sahlan. Only five of the poems are

' A document of evidence (Or. 5550, see Catal., Ill, 564), dated Marheshwan,

1291 Sel. (979 c. E.) at Fustat, is signed by pnS 13 DPnaS] (several letters beneath

and above the signature cannot be deciphered). Perhaps our Ephraim is identical

with this person. The parties mentioned in the deed are Sa'adun b. Sa'id of Aleppo

and Meborak b. Kiyam. Also the names Mansur b. Wahb and Salamah and Mansur

the sons of 'Amram occur.

' A colophon of a liturgical fragment (in T.-S., Arabic Box, Poetry and Liturgy)

has the name piilM "13nn D''1SN 13 7N^t3?E, no doubt identical with the above

person.

G a
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identical with those known from elsewhere (see Bodl. s. v. Sahlan

b. Abraham ,and cp. also J.Q.R., N. S., VIII, 37, from MS.
Adler). We thus see what a prolific liturgical writer this Fustat

scholar was.

(6) We shall consider A. 6.31-31 in detail. No. ai is from

Elijah Hakkohen Ab b. Gaon (^i, i.e. Solomon) to Ephraim b.

Shemarya, addressed as ' the excellent Haber and distinguished

president of the Bet-Din'. Elijah complains that Ephraim's

letters are rare. Has he perhaps reversed his decision. If so, who
was the cause of it. Let no evildoer mislead you, ' the sun of our

generation '}
' By God's favour you have reached the age of 80,

We have suspected you of no enmity. The late ' Third ' as well

as all that knew you have testified to your pure intentions and

acts. The allusions, rather obscure, are to the frictions in the

academy (as described in the next chapter). In conclusion,

Elijah mentions a certain 'Amram the teacher who thanks ' our

brother Joseph'. 'Amram seems to have been on a visit to

Fustat and Ephraim is requested to help him to return home to

Jerusalem, where his family awaits him. Greetings are sent

to Ephraim, and also to his son-in-law, ' the son of our uncle '.

We have seen above (p. 94) that one son-in-law of Ephraim,

Joseph, died in 1035. He cannot be meant here, since Elijah

was certainly no Ab till after 1053, while in 1045 he was still

'Fourth' (as shown in A. A. 17). But we have also found that

the celebrated court-physician Abraham Hakkohen b. Isaac

(b. Furat) was Elijah's cousin (above, p. 84). Hence it is very

likely that Abraham was Ephraim's son-in-law referred to here.

> [13"l]n ntJ^iJ'l 1. 14; nenSB' being a feminine of E^OEJ. But perhaps read

[1Jl]n nSJ'DE'l, and you have studied ('served') under our uncle, viz. under a

Gaon who was our uncle. As we find Ephraim in Fustat already in 1016, he

probably received his diploma in Palestine prior to this date. Accordingly his

master was either Joshiah Gaon or possibly Samuel Hakkohen b. Joseph, and

hence one of these Geonim was Elijah's uncle. In A. B. 34, 1. g, Solomon b.

Yehuda refers to ' the Geonim of Israel, both the late and the present, who gave

him (Ephraim) the diploma' (D"nni Q-Tion i'N-lB'^ 13"IW 1*31310). When Ephraim

was ordained, Solomon b. Yehuda held of course a prominent position in the school,

either 'Third' or ' Fourth'. Solomon Hakkohen (Elijah's father) was the latter's

senior in rank, and therefore advanced to the Gaonate after Joshiah's death (about

lozo). Solomon b. Yehuda then became Ab, and afterwards Gaon (about 1035).

Cp. also ftt/ra, p. 108, where Ephraim b. Shemarya styles himself ' the disciple ' of

Solomon b. Yehuda. See further, A. A. 17, end.
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He must have been of much political assistance to the Fustat

Haber, enabling him to have the better of his opponents.

In A. B. ai, note i, a part of a letter from Elijah's son Sadok,

dated 1055 at Jerusalem is given. Elijah's other sons Ebyatar
and Solomon (the father of Masliah Gaon) are known from
Megillat Ebyatar. Sadok signs (Di'B''n''= ) X^^ H'lDi'n pop. He
asks his friend (nNn) in Fustat to greet Yehudah Rosh Hasseder.

A request follows in the name of Sadok's son-in-law, Meborak,

concerning a deal in spiced oil with an official (nipa) Ben Sha'ya.

The latter was probably an 'official over the merchants' (see

above, p. 81 f.). Greetings are also sent in the names of Moses
Dayyan and a certain Joseph.

The latter cannot be identical with his uncle, the brother of

Elijah, since he was no longer alive then. Elijah also sends

salutations. A. B. 22 is apparently from Elifah to Ephr. b.

Shemarya. A certain Spanish Jew arrived at Jerusalem, via

Fustat, with a complaint concerning his wife. He evidently

reviled Ephraim for not exerting himself in his case. But Elijah

writes, ' I have done to him as a man of his type deserves and he

became silent.' Probably he threatened to excommunicate him.

The letter is written in a hurry before the feast of Tabernacles,

Elijah is going to inform Ephraim of the happenings on Hoshana

Rabba on Mount Olivet. Usually all communal problems were

then settledj often by means of banning the opponents. This

gave rise to disputes and sometimes to grave disturbances.

The day was regarded by both parties as a trial of

strength.

A. B. 23 is by a certain Joseph b. Elijah, who was travelling in

Egypt. Writing to Ephraim, whom he styles ' the nriDiD from

the Great Bet Sin ' (i. e. holding a diploma from the Jerusalem

school), he describes how after leaving Fustat he arrived at

Sahragt by boat on Thursday. He came then across the Rosh
Hasseder (probably Yehuda Hakkohen, mentioned above, p. 99),

who met with some accidents at sea (D'a). The Rosh Hasseder

stayed with Solomon the judge. On the Sabbath he preached in

the synagogue on the weekly portion nanPD^ NVn ''3. His text

was appropriately, ' The Lord goeth forth like a warrior ' (Isa.

4a. 13). The writer would have repeated to Ephraim the whole

sermon but for the fear of making his epistle too long. The
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preacher had donations in all 7 'Fourths' and 100 Zuz. The

quarter dinar was a common coin in the Fatimid period (see

Houtsma's Enc. of Islam, I, 967, col. i). The Zuz is probably

equivalent to the Kirat (^th d., see Le Strange, /. c. 56).

Altogether the remuneration of the Rosh Hasseder amounted to

nearly 6 d. On Sunday night he left for Damietta (D3n, se&

A. A. 19, note i). Probably he was then on a pastoral tour.

Joseph b. Elijah is also proceeding on his journey. He requests

Ephraim to write to him of his desires, which he will endeavour

to carry out faithfully. Through a certain Yahya he sent word

to Ephraim. Perhaps it was the son of Solomon b. Yehuda (see

infra, p. 107). The present epistle was evidently sent a week

afterwards. For he mentions that he spent (in an unnamed

place) the Sabbath nix 'Olp (i. e. the Haphtarah of Nan »3) with

Haggai Hakkohen and his two sons (Abraham and Isaac, above,

p. 96). But perhaps in that year the weekly portions NSn *3 and

Nan o were joined. In this case, Haggai lived in Sahragt. He
and his sons are eulogized for their hospitality to all travellers,

both scholars and merchants. Later on we find Haggai's sons

in Fustat. Our letter is of interest as it gives us a glimpse of

the inner life of the Egyptian Jews in the first half of the

eleventh century.

Solomon b. Yehuda writes to Ephraim concerning a certain

Samuel b. Sahl of Kairowan, who was the bearer of a letter

from a merchant of Seville, Sa'adya b. Moses, on some matter.

Unfortunately the fragment breaks off here (A. B. 34). We
should have liked to know what a Spanish Jew had to write

to Palestine through a Kairowan co-religionist. There is in

this fragment a reference to the quarrels in the community, which

will be considered in the next chapter. A. B. 25 is a letter from

a certain Isaac, a friend of Ephr. b. Shemarya. Since we
separated, he writes, I learned nothing of what you were doing

for me. I am like a prisoner and am a burden on the people

with whom I stay. Do with me as your practice is with many
a scholar from Byzantium and Palestine. Time presses ; if you

can do anything for me as regards the tax-collector, let me know.

I am afraid they will imprison me. Another letter is from

a member of the Jerusalem school in the name of the Gaon

(Solomon b. Yehuda), who was then unwell (A. B. 26). The
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epistle is damaged. This much can be inferred from it.

A countryman of the Gaon (this shows that Solomon was no
Palestinian), X. b. Moses, arrived at Jerusalem in straitened

circumstances, and wanted to settle there. But times are critical

and he wishes to return to his own country. He is going to

Egypt to obtain support. It is mentioned that he would like to
go to the Maghreb (aiyo). Ephraim is requested to help this man
either to return home or to Jerusalem. Ephraim's son-in-law,

Joseph, is greeted. Thus the letter dates before 1035. A. B. 27
is much damaged. Who its writer was cannot be ascertained.

But the Haber addressed is most likely our Ephraim b. Shemarya,
who is asked to interest himself in the bearer of the epistle. He
was a respected and rich inhabitant of his place. But the

governor of his town fined him so heavily that he had to flee.

Having arrived at Damascus, he decided to continue his journey

to Jerusalem. On the way he fell a victim to brigands, who
despoiled him of all he possessed. Since in Jerusalem, where he

at last arrived, no help could be found for him, he set out for

Egypt (Fustat) in the hope of obtaining enough to enable him to

return home. Again Ephraim is solicited to collect from his

congregation the means for this unfortunate Jew. Undoubtedly

a member of the school sent this letter. Finally, attention is

drawn to the data (given in A. B. 27) concerning letters from

Sahragt and Milij to Ephraim. His fame must have spread far

and wide. Hence all these appeals to him to use his influence

and act in accordance with his good practice (aiDn inoiia) in

matters of charity and lovingkindness.

A. B. 28 is Solom. b. Yehuda's letter to Samuel Hakkohen

b. Abtalion, the president of the Fustat Palestinian community.

He thanks Samuel for his support of ' our elder ' Yehuda b.

Mansur, who had great troubles in a lawsuit about his house

that had been mortgaged. The difficulty arose on account of

the change in the mortgage-law in Ramlah (probably at the

Muhammedan court). Solomon mentions 'troubles, wars, and

upheavals in Ramlah, the like of which have not taken

place before '. He concludes ' written {sc. the letter) in sorrow '.

Probably he alludes here to the terrible events in connexion

with the rebellion in the reign of az-Zahir (from 1024-9), which

will be discussed below (Chap. IV). Evidently Yehuda's lawsuit
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involved also people residing in Fustat. Hence Samuel b. Abta-

lion is asked to intervene.

A. B. 29 is a small epistle from an anonymous writer to Sahlan

Resh Kallah, the friend of Solomon b. Yehuda. The cor-

respondent mentions that he reached a certain place (in Egypt)

and stays in the Hotel (?) TispPN . The day before he arrived at

Sahragt, where Sahlan's letter reached him with the request to

report his arrival in this town. But he had there no time to

write. He does this therefore to-day. Greetings are sent

to Sa'adya Alluf (as he is also styled in Solomon b. Yehuda's

epistle, ibid., note a), Sahlan's uncle, and other people. Evidently

the writer was Sahlan's agent on some errand (either communal
or business).

A. B. 30 is from Isaac the Hazzan al-Fasi to Abraham Hakkohen
b. Haggai at Fustat. The letter is written from Damascus.

Abraham is highly eulogized for his love for scholars and pious

people whom he supports. Already from Tyre Isaac wrote to

our benefactor. On his arrival at Damascus he found there

MeshuUam b. Yefet and also 'Ali b. Yefet Hallevi (b. X.), who
supported him. He further relates how this "Ali rose up in the

Damascus synagogue and said to Hazzanim, ' Take out the Scrolls

of the Law and bless the name of Abraham Hakkohen b. Haggai

because he showed great kindness to my brother Mufarraj on his

way from Byzantium, and supported him like a brother '. Abra-

ham's name became famous. Also Sahlan Resh Kallahwas greatly

eulogized for his kindness to Mufarraj. His brother "Ali Hallevi

seems to have been a scholar and a man of standing in Damascus.

He addressed the people and told them the good qualities ofAbra-

ham. Greetings are sent to his brother Isaac. The writer intends

going after Passover to Jerusalem, and from there he may set

out for Egypt. Another Hazzan, Ja'ish b. Sahl of Nahrwan (in

Babylon), also thanks Abraham for his kindness. Greetings are

sent to his brother Isaac, to Abu "Ali Hasan and his son Ephraim.

Isaac b. Haggai signs a deed, dated Fustat, 1037, together with

Ephraim b. Shemarya. These two brothers were undoubtedly

men of renown in Fustat for their charity and benevolence.

In conclusion, A, B. 31 contains a number of extracts from

Solomon b. Yehuda's letters. The first (No. i) forms the end of

an epistle of greetings and eulogies to a certain elder who
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probably resided in Fustat He is thanked for his good deeds,

probably towards the Jerusalem community. Of the several

signatories only the Gaon and his son, Abraham the Haber, are

known. The latter evidently was ' Fourth ' of the academy

towards the close of his father's life (No. a). Abraham b. Solomon
Tipsn to whom the Gaon writes was apparently a respected

elder (in Fustat). His father was probably 'official over the

merchants '. He is referred to in another epistle by the Gaon
(see infra, p. 145). His son, Abraham, is commended for his

generosity in the letters from Sahlan Rosh Hasseder to the Gaon.

Sahlan is also mentioned in the epistle to Netaneel Hallevi b.

Halfon (No. 3). The Gaon also refers to the AUuf (= Resh Kallah,

Rosh ha-Seder) in a letter he sent to the Alexandrian community

(No. 4). The congregation is headed by Solomon Hazzan b.

Moses. His name is not found in the letter of loaS to Fustaj;

(above, p. 90). Probably he held then no communal office

in Alexandria. The Ab-Bet-Din, referred to in the epistle, is

probably the ' Father ' of the Jerusalem school who, as we shall

see in the next chapter, settled in Egypt, where he spent the last

years of his life.

In the above pages a number of prominent Jews in Egypt, and

chiefly in Fustat, were introduced. Their names have been

rescued from oblivion by the Genizah fragments that furnish the

information about them. We can now realize what an important

community the capital of the country possessed. Though.we

also hear of strife and dissension, yet the acts of benevolence and

generosity exhibited by the local Jews atone for a good deal of

the less creditable facts. But our object is not to apologize but

to obtain information about Jewish life in the country of the

Nile, and in the Holy Land, during the period treated here.

Nothing ought to be suppressed. Both the bright and dark

sides should be displayed. Petty and spiteful people exist in

every age, and the personal ambitions and jealousies are common
to every generation. The next chapter will reveal several

unpleasant episodes in the history of these Jewries. Nevertheless,

the record of the Fustat community as regards fraternal feeling

for a Jew, from whatever country he might hail, and for generosity

and lovingkindness, is one that any modern congregation might

well engrave in golden letters.



CHAPTER III

The Period of Solomon ben Yehuda (concluded'),

(i) We shall now deal with the Gaon's correspondence that

has a bearing on the communal affairs in Egypt as well as on

the conditions of the Palestinian Jewry, and particularly of the

academy. So far one epistle only has been preserved from the

time when Solomon was still ' Father ' of the school. A. B. 3a

is addressed to some prominent man in Egypt (Fustat). Its

beginning is missing. Solomon writes through his son on behalf

of the Jerusalem Jews who were in such trouble, ' the like of

which did not occur since the Jews returned ' to the Holy City

(i. e. since the Arab conquest, cp. above, p. 44 fif.). The majority

of the inhabitants died from the plague that raged there. The
remainder came to Solomon (UUK'ID h\A, 1. 5, probably in Ramlah,

see also A. A. ao) and reminded him that he had promised to

go to Egypt and intervene there on their behalf. But certain

events happened which prevented him from going. His son

should therefore make the journey instead. He was on his way
to Aleppo, intending to travel as far as Mesopotamia. But, on

hearing some report, he returned and is now setting out for

Egypt in accordance with the people's request. He has with

him letters from the congregations (of Palestine) to those of

Fustat and surrounding places. Solomon appeals to his corre-

spondent to assist his son in successfully accomplishing the task

he has undertaken.

Who the recipient of this epistle was, whether already Ephraim

b. Shemarya, cannot be ascertained. We learn here of a serious

plague in the Holy City. Yet, as-Suyuti in his treatise on the

plagues^ mentions none in Syria in the eleventh century prior to

1056. It is not clear what was the request of the Jerusalem

' See Kremer, ' Ueber die grossen Seuchen des Orients nach arabischen Quellen,'

in SUzungsber. der WienerAkad. d. Wissenschaften, philos.-hisior. Klasse, XCVI, 1880,

p. 122.
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community. It seems to have been more political than monetary-

aid for which they asked. Perhaps they solicited for a remission

of the taxes. These were fixed and let to tax-farmers. As
many people died from the plague, the remainder could not

afford to pay the whole amount, and asked for relief. The bearer

of this letter, Solomon's son, was either Abraham (whom we
found in Egypt also in 1027, above, p. 96), or more likely

Yahya. We find him later on in Bagdad studying under Hai

[jnfra, p. 119, see also J. Q.R., N.S., VIII, 348-9). Probably

he was already at the time of this letter on his way to Hai's

school. But he came back and undertook the mission of the

Jerusalem community to Egypt. Subsequently he departed to

Bagdad as originally intended.

A. B. 33 is an epistle addressed to Solomon b. Yehuda,
evidently when already Gaon. So far there exists another letter

to this Gaon, viz. MS. Erzherzog Rainer, which will be con-

sidered presently. It is only natural that the Fustat Genizah

should contain those letters sent by the Gaon from Jerusalem or

Ramlah to Egypt and beyond (in the latter case they were

copied in Fustat). For some reason or other a few epistles

addressed to the Gaon found their way to the capital of Egypt.

The anonymous writer requests Solomon to pray for him to

recover from his illness. The letter seems to have been written

on the eve of Passover. The following day, on the feast of

unleavened bread, Solomon will recite prayers for the Jews of

Palestine, Egypt, Damascus, Aleppo, and elsewhere.' The sick

correspondent of the Gaon requests that in these prayers his

name should be expressly mentioned just as the elders of Jeru-

salem, Ramlah, and Egypt enjoy this privilege. The latter

know him well and hold him in respect. Probably he lived

in a place near Jerusalem (very likely Ramlah). Thus a letter

written on the eve of Passover could reach the Gaon on the very

same day. He wishes Solomon to behold his son Yahya back

3afe and sound. Very likely he was then away in Bagdad

studying under Hai. We also learn that on Passover many
elders went up to Mount Olivet to pray there. As we shall see

farther on, Solomon had three sons, Yahya, Abraham, and

Mansur. Of the last nothing further is known. Yahya studied

in Bagdad. But whether he attained any scholarly standing
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is unknown. Abraham is often referred to in Solomon's letters.

He held the dignity of ' Fourth' (above, p.105). Yahya,who seems

to have been a promising student, perhaps died when still young.

(2) A number of fragments inform us about dissensions within

the Palestinian community of Fustat. Ephraim b. Shemarya's

position was much assailed by adversaries. A graphic account

of local conditions is given in a fragment among the MSS.
Rainer, published over twenty-five years ago.^ There is very

little doubt that it emanates from Fustat, because the writer

requests Solomon b. Yehuda to thank the ' dear and righteous

elder Hesed, the respected dignitary' for the powerful aid he

affords him (11. 41-a). We know now who this Hesed was, viz.

Abu Nasr, the brother of Abu Sa'ad b. Sahl al-Tustari. A com-

parison of the handwriting of this letter with other fragments by
Epliraim b. Shemarya, as well as internal evidence, make it most

probable that he is its author. The many corrections show that

we have before us a copy only and not the original which was
sent to Palestine. It very likely emanates from the Cairo

Genizah (cp. the editor's remarks, p. lay, and Epstein, R.&.J.,
XXV, 27a).

The writer of the letter calls himself the disciple of the Gaon
(1. 10). The ' Sixth ' of the school was then in Fustat. Perhaps

he is identical with Solomon's son, Abraham, whom we find

there in 1027. (Later on Abraham advanced to the dignity of

' Fourth '.) Trouble arose in the synagogue on the arrival of a

certain Reader, Solomon (Sabik), with a letter of recommendation

from the Gaon. He came to the synagogue to officiate and thus

obtain some assistance from the congregants, but most of them
objected to him as being under the ban. Witnesses gave evidence

that a certain R. Joseph excommunicated this Reader. (Perhaps

this Joseph is identical with Elijah Hakkohen's brother who died

in 1053.) Moreover, the elders of Ramlah wrote that this Sabik

was excluded from Jewish communion on account of his practice

of magic. Against all this the writer, as the spiritual head of the

synagogue, contended that the Gaon would not have given this

Reader a letter of recommendation had he known anything of

his excommunication. The result was a great quarrel. Had not

' Kaufmann and MuUer in MiUtilungen aus der Sammlung Erzhtreog Rainer,

V, 128-9; cp. R.£.J., XXV, 273-6.
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the writer restrained the disputants, a good many would have
fallen into the hands of the secular authorities and disgrace
would have been brought on the community no less than on the

school. For one of the other readers went so far as to suggest
doing away with this new-comer. Finally, the writer undertook
not to allow him to officiate until a letter arrived from the Gaon,
with his own signature, accompanied by those of the Ab and the
Third, to the effect that Sabik's misdeed had been pardoned.
Solomon b. Yehuda is asked to write this epistle himself and not
merely to sign it, so as to have a greater effect on the con-

gregation. The writer complains that strife is rampant in his

community. Let the Gaon strongly reprove them and impress

upon them the need for unity. He should also thank Hesed for

his efforts to preserve peace. It is evident that we deal here

with conditions in Fustat. The Jerusalem Gaon would have great

influence on the congregants of the synagogue, whose spiritual

head the writer of this letter was. What else could it be but the

Palestinian synagogue, and who else could the writer be but

Ephraim b. Shemarya, the Haber of this section in Fustat?

And we have here a graphic picture of the state of things with

which Ephraim had to grapple.

The Gaon, Solomon b. Yehuda, indeed, faithfully stood by
Ephraim throughout his career and endeavoured to silence his

opponents. A. B. 34 is a letter from the Gaon to the congregation

of *Nt3n ? Solomon writes that a letter reached him from Fustat

(an^) to the effect that a certain Abraham b. Aaron of Basra,

a ' reader and preacher ', quarrelled with Ephraim ' the superior

Haber, and abused him and the Geonim, both the late and the

present, who gave him the diploma' (i''DD1D, see above, p. 100,

note i). Abraham was therefore excommunicated at the academy
on Ab 9th. The Gaon warns his correspondents not to have

any intercourse with this person.

' The exact place in Egypt is unknown to me. Read, perhaps, ''NDn, -j,

Tumai, a Kurah in al-Hauf ash-SharkI, see Guest, /. R. A. S., igi2, 974. The

local Jewish community goes back to several centuries. About 622 a religious

dispute between Christians and Jews is said to have resulted in about 375 Jews

embracing Christianity (see Griveau, ' Histoire de la conversion des Juifs habitant

la ville de Tomei en I'figypte d'apres d'anciens manuscrits arabes ', in Revue de

POrient Chretien, 1908, 298 ff.).
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Of much more interest is A. B. 35.^ It throws much light on

the internal affairs of Ephraim's community. Solomon signs his

letter to the Haber by alluding to the anxious times they are

having in Palestine on account of the Arabs (mp ''J3), who laid

waste the country and stopped all intercourse and travel. He is

constantly praying that victory be vouchsafed to the Caliph's

armies. This very likely refers to the grave rebellion of Arab

chiefs in Palestine and Syria against az-Zahir in 1034-9, which

will be discussed in the next chapter. We shall learn of the

terrible sufferings of the Jews, especially those of Ramlah,

during these upheavals. But, moreover, Solomon is greatly per-

turbed by the letters that reach him from Fustat ('Egypt')

communities who are split up into fiercely opposing parties.

Ephraim's adversaries wrote to the Gaon threatening him that

the majority of the people wanted to complain to the government

about him for giving authority as Haber to an unworthy person

(i.e. Ephraim). They even hint that because of Ephraim's

presents and donations, Solomon writes epistles to Fustat in

Ephraim's favour. But all this, says the Gaon, is due to a certain

' suspect ' (TiBTin) who instigates people to write lampoons against

the Haber. For a while a state of peace reigned, and Solomon

already wrote to commend and congratulate those that worked

for the cause of peace. But a new quarrel broke out. A document

with many signatures reached him to the effect that everybody

agreed that Samuel Hakkohen b. Abtalion should be the Dayyan
(probably instead of Ephraim). The ' suspect ' further goes about

to the elders (D^Jpt) showing them a letter from Solomon wherein

he spoke disparagingly of the former ' heads ' (D'B'Kl) of Fustat.

Such, we know, were Elhanan (I), Shemarya, and Elhanan (II).

Now Solomon said that the former ' heads ' were ready to shed

each other's blood, and insulted R. Elhanan (probably II) by
saying, ' Look at his work and at that of his son ' ("I3ivn). The

' This fragment has already been printed in R.A.J., LXVIII, 44-6; see also

/. Q. R., N. S., VIII, 17, note 17. But a comparison of the two texts will justify

the reprint (see my remarks, /. Q. R., N. S., VII, 481, note 25 ; IX, 413). There
is, of course, not the slightest justification for making our Ephraim a son of the

famous Shemarya b. Elhanan (as is done in R. £./., I. c. 45, note 3). Ephraim's
father was a native of Gaza ("uisN, "Tliyn, see R. &.J., XLVIII, 171, 1. 10, and cp.

p. 145, note I ; Bodl. 2873" = /. Q. R., XIX, 250-4).
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Gaon admits that he wrote in this strain but justifies his words.^

Everybody knows of the previous grave discord in the community.

Also the ' son ' (naiyn) had his mind set only, on pleasure.

Solomon bitterly complains of the conditions under which he has

to labour. He admonishes the Haber to try his best and give

no further cause for complaints against him, though he is sure

that the fault lies with his opponents, who prefer quarrel and

strife. The Gaon intended first to excommunicate by name all

those that slandered the Haber, but he recognized the futility

of his bans. Let them, he exclaims, appoint as B'SI whomever
they please. ' I remain in Jerusalem lamenting my lot and the

(present) times.' These and similar sentiments expressed in this

letter, as well as in the following epistles, are eloquent evidence

of the Gaon's depressed state of mind. In conclusion, the

Gaon mentions a letter he sent to the Sheikh Abu "Ali Hasan

ibn al-TayyIb. He is perhaps identical with his namesake

referred to in a letter to Abraham Hakkohen b. Haggai (above,

p. 104).

(3) Before proceeding with the description of the affairs in

Fustat, two fragments will be discussed which bear on the

Nesiim. Hitherto it has been the general assumption that

Daniel b. 'Azarya was the first Nasi who settled in Palestine,

and thus revived the Patriarchate as a counterpart to the

Exilarchate in Babylon (cp. especially Pozn., Babyl. Geonim,

III ff.). We have seen above that there existed Nesiim already

in the end of the tenth century, either in Palestine or in Syria

(p. 24 f.). In the next chapter we collect other data concerning

the holders of this dignity. Here it is intended to deal with

a Nasi residing in Jerusalem when Solomon b. Yehuda occupied

the Gaonate. He is mentioned anonymously several times by

this Gaon. Sahlan b. Abraham, we have seen above (p. 97),

had (in 1034 and 1037) the title niN^tJ'jn mon, evidently on

account of his services to the Nasi. It may be taken that in

Jerusalem there lived a Nasi about this time. A. B. 36^ contains

a letter from Solomon b. Yehuda to some dignitary in Fustat.

The beginning is missing. He writes that he heard that X.

(unfortunately the name is illegible) Hannasi was about to leave

' See also my remarks in /. Q. R., N. S., VII, 481 ; IX, 413.

• Now printed by me in/. Q. R., N. S., IX, 415.
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Egypt for Palestine. This pleases him greatly, as there is none

to be the (political) representative of the Palestinian Jewry. The

Gaon mentions that he spoke ' to-day ' (ntn DV3) ' to the highly

respected elder ' (in Jerusalem), Sa'adya b. Israel, requesting him

to write to ' our prince and leader^ the elder of the house of Israel

and its glory ', setting forth the Gaon's attachment to the Nasi

and his desire of the Nasi settling in Jerusalem. Now the time

is pressing because the festivals are at hand. Solomon would

like the Nasi to come before New Year, and bring with him

a letter from the government that his authority on dissenters

be effective. ' My whole desire is that he (the Nasi) should act

with a high hand and raised horn to break the jaws of the

evildoer ; for my heart is greatly grieved and I cannot write

all that I feel. Our Nasi will tell him all details.' This shows

that the Nasi was already for a short time in Jerusalem, and then

left for Egypt to obtain recognition by the government. The

Gaon continues, 'Let him (i.e. the high dignitary mentioned

before) act in his kindness. May the Rock hear my prayer for

him and for (his) brother, the lord, the glory of the house of

Israel, their children and (their) whole family.' There is little

doubt that the high personage who is to obtain from the govern-

ment support for the Nasi is Abu Sa'ud b. Sahl al-Tustari, and

that his brother is Abu Nasr (Hesed). Hence the letter was

written before 1048. In conclusion, Solomon greets his cor-

respondent and his son. Very likely Sahlan b. Abraham
received this letter. As head of the Babylonian community to

which these influential brothers belonged, Sahlan could support

the Gaon's plea. Solomon also wrote about this matter to the

Haber (1. 5, i. e. Ephraim b. Shemarya).^

Who this Nasi was is not certain. But A. B. 37 makes it

probable that David, the son of Hezekiah, the Babylonian

Exilarch, is meant here. The fragment is very badly preserved

and the end is missing. This much is certain, that it has been

written from Jerusalem and addressed to David the Nasi b.

Hezekiah the Exilarch. The writer is very grieved at David's

departure from Jerusalem, where the internal conditions of the

community are very bad. In style the epistle consists of a

skilful combination of Biblical verses. David's father is not

' See also my remarks in /. Q. R., I. c, 414-17.
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called Nasi, but ni'lM B'Kn, which seems to indicate that he was
Exilarch in Babylon. But his son, having resided in Jerusalem

,

could assume the title Patriarch. (The same difference of titles

between father and son we find in the memorial-list, A. B.

ao, II, I.) As this epistle found its way to Fustat (and it is

evidently the original), it is clear that David left Jerusalem for

Egypt. His father, Hezekiah, was then still alive. He is known
as the exilarch of Bagdad in the time of Hai. (A letter of his,

dated loao, has been printed in R.A. J., LV, 51.) After Hai's

death (1038) he occupied the Gaonate for some time (for the

latest discussion of this point, see Pozn., Babyl. Geonim, i ff.).

It is quite likely that David is identical with the Nasi referred

to in the previous letter from Solomon b. Yehuda. He went

to Egypt to obtain letters patent from the government for his

office. The two influential brothers Abu Sa'ad and Abu Nasr,

as Babylonians, naturally supported the son of the Bagdad
Exilarch. Of course, both his father and Hai Gaon must have

highly recommended him to the Babylonian section at Fustat.

Also Sahlan b. Abraham, as Alluf of this community, took much
interest in David becoming Nasi in Jerusalem and wielding

political authority * side by side with the spiritual leadership of

the Gaon. In short, the attempt was made to establish a dual

leadership in Palestine, after the example of Babylon. And
evidently the Gaon was willing to accept this new arrangement.

But it seems to have worked for a short time only. Solomon b.

Yehuda refers a few times to the Nasi in his letters. But nothing

further is heard of David. Perhaps A. B. 37 tells us of his final

departure from Jerusalem. Only after the Gaon's death (in 1051)

Daniel b. 'Azarya combined the Gaonate and the Patriarchate in

the Holy City for about eleven years. After his death in 1062

Elijah Hakkohen became Gaon, but the Patriarchate remained

vacant. Daniel's son, David, acted in Egypt as Nasi from about

1080 till his deposal in 1094. This will be discussed more fully

in the next chapter.

' 6n account of this David is styled (I. 3) ' the Nagid of God's people '. But the

real Nagid over the whole of Egyptian Jewry was then either Samuel, the son

of the famous Paltiel, or Yehoseph b. Samuel (see infra, p. 184). The other title,

' the pride of Jacob ', is evidently complimentary, and does not denote that he

occupied the Gaonate.

2240 H
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(4) A group of fragments (A. B. 38-42) give us further in-

formation about the internal conditions in Fustat and the part

played by Solomon b. Yehuda. A. B. 38 is from the Gaon to

Ephr. b. Shemarya, whom he addresses ' our friend and beloved,

authorised in our academy - . . who is zealous for our cause and

stands by us with help, who accepts our authority and steadfastly

adheres to our love '. We learn of a Haber from the Palestine

school who in Fustat accepted the title Alluf from the Babylonian

school. Both Ephr. b. Shemarya and the Gaon are indignant,

though the latter is more lenient towards this scholar who
changed his allegiance. Solomon writes that after the festivals

he sent Ephr. letters in reply to his epistles. Therein Ephr.

wrote about the man that ' despised the waters of Shiloah

(i. e. Jerusalem) to drink the waters of the river (Euphrates, i. e.

Babylon) '. He is the loser thereby, for he is satisfied with

the title Alluf instead of Haber. In Solomon's opinion, of

course, the former title is inferior to the latter. Though that

person disparaged his alma mater (DN 1U33 hpr\), insinuating that

it had deteriorated (nmin nn3B'), and greatly commended the

'stepmother' (3X riB'N, i.e. the Babylonian school as compared

with the Palestinian), God will restore the prestige of the ancient

seat of learning.^ Solomon further recapitulates what he wrote

in the preceding letter about the delay in the arrival of 1 9^ dinars

(from Fustat). This is the remainder of a loan (by the Jerusalem

community) for which ' our Nasi ' stood surety. The creditor is

very urgent. Also a certain Aaron returned to somebody his

due. The Gaon reassures Ephraim to have no fear that the

consignments of money from the Fustat community would not be

used for their proper purposes. Whomsoever the Nasi will order

to give the amount to, it will duly be handed over. We find

that there were frictions about the donations arriving from Egypt.

Sometimes the Gaon would keep a consignment (''JpVl) for

himself, to which the members of the school (miann iJ3) or the

community at large would put forward claims. The conclusion

of our fragment is somewhat obscure. Anyhow we find a Nasi

in Jerusalem who evidently was at the head of the congregation

;

he stood surety for their loans (to meet the taxes) and also

supervised the distribution of the donations that arrived.

' See also my remarks in /. Q. R., N. S., IX, 414.
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A. B. 39 also deals with the acceptance of the Alluf-title by
a Fustat Haber. Evidently he was at the head of a community
which thus came under the jurisdiction of Babylon. This meant

a loss of income to the school of Jerusalem. Hence there arose

some friction between Solomon and Hai, though previously they

seem to have- been on very friendly terms, and the former even

sent his son Yahya to study under the Great Bagdad Gaon.

Highly interesting is therefore this fragment, unfortunately very

badly preserved ; beginning and end are missing, but the hand-

writing as well as the contents leave no doubt that the writer is

Solom. b. Yehuda and the recipient Ephraim b. Shemarya.

The Gaon begins by alluding to the loyalty the people of Juda
showed to their king (David). Not that he is a king nor are the

others (i. e. the Babylonian Gonim), but this by way of example.

What fault have they found in him? Has he given undue

trouble or praised one at the expense of the other ? His whole

desire is peace. He alludes to Babylonians in Palestine (but the

text is here defective, 11. 6-7). The dissenters do not consider

that by transferring a community from him to another Gaon

(fin UtJ-V), the result will be that he will suifer want. But, on the

other hand, he has no obligation on them. Whither they send

their legal questions, they receive their responsa (as is well

known the questions would be accompanied by donations).

' Why complain, my brother the Haber ?
' By their forsaking

the Palestine academy and accepting the authority of the school

of the Diaspora (fin n3''ij'i), the burden of responsibility is eased

from the man in authority (naB'3 acvno, i.e. the Gaon). Solomon

only wishes that his request be fulfilled and some worthy person

relieve him from his office. He has constantly to contend with

urgent creditors and slanderers (D''Sn 'ail). He thanks Ephraim

and his confederates for the gift they have sent him. The Gaon

further mentions that Ephraim in his letter spoke of epistles

from R. Hai to Fustat. Solomon uses here bitter remarks that

they (i. e. the authorities of the Babylonian school) try to extend

their influence, if it were possible, over the whole inhabitable

world in order to augment their income. He, however, is

satisfied with as little as possible. Evidently the Gaon reproaches

here Hai and his academy for detaching a community that

formerly belonged to the jurisdiction of the Palestine school.

Unfortunately the fragment is much damaged.

H 2
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A. B. 40 deals with the same person who exchanged the

Palestinian diploma for a Babylonian one. Solomon writes again

to Ephraim, whom he calls ' the choice of the Palestinian academy,

active ', and serving his people with all his might. The Gaon
sent epistles from Jerusalem, and one of them in Arabic (''"I3n).

Further, from Ramlah he wrote to him.^ On the invitation

of the elders Solomon went there, and was received in honour.

The town has been corrupted by 'the congregation of law-

breakers' (Q^sna my). A fast was proclaimed, and a large

assembly decided to excommunicate all evildoers. Who these

people were is entirely obscure. Perhaps the followers of

Malik ar-Ramli, the sectarian chief, are meant here.^ From this

city Solomon sent three epistles, one to Ephraim in Arabic ('"Un),

as a reply to the dignitary (ntJ'n) Ephraim Hakkohen (who was

a Dayyan in Cairo-Fustat, cp. above, p. 41, note i, and infra,

p. 131), a second one to this Ephraim, whose brother is also

referred to. As we shall see farther on, Ephraim's brother was

Menasse, an uncle of Elijah and Joseph (b. Solomon Hakkohen
Gaon), well known from Megillat Ebyatar. Solomon b. Yehuda
seems to have had some altercation with this Ephraim. The

third epistle was a long declaration, with the Gaon's signature,

to be recited before the whole congregation (of the Palestinians

at Fustat), concerning the man that ' despised the name of Haber
and chose the name of Alluf. God knows that he is very dear

to me. Two letters before have I torn up, for when writing, sharp

expressions come into my mind, and I put them down. But

afterwards I remember our former friendship, and say to myself,

" It is not right to denounce benefactors and cast off friends."

Though he started the dissension, his ambition carried him away
because his desire was not fulfilled. ... If he found it advisable

to be honoured by outside Geonim (pn OW), he ought not to

have mentioned anybody else. But this man went on to praise

' From that city the Gaon also dispatched three epistles to Abraham Hakkohen

b. Haggai, see about him above, pp. 96, 102, and 104.

^ Towards the end of the eighth century Ramlah had a prominent sectarian,

Malik ar-Ramli, who seems to have had a following of his own (see Pozn., in

Luncz's Jerusalem, X, 92-3). In Kirkisani's lime (i. e. that of Sa'adya and Ben-

Meir) the sect was still in existence. But whether about a century later Malik's

adherents were still to be found in Ramlah or elsewhere in Palestine is so far

unknown.
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and eulogize those that honoured him by his new title.' He also

found fault with Ephraim without justification. Yet the Gaon
cannot utterly condemn him. ' Love sets at nought the line

(of strict justice, rrwn ns ni'p^pD nanx).' With the present

letter are enclosed two epistles, one to Samuel b. Abraham of

Tahort (a correspondent of Hai Gaon, see J. Q^R., N.S.,VIII, 357),

and another to Samuel Hakkohen b. Abtalion, the well-known

Rosh Hakkahal. In conclusion, Solomon thanks Ephraim for

having restored peace, in a private affair, between father and son.

The Gaon makes it his practice to repeat in his letters what he

wrote in his former epistles. Probably he was afraid that some

might be lost on the way. He therefore took the precaution

of recapitulating his former words. The letter to Samuel

b. Abraham of Tahort Ephraim would probably forward to

Ifrikiyya. We obtain an inkling of how correspondence was

transmitted from one country to another.

A. B. 41 clearly deals with the same topic. Beginning and

end are missing ; but the handwriting is that of Solomon (or

of his secretary who wrote the former epistles). The corre-

spondent is a Haber, while from the tone of the epistle it

appears that it was sent to Ephraim b. Shemarya. He evidently

asked that the new Alluf (formerly Haber) should be deprived

of his title and deposed. Solomon opposes this strongly, and

draws an interesting sketch of Ephraim and his opponent. It

seems that the 'Gaon of the Diaspora' (1. 3), i.e. Hai, wrote

a letter against Ephraim. Solomon explains that this was due

to hasty anger. He ought to have only recommended the new

Alluf, and not mentioned anybody else (i.e. his opponent).

Now this Alluf should not be proceeded against. ' If he repents,

discards the name of Alluf, and returns to the allegiance of the

Palestine academy, far be it that he be deposed. You, our

friend and Haber (colleague), ought to thank God for having

endowed you with patience, forbearance, and an anxious mind

to serve the people in all their needs. These qualities your

opponent possesses not. Your and his own friends will testify

that each of you has certain qualities. The one is conciliatory

(i. e. Ephraim), the other impatient ; the first alert in all com-

munal affairs, as in the case of imposition, gifts for officials, and

calling upon them at their residences ; he also knows how to
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arbitrate and restore peace in lawsuits. But the other is too

impatient to be a proper Dayyan ; he cannot also interview

officials, katibs, and tax-collectors ; on the other hand, he has

other qualities for which he is cherished and respected by the

people. Not everybody can command all qualities. Therefore

he that possesses some of them ought to be grateful for them,

and strive to preserve peace.' In this way, it must be conceded,

diplomatic and skilful, the Gaon tried to restore peace between

Ephraim and his opponent. The latter must have belonged

to a highly respected family in Egypt, whereas Ephraim was

a native of Gaza, and not a countryman of the people.

(5) The dissensions in the Fustat community seem to have been

chronic, lasting for several years with intervals of patched-up

peace. But before proceeding with the discussion of the

fragments that have a bearing on them, a few other letters from

the Gaon and his school will be considered. A. B. \% is from

Solomon b. Yehuda to Abraham b. Sahlan and to his brother-

in-law Sa'adya (b. Ephraim the Haber). Abraham was no longer

alive in 103a (above, p. 97). The fragment is very damaged.

Greetings are sent to Abraham's son (i. e. Sahlan). The Gaon
refers to earthquakes (nij)ir) which they experienced. As will be

shown in the next chapter, Palestine was visited by a great

earthquake in 1033. But since Abraham was no longer alive

then, the allusion is here to some earlier event. Solomon reports

that he sent four letters. Subsequently, in Marheshvan, a young
man from Tyre, Khalaf b. Moses, was the bearer of two epistles

(from the Gaon) to certain elders. Two others were addressed

to the elder Shemarya b. Yefet concerning a man, Isaac of

Wadi'lkura'i (in Arabia), who had left his family in "Amman (the

capital of the Balka) already four years previously. Greetings

are sent to Mebasser, and to Obadya and his son Joseph. On
verso we read bitter remarks by the Gaon about the state of

affairs in Jerusalem. He apparently fled from Jerusalem (to

Ramlah) because he suffered there much. 'You (Abraham)
have visited me, and know all my doings.' Through Menasse
Hakkohen a letter (from the Gaon) was sent to the dignitary

Ephraim Hakkohen (his brother).

A. B. 43 is again from the Gaon, as the handwriting proves,

' About this Jewish community see J. Q. R., N. S., VII, 489.
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to X. b. Abraham, a great friend of his. The correspondent

evidently came to Egypt to settle a lawsuit. Solomon learned

with pleasure of his safe arrival at So'an (Fustat). He advises

him quickly to wind up his affair, and not stay long there

(cp. 11. 11-31). Greetings are sent to him from Abraham and

Mansur. These are apparently the Gaon's sons. A letter also

reached him, at the end of Marheshwan, from Yahya at Bagdad,

saying that he was studying the Halakot Gedolot before Hai,

who also enclosed an epistle. This must have been before

Solomon's friction with Hai, as described above. Ephraim

Hakkohen is again mentioned. Also greetings are sent to

Abraham b. Sahlan, to Sa'adya (his brother-in-law), to Mebasser

b. Ephraim the Haber, and also to the sons of Israel (?). Perhaps

the recipient of this letter was Samuel b. Abraham of Tahort.

We have seen that the Gaon was in correspondence with him.

We have also found him passing Kabes on his way from Tahort

to Egypt {jf.Q.R., N.S., VHI, 357). In Fustat Samuel had

several friends and acquaintances. Perhaps when Solomon men-

tioned (above, p. 117) that he dispatched an epistle from Ramlah

to this Samuel, he referred to our fragment here.

A. B. 44 is again from the Gaon to Abraham b. Sahlan. The

Gaon writes that in a previous epistle he thanked him for the

donation of the Fustat community that had been sent through the

elder Solomon b. Sa'adya (see above, p. 96) to Levi b. Menahem
(evidently a communal leader in Jerusalem). The purpose of the

present letter is on behalf of a certain Sadaka b. Menahem
(perhaps a brother of the above Levi). This person greatly

eulogizes Abraham for his kindness. He repents his former

misdeeds and relates that the ' mighty elder ' (nnxn ;pTn) promised

him to write to some of his representatives to find him (Sadaka)

some employment in Egypt. Abraham is requested by the Gaon

to interest himself in this Sadaka. Greetings are sent to Abra-

ham's two sons, i.e. Sahlan and Nehemiah (above, p. 97), and

to his brother-in-law (i. e. Sa'adya). The ' mighty elder ' is most

likely Abu Sa'ad b. Sahl al-Tustari, who, as a man of great

wealth, could give employment to several people on his estates

and in other business concerns. In another small epistle (note 5)

the Gaon mentions that he wrote to this ' mighty elder ' to sup-

port a certain R. Simha. The above Sadaka was evidently a
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native of Jerusalem who was for some time in Egypt endeavour-

ing to find there a living. A. B. 45 is a letter from a member of

the Jerusalem school to David b. Aaron in Fustat, with whom the

Gaon also corresponded. The writer mentions that his epistles

were delayed on account of the upheavals they experienced.

This refers probably to the revolution in Palestine in 1024-29.

'Thank God, we are alive. Afterwards we went to Damascus

and restored peace. The Gaon is very pleased with your letters,

I wrote to you during the festivals
;
perhaps the letter will reach

you. This week Sadaka b. Menahem arrived here. He greatly

praises you for your kindness. Please continue to do so.' Here

the letter breaks off. No doubt this Sadaka was about to return

soon to Egypt.

(6) We come now to discuss further the internal affairs of the

Palestinian community of Fustat. A group of fragments inform

us of the dissensions between Ephraim b. Shemarya and another

Haber. It is doubtful whether the latter is identical with the

scholar who changed his title from Haber to Alluf (as discussed

under (4)). A son of Solomon b. Yehuda went to Egypt on

behalf of certain prisoners in Jerusalem (probably the victims of

heavy impositions), but his mission was unsuccessful owing to

the communal strife in Fustat. Several letters from the Gaon
refer to this topic. A. fi. 46 is by him, as the handwriting shows,

though the signature is missing. Ephraim b. Shemarya is evi-

dently the recipient of the letter. Greetings are sent also to his

son-in-law. We have found above (p. 96) Abr. b. Solomon Gaon
in Fustat in 1027. Probably the fragments refer to events in that

year. Solomon is very bitter in this epistle. He adjures his

correspondent to send home at once his son. Let not the Jeru-

salem people say that he stops there for his own interest. ' For

I have enough of shame. Between wolf and shepherd, the lamb

is torn into pieces : between the two Haberim the prisoners

suffer.' He impresses upon Ephraim to keep pace with his

opponent. Now, after receiving thanks for what he has

done to his son before, let him earn more gratitude from

the Gaon by providing his son with the means of returning

home.

A. B. 47, an important letter in Solomon's handwriting (begin-

ning and end missing), informs us about a serious charge levelled
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against Ephiaim, who is evidently the Haber meant here. It

appears that he, together with other people, were imprisoned in

consequence of the accusation. The Gaon denounces the slan-

derers and informers. How grieved he was when hearing what

had happened ' to our Haber, who had been ordained in our

academy' (1. 6)! But news reached him of the 'salvation brought

about by righteous and intelligent people' (11. 9-10). The 'regent

who is victorious in the realm' (1. la) took care to examine
himself the witness who brought forth the charges. The falseness

of his evidence became clear, and he Wcis dismissed in disgrace.

The ' regent ' reported the result to the Caliph, who forthwith

ordered the release of the imprisoned. The Gaon describes how
he publicly commended the Caliph for his gracious act, and also

the viceroy (I3Dn). The latter seems to be identical with the

' regent ' ("i^jn) who conducted the examination of the witness

(see 11. 30-24). He seems to have been the commander-in-chief

of the armies. Solomon recited prayers for them in the synagogue

at Ramlah on the Sabbath, apy N^l. The letter is evidently

written from this town. The Gaon is to order the people in

Jerusalem also publicly to thank the Caliph and the viceroy for

their gracious act. Several influential Jews in Fustat worked in

Ephraim's favour. These were also included in the public prayer

recited by the Gaon. ' We also blessed our master, lord and

leader ' David Hallevi b. Isaac (whom we know from the former

fragments above, p. 88 ff.), and also the 'respected elders' Shelah,

Sa'adya, and Joseph, the sons of Israel (read 'J3 for p, 1. 30),

known as al-Dastura (mnDNn), i. e. nobles. Thanks were finally

accorded to all the officials, Katibs, and other elders (of both

sections, i.e. Rabbinite and Karaite, niNsn ^riE' '•Jpr, 1. 33), who
helped to bring about the freedom of the prisoners. What
the charges against them were is not stated. But the whole

affair must have been the outcome of the conflict between

Ephraim and a fellow-Haber (who is unnamed, perhaps Samuel

b. Abtalion). The Gaon urges his correspondents to do away
with strife and persist in maintaining peace. It behoves the

Haberim to join hands and work for the community's religious

and moral welfare and settle their lawsuits. In this epistle the

two brothers, Abu Sa'ad and Abu Nasr, are not mentioned.

Very likely this event took place before they attained such
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'influence in the court.^ This tends to strengthen our suggestion

that it was in 1027 when Solomon's son Abraham was in Fustat

and, as we shall see presently, stayed there a whole year.

Interesting is the fact that influential Karaite elders in Fustat

took active part in the communal affairs of Rabbinite congre-

gations.

A. B. 48, defective at the end, but clearly in Solomon b.

Yehuda's handwriting, deals with conditions a few weeks later.

It is addressed to Abraham b. Sahlan. A consignment of

money for Solomon has been lost on the way. Thence to meet

pressing needs, the Gaon had to use temporarily an amount of

money presented to the Jerusalem people. As a result we hear

of recrimination of the donor in Egypt. Solomon mentions that

letters arrived from Abraham and his son, the Resh Kallah

(i. e. Sahlan). Then there reached him an epistle from his own

son about the loss of the dinars. He therefore decided to use

the other money to tide over the critical time. But hardly had

he began to do so when his son wrote him about the complaints

of the donor. This letter reached him through a certain Abraham

b. Isaac, to whom the Gaon gave 5 dinars as well as a new

cloak (n^^ts) and a garment of his son's. Together this would

' Very likely the first of the ' noblemen ', Shelah b. Israel (p. 121), is identical

with their father Sahl. His brothers were Sa'adya and Joseph, the same people

whom we found in A. B. 1 (see above, p. 81) as the uncles of Abu Sa'ad and Abfl

Nasr. A signatory of a document of our period (see infra, p. 150), Joseph b. Israel

al-Tustgri is probably Identical with our Joseph b. Israel. Cp. also above, p. 38,

note I. We thus learn that a Jew of Tustar, Israel, had three sons who settled in

Fustat, and attained there a high position. The first of these brothers, Shelah, was

the father of the famous Abu Sa'ad and Abu Nasr. His Arabic name was Sahl

;

indeed the similarity of the names is obvious. From A. B. 49 (see infra, p. 125) we

gather that on some occasion Solomon b. Yehuda honoured our Sahl by giving him

the flattering name ~\V^, upright ! The Gaon states that he was guided by the

etymology of Sahl (J^j^u) in Arabic being = "i1B'''I3, a plain. Since then Sahl went

also by the Hebrew name of Yashar, whereas his original name was Shelah. Our

present epistle seems to have been written before he received this honorary name.

Perhaps by the sons of Israel (?), above, p. 119, these three brothers are meant.

Their full names are given in the address (^verso) of an Arabic letter sent to them by

Musa and Isaac the sons of BarhOn (T.-S. 12. 133) : ^iS7{<i3X ^Pv31 ''D*"11 '3''e6

nnspa rhh^ ^non pnnDn^x W'W' 'n Tyoi '^w\ ^no Sid uxi npv uxi
yj lima »n pn^*! 'DID ,». Thus Aba'l Fadl Sahl was the father of Abu Sa'ad

and Abu Nasr, while his brothers went by the names Abu Ya'kub Joseph and Abu

Sahl Sa'Td fSa'adya) respectively.
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make 10 d. Abraham is to keep these garments as a pledge till

Solomon repays the 19 d., and is to inform the people in Fustat

of this transaction. Also a certain R. Levi (perhaps identical

with the elder Levi b. Menahem, above, p. 119) sent an epistle.

And the Gaon thought that their letters reached their destination.

But instead, epistle follows epistle from Egypt, enlarging upon

the peremptory demand of the donor to return the money. On
Tebet loth there reached him epistles about this affair from

Abraham b. Sahlan and from his own son. The Gaon is much
pained and is afraid lest the strife in the Fustat community, that

had just been allayed, break out again. ' Since my son came to

Fustat all these evils befell me.' Solomon b. Sa'adya (cp. above,

p. 96) is to be given permission to spend some dinars for

a certain purpose.

Similar accusations against the Gaon we find in a letter, dated

Ab 1035, from some person of Kairowan to Ephraim b.

Shemarya {J. Q.R., XIX, %S5-^, cp- N. S., IX, 163).! The writer,

1 A few lines have been cited above (p. 94, note i). Here the remainder is given :

nana poiyn] . . . (a) . . . miyna 'pan ne-ioa naaan . . . [ainx]^ (i)

'HB'B'i n''p'' i[ari3] yjn ... (3) . . . ai'i ib 'i'a nnoiij nasci n[Tin

nin''3 TiOT DDVv bv i^aVB* no noi: nni ansa ti'inti . . . (s) . . . noi^B'n

amiD Djj ana i? Tianai npi^non nNUtJ*! ti'hv Sna (9) D'sjj noi aiD no nan

na''B" B'Nn ijiano ana •'nixn n^ dj . . . (10) rvs^ fab nanncn npnt^K

^rv^n vbs una mrK'B' "h nnatnty ^h^b''i^^ vd'' (n) in*''' Dip^n 'av j'in

imjB'D nnN ana nr (12) [a]na ninai ana ^jod nsn Nijc ^''aca noix

(13) [dj] ''njJiann vnian nspo •'pnai'x ^niob* ''i' is^di nnona (r. imjK'n)

nd[b'] (14) . . . nyij 'H'' n'jjn ^i' ana mb 'a nnvna nB'n ^ni nvpD Tiano

[nNT-ji) nsnn b v6 Jim nan po n^ivJ n^i min''i5B' ne-v xi' n^bti'n

. . . T^nn^D by n'ayntj' pn (17) bxic 'jni . . . (16) . . . u^n nx (r. np'-b)

vcvi '''b nip vn nobB's noNn bxi ^n15JD ^nD1 sin 'a (is) inoioa prnni

in'-aB' •>» nb'E' *a nnsDo nnnoa vtj' n'j3[nD] (19) ci''ana isa 'a 'h nrm nb

na'B^' B'N-i nnpS (so) miann 'ja ba na wni'-sj' ina D-aint n''E'B' loa pocn

nifinNi (21) Dipon nna dni tyaa 'nsa ibsNO ntn pjpn ban nsa'Ji lovvb

[uJanD nb'bn nWm nnann nn^oK •'j^nv nnnao iNia nnx n'jjn nj/

a'lynb na onann np''y 'b ainan ib •'isn n^n bax nab lab im^y dn (22)

vby aicnn bx . . . (24) . • . nns''j naiB>n (r. nan) nan N^vion by (23)

N\n u law mxnai T3"iv baa nuna p''Dsn xbtj' rby bx nona (25)
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who seems to have been an intimate friend of Ephraim, mentions

that he read in the Haber's letter (to him) about the conditions

which the two parties accepted. How greatly he is pleased with

the peace that has been restored (in the Fustat community).

Moie about this we shall learn from the following fragments.

' I sent you a letter yesterday through Mauhub who travels

together with Ben Isaiah. I have received no epistle from the

Gaon of Palestine (i.e. Solomon b. Yehuda). Had you not

mentioned (in your letter) that you had transmitted my letter

to him, I should have thought his silence was due to his not

having received one from me. I now enclose another letter to

him. Please forward it. Samuel al-Barki told me some news,

while the rest I gather from your writing. Be not upset that

the Nagid (of Kairowan, i. e. Jacob b. 'Amram, who was in office

about this time, see J. Q.R., N.S., IX, 163-3) did not write to

to you. Perhaps the messenger did not do his duty. Be not

revengeful. I know your habit of forbearance. I have also been

told that letters came from the Nagid in Mahdiya (near

Kairowan) to the effect that a donor sent 60 d. for all the members

of the school (of Jerusalem), but the Gaon kept them for himself.

When the Nagid comes back from Mahdiya I shall discuss the

whole matter with him. Far be it from the Gaon to do such a

thing. But you had better write me the facts, so that I be able

to refute the scandalmongers.' This is the drift of this letter.

The writer is perhaps Samuel b. Abraham of Tahort, who on his

travels visited Kairowan and during his stay in Fustat became
acquainted with Ephraim b. Shemarya. Some proof for our

suggestion is the fact that the writer's son bore the name of

Abraham, which would fit in with this Samuel whose father was

also an Abraham (cp. also above, p. 119).

From the above letter of 1035 we learn that at last an agree-

ment was entered upon by both parties (or sections). Probably

then communal peace was finally restored in Fustat. But we
still have to discuss several fragments that are of a previous

date. A. B. 49 (a long letter in the Gaon's handwriting, but

unfortunately torn across its whole length so that the lines are

'ni 'nsDi (probably r. niDn) nton omaNo an diisty bpni (26) inixn

nniaci' \m wb' as isn (27) n nons niv \ni'N.
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preserved in halves only, also beginning and end missing) deals

with an interim settlement of the dispute between the two

Haberim. It seems that it was agreed upon that they should

together serve on the Bet-Din, whereas formerly each administered

justice in his own synagogue. Ephraim b. Shemarya obviously

resented this infringement of his authority as spiritual head of

'the Palestinian community, and we shall see presently that the

new regime did not work satisfactorily. We give here a risum^

of A. B. 49 as far as it is possible from the part preserved. The
Gaon probably writes to Ephraim. He mentions that he ordained

several fasts at Ramlah (cp. above, p. 116). Also the sects,

Rabbinites and Karaites, are referred to. ' They asked (Solomon?)

to be one day with the former and another with the latter

'

(verso, 1. 2 ff.). The two sects intermarry (1. 5). Apparently

Ephraim complained to the Gaon that a letter of his to the

congregation favoured his opponent. Solomon apologizes that

he had only written for the sake of peace. ' I knew not that it

would turn out so' (11. 13-14). The Haberim should be together

on the Bet-Din that there be peace between them (1. 16). The

Gaon also apparently changed a certain man's Arabic name into

Hebrew, viz. from Sahl into Yashar, because nViJ'''D in Hebrew =
J4I; , br\^ in Arabic (11. 26-7). Probably he refers here to Sahl

al-Tustari the father of Abu Sa'ad and Abu Nasr (cp. above,

p. 122, note 1). The latter seems to have taken the part of Ephraim

in this affair (we have seen above, p. 108 f., how he supported our

Haber), and had some resentment against the Gaon (see A. B. 50

and infra, p. 128 f.). Therefore the Gaon probably points out how

he respected his father Sahl by bestowing upon him the name

IB** 'upright'. The Gaon further mentions the Dayyan Ephraim

Hakkohen, ' whose brother left (the maintenance of) his family to

me' (11. 32-5). We shall presently see that this Ephraim's

brother, Menasse, had to go to Egypt. On recto Solomon seems

to write about his son, who, after the hardships he encountered

on his journey to Egypt, spent there more than a year for the

sake of certain prisoners, but did not succeed in his mission. The

people had to sell all they possessed to redeem themselves

(1.1 if.). Also Solomon b. Sa'adya is alluded to. The 19 dinars

the Gaon promises to repay with God's help (11. 17-18). The

rest deals with a private affair. Only towards the end (1. 40)
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Solomon again mentions his stay in Ramlah. There is no doubt

that this fragment dates from the time when Abraham, the son

of the Gaon, went to Fustat on behalf of certain Jerusalem Jews
who were imprisoned, and when the consignment of 19 d. was

lost, as described above. Abraham, however, seems to have

already returned to Palestine.

It, is very difficult to piece together a connected narrative from

the letters at our disposal. Many links are still missing. More-

over, seldom is one of them dated, and by internal evidence only,

as it appears to us, they are arranged in the Appendix. But

this much can be gathered with certainty. The opponent of

Ephraim was made Haber by the Jerusalem school at the

instigation of the Ab, who was about to leave for Egypt. The
Gaon was against the appointment, but had to give way. In

Fustat a sort of agreement was made that both Ephraim and the

new Haber act together on the Bet-Din. But soon discord

broke out again. The new Haber wanted to usurp all power.

In the long run he seems to have been defeated. Who this

person was is very obscure. It is possible that he is identical

with the Haber who became Alluf. Solomon declared that he

be not deposed if he renounced his new title. Assuming that

he did not obey, he was removed from being a Haber of the

Palestinian school. Subsequently it may be that the Ab worked
in his favour and carried through that he be reinstalled. The
Ab then left for Egypt, where he must have stayed for some
time and where he died, as we shall see farther on. This con-

struction of the data will gain in probability as we proceed in the

discussion of the following fragments. First, Saadyana XLII
should be analysed as it has a bearing on our topic. Some
erroneous constructions are placed upon it by Pozn. (R. A. J.,

XLVIII, 158-9). I have re-examined the fragment, and the

following new readings are given below.^ In that letter Solomon

1 L. 1-2 13s ny-'if [nl'iao npjn -ann anax ; 1. 2 . . . pxa mtjja ; 1.5 for

rann r. n:: naa ; 1. s for vj r. vj (reached) ; for nsnon^ r. [njanoni'; 1. 22

[D]3nt3 nSjn ; 1. 24 for iniob r. initai' ; I. 30 lUnn can also be read liDnn ; 1. 32 for

(?) V'tyiD r. SJIB'O, protesting ; I. 41 for . . . E^p'. xh r. [n]31[n 'Cpy< ^b^ ; 1. 42 for

. . . irStJ- bv r. nt IDC bv ; l 45 for inW r. ^nW ; 1. 46 for b:b r. bJp ; 1. 47 the

continuation of "ItyX U fllK'y? is on the right-hand margin of imiSV liri ^IS^n
;
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addresses Ephraim as the ' choice of the Palestine academy that

remain depressed as a barren woman and forsaken as a widow
(mtJi)' without (help and support). But formerly it was mistress

issuing decisions about all kinds of law. ' All her friends dealt

treacherously with her to bring every one of her disciples into

disrepute.' But he (Ephraim) remained steadfast in his allegiance.

Ephraim's letter to Solomon's son arrived after he had left on a

journey aboard ship. Times are critical for the school and there

is no support. Hence he had to make a journey because the

Gaon could not travel himself ; there was no way by land, there-

fore his son had to go by boat. He evidently did not go to

Egypt because, firstly, he could have travelled by land ; and,

secondly, the Gaon does not mention that he would call on

Ephraim. Hence we can only assume that the Gaon's son went

to Italy and perhaps to Spain to appeal personally for the

maintenance of the school. Solomon continues that he consulted

the ' Third ' about the contents of Ephraim's letter, and they

were astonished at the proceedings in Fustat. Solomon does not

mention the Ab. We shall soon see that he was then in Egypt.

Somebody was going to deprive Ephraim of a diocese which he

obtained from the Gaon and his school. But first Solomon

urges upon Ephraim to give no cause for dissension. The Gaon
does it in a gentle manner and assures Ephraim that he is aware

of his abilities and tact. Ephraim's letter reached him on

Sivan 24, and on the following day, Monday, Sivan 25, they

met in a cave in great assembly, took out Scrolls of the Law,

and excommunicated those that stirred up strife and sent false

letters about in the name of innocent people. For certain things

were written as emanating from R. Nathan theHaber (in Fustat),

but when the letter was sent to him for verification, he was

greatly annoyed, since he never wrote it. He publicly disowned

it and asked for a ban in order to free himself from the suspicion.

We also, continues the Gaon, will excommunicate those that

report untruths about innocent people to fan up strife and

discord. It is not clear why the Gaon had to meet in a cave

for the purpose of announcing the ban. But probably this was

due to a general government order forbidding the ban to be

1. 49 nxmn is correct. Verso : 1. i ni'nJ 'JD3 "Dnn . . . pJ3 UTp^l ; 1. 2

[j?a3 in'']nDE' Uia; l-S [ajn •^•, cp. also Worman, y. g. i?., XIX, 727, top.
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proclaimed on Mount Olivet, as will be discussed in the next

paragraph (p. 138). Ephraim also mentioned in his letter the

supervision of the markets (i.e. bazaars of butchers) and the

people appointed for this task. Somebody appointed his son,

and in this way upset the communal arrangement of affairs. The
benefits from the supervision of the market were due to Ephraim

as settled by the elders. ' Has that man ', asks the Gaon, ' not

enough, to deprive another communal servant (i.e. our Ephraim)

of his due ? This place is in my name (i. e. the Palestinian

Gaon) and the other is in his name, the latter belonging to the

Babylonians, the former to the Palestinians. Does he indeed

desire to eradicate the rights of the Palestinian academy in

Egypt? The result will be that he himself will lose thereby.'

' How I laboured when mentioning him on Hoshana Rabba till

I declared him as Haber. He ought to have helped you and

not take away what belongs to you and give it to a suspect.'

The allusions here are obscure. But it seems that the Ab in

Fustat acted against the interests of Ephraim, and that his

protege was the newly-appointed Haber, who was a 'suspect',

viz. that he had leanings towards the Babylonian school. Solomon

emphasizes that this source of income (i. e. the supervision of the

markets) was fully granted by him and the ' Third ' to Ephraim
to dispose of it as he pleases. In conclusion there is an allusion

to a private matter. A letter is enclosed to R. Nathan, who
was innocently accused, to appease him and assure him that the

Gaon bears no longer any ill-will against him.

We learn already from this letter of the friction between
Ephraim and the new Haber. The Gaon sides with the former,

whose cause was also upheld by Sahlan b. Abraham and other

Fustat dignitaries. A. B. 50 is from Solomon to Sahlan. He
writes, ' Your letter reached me. I can see that your friendship

is genuine (D''»E' Uih \ a passing cloud must have obscured it for

some time). Previous to this letter, I wrote you a few lines of

consolation on the death of your dear father (i.e. Abraham b.

Sahlan ; we know that he was no longer alive in Tammuz 103a,

above, p. 97). May God comfort you and all your relatives.

As regards the "mighty elder'' R. Hesed (i.e. our well-known
Abu Nasr b. Sahl al-Tustari), may God's favour be with him, his

sons and his brother (i. e. Abu Sa'ad). I always mention him
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(in my prayers) favourably. As to what you write about the

Haber Ephraim (b. Shemarya), I made no person his colleague.

God knows that before the Ab left (for Egypt), he asked that

this man be made Haber. But I did not like it because I

remembered his misdeeds, though I never did him any wrong.

(Evidently this man acted in Egypt against the interests of the

Gaon.) You know that formerly the authority was divided, but

now it is combined. A condition was made that nothing be

innovated unless by the consent of four, (Probably the Gaon
refers here to the Palestine school. Formerly the Nasi's authority

was distinct from that of the Gaon ; but subsequently they had

to work in unison. A stipulation was made that any appoint-

ment made by the school should have the consent of four, viz.

Gaon, Nasi, Ab, and Third.) Had you seen me that day

(i. e. Hashana Rabba, when that man of Fustat was proclaimed

Haber), you would have been surprised. Those that prohibited

me to appoint (Haberim), they themselves nominated. It thus

became known to anybody with an insight that I have lost

authority. "Time has come to depose, and also to appoint."

Far be it from me to forget a friend (i.e. Ephraim), and remember
him that has (formerly) despised (the school, probably by

accepting the title Alluf from the Babylonian academy).' The

letter is here defective. A certain {yiEts (i. e. one who held the

honorary title naiB*',! mva ' the delight of the school ', probably

Abraham Hakkohen b. Isaac, cp. m/ra, p. 183, and also above,

p. 93) wrote some epistles. Also ' our Nasi Hezekiah ' is

mentioned. (Is he identical with the Bagdad Exilarch, the father

of David? He was then still alive, because our letter cannot

date later than Tammuz, 103a, when we found Abraham b. Sahlan

referred to as departed from this life. In note i a fragment

mentions a ' son of a Nasi ', Joseph b. Hezekiah, who composed

nts^nC nia^T. Perhaps he is this Nasi's son.) Solomon continues,

' My sun is setting, and I am much perturbed by the death of my
contemporary (»i'''J p, i.e. Abraham b. Sahlan). My only prayer

is to live through this year, that people say not, " Both died in

the same year". I am like a shadow. "No authority is left to

me except the name (of Gaon)." I am weak, and my hand-

writing is that of a child beginning to learn how to write. I am
also concerned about the safety of my son, who went to Aleppo
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to fetch certain things he left there.' In conclusion, the Gaon
thanks some donor for his grant, and also sends greetings to

Sa'adya (Sahlan's uncle). Already then the Gaon felt very old,

but we know that he lived at least another nineteen years (till

1051) ; he must have therefore reached a great age.

Another letter from the Gaon to Ephraim b. Shemarya deals

with the same topic, but contains in addition several other details

of interest (A. B. 51). It seems to have been written about four

months after Sa'adyana XLII. The latter dates from the end of

Sivan, when Solomon's son was away on a mission for the school.

Our present epistle is written after Tabernacles (of probably this

summer), when the Gaon's son was already back at Jerusalem.

Solomon writes, ' Your letter reached me after the Festivals (jnn

,

i. e. Tabernacles), enclosing 10 d. sent by the elders (of Fustat).

The bearer was Fadl b. Daniel. The Parness (of the Jerusalem

community) received the money because I have nothing to do

with the donation for the poor. I wrote him a receipt, but he

(Fadl b. Daniel) was not satisfied till I wrote another in the name
of the (Jerusalem) elders, which they signed. (The donations

evidently came from the rent of a house which did not yield

enough for the needs of the poor, especially on the ensuing

Passover. The donor was Tobias niyn nB>, a worthy man. His

representative in Bagdad was Raja b. 'Ali, who embezzled his

money and left for Khurasan.) A letter also reached my son

about the attitude taken up by the man who has been nominated

(as Haber) by the Ab. He ought to be modest and not stir up

strife, of which we had enough in the past. I had already in

mind to excommunicate him. But he has in him good qualities,

and comes from a respected family. Now do not be deterred

by this man's agitation. You are the "head" (of the Palestinian

community). He is still an outsider. I do not want that there

be two "heads" (D'E'Nl) in the congregation.' (See also my
remarks in J. Q.R., N. S., IX, 412.)

' As regards my letter to Menasse Hakkohen, if he requests

you to help him to recover a house that has been robbed from

him, support him as much as you can.' The ' Third ' was much
interested in the matter, and asked the Gaon to write a postscript

(verso) to Ephraim setting forth its details. The house went by
the name of the late Gaon. But originally it belonged to this
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Menasse and his sister, the Gaon's wife. After her death, her

husband became her heir. Now " when Menasse was caught (for

impositions) in the days of mun p " (probably referring to the

case of the prisoners for whose sake Solomon's son travelled

to Egypt, above, p. lao), and could not pay his share, Khalaf

b. 'Alvan brought about his release. According to Khalaf's

statement, he paid for Menasse 100 d., and had his house

mortgaged through a non-Jewish court. After Khalaf's death,

his wife inscribed this house as a dowry for her daughter.

Thereupon the " Third " and the " sons of his mother's sister

"

(i. e. his cousins) went to Ramlah (the seat of the governor of

Filastin) and protested against the transaction, since the house

went by the name of the Gaon and not by that of Menasse.

Ephraim Hakkohen, Menasse's brother, ought to do something

in this matter, and not leave it to others to take the trouble..

(This Ephraim was Dayyan in Cairo-Fustat, cp. above, p. 116.)

The " Third " also sent a letter to Damascus through his cousin

Joseph, where the ban was announced (apparently against the

family of Khalaf b. 'Alvan, who must have had some connexions

in the Syrian capital) on every Monday and Thursday (as was

the custom then, see Additional Note to A. B. 51).'

It appears from this epistle that the late Gaon was Solomon

Hakkohen, the father of Elijah and Joseph. (The latter went to

Damascus.) Menasse Hakkohen was his brother-in-law, while

the ' Third ' was his nephew. When he died his sons were very

young. It is only in 1037 that Elijah was 'Sixth', while eight

years later he was ' Fourth ' (as shown in A. A. 17). The ' Third

'

mentioned here probably died as such. When Elijah, in a letter

to Ephraim b. Shemarya, mentions ^t iB'^i'B'n wui (above, p. 100),

he very likely refers to his cousin. In a note to A. B. 51 an extract

is given from Solomon b. Yehuda's letter to Ephraim b. Shemarya

about excommunication in a lawsuit. It was certainly written

before 1 035, since Ephraim's son-in-law is greeted therein (see above,

p. 105). The reference to the terrifying rumours (11. 5-7) probably

alludes to the events in consequence of the revolution of 1044-9.

A. B. 5a and 53 probably bear on the same topic in connexion

with the discord between the two Haberim in Fustat. Unfor-

tunately, in both fragments, the lines are only preserved in halves.

A. B. 5a is clearly in the Gaon's handwriting. It seems to have

I 2
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been written to the Ab, who resided in Egypt. They were

apparently not on good terms. Owing to the state of the

manuscript, the following rhum4 must be regarded as only

tentative. After referring to some people who were in trouble,

and to a debt of aoo d., Solomon writes (1. 13 ff.): ' My letter is in

reply to your second long epistle. Were we even alike in years,

you ought to have shown therein more respect to. me, as the Gaon

of the Palestinian academy. The man whom you nominated

as Haber at once began to stir up strife. Because your son

(in Egypt) was very friendly with this man, he impressed you

in his favour. From your letters to your son (who seems to

have been at the time of our epistle studying in Jerusalem) I can

gather that you regard him as a great scholar. Listen to me
on account of my age, if not because of my knowledge. If you

give ear to the rebel (iTiDn), the end will be serious. Far 'be it

from me to cause quarrel. I also wrote to the dignitary ("iBTi)

Ephraim Hakkohen, may God reinstate him in his dignity—(we

have seen that he was Dayyan ; it seems that he had then been

temporarily deposed)—that I could not do anything before I met

the Ab and the Third.' It appears that this Haber was agitating

in Fustat both against Ephraim b. Shemarya and against his

chief supporter Solomon b. Yehuda. A movement was gathering

force to have a rival Gaon in the Holy City, as we shall see

farther on.

In A. B. 53, a signed epistle from the Gaon to Ephraim, we
hear more of rebels and dissenters. Ephraim is praised because

he did not join them. Allusion is made to the ^3''B'^^ B^CD (see

above, p. 139). A certain man dealt treacherously with the

congregation, but the Haber risked his life and opposed him.

The object of the epistle is to introduce a person whose grand-

father the Gaon knew well. Ephraim should be kind to this

man. His family was highly respected in Fez, and seems to

have been the Gaon's benefactor. It appears that Solomon

visited Fez some time previously. If our suggestion that

' al-Fasi ' {infra, p. 150) refers to him be correct, then the Gaon

hailed from distant Magreb. That he was no native of Palestine

we have read above (p. 103). The countryman of the Gaon
is mentioned here as intending to leave for the west. Possibly

he was about to return to his native land. In conclusion of his
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letter Solomon states that Solomon b. Meir (a descendant of the

Gaon Ben-Meiri) joined the ' conspirators' (against the Gaon and
Ephraim).

More about this ' conspiracy ' in the next but one paragraph.

But as regards Ephraim's opponent, the nominee of the Ab,
it appears that he was worsted. In A. B. 54 the Gaon thanks
Isaac Hakkohen, the physician and ' elder of the congregations

'

(the father of Abraham rfvi'n itJ', above, p. 84 ff., who is also

greeted in the letter), for his intervention on behalf of an in-

nocent person to deliver him from a usurper appointed by ' one

person ' only (i. e. the Ab) without permission of his colleague

(i. e. the Gaon). He ought to have shown humility and respect

towards those that were greater than him in scholarship, and had

a prior claim by their long service. There is little doubt that

we deal here with this Haber, the opponent of Ephraim. His

attempt to gain the superiority over the latter was frustrated

by the influence of Isaac Hakkohen, his son Abraham, and

probably other men of standing in Fustat. Abraham rnj?n ^tJ' was

away at the time of this letter on his duty of escorting (see

above, p. 85).

At last the two parties came to some sort of an agreement.

We have found (above, p. 134) a reference to this in the letter

of Ab, 1035, from Kairowan to Ephraim. A small fragment

(A. B. 55) probably deals with the same subject. It is clearly

in the Gaon's handwriting. He thanks therein God for the

safety vouchsafed to him and his companions, though they are

still excited and in fear. May God have mercy upon those that

are afflicted and flee from their homes. May He repent of the

evil. This is probably a reference to the sufferers from the

earthquake in Ramlah and Jerusalem in December, 1033, as will

be seen in the next chapter. The Gaon continues to describe

how greatly he was grieved about the ' dissension that was

amongst you ' (i. e. in Fustat). God be praised that it has

ceased. Solomon enlarges upon the importance and the merits

of communal peace and unity. Probably this epistle dates from

the beginning of 1034. It is indeed a great relief to find no

more documents dealing with discord in the Fustat Palestinian

community during the remainder of the Gaon's life, viz. for the

1 See A. A. 15.
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following seventeen years (till 1051). Ephraim's position seems

to have become at last firmly established. Elijah Hakkohen in

his letter to him (above, p. 100) alludes to Ephraim having over-

come two formidable opponents (?Knx ^JC ns naon). Their

names cannot be ascertained with certainty. One of them was

probably Samuel b. Abtalion. Let us hope that further Genizah

finds will solve the problem. Ephraim attained the age of eighty.

In 1057 we find already his successor 'Ali b. Amram as the

Haber of the Palestinian Fustat.

(7) Affairs in Jerusalem will now be discussed, chiefly those

of the school, while more will be said about the internal conditions

in the Holy Land in the next chapter. The Karaites were

numerous as well as influential in Egypt and in Palestine. In

the time of Ben-Meir and his ancestors they had the upper hand
in Jerusalem (above, pp. 61 ff.). Of a conflict between the two
sections in the time of Solomon b. Yehuda we learn from a

number of fragments. It seems that the Rabbinites had the

supervision of the markets (bazaars) and the sale of 'ritual'

meat (ica It^a). The Karaites did not accept the Rabbinic way
of ' examination ' (npna), while they prohibited the slaughter of

pregnant animals. They also differed from the Rabbinites in

the fixing of the calendar and, hence, in the days on which the

festivals fell. But the latter, having the control of the markets,

could coerce the Karaites to keep their shops closed on the

Rabbinic Holy Days.^ In the year 1034 an edict of religious

tolerance and freedom of action was issued by the Caliph. This

we learn from a highly interesting Genizah fragment (published

by Gottheil, Harkawy Festschrift, 12 1-5). His translation is

subjoined here. The beginning of the edict is missing.

'. . . . from following your custom and continuing in the

traditions which you have learned in your religions, without any

1 The Rabbinites clearly had then the upper hand over the Karaites, whereas in

Ben-Meir's time the reverse was the case. This radical change was probably the

sequel of Paltiel's great political influence in the Fatimid court at Cairo. It may also

be that Menasse b. Abraham ibn Kzaz, when Wezir in Damascus (see above,

pp. 19 if.), helped the Rabbinites to become supreme in the Holy Land. The Gaon

and his school even received grants from the government till al-Hakim began his

persecutions (see p. 71 f.). Whether these grants were resumed after 1021 is obscure.

But the dominant position of Rabbinism in Palestine continued till the time of the

edict discussed here.
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hindrance being raised by the one party against the other or

any harsh treatment being meted out by either of the two

sections against the other; permitting the followers [of each

party] to live up to their beliefs ; enabling you and them [to

prevent] any molestation [one from the other] in regard to that

which is necessary in the ordinary course of buying and selling as

they either follow or neglect upon their festivals [such business^

according to their choice and free will, warning all of you against

interfering or causing trouble, one to the other, or daring to

trespass upon this decision in adding to it[s provisions] or in

failing [to carry them out].

' Security is accorded both to you and to them so that you

restrain any evildoer among you from disputing that which ought

ordinarily to be avoided, and that you prevent ostentation and

discussion which causes provocation of malice in regard to those

[differences] between you. Notice is given to all that whosoever

in his folly and presumption transgress this limitation so as to

encourage [any one] to do the like of that which is not allowed

him, such a one will be punished most severely and chastised

in an exemplary manner, [thus] restraining him and deterring all

those who in their folly go in his footsteps. At the same time

[all] are prohibited from interfering with the sect of the Karaites

in their synagogue, which belongs to them to the exclusion of all

others. Let this be known as the mandate and as the official

act of the Commander of the Faithful. Let action be taken in

consonance with it and let every one be brought to obey and to

act accordingly. Let [then] the Amir al-Juyush—may God

help him, give him victory and good assistance—and all the

heads of the various provinces take good care of the two

divisions of the Jews, whom the covenant made with their sect

protects, the righteous decision guards, the provinces of the

kingdom shelter, keeping them away from evil and preserving

them in the beaten track and causing them to do according to

the decisions [contained] in the letters patent.

' Let [the governors] give order that they are protected and

cared for ; that they refrain from hurting and oppressing them.

Let [this decree] be honoured by those to whom it is written,

if so it please God.

'Written upon Wednesday the nth day of Jamada, the first, in
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the year Four Hundred and Fifteen. Copied in the Protocol

Ministry . . .
.'

The Commander-in-Chief (Amir al-Juyush, in Hebrew T33

niJriDn) was at that time Anushtegin ad-Dizbiri, whom az-Zahir

sent against the insurgents in Palestine and in Syria.^ Ad-Dizbiii

was charged by the Caliph to carry out the provisions of the

above edict, Syria and Palestine. But from 1034-9 there were

great upheavals in these countries during the formidable revolu-

tion of Arab chieftains (see next chapter). It is hardly likely that

ad-Dizbiri had the leisure to enforce this edict. But after 1029,

when order was restored, it began to take effect, as we learn from the

fragments we discuss here. Members of the Jerusalem school seem

to have acted against the decree in Ramlah, and were imprisoned

and taken to Damascus, where probably ad-Dizbiri resided then.

This arrest caused much friction between the two sects.

A. B. ^6 is a letter from Solomon b. Yehuda to Sahlan Resh

Kallah b. Abraham (the latter no longer alive). He writes

:

' Letters have been sent in reply to your epistles. We thank you

and your synagogue for your support. Now I want you to

intervene with the government and the Wezir (? [tn) on behalf of

the prisoners. Messengers have been sent (to Damascus) and

we hoped that they would obtain the release of these prisoners.

But letters reached us from Damascus to the effect that they

were still in prison, only their chains were removed. Yet the

officials still punish them, and they are ill.' They were Haberim

of the Jerusalem academy. They would be released on the

condition that they took an oath by God and the Caliph not

to go any more by the name of Haber nor to hold any
communal office in Palestine. Evidently this would be their fine

for having infringed the provisions of the edict. This condition

was sent to them in the name of 'Adi b. Menasse, known as

b. al-Kzaz (see above, p. 20). There is no need to assume that

the son of the famous WezIr was a Karaite. Only, as an

important Katib (secretary) in government employ, he was
instructed by the governor to deal with this case.

' See Ibn Khallikan, Biographical Dictionary, tr. de Slane, I, 631. Cp. also

Wiistenfeld, /. c, II, 125, ' In Damascus, Ramlah, and 'Ascalon, there were in 414

(1023) Egyptian troops that stood under the commander-in-chief of the Governor of

Caesarea, Anushtakin ad-Dizbiri, who received the title of Mustaihab ad-Daula, the

chosen one of the realm.'
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The Gaon continues :
' The prisoners replied that they would

like to hear the conditions, to be imposed upon them, orally

from 'Adi. Letters were sent on behalf of these prisoners from

Netaneel Hakkohen Abu'l Fakar (the respected elder of Alex-
andria, above, pp. 88 ff.) and from Meborak 'yi)^ (evidently a digni-

tary in Fustat) b. 'Ali Abu'l Fadl.' The Gaon thought that they

would have effect. They probably were addressed to 'Adi, who
was in charge of this case. But now the people in Damascus
demand Solomon to come personally. Being an old man, he

cannot do it in the winter. He mentions the severe conditions

imposed upon the Rabbinites, viz. that the ban be not used in

the community (in Palestine ?), that the Karaites have a separate

shop in the Jewish market to sell therein meat without Rabbinic

' examination ' (npm) and supervision, that they take no part in

the slaughter of a pregnant sheep or cow, and that they open

their shops on the Rabbinite Festivals. The prisoners should be

forbidden to visit Jerusalem and Ramlah. For all these stipula-

tions the Gaon and the elders should be made responsible. He
refuses to do this, and urges upon Sahlan to do his utmost and

obtain influential Rabbinite support in Fustat. Let the governors

in Ramlah and Damascus be instructed not to compel the Gaon

and his colleagues to accept such conditions. Greetings are sent

to Sahlan's uncle (i.e. Sa'adya). The Gaon is very depressed.

He wrote concerning this affair to Jesse the Haber, to Samuel

(probably b. Abtalion), to Ephraim Hakkohen, to Yefet (Jinpn tfNn)

(of the Babylonians in Fustat, see above, p. 99), to Jacob, and

finally Netaneel (probably Hakkohen of Alexandria, or perhaps

Hallevi b. Halfon, above, p. 105). They should all use their

influence.^

The imprisoned Haberim must have remained in confinement

for some time. Their cause was taken up by the whole

Rabbinite community in Egypt and in Palestine. The above

letter was written in winter. On the following Hoshana Rabba

the dispute between the two sects was still very acute. (But

perhaps the following fragment dates from Tabernacles before

this winter.) Bodl. 2807" (printed in R.^.J., XLVHI, 172-3)

should be analysed here in the light of the new material.

Solomon b.Yehuda writes to Ephraim b. Shemarya : 'My previous

1 See also my remarks in /. Q. R., N. S., IX, 4r7-20.
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letter was to tell you that the misunderstanding between us had

passed. Your statements I have found true. Be at your ease

and endeavour to live in harmony with your colleagues. The

common people {^"ytxn ''»5J) only rejoice at strife between the

scholars.' Here the Gaon alludes to the communal dissensions

in Fustat, as described above under (6). We have seen that

peace was restored in 1035. But evidently this letter is of an

earlier date. The Gaon continues :
' You will hear all the details

of what happened on the Festivals (very likely from pilgrims

from Fustat), I write to you in a general way. Most of the

people arrived with the spirit of contention, and demanded clean

separation from the other sect (i. e. the Karaites).' This shows

that in those times the cleavage was not so great. Indeed from

some Ketubot (see infra, p. 176 f.) we see that intermarriage

between the sects was not rare (cp. also above, p. ia5)' Even a

Nasi and head ofan academy, David b. Daniel of Megillat Ebyatar

fame, did not shrink from marrying a Karaite lady {J. Q. R.,

XIII, aao-i). We shall also see that the Karaites in Jerusalem

had some share in the appointment of the local Geonim of the

Rabbinites (infra, p. 143). Only in the time of Maimonides and

his son Abraham did the separation between the two sects in

Egypt become more pronounced.

To return to our letter. Solomon mentions that the pilgrims

were incensed against anybody that did not favour the complete

severance from the Karaites. They accused such a person of

having secret leanings towards these sectarians. And it seems

that the Gaon did not join the extremists. The governor of

Ramlah received orders from the Caliph and the Amir-al-Juyush

(nwriDn "VXt) that no announcement of the ban be allowed on

Hoshana Rabba on Mount Olivet. (We have seen above (p. 137)

that one of the conditions of the Karaites in Damascus was that

the Herem be not used in the community. The interpretation

given to the edict of tolerance was evidently that no coercion be

brought to bear on dissenters by means of excommunication.

We therefore find that when Solomon b. Yehuda and his school

banned all those who in Fustat wrote unauthorized lampoons in

the name of other people, they had to do it in a cave in secrecy

(above, p, 137). To do it openly they would have been liable to

prosecution.) The Ramlah governor thereupon sent instructions
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to the prefect to be present on that day on Mount Olivet in

order to see that the ban be not announced. (Probably the

Karaites in Egypt instigated these orders to be issued by
the central government.) Solomon therefore decided to abandon

the procession to the Mount because he did -not want to be

hampered in his actions. Not to announce the Herem against

those that deserved it would mean to change an old custom.

The people were much upset and accused the Gaon of lack of

courage. Against the demand of proclaiming utter separation

from the Karaites, the Gaon argued that there was no need to

do it because before the ' ordained ones ' (i. e. Haberim) left (for

Damascus) as prisoners (DniDN D'aiDon naij moa), the people of

npin (probably Ramlah) ^ carried out this separation since the

Karaites eat meat without Rabbinic examination (npna). Solomon
also refused to send a circular letter to the communities to this

effect.

As far as can be gathered from the fragments, we see that the

Karaites in Palestine, in Ramlah and Jerusalem, had then

the upper hand. The edict of 1024 gave them a weapon to

strike at their opponents. A letter from Solomon b. Yehuda to

Egypt, which no doubt dates from this time, reveals the fears

of the Rabbinites in the Holy City (A. B. 57). The letter,

defective in the beginning, evidently was sent to Egypt (Fustat).

The Gaon writes :
' My son is afraid that there is no more hope.

Wherever we turn we find closed doors. Has indeed the time

come to be driven out from the Holy City? How many letters

did I write for them (i.e. the imprisoned Haberim) both in my
name and on behalf of the academy. Why had they no effect ?

'

He now urges upon his correspondent to take his former epistles,

read them in public and arouse the people to hasten for help.

Let them induce the elders, called al-Dastura (' the noblemen
',

see above, p. lai), to intervene. 'You ought to know that if

the Rabbanite sect has no help from you, they can have no

existence in Jerusalem.' Eventually the Gaon's appeals had

effect. A representative of the Nagid and other influential

merchants undertook the long journey to Damascus, and by their

intervention the prisoners were released.

This we learn from a highly interesting letter (A. B. 58),

1 Rami in Arabic = i)in 'sand', see Pozn., R.B.J., I.e., 173. "O'e i.
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defective at the beginning, from Solomon b. Yehuda to Egypt.

He recapitulates the arguments of the Karaites which were

probably used during the dispute. They accused the Rabbinites

of allowing impermissible things and changing most of the

commandments ; most of them desecrated the Sabbath and

the Festivals, invoked the Muslim courts in lawsuits, practised

witchcraft in which the Karaites included the Rabbinic prohibition

of eating meat with milk. (Similar charges against the Rabbinites

in Palestine are found in Sahl b. Masliah's polemical letter in

Pinsker, Likkute, Appendix 32.) The Gaon, on the other hand,

argued that there were worse offences committed in the community

than the refraining from eating meat with milk. It is evident

that he wielded no proper weapon for defending Rabbinism

against the attacks of the Karaites. A Sa'adya would have

acted differently. Solomon continues that the dissension was

great and the government had to intervene. Lives would have

been lost had not the faithful messenger of the ' Nagid of the

Diaspora ' arrived, who probably on his way to Damascus passed

Ramlah and Jerusalem and influenced the governor and the

prefect, respectively, in favour of the Rabbinites. The Gaon

thanks this representative of the Nagid as well as the important

merchants who assisted him. May they return safely home.

All this trouble was caused by ' our brethren who compose false

edicts '. ' The whole community here (in Jerusalem) is desirous

of peace. May God grant it to them.' In conclusion Solomon

mentions the arrival of a donation of a5 d. He assures his

correspondent that now it will certainly be spent for no other

purpose than for the payment of a communal debt.

The Nagid was probably Yehoseph b. Samuel, whom we find

holding the dignity during the Gaonate of Daniel b. 'Azarya

(1051-63). His father Samuel was also Nagid and very likely

is identical with Samuel b. Paltiel mentioned in the Ahima'as

Chronicle (see above, p. 49, and infra, p. 184). Abu Sa'ad and

Abu Nasr, the two influential brothers, are so far not introduced

in this affair. But their father and urlcles seem to have been

appealed to for aiding the Rabbinites (above, p. 139). The

names of the influential Karaites in Cairo-Fustat are not given

(see, however, infra, p. 176 f.). That they were numerous can be

seen from the few lines extracted from a long letter, given below,
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which bears on our subject.^ Finally, A. B. 59 contains a letter

from an anonymous Karaite to his community, asking for the

announcement of the ban against certain people who suspect

him of stealing. The date of the epistle cannot be ascertained.

I have appended it here as an interesting detail of the communal
organization of the sect with whom the preceding fragments
dealt.

(8) The last section of this chapter deals with the internal

affairs of the Palestine academy. A group of fragments, we are

able to discuss here, give a sad picture of bickerings and intrigues

in the academy for personal advancement and benefit. But, as

stated before, it is not the object of history to hide facts which
may be disagreeable. The dark side of things has to be
depicted too. At the same time these fragments give us many
details of interest as regards the organization of the school.

Let us first set forth our construction of the data, which will be
verified as the material is discussed in detail in the following

pages. A member of the school, Nathan b. Abraham, settled in

Egypt. He was probably a disciple of Samuel the ' Third
'

' T.-S. 13 J 19^*, r. and v., beginning and end missing. The handwriting is that

of Solomon b. Yehuda. A part of it is also found in T.-S. 13 J 16", in different

handwriting, (sc. the Karaites) ijjxp [jja l]^ap' D^S li»NT ''i'S 3^31X1 (r., 1. 2)

an n^o^ni D'jna . . . w^nt unvd inW'ipB' [
Dvn nr ik npiiiN \<h i'xn ip

nnra snj nini . . . n^noK' nni D^pyiv didu (i'snB>''i=) t5"i p^iona
|

pansD

j-iNH ID ODB' ns nnan^ mnsi DNija nnha ipanx
|
Dxb panics pai

. . . fiTii nx V\>T I3^{<ni D^anijN bv Qip^N V2J nip iT'Din vh rhti: ihp'i

" riND hpx rma
\

hvi. snn \vq ei's aanvN nij nd '-a naax nd b i:ni

•:hi
I

riND in: ncN (i2\ni'N=) u's " ina rhhv. nae'si ai nxr ^n^^

•vrh (£3Mi'Nn=) csn inn'i'x^ Tm>y:ir\ mjhn •hy\ rfrc xh\^ il?Dn iwhn

ni'xa ns-i 'd nxta yoB' 'd nv ny^j \ui> Donn' irnaiD
|
i^mh UDiStya

D»3npni nn'TOTi nnnaioni nnnca men nn Tn^yn ktij |
no d'n!' n»N 'si

'a^B* N» xih'i Mi^iDjn ^13 "1? 3''B'3 no i^an w^k " db'3 whjxi niai'Dn ^jn

m»ji D^nB'i'N DnDSJK i^w^ NUN^'n ia is^sin nip p mpv u'k *bp '•a

. . . ?i"3B'D!?N OnJD 'N i»paniO n'J DPII D'I'OB'O I^W O'Sipi'N. The caustic

reference to the ' Lilies ' alludes to the title given to the early Karaite settlers

in Jerusalem (see above, p. 61).
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b. Hoshana, who introduced him to Shemarya b. Elhanan

(ah-eady before 1012, above, p. 27 f.). This Nathan was evidently

a scholar of high standing. His uncle was the Ab who also

resided in Egypt. When the Ab died in that country, the

ordinary course would have been for the ' Third ' (the cousin of

Elijah and Joseph the priests) to advance to the dignity of

' Father '. But his scholarship was not such as to command
general recognition. A party of elders came from Fustat to

Jerusalem together with this nepfiew of the late Ab, Nathan

b. Abraham, and succeeded in carrying through his appointment

as Ab. Nathan evidently had many followers in the principal

community of Egypt, whose generosity was of great importance

for the Palestine school, and also in Jerusalem. Soon afterwards

the new Ab began to undermine the Gaon's authority, and finally

declared himself as ' head of the school '. We find him bearing

this title in 1039. After several years of discord between the

parties of the two rival Geonim, some settlement was agreed

upon between them in 1042. Nathan must have died soon

afterwards as nothing more is heard of him. Solomon survived

him till 1051. In the same year we hear already of the new

Gaon, Daniel b. 'Azarya the Nasi.

A. B. 60 is from Solomon b. Yehuda to an Alluf (no doubt

Sahlan b. Abraham). The Gaon writes :
' I shall inform you in

short how the peace came about. When the people here heard

that this man (Nathan b. Abraham) was to come, they decided

that he be called neither Rosh nor Gaon in the school. Soon

afterwards the news of the death of the Ab reached us and

a memorial service was held for him. I maintained that the

" Third " be his successor. But when Nathan arrived at the Holy
City he brought with him the dignitary Meborak b. 'Ali b. 'Ezra

(probably identical with Meborak b. 'Ali Abu'l Fadl, above,

p. 137). Some people had already advised the "Third" not

to accept the new office because he was inexperienced to pray

for the people and to preach. Also the elders from Egypt
would be against his advancement.' This actually happened.

Meborak b. 'Ali asked the ' Third ' publicly to consent to remain

in his position and give preference to the new-comer; thereby the

dissensions would come to an end. The ' Third ' assented, but

during the whole proceedings the Gaon kept silent. He remarks
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how human settlements are of no avail. Because the late Ab
came to an agreement with this ' Third ' that, after the demise of

the Gaon (Solomon b. Yehuda), the latter would be the former's

second (i.e. Ab). But now it turned out that this Ab was
gathered to his fathers and the new-comer became his substitute,

while the 'Third' had no advancement at all. The Gaon is

apparently pleased with the new Ab. ' His heart is better than

it has been described to me.' In conclusion Solomon writes

about a donation of 10 d. that reached him and for which he

bought corn for his household. This ' Third ' is probably the

cousin of Elijah Hakkohen, mentioned in the former letters.

We have seen that he died as such (above, p. 131).

A short time after the new Ab's arrival Solomon had reason

to change his opinion about him. In a letter to Ephraim b.

Shemarya (A. B. 61) he uses very strong invectives against him.

Ephraim is styled ' our beloved and Haber, who keeps our

appointment and obeys our authority. Letters preceded inform-

ing you of the work of livsn K'NI, may God rebuke him,' &c.

He is ungrateful and acts as is his evil report. He rides about

the whole day on his ass, visiting people to curry their favour.

He follows the ways of his (maternal) uncle the (late) Ab, and

seeks the support of the Karaites, who only rejoice when the

leaders of the Rabbinites are without religion. ' And I have

fallen between the two, the one too righteous (i.e. the "Third"

who gave up his legitimate claim to the dignity of Ab), the

other too wicked (i. e. the new Ab), and I am between.' This

new-comer calls together low people, makes them elders, feasts

them, and imposes upon them the oath ' to love his friends and

hate his enemies ', i. e. become his partisans. Solomon declares

himself unable to adopt such methods. Many of 'the other

sect ' (i. e. Karaites) help him secretly though outwardly they

pretend to side with the Gaon. ' Since his uncle died there was

some peace. But since his arrival the quarrel broke out again.'

The Gaon requests Ephraim to give the original of the letter

he sent to the Fustat community to the t^lB^ (= n3''B'in trWD,

probably Abraham Hakkohen, infra, p. 183) to send it on to the

' West ' (Magreb, very likely to Kairowan). Probably therein

the Gaon set forth the doings of his rival. That the latter on

his part sent lampoons to the contrary is only natural. Solomon
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accuses him of spreading broadcast false letters and pamphlets

(1. i6). In this way this unpleasant correspondence grew. In

conclusion of this epistle the Gaon requests Ephraim to send

him a copy of his own letter written 'at the time of the

donation ', as he possesses none for reference. ' I have written

a long letter to the whole community. You will read it'

Evidently this epistle was to be forwarded by the B'WO to

the West.

In another letter to Ephraim (A. B. 6a) Solomon again refers

to ' him that lies in wait like a beast of prey, and opposes in

rebellion '
(1. 7). But the Haber staunchly adhered to the Gaon

who thus styles him ' he that keeps the appointment of truth

and righteousness, scatters the conspirators and removes the

traitors ' (11. i-a). It seems that Hesed (= Abu Nasr) with

other elders were on the Gaon's side (11. 15-19). But he is not

to adopt the method of the ' rebel ' to appeal to his influential

friends for help. He relies on God's protection. ' If it pleases

Him to preserve my name (as Gaon), it is well. But if He says

thus, I do not desire thee, I am ready. Let Him do to me
accordingly ' (11. i'^-^. He r\\m^r\ uk (probably = Tsy^^n vwa)
reported what happened to the Kairowan community. Their

enemies had almost the better over them, had not some help

come through the Nagid R. Jacob (b. 'Amram, see J. Q. R.,

N.S., IX, 162-3, ^"^ above, p. 134). In conclusion the Gaon
mentions the arrival of a certain Isaac and also of a letter from

Shemarya.

A. B. 63 deals with the same topic. Both epistles (I and II) are

in Solomon's handwriting. Their recipient was most likely Sahlan

b. Abraham because, in the first instance, greetings are sent to

Sa'adya (i.e. Sahlan's uncle), but chiefly since in II the Gaon writes,

' I have already explained to (you my) friend how the peace came
about ' (11. a-3). This evidently refers to A. B. 60. The Gaon
writes in a bitter spirit- In I he confesses that his letters are a

burden on his friends. For unlike business-letters, they mostly

allude to his private needs ; therefore he endeavours to be .short

and not always remind his friends of the relief he requires. He
tries to be satisfied with as little as possible. In this epistle the

Gaon requests Sahlan to inquire whether two books, containing the

commentary of Kohelet by the late Nasi, have arrived in Egypt.
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Let him consult about them Solomon the official (T'pan, probably

' official of the merchants ', above, p. 105). They have been

packed in a bale addressed to him from a certain Israel. Who
the author of this commentary was is quite unknown.^ In II

the Gaon writes, ' Your synagogue had some altercation with

your late father (i.e. Abraham b. Sahlan), who thought that

I had written to the traitor (njun). Far be it from me to have

anything to do with him. I have written to you already about

the peace. I had nothing to say in the matter. When the Ab
died, he (the new-comer) came and succeeded him. And when
he came the sun arose and also set ' (a caustic allusion to

Kohel. i*).^ The epistle is on the whole obscure. It is un-

known what friction there was between the late Abraham b.

Sahlan and his congregation, and also who this nijIVDH nju was

(see, howevei-, infra, p. 183, note i). But the succession in the

dignity of Ab, as we have seen above, is clearly referred to in

the epistle.

A further document bearing on this topic we have in A. B. 64,

which is clearly in the Gaon's handwriting. Unfortunately be-

ginning and end are missing, while the lines are only partly

preserved. He is greatly grieved with the discord in the school,

and his constant prayer is for peace. ' Let no people say that in

his days much strife was rampant and through him a house of

prayer was closed.' Evidently the government had to intervene

as on former occasions. Solomon b. Yehuda seems to have had

the better of his opponent. The governor of Ramlah and the

commander of Jerusalem, acting on instructions from Egypt,

decided in his favour. This we learn from Solomon's letter to

some dignitary in Fustat (A. B. 6^. He writes (1. 7 ff.), ' It sur-

passes my ability to tell you the wonder which God did to me.

" Blessed be He who wondrously was kind to his servant in

a fortified city so that my enemy and violent foes rejoiced not

over me." From my son's letter you will learn all the details.'

The commander of Jerusalem and other local dignitaries helped

1 It is hardly likely that Solomon meant a commentary by the Karaite Nasi David

b. Bo'as (see Pozn., Babyl. Geon., 129, 5, where the whole literature is given).

But it may be that the commentary belonged to the late Nasi (ii fCWib ICX). We
shall thus have a Nasi who died in Jerusalem in the Gaon's period.

^ Cp. also Gen. R., ch. 58, and parallels.

22i0 K.
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the Gaon. They were instructed by the governor in Ramlah,

who had orders from the Caliph and the Wezir ('the mighty

viceroy '). All these people are thanked as well as ' the pleasant

dignitary, the lord of rest ', also Mauhub b. Yefet and all those

that helped to ' quench the flaring fire (of dissension) '. Probably

nmjD ne* T\v.'i\\ "wn is some influential Jew who held some govern-

ment office, but his identity is unknown to me.^ The Gaon suffered

enough from his opponents who were instigated by that 'wicked

man who stirred up the strife . . . Every evil blemish belongs

to him.' It is clear that the Gaon refers here to his rival, the

new Ab. In conclusion greetings are sent to Samuel Hakkohen
(b. Abtalion), the head of the congregation, and to Abraham
(probably the Parnes, b. Mebasser, above, p. 96).

That the rival of Solomon b. Yehuda assumed the title of

Gaon and was called Nathan b. Abraham is evident from the

following fragments. We learn of the existence (in 1039) of a

Nathan apy» psj n3''t5'i tfNI b. Abraham. A. B. 66 is a letter from

him to Netaneel, styled 'help of the school' (n3''B'''n nw),

b. Revah Hallevi of Fustat. This Gaon sends greetings to him in

his own name and in the name of the whole school (unaiB" '33 ^3D1).

He is greatly desirous of seeing this Netaneel, with whom he

must have been well acquainted. The letter is dated Tammuz,

1350 Sel. A peculiar ending of his epistles is a^P' J?E". (Solomon

b, Yehuda usually concluded with 2T 5?B", while Daniel b. 'Azarya

chose the word nviB", c^. infra, p. 179-) Also this Gaon placed his

name in front of the letter, as was the practice of Joshia Gaon
and Elhanan b. Shemarya (see A. A. 10, 11, i8-ai). (Solomon

b. Yehuda generally concluded his epistles with his signature.)

In the same handwritingis A.B. 67, also dated Tammuz, 1350 Sel.,

and again with the ending atp' JJB". The same phrase of greeting

(11. 3-4) recurs (cp. A. B. 66, 11. 10-12). There is no doubt that

our Nathan Gaon is its author. The beginning is missing, so that

neither his own signature nor his correspondent's name is pre-

served. Nathan uses here Babylonian vowel-points as he does

in another letter of his to be considered presently. The recipient

of the epistle must have been at the head of a community
(probably somewhere in Egypt, 1. 7). Meborak the 'head of the

' Perhaps David Hallevi b. Isaac is meant here, since he is styled in A. B. 47,

11. 38-9, nSJn "XSV, . Cp. further about this title, infra, p. 260 f.
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communities' (not to be confused with the later Nagid Meborak)

wrote to Nathan commending this correspondent for his attach-

ment to the Gaon. He is therefore mentioned in the prayers

recited on every Sabbath and festival in the presence of the Gaon.

Greetings are sent to him and to his son. We see thus that the

' head of the congregations ' (probably in Fustat) was on the

side of Nathan. Perhaps he is identical with the dignitary

Meborak b. 'Ali (b. 'Ezra) whom we found above (p. 14a) in

Jerusalem proposing the appointment of the new-comer (i.e. this

very Nathan) as Ab. Some years subsequently Meborak held

this high communal office in Fustat, and was one of the chief

supporters of his proteg6, who assumed the Gaonate.

That this Nathan lived previously in Egypt, where he passed

through many vicissitudes, is evident from A. B. 68, in the same

handwriting as the previous fragments and also with the conclu-

sion 3"ipi SJB". It is written to 'our disciple' Netaneel b. Revah
of Fustat. There is no doubt that he is identical with the

recipient of A. B. 66, who was in 1039 ' the help of the school '.

(Cp. the similarity of the addresses.) Our fragment was written

before Nathan was Gaon. He writes, ' My separation from you

caused me great grief, especially when bearing in mind what

had happened to me. Weary of the long business journeys

I had to make, I thought to invest my money in other people's

enterprises so that I might be able to study the Torah. But

misfortune befell me, and I lost everything. It seems that

Nathan had to leave Fustat bereft of his wife and children.

He was even afraid to summon his partners to court. He gives

certain directions to his disciple with the request to inform him

of what is going on in the community, and also about the

dealings of his father-in-law with a certain Christian (probably

in a business affair). Nathan reports that the people (of the

place from where the letter came) received him cheerfully. He
stayed with Hasan b. 'Alan. On the Sabbath he was asked to

go to the synagogue (probably to preach), but could not owing

to his indisposition. The letter seems to have been written on

a Sunday. On the following day he was leaving for Damietta

(D:n, see A. A. 19, note i). It seems that while in Fu.stat

Nathan had a sort of a school. One of his favourite disciples was

Netaneel b. Revah. For a time a business man, our Nathan

K 2
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subsequently settled in Fustat, while other people traded with

his money. The result we have just learned. Where he went

from Damietta is not mentioned. But after some time we find

him in 1039 bearing the title 3pV' Wi rO'^'^ {TNI.

A. B. 69, of which the beginning is missing, is most likely

also by him. The handwriting is almost the same as that of

the preceding fragments. Who the recipient of this epistle was

is unknown. He bore the title ' the friend of the school '. We
learn about the struggle in consequence of Nathan becoming

the rival of Solomon b. Yehuda. He writes (1. 3 ff.), ' I inform

you that I have written to you several times. The delay of

(your) replies perturbed me till I ascertained that "the congrega-

tion of the hypocrite" (l3n mv, i.e. his opponent's followers) took

them away (i.e. Nathan's letters). A ban was announced against

those that were guilty of this offence. I know that you would

have replied at once, had you received my letter. With the

present epistle I enclose others to " our elder, the trusted person

of the school and the head of the congregations, Mebasser b.

Jesse ". From your letter I can see how all of you respect

Abraham the Haber b. Shelah, who received his diploma in my
academy. He should be encouraged and assisted because every

congregation that has no proper spiritual leader has its affairs

neglected. Now the Feast of Tabernacles is near and many
people "will go up" (to Jerusalem on a pilgrimage). I want

your community to come in full numbers since you are my
friends.'' (In this way Nathan's party will be the stronger. This

clearly shows that he resided in the Holy City.)

He continues, 'The elders of Ramlah had to-day an audience of

the governor and said, "If you hear our complaint and administer

justice, it will be well. But if not, we shall call together all the

people and make a demonstration before the viceroy's (njB'Dn,

probably the commander-in-chief) residence. Why should Revah

and his relatives force us to accept the authority of a Gaon (B'KI)

whom we do not want. We shall swear by God not to obey

him. If you want to. force us, you may (just as well) compel us

to become Muslims." These elders did not leave the governor

till they separated from the other party. They took possession

of the synagogue of the Palestinians (poXE'i'X nD33
,
presupposing

the existence of a Babylonian house of prayer in Ramlah!), where
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I should be recognized as Gaon. They also installed a person

authorized by me in the bazaar (to supervise the ritual slaughter of

animals).' The ' Sixth' entered the synagogue where he probably

preached. (In 1037 Elijah Hakkohen was the holder of thisdignity.

Whether he accepted the authority of the new Gaon is not known.

)

In conclusion the writer mentions that "everybody forgets Revah
and his relatives '. Probably these people (unknown from else-

where) were the leading partisans of the rival Gaon (i. e. Solomon
b. Yehuda) in Ramlah.

Of course, we have here a one-sided account only. According

to this report the ' elders ' of Ramlah forced the governor to give

way to their demand. But we can see that he was siding with

the other party. Indeed, above (p. 145), we have read that

Solomon b. Yehuda had the support of the authorities in Jeru-

salem and Ramlah. Probably the 'synagogue of the Palestinians
'

in the latter place was closed for a time. Solomon b. Yehuda
lamented that through him a house of prayer would be barred

to its worshippers (above, p. 145). Very likely he referred to

this Ramlah synagogue. When its members recognized the new
Gaon, the governor ordered that it should be closed. But

subsequently he had to yield to public opinion and reopen it.

The place of destination of the above epistle cannot be ascer-

tained. The ' head of the congregations ' there is no longer

Meborak, but a certain Mebasser b. Jesse. The local community

appointed not long before a new Haber, Abraham b. Shelah,

who was authorized by the new Gaon and his school. On the

whole, it must be conceded that he uses no offensive language

against his rival, a fact that is creditable to him. It may be that

Solomon b. Yehuda had every reason for being greatly incensed

against the new-comer, who was a usurper. But the invective he

uses in A. B. 61, coming as it does from a Gaon, does not redound

to his dignity.

A. B. 70 is from Nathan Gaon to his disciple Beraka b. Revah,

probably a brother of the above Netaneel, in reply to his epistle.

Therein Beraka mentioned that he had forwarded to the Gaon
letter after letter which the na'tr^T ''IXT ('the favourite of the

school ') sent to him. This dignitary is to write to the ' West

'

(Magreb) against the ' boy ' Ben-Meir (probably the son of the

Rosh Hasseder, see A. A. 15), who has been excommunicated in
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Fustat, 'Akko, and Ramlah, and this too by his own father.

His offence was that he wrote an epistle in Fustat, probably

against the Gaon and his party. Then follows a description how
on Ta'anit Esther the people of Damascus voted for Nathan as

head of the school. In the evening there was a great assembly

to whom the Megillah was recited from 30 copies. The hall was

illuminated, non-Jews were present and also about 200 Karaites.

Nobody visited the Babylonian synagogue, while that of the

Palestinians had about ao worshippers, and with ' the man of

Fez' were about ten people. Who the latter was is not clear.

(Perhaps Solomon b. Yehuda is meant (see above, p. 133).

In that case he was then personally in Damascus). There was

great rejoicing on this Purim, the like of which people had not

celebrated since the days of al-Kzaz (i.e. Menasse b. Ibrahim,

the Jewish Governor of Damascus, towards the end of the tenth

century, above, p. ao f.). Through Nathan's action the strife

between the paities, most probably Rabbinite and Karaite, was

ended. It must have continued for some time since the arrest of

the Palestine Haberim (as described under 7). Nathan seems

to have adopted a tolerant attitude towards the sectaries. We
have read before (p. 143) that the followers of 'A nan in Jerusalem

were siding with him soon after his arrival there. They must

have had a grudge against the old Gaon Solomon b. Yehuda.

In x:onclusion Nathan mentions that he is going to write to Perah

Rosh Happerek.

This dignitary is no doubt identical with Perahya b. Mumal
Rosh Happerek in Fustat, to whom the beginning of a letter

from Nathan has been preserved (A. B. 71). He seems to have

been a scholar, Hazzan and physician, and also a supporter of

the Gaon. We find him heading the signatories to a statement

of evidence which has been sent to the ' head of the school
',

very likely our Nathan b. Abraham. Herein he signs ^DlD nn ma.
Probably he was president of the Bet-Din established in the

synagogue, where he officiated as reader. One of the signatories

Joseph b. Israel of Tustar is probably identical with Joseph, the

uncle of the famous Abu Sa'ad b. Sahl al-Tustari (above, p. 81
;

A. B. i; p. laa, note i). In 1018 Perah signs a document at

Fustat together with Jacob b. Joseph Ab-Bet-Din, whom we
found afterwards in Aleppo (above, p. 37).
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1

After several years of strife between the two rival Geonim

peace was at last restored. A. B. 72 is the end of a letter from

Nathan, dated Marheshvan, (1)354 Sel. = 1043 C. E. The hand-

writing as well as the ending 3~ip< yB'^ leave little doubt as to the

authorship of the epistle. It is very likely sent to Fustat. The
correspondent is called IJ^PIIJ, probably he held the title

na^B'^n h^J. Greetings are sent in the name of Nathan's son

Abraham, whose son, Nathan, in his turn was probably Ab of the

school under Ebyatar, as will be shown farther on (p. 193 ff.).

The Gaon writes in a cheerful tone. He and his family are very

desirous of visiting their good friends (in Egypt). 'You have

received already (the account) of how the peace came about and

what we did for the sake of peace in Israel.' Here most probably

allusion is made to his agreement with his rival Solomon b.

Yehuda. Nothing more is heard of Nathan. Probably he was
not long afterwards gathered to his fathers. In 1046 there was

only one Gaon in Jerusalem, viz. Solomon b. Yehuda,^ who,

as we have seen (above, p. 130), died in 1051 at a very

advanced age.

We have reviewed about a century and a half of the history of

the Palestinian Gaonate. So far no literary work of standing,

produced by the school in the Holy Land, has been preserved.

The number of responsa is also remarkably small. Within that

period Sura can lay claim to a Sa'adya and a Samuel b. Hofni,

and Pumbedita (Bagdad) to a Sherira and a Hai, scholars of

prominence who have enriched Jewish literature. In contrast to

them the Palestinian Geonim really can advance poor claims

only for' eminence. And by the paucity of their responsa, as

compared with those of the Babylonian Geonim, it is evident

that the communities in the Diaspora did not fail to notice this

difference in quality. The best criterion can be found in the

fact that the highly intellectual Kairowan scholars sent very

numerous questions to Sherira and Hai, but hardly any to

Solomon b. Yehuda, though the latter, as we have seen, was

in correspondence with this community and received from it

» Neub., Med. Jew. Chron., I, 178 : D'^tyil' na'iB'* CNT min^ 13 HD^'K' Ull

. . . rr\^'i'h (r. i"nni) T"nni wSv. 'n n^tya nnv na^ty stn-i nihi . . . e^nipn tji-

See Bacher, J. Q. R., XV, 80, note i, and Pozn., Babyl. Geonim, i.
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donations for his school. No doubt conditions in the Holy City

were very unfavourable. But in addition to the distressing

material circumstances,we have a sad picture of internal bickerings

which were naturally adverse to serious study and literary work.

Solomon b. Yehuda could write a good and fluent Hebrew, as his

numerous letters clearly show. But posterity would have been

more grateful had he employed his command of Hebrew to

a better purpose.



CHAPTER IV

Conditions^ in Palestine and in Syria. Nesiim and

Geonim.

The former chapters contained a good deal of information

concerning the communities in Palestine and in Syria. This

material is supplemented here by a number of fragments that

throw much light on political and internal conditions in several

communities of these countries. The data cover a considerable

number of years, from the period of Solomon b. Yehuda till

about the first Crusade (1099 c. E.). They are of course in-

complete, and do not as yet render possible a connected and

detailed account of the vicissitudes of these Jewries. But where

till now there was almost a blank page of Jewish history, every

additional line, every new word, as it were, that help to cover up

this blank are of importance.

The first part of this chapter deals with a number of Palestinian

congregations, e. g. Ramlah, Jerusalem, Tiberias, Ashkelon, and

others. Subsequently, data concerning the Nesiim are collected

and discussed. Though most of them resided outside Palestine,

the Patriarchate as an office had its origin in the Holy Land.

After Solomon b. Yehuda's death in 1051 a member of the Davidic

family, Daniel b. 'Azarya, successfully usurped the Gaonate at

Jerusalem. The vicissitudes of the Palestinian academy up to

the first Crusade form the subject of the third part of this

chapter, which is concluded by furnishing some information about

conditions in Syrian congregations in the eleventh century, while

the later period is reserved for the next chapter.

(i) Appendix C (= A.C.) i contains a letter to Fustat; beginning

and end are missing. The epistle evidently emanates from

a community within the Fatimid realm. The local Jews, in order
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to obtain redress of their complaints against their governor, sent

a messenger to Cairo-Fustat for letters patent from the govern-

ment. Very likely they lived in a Palestinian town, though the

exact locality cannot be ascertained. The appearance of the MS.

makes it probable that it belongs to the eleventh century. Here

and there Babylonian vowel-points occur.

The local Jews had much to suffer from hostile Arabs. They
write, ' Through our sins the Arabs have the upper hand '. Led
by the Kadi Ibn Aktabu'1-Syad, the elders of the town stopped

the water-supply for the Jews. 'How should Arabs drink the

same water as Jews ?
' was their argument. Whenever the Jews

protested to the governor, the townspeople would assemble and

oppose them. Now there came to the town a new governor

Haidara, bearing the title ' Renown of the State ', who wielded

authority over the people. The Jews thereupon sent a messenger

to Egypt (Cairo-Fustat) to obtain letters patent for permission

(i) to open up the water-supply as before, (2) to slaughter

animals in the Shuk (bazaar) according to Jewish rite (which the

local Arabs prevented them from doing), (3) that the taxes be

collected from them within the corresponding Muslim year and

not before the year began. When the messenger came back

with the documents, they were presented to the governor. The
Jews had also letters of recommendation from a high dignitary

called 'The eminent of power' and other great officials. But

the governor paid no heed to these documents till he and his

entourage received heavy bribes. The money had to be collected

even from the poor, orphans, and widows in the community.

Then at last he opened the aqueduct to the Jews. When the

Arabs protested, the governor silenced them by referring to

the Caliph's decrees. In addition a certain elder testified that

the Jews enjoyed formerly the water-supply. The Kadi was also

instructed to issue orders permitting the Jews to practise their

ritual slaughter of animals. If the community thought on that

day that their troubles were over, the next day soon undeceived

them. A number of soldiers arrived and the governor, in order

to maintain them, sent to the Jews for the taxes due for next

year five months in advance. A sum of 350 d. (about £'>,']^ in

current value) was his claim, promising the Jews to be free from

taxes for the whole of next year. Here the fragment breaks off.
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Very likely the promise was soon broken, and the community is

appealing to the Fustat Jews to intervene on their behalf. We
have here a characteristic example of the plight of the Jews in

a distant place. The central government was favourable to the

Jews, but its authority in Palestine and Syria was not sustaining

enough. It depended a great deal on the local governors, who
often acted arbitrarily. To put an end to the excesses of

Jew-haters, bribery would have in many cases induced these

governors to exert themselves to a degree which no patent letters

from the central government could ever accomplish.

(3) Ramlah was the capital of the province of Filastln irtcluding

Jerusalem. The town was no less important on account of its

commerce. Mukaddasi describes it as 'a fine city and well built;

its water is good and plentiful, its fruits are abundant. Commerce
is prosperous and means of livelihood easy.' It was founded by

the Caliph Sulaiman. The inhabitants of Ludd (Lydda), the

former capital, were removed thither and Lydda fell into decay

(Le Strange, I.e. 303). Hence the town is designated in Genizah

fragments -fbh naiDDH n^m (cp. A. A. 5 and 15).^ In the time of

Mukaddasi it was 'the emporium for Egypt and an excellent

commercial station for two seas ' (Le Strange, /. c. 306). The
importance of the Jewish community in Ramlah could be gathered

from the preceding pages. It was of much help to the Jerusalem

Jews. We have found the Geonim of the Holy City residing

there on several occasions.

Towards the end of the year 1033 Ramlah and the whole of

Palestine were visited by a great earthquake. The Persian

traveller NasIr-i-Khusrau, who visited the city in 1047, writes,

' Over one of its porches (i. e. of the Ramlah mosque) there is an

inscription stating that on Muharram 15th of the year 425

(Dec. ]Oth, 1033 C. E.) there was an earthquake of great violence

which threw down a large, number of buildings, but that no

single person sustained any injury' (Le Strange^ I.e. 306-7).

On the other hand, the Arab chroniclers state' that one third of

the town was destroyed and many persons were killed under the

1 Cp. also the formula of a Karaite Bill of Divorce (in Margolioutii, Catalogue, III,

520, col. 1, top): -la'x n^cn nonna ... pi p n^i Spn rhr:>i^^ 'a IK3 IK1

bti'-w pxa ~i'\hb naiioDn ina'a. in Bodi. aSoe" read [niji'i' naioon rh'a-\
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ruins. "Thus Ibn al-AthIr (see/. c. 101) reports that Syria was

visited by destructive earthquakes in 407 A. H. (1016) and in

425 A. H. (1033). ' In 407 the great Dome fell upon the Rock

(as-Sakhrah) in Jerusalem. In 425 earthquakes were frequent

both in Egypt and Syria. The most destructive was that felt at

ar-Ramlah. The people abandoned their houses for many days
;

a third of the town was thrown down and many people were

killed under the ruins.' As-Suyuti (see Sprenger, Journal of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal, XII, 744) s.a. 435 A. H. reports that

many earthquakes took place in Egypt and in Syria ; one-third

of Ramlah was destroyed ; the walls of Jerusalem fell down, and

many villages were swallowed up by the ground.^

An account of an eye-witness in Ramlah we have in A. C. 2.

The beginning is missing, while the signature of the writer is not

preserved. But the handwriting is that of Solomon b. Yehuda,

and there is little doubt that the Gaon, who stayed there in 1033,

described his experiences in this letter sent to one of his friends

in Egypt (Fustat), either to Ephraim b. Shemarya or Sahlan

b. Abraham. The earthquake happened on Thursday, Tebet lath,

which fits in exactly with 4794 A. M., when Tebet 12th fell on

a Thursday = Dec. 5th, 1033. The Muhammedan sources give

the date Muharram 15th, 435 A. H.

The writer describes graphically how people left their houses

because they saw them collapse ; many died under the ruins.

This agrees with Ibn al-Athir's account. We give here a

translation of this interesting description. '
. . . . they went

out from their houses into the streets because they saw the

walls bending and yet intact, and the beams become separated

from the walls and then revert to their former position. The
strong buildings collapsed and the new houses were pulled down.

Many died under the ruins, for they could not escape. All went

out from their dwellings, leaving everything behind. Wherever

they turned they beheld God's powerful deeds. The walls

wrangled together and collapsed. Those that remained are

shaky and rent. Nobody resided in them, for their owners

feared lest they tumble down over them yet before daybreak.

1 As-SuyOti (/. c. 745) reports another earthquake in Palestine in a. h. 460

(1067 c. E.) when Ramlah was entirely destroyed, and only two houses remained

;

25,000 people "were killed.
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To describe a part of the happenings, the hand would weary.

Also the mind is distraught from what the eye saw and the

ear heard. The verse has been fulfilled, "Behold the Lord
empties out the land and lays it waste, distorts its face and

scatters its inhabitants ". He that is prudent will understand.

For all were alike, like people like priest, like servant like his

master, when they left their places and sought refuge for their

lives. Many resigned themselves to the (Divine) judgment, reciting

several verses (from Jer. 10. 10, Ps. 104. 3a, Job 9. 6, Amos 9. 5,

Hos. 4. 3, Nah. I. 6). This event took place on Thursday, Tebet

lath, suddenly before sunset, alike in Ramlah, in the whole of

Filastin, from fortified city to open village, in all fortresses of

Egypt (i.e. Fatimid ruler), from the sea to Fort Dan (Baniyas),

in all cities of the south (Negeb) and the Mount to Jerusalem

(and surrounding places), to Shehem and her villages, Tiberias

and her villages, the Galilean mountains and the whole of

Palestine.'

' Those that travelled on the high roads relate the mighty acts

of the living God. They say, " We have seen the mountains

shake, leap like stags, their stones broken into pieces, the hillocks

swaying to and fro, and the trees bending down." In some places

the waters in the cisterns reached the brim. The tongue is

inadequate for the tale. Were it not for God's mercy that it

happened before the day was gone, when people could see and

warn each other, and had it been in the night when everybody

was asleep, only a few would have been saved. But His mercies

are many and His kindnesses numerous. Though He decreed.

He will not utterly destroy. He, moreover, in His goodness

brought out thick clouds and heavy rain-drops fell. Two great

rainbows appeared. One of them split up into halves and fire

was visible from the south-west. Thereupon the earthquake took

place, the like of which was not since early times. On that night

(the earth) shook again. All were in the streets, men, women,

and children, imploring God, the Lord of the spirits, to quieten

the earth and set it at rest and save both man and animal. On
Friday, as well as on the following night, the quakes recurred.

All were terrified and fear-stricken. Earth and its inhabitants

were molten (for fear). They all wept and cried with a loud

voice, O merciful One, have mercy and retract from the intended
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punishment. Do not enter upon judgment. In anger remember

to be merciful and pay no heed to (our) former sins. All are

trembling, sitting on the ground, startled every moment, shaking

and swaying to and fro. Since eight days the mind is not satisfied

and the soul is not at rest.'

' What could the writer (of this letter) do (but to) address the

people to declare a fast, summon a solemn assembly, go out to

the field, the cemetery, in fasting, weeping and lamentation, and

recite, " Tear your hearts, and not your garments, and return to

the Lord your God, &c. Come, let us return to God, &c. And
let us ask for mercy. Who knows, (perhaps) He will retract and

repent, &c. Perhaps He will go back from His fierce anger, so

that we perish not.'' (God) magnified the miracle that all the

days, which the people spent in the streets and in the open, no

rain fell. Also the governor of the city, with the men in the

Caliph's employ, pitched tents for themselves outside the town,

and are still there. May the Lord, the God of the universe,

look down mercifully upon his world, have pity on (His)

creatures, save man and anirhal, and have compassion with

babes and sucklings and those that know not (to distinguish)

between right and left, so that we perish not. May He deliver

you from this and the like, protect from all harsh decrees, hide

you in His tabernacle on the day of evil, and shelter you in the

protection of His wings. May He exalt you and may your

good acts, kindnesses, and righteous deeds stand you in good
stead. May He make you dwell securely and at ease from evil

fear, and you be at peace, your houses and all that belong to you
at peace. Receive ye peace from the Lord of Peace.'

(3) Conditions in Palestine and Syria were in a chronic state

of unrest owing to the constant rebellions and insurrections. Both

Ramlah and Jerusalem suffered terribly in particular during the

revolt of 1034-9 Jn the reign of az-Zahlr. Becker (Beitrdge zur

Geschichte Agyptens unter dem Islam, I, 32 ff.) gives a connected

account of the rule and policy of this Caliph about 415 A. H.,

according to MussabihI. What interests us here is the description

of conditions in Palestine (p. 44 ff.). Three chieftains combined
against the Caliph. Hasan of the Banu Jarrah was to conquer

the country from Ramlah to the Egyptian frontier, Salih of the

Banu Kilab was to hold the territory from Haleb (Aleppo) to
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'Ana, while the third conspirator, Sinan b. 'Alyan, was to take

Damascus. In Rabi' II of 415 H. the officials of Ramlah were

still appointed from Cairo. During the following two months

Hasan's rebellion must have broken out. In Rajab he plundered

Ramlah and extorted everywhere, including Jerusalem, great

sums (loc.cit., p. 45). Sinan could not take Damascus but Salik

succeeded in 417 H. to enter Haleb. Hasan burned Ramlah
after he had plundered from it 400 loads of goods and men.

Only then did the prefect of Caesarea, ad-Dizbiri, having received

the title Amir al-Umara, prince of princes (see also above,

p. 136), open a campaign against the conspirators, and after

hostilities lasting several years succeeded in defeating Salih and

Hasan (cp. also L.-P. 159-60 ; Wust. II, 135, 138-9).

How the Jews fared during the crisis we learn from A. C. 3

and 4, which will be discussed presently. Above (p. no) we

have found Solomon b. Yehuda referring in a letter to the

campaign in Palestine against the rebellious Arabs (Dip 'Jn). Also

in a letter to Samuel b. Abtalion the Gaon mentions ' troubles,

wars, and upheavals, the like of which have not taken place

before ' in Ramlah (above, p. 103). The extortions and excesses

which the rebels committed were unbprable. We have read

before (p. 131) how Menasse Hakkohen had to pay in

Ramlah 100 d. (= ^150 in present currency) in order to obtain

his release. The communities in Ramlah and Jerusalem suffered

terribly. This we learn from their pitiful appeals to their brethren

in Egypt. A letter from Ramlah to Fustat (undoubtedly written

during these upheavals) begins, ' Be gracious unto us, our brethren,

the house of Israel, for (God's) punishment has afflicted us '} A
letter from the community of Tyre, dated ioa8, to that of

Aleppo also refers to the deplorable conditions in Jerusalem.

The Holy City has been grievously stricken.^

1 J.Q.R., XIX, laa, No. XXXIX, nv33 T' "3 i" nu irnx onx uwn wun

133. The address reads :

ni^ona nai^yn nan nn^nx d'^x»3 -^m z>^ nu irnsb

'navi irnns- ''n sn^ univ (r. ixn) iv^i wx mDiy'

(cp. Gen. 31. 42). For another letter from the Rabbinites in Ramlah to Fustat,

see /. c. 743, No. XCI.

» Wertheimer, D^^^n^ TO, HI, I5^ ! i6 »• (<=P-
^bove, p. 37, note i)

: \m
•

-lis n:ni33 n^iiK'n nhnpn oanun dsuhin oym m i:ioo bm mijtf
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A. C. 3 is a letter from the Jerusalem Rabbinites to Ephraim

b. Shemarya. They tell a pitiful tale of their sad plight. The
annual tax hitherto was heavy enough. It amounted to loo d.

(= ;^i5o), which for the greater part was obtained from the rent

of shops in Ramlah (probably being legacies for the benefit of

the Jerusalem community). But now most of the Ramlah people

are gone, and only a few paupers remained. The congregation

is now faced with heavy impositions. It seems that out of an

amount of 10,000 d., the Jews of Jerusalem had to pay 6,coo d.

;

the Rabbinites to give 3,000 d., and their 'brethren' (13''nK,

probably the Karaites) the other half. We can imagine what it

meant for the poverty-stricken Rabbinites to pay 3,000 d.

(;£'4,5oo). After the greatest exertions they could only bring

together 2,500 d. They had to mortgage or even sell their

houses, and some pawned their household things. On account

of the shortage of 500 d. several Jews were tortured and many
died under the punishment. The letter is defective at the end.

No doubt Ephraim is appealed to to help the congregation in

their dire need.

More details we obtain from A. C. 4 ; beginning and end

missing. It establishes the fact that we deal here with the

events in connexion with Hasan's rebellion. In order to pay

the impositions people had to sell out their goods at any price.

Precious silks and linen fetched a quarter of their value. The

distress was general, including Muslims (D''M) and Christians (D''i>1J)).

Men and women died, some from torture, others from fright.

The elders (of the Jewish community) borrowed money on

interest (about 600 d. ?) till they made up the required sum.

Then a second tax was exacted (probably the annual one of

100 d.). The correspondents write that there remained (in

Jerusalem) only about 50 men (probably heads of families).

n''piKJn • n^j^inn -\'"ir\ n^atyn nao h-^ D^mNin (r. d^ninsn) nninsa nnivnn

• B^y pi • Dn>i5v vnm ^r\rh\ • Dn''^j)D bprh • pni inu i'^jii • pnJi vwi

DV3n TD'I. Jerusalem is clearly meant by nPPlnn "I^J)n and not Tyre, as

Wertheimer, Introd. 7, assumes. Moreover, had the correspondents meant con-

ditions in their own city they would have written in the first person, and not in the

third (QiTby vom . . . nn^^jio hprib)-
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They made a living mostly from the Ramlah officials and

merchants who were their customers. But Ramlah has been

ruined. The whole of Palestine is in the throes of civil war.

Since the Arab conquest no such upheavals occurred there.

The writer of this fragment describes how various Bedouin tribes

assembled and broke into Ramlah in Rabi' (1025). They
committed there unspeakable barbarities and killed a large

number of people. The remainder of the inhabitants went into

exile. As we know, the town was sacked. But after Dizbiri's

campaign it was soon rebuilt. In 1033, during the earthquake,

we find there already Jews, and the town seems to have been

already fairly inhabited (as described above under a).

As dating from this time we have to place here A. C. 5, being

a letter from a student of the Jerusalem academy, Sadok Hallevi

b. Levi, to Ephraim b. Shemarya. The writer was some time

later Ab of the school (note 9). Sadok seems to have been on

intimate terms with the Fustat Haber. In a previous letter

Ephraim complained that his patience was taxed by disobedient

people who refused to accept his ruling and decisions. Sadok
remarks, ' The like we have many in our place. Again and again

God's punishment overtakes them. But they take no heed.'

Sadok writes the letter to introduce its bearer Revah Hakkohen
(a Hazzan) b. Pinhas, a Babylonian. He made a pilgrimage to

Jerusalem in the previous year. ' But he was caught in the net

of the Arabs and robbed of everything- he possessed.' Now he

intends going to Fustat to obtain there means for returning to

Babylon. 'For in the whole of Palestine there remained no

community, except Tyre, which could be of help to him.'

During the rebellion in 1024-9 Tyre was evidently spared through

the protection afforded to it by Dizbiri, the governor of Caesarea

and commander-in-chief. Revah spent there the whole winter,

and was kept by the local Jews. Sadok recommends Revah's

case to Ephraim as very deserving. The Hazzan had with him
sufficient means for his journey. His object was to visit

Jerusalem and other places in the Holy Land. On his way he

passed Damascus, where he officiated voluntarily. This he did

also in Tyre. ' But while he was in Jerusalem, the visitation

(m^TJ) came upon Philistia (Filastin) and he was caught, with us,

and had everything taken away from him.' Here we have
22*0 L
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a typical example of the hardships a Jewish pilgrim underwent

in the Holy Land. The letter to Sadok, when already Ab
(note 9), comes probably from Fustat, informing him of a scene

between two people in the local synagogue of the Palestinians.

Another correspondent of Sadok is Solomon b. Netaneel, the

banker. He is perhaps the son of the banker to whom Joshiah

Gaon wrote an epistle (above, p. 72).

(4) A number of fragments (A. C. 6-1 1) inform us about the

economic conditions in Jerusalem. They supplement what could

be gathered from the preceding pages. The Rabbinites in the

Holy City were constantly dependent on outside support.

Probably a considerable number of them followed no other

pursuit in life than that of a pious 'mourner for Zion', spending

their days in prayer and study. A. C. 6 is a letter from Jerusalem.

The handwriting is early. The Ramlah people, as well as other

Jews, used to support their brethren in the Holy City. But now,

owing to critical times, all help stopped. A certain Samuel b. X.

used to be a great benefactor of the Jerusalem poor. In winter

he looked after their needs, and when the taxes had to be paid,

he would make up the deficiency, that the community be not

harassed. He evidently was no longer alive. The recipient of

the letter is claimed to be his substitute in acts of charity. He
sent several consignments of money. In the letters from the

eleventh century the dinar (3inr) is the usual coin mentioned.

But here the correspondents speak of drachmae or dirhems

(CJIDSm, also x^aJD D'JlMm). A certain Sahl b. Aaron and

his son Abu Tayyib 'Alvan b. Sahl are also mentioned as

benefactors.^

' Perhaps the above letter is from the Karaite community in Jerusalem, because

the expression D'lJIIOSTl is found in their Ketubot. See A. C.si.s ; \.v.cz^&Jerusalem,

VI, 237-9, where a Genizah Ketuba is printed, dated 26 Shevat, 1339 Sel.

(= 1027/8 c. E.). Interesting is the conclusion (p. 238, bottom): Dn^3''3 Wfini

^D yfi!'' i:dd "b" vhi D^iyn t» nxr nno (r. svn) Nsni ub^\ on tm>

nnion jo nr n''pm h'S rw\<h n''n'' ^\ n^nmawtD n^tj^nv h^ rm nunnty

"DSB'D ^N NV N^tyi '''' n3T» pni IV D''^t5'n''3 |XS1 -|p3 "Wl h'Gth ^^31 B'l

miMn ''tSS'iJ'D Pl'Sin? QiUn. Ten people sign the document, among them Solomon

b. David Hakkohen, the teacher, Joshu'a b. 'AH Hakkohen b. Zuta, Nathan b. Nisan

Hallevi, the teacher.
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A. C. 7 is from the Rabbinite community in Jerusalem to

Sahlan, Alluf and Rosh Kallah, b. Abraham. Solomon b. Yehuda,

who also signs the letter, probabl)' wrote it in the name of the

congregation. Sahlan is thanked for his efforts on their behalf.

As their representative informed them, Sahlan preached to his

congregation (in Fustat) on the duty of supporting time after

time their brethren in the Holy City, because of their heavy

burden of taxation. Only if the taxes are paid, do the

authorities refrain from molesting the Jewish pilgrims who visit

Jerusalem, and allow them to go up to Mount Olivet in a

procession, and to pray there facing the Temple ruins. There is

a fixed amount of taxes which the Jerusalem community, owing

to its smallness, cannot afford to pay. They have annually to

borrow money on interest to complete the sum in order that the

pilgrims be not constrained to do it. Hence the duty is incumbent

upon all Israel to keep up the Rabbinite settlement in Jerusalem.

A. C. 8 is another letter from the Holy City to Sahlan.

Again an appeal is made for support of the congregation. The
taxes and impositions increase every year, but the donations

become less. A source of income were the pilgrims, who would

benefit the poor settlers in the Holy City. But in this year, the

correspondents write, those pilgrims were few owing to civil war

and the dangers of the roads. ' Palestine suffers from famine,

plague, and terror. The only place we can appeal to is Egypt,

though the people there are also in constant fear, but their lot is

a little better than ours. We have sent our representative, Joseph

the Hazzan b. Yefet the teacher, with our credentials. We
appeal to you to induce your congregation to help us.' Sahlan's

uncle (i. e. Sa'adya) is saluted. A similar letter was also sent on

that occasion to Ephr. b. Shemarya, as is only natural {J. Q. R.,

XIX, 107-8 = D^nT V3J, II, 17-18). 'The Rabbinite section

persist in keeping up the settlement in the Holy City in spite of

the " yoke of the Gentiles ". In this year the pilgrims were few

and their donations were not enough for the taxes. A loan had

to be made to cover the balance. In addition we have a famine

here. We sent Joseph the Hazzan b. Yefet with letters to the

elders of Fustat and surrounding places.' Ephraim is asked to

see to it that Joseph's mission be successful. ' For you are the

essential person' {'(^''V'^ nns '3). The consignments of money are

L a
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to be addressed to the Gaon (i. e. Solomon b. Yehuda). Perhaps

the preceding letter (A. C. 7) is of a later date, and Sahlan is

thanked for his assistance.

A. C. 9 is again from the Rabbinite sect in Jerusalem to

Ephraim. The letter is written and signed by Solomon b.

Yehuda. It has evidently been written after Tabernacles. Among
the pilgrims was the elder Mebasser b. Levi, the dignitary, who
brought a consignment of money from Ephraim's community

amounting to i^\ d. From this sum 20 d. were spent in

payment of a debt. Ephraim and his congregation were grate-

fully mentioned in the prayers on Hoshana Rabba (on Mount

Olivet). There is an allusion to a foolish attitude taken up by

most of that year's pilgrims (loi' ijDa nam nr D*npii» nan). This

must have been due to dissensions in the academy and the parties

that were formed among the pilgrims on this account (see also

above, p. 138 f.).

A. C. 10 is another appeal from Jerusalem to a certain Bishr

b. Jalab (evidently an elder of Fustat). The correspondents

mention the amount of 120 d. due for taxes. On that year the

arrears were 30 d. A loan had to be made and ' sacred things

'

of the synagogue (B'lpn ''?3) had to be pawned for the amount.

The creditors are now urging and threaten to sell the pledges.

The community persuaded their Parnas, Jacob Hakkohen, to go

to Fustat and obtain monetary help from the elders. Bishr is

appealed to to be generous to this representative. The date of

this epistle cannot be ascertained.

A. C. II is evidently not of the year 11 87-8. We know now
that there existed then in the Holy City no academy with a Nasi

at its head. The only time when a Nasi presided over the

school was in the years 1051-62, when Daniel b. 'Azarya became

Gaon. Moreover, the whole style of the epistle is so similar to

the former appeals of the eleventh century, that it is clear that it

describes conditions in the Holy City prior to the Crusades, and

even before the occupation by the Seljuks in 1071. There is

a distinct reference to the raids of the latter invaders who laid

the country waste (QHp '33). We hear the same story that the

taxes were fixed, whether the members of the community be

numerous or few. Should these not be paid, the pilgrims who
came especially for Hoshana Rabba would be constrained to pay
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the balance. Therefore appeals had to be made frequently to

the Jews of the Diaspora to help the local community to pay the

annual taxes. Whereas the former letters were addressed solely

to Fustat, the present appeal is general to all the Jewries of the

exile. The representative Jonah b. Yehuda, the Spaniard, probably

made long journeys on behalf of the Rabbinites of Jerusalem.

We read also interesting details about the first settlement of the

Jews when the Holy City was occupied by the Arabs (see above,

p. 44 f-)-

In conclusion, A.C. la, i will be of interest as an example of the

hold Jerusalem had on Jews far and wide. It is a circular letter

from probably a Spanish community to Egypt concerning Reuben

b. Isaac, the bearer of the letter. He was a man of Rhodez in

France, very rich and an estate-owner. One day his only son

went with his servants to the field, and they were all murdered by

Christian brigands. The governor of the town, when appealed

to by the unfortunate father, took this occasion for confiscating

Reuben's whole fortune for himself. The poor Jew left his home

and travelled from place to place till he arrived at the town

wherefrom the letter is written. Up to there he could make

himself understood, though with difficulty (^yvih JV^3, probably

speaking only French). Now he wants to go to Palestine and

Jerusalem to die there, for life is to him of no further use. He
asked for this letter to be written to the 'congregations on the

other side of the sea ' (i. e. Egypt), which he would pass on his

journey, since he was ignorant of their language (i. e. Arabic).

Probably such a Jew, when he arrived safely in the Holy City,

joined the ' mourners for Zion '. Their mode of life was quite

suitable for such a heart-broken person.

A. C. 12, a is a copy of a letter from Salonica to the com-

munities in the diaspora having a similar purpose as the previous

fragment, viz. to serve as an introduction for a Jew travelling to

Jerusalem. Unfortunately the copyist left out the actual names

of the persons mentioned. A Jew from Russia arrived at Salo-

nica, where he met his relative who had recently returned from

the Holy City and had with him an epistle from some prominent

man (perhaps from the Gaon or another important member of

the school). Now this Russian Jew, after having heard an

account of the beauty of Palestine, is desirous to visit it. He
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knows neither Hebrew, Greek, nor Arabic, but only his native

tongue Russian.^ The letter is thus to be his mouthpiece and

introduction, to make himself understood on his travels from

Salonica to the Holy Land. We hear again of the Salonica

community during the first Crusade, when a Messianic movement
was set afoot within the Byzantine Jewry.^

(5) A. C. 13 contains a number of data about Tiberias. From
the times of R. Johanan (died 380) to the Arab conquest the town

was the centre of the Palestinian Jewry. When in Muhammedan
times Jerusalem was opened for the Jews, Tiberias lost its

importance as the leading Jewish community. The academy
was transferred to the Holy City (see above, p. 55). Since then

for several centuries the Jews of Tiberias are seldom mentioned.

The town itself, Tabariyyah, was an important place as the

capital of the province of al-Urdunn (Jordan). But it was

especially famous in the Arabic period (just as centuries before)

for its hot-springs, affording cure to people stricken with skin-

diseases. Mukaddasi (end of tenth century) reports, 'Within this

district are other hot springs, as at a place called al-Hammah
(the Thermal Waters). Those who. suffer from the scab, or

ulcers, or sores, and other such-like diseases come to bathe here

during three days, and afterwards they dip in the water of another

spring which is cold, whereupon—if Allah vouchsafe it to them—
they become cured.' *

Many Jews visited these hot springs, and the needy among
them I'equired support. Hence several appeals (usually stereo-

typed formulae of begging-letters) from them are preserved in

the Genizah finds. These patients would send representatives

' )y33 nSii', as is well known, in the Middle Ages meant a Slav language. See

Harkavy, Die Juden und die slawischen Sprachen, 1867, 20 if.

'^ J.Q.R., IX, 26-9, see Kaufmann, X, 139-51, and also Krauss, Studien zur

byz.-jiid. Gesch. 47 ff.

' Le Strange, /. c, 39, 335-6 ; see also the accounts of Idrisi in 1154, and Yakut

in 1225 c.E. The latter reports that there are at Tiberias twelve sources, from each

of which a special disease is healed. Isaac b. Samuel the Spaniard (Dayyan in

Fustat, first quarter of twelfth century, infra, p. 192) in his commentary to 2 Sam. 5.6,

writes: KIH XJJNPt ''B ISp^ ND3 D^CH'' bi^ ISp' HOSI "njj b^ DDT }N31

nnati r^X] J'K^naoi'X (/. Q- R-, X, 400). So also in his commentary to a Kings

JS.i6(H.B., XX, 63).
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to Fustat and other places to collect money for their maintenance

while taking the cure at Tiberias. We find such a messenger,

by name Khalaf b. Yeshu'a, making his last will in Fustat in

the year 1345 Sel. = 1034 c. E. (A. C. 13, i). Ephraim b.

Shemarya would, of course, be appealed to (A. C. 13, a). In

these circulars the suffering of the patients are described in rather

a crude way, no doubt to touch the would-be benefactors and

evoke generous responses. A. C. 13, 3 is addressed to X. b. Jacob,
'AUuf of both academies '. Very likely Joseph b. Jacob b. 'Aubal

is meant here. As shown elsewhere {J. Q. R., N. S., VIII, 357-8),

this Jacob was a pillar of strength in Fustat to both the Sura and
the Pumbedita (Bagdad) schools, and his son Joseph followed his

example. Father and son held the title of AUuf (=:ReshKalla),

probably granted to them by both these seats of learning.

Joseph is now requested by the Tiberias sick to be generous to

their representative, who is about to call upon him.

A. C. 13, 4 is addressed to the Haber 'Ali b. ('Amram). He
was probably, as we have seen above (p. 85 f.), the colleague and

successor of Ephraim b. Shemarya in Fustat. The letter is written

on behalf of the Tiberias sufferers by the local Haber, Nathan

Hakkohen b. Isaiah. He evidently did not remember the name

of 'Ali's father. Hence space was left in the fragment for the

bearer to fill out in Fustat. Salutations are sent from 'both

sections that live in Tiberias' (D^nvn ''JB', probably Palestinians

and Babylonians, perhaps Rabbinites and Karaites). Nathan

crudely describes the sufferings of the patients who visit Tiberias

hoping to be cured by the water and the air. A representative,

Karim b. Nathan, has been sent to Egypt. 'Ali is requested to

give him a d. and to let the elders of the Tiberias congregation

know the amount Karim collected in Fustat. In Tiberias all the

donations that come from various places are distributed by

trustworthy persons to the sufferers in accordance with their

standing and needs. That 'Ali and his congregants helped these

unfortunate Jews is only natural.

A. C. 13, 5 is a letter from Samuel b. Moses, the Haber, to our

'Ali. The writer was probably identical with the second signatory

(yi ninn ne'e Uia ^NIDE') of the letter from Tyre to Aleppo,

dated ioa8 c. E., referred to above (pp. 37 and 159). The leading

Haber of the town then seems to have been the last signatory,
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Joseph Hakkohen the Haber b. Baruk. We find our Samuel in

1037 in Fustat, where he probably signed a deed. Several years

later (in the time of 'Ali b. 'Amram) he holds office in Tyre as

local Haber. (Whereas in 1038 he does not style himself but

only his father lann, in 1037 he is already the holder of this

title. He has therefore in the meantime received his diploma at

the Palestine school.) In this capacity he acknowledges 'All's

letter, which enclosed i3|-2 d., being the donations of Solomon

b. Sa'adya (b. Sajlr), who is known from above (p. 96). Solomon

was then a ' mourner ' (P3N , cp. 1. 15). The amount was addressed

to Samuel Hallevib. Shemarya (b. Ri'akub), evidently an elder in

Tyre. A trustworthy man is to forward the money to Tiberias,

where it will be distributed by the elders among the needy sick.

By the by, Samuel informs 'Ali that his full name is Samuel D''lp3n

b. Dnxn miv, but he goes by the name of Mauhub. His family

bears double names, viz. Hebrew and Arabic ones.^ Salutations

are sent to the benefactor, Solomon b. Sa'adya. We see thus

how money was transmitted from Egypt to Tiberias. Some-

times through Tyre, when a person happened to go by boat.

On other occasions usually the transmission would be via Ramlah.

The route from Damascus to Fustat in "Abbasid times (and

essentially the same in the Fatimid period) was Damascus-

Tabariyya-ar-Ramlah-Gazza-Rafah-Jurjlr-Bilbais-al-Fustat (see

Hartmann, Z. D. M. G., LXIV, 665 ff.).

A few more data are collected in A. C. 13, 6-9. No. 6 is the

usual appeal to a certain Samuel b. X. (there is here a blank in the

MS., as the correspondents did not remember the father's name).

Two representatives of the Tiberias patients, Khalaf and 'Obadya,

have been sent to Egypt. In addition to their illness, these poor

people were suffering from famine. Several cities in Palestine

were ruined. Perhaps the letter was written during the invasion

of the Seljuks in 1071 (cp. L.-P. 160-61). Another appeal is A. C
13, 7. On verso the Hazzan Abu'l Tayyib is mentioned. No. 8

is addressed to two rich brothers, one of them by name Mukhtar.

' Samuel b. Yahya al-Magiibi, who became a Muslim in Nov. 1163, writes (see

Schreiner, Mtschr., XLII, 124), 'My father, R.Yehuda b. AbOn of Fas, was called

in Arab society Abu'l-Baka b. 'Abbas al-Magribi. Most of the prominent men
among the Jews have Arabic names, which are either derived or different from

their Hebrew ones.'
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R. Nathan Hakkohen, alluded to, is probably identical with the

Tiberias Haber mentioned before. Also a Merwan Hakkohen
occurs in the letter.

(6) The next Palestinian town to be considered is Ashkelon

('Askalan). We hear of Jewish residents already in the time of

the governor al-lkhshid (935-46). The Jews are reported to

have helped the MusHms in 'Askalan in the destruction and

sacking of the 'Green Church' (Wiistenfeld, Makrizi's Geschichte

der Copten, 63). No doubt Jews lived there centuries before.

A. C. 14-16 give us information about the community in the

Fatimid period. It seems that both Rabbinites and Karaites

resided here. A. C. 14 is a letter from the Ashkelon congrega-

tion to ' both communities ' of Fustat. The object of the epistle

is to inform the 'Haberim, Hazzanim, and elders' that the new
governor of the town Abu iHaru' is very good to the local Jews
and bestows upon them favours. In this he is assisted by the

• elder of the town ' (probably the mayor) Abu Hariz. The
Fustat Jews are requested to recommend these officials to ' our

elders, the elders of the Karaites ' (1, 19). Thereby these officials

will be highly pleased and continue to favour the local Jews.

Evidently these elders must have been very influential in the

capital, and could do a good turn even to Muslim governors and

officials. We have read above (p. 140 f.) that the Karaites had

powerful advocates in Cairo, high officials and Katibs who were

fellow-sectaries. The writing of the fragment as well as the

style and spelling confirm me in the belief that the letter was

written by Karaites, though in the name of the whole community
of Ashkelon, which seems to have united the followers of both

sections. It was sent to the Rabbinite congregations in Fustat.

No doubt a similar epistle was dispatched to the Karaite

community in the capital.

A. C. 15 is a private letter to the well-known Nagid Meborak.

His brother, the former Nagid Yehuda, was no longer alive

(11. 5-6). Accordingly the epistle was certainly written after

1077 (see infra, p. 307 f.). Its date is most likely to be placed

during the first Crusade. The writer, Joshu'a the Haber b. 'Ali

the Haber, who resides in Hasor, asks the Nagid to write to the

^adi of Hasor and request him to give Joshu'a a letter of intro-

duction to the governor of Ashkelon in case the Haber will have
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to take shelter in this town, which is fortified and offers more

protection.^ Probably Joshu'a, anxious about the approach of

the Crusaders, takes the precaution of obtaining a permit to

take refuge in the fortress of Ashkelon when the need arises.

Indeed, throughout the battles with the Franks in the first half

of the twelfth century this town remained in the hands of the

Muslims (cp. L.-P. 164-5).

By the by, Joshu'a informs the Nagid that the Hasor congre-

gation, whose Haber he is, is not congenial, and he is unhappy

with them. The exact locality of Hasor is not known to me,

though it must have been in the neighbourhood of Ashkelon.

Harizi seems to have visited it (see A. C. 16, i). Our Joshu'a

was a descendant of Hoshana, the father of Samuel the ' Third

'

and friend of Shemarya b. Elhanan (above, p. 28). In 1096 we find

him in Ramlah, where he signs a document. Later on he became

Haber of Hasor. Whether he obtained the permission to go to

Ashkelon as well as his further vicissitudes are unknown. He
was no longer alive in 1131 c. E.

A few data are collected in A. C. 16, a bearing on Ashkelon

Jewry. It is of interest to learn (A. C. 16, 3) that in ma the

local Dayyanim were in communication with the erewhile Jeru-

salem Academy, then situated at Hadrak (near Damascus) and

presided over by Solomon Hakkohen, Masliah's father {infra,

p. 196 f). A member of the school was Elijah Hakkohen b.

Ebyatar Gaon (no longer alive), to whom Nathan Hakkohen

b. Meborak and Yeshu'a b. Yefet write from Ashkelon. Unfor-

tunately only a few lines of the epistle are preserved. Elijah

never succeeded to the Gaonate, but died when still ' Fourth

'

(as shown in A. A. 17). These Dayyanim are the signatories of

documents, drawn up at Ashkelon and dated 1136 and 114a.

Three years later (1145) they were no lenger alive. Their

successors were their sons Meborak and Yefet.

In ^^53i Ashkelon, the last hold of the Fatimids on Palestine,

fell into the hands of the Crusaders. Saladin reconquered it in

September, 11 87 (see L.-P. 173, ao8). But the Jewish commu-
nity evidently continued to exist during the Christian occupation

of the town. Benjamin of Tudela, whose visit falls within this

1 The town was rebuilt and fortified by 'Abd-al-Malik (685-705 c.E.). Mukaddasi

in 985 found it strongly garrisoned (see Le Strange, /. c. 400 ff.).
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period, found there about aoo Rabbinites, represented by
R. Semah, R. Aaron, and R. Solomon, and also 40 Karaites and

300 Samaritans (Itinerary, ed. Adier 39 ; see also infra, p. 340,

note i).

The Megillat Ebyatar, which will be discussed farther on,

mentions several Jewish communities in Northern Palestine

(Galilee). We have heard above of congregations in Jerusalem

,

Ramlah, Tiberias, Tyre, Ashkelon, Hasor, 'Akko, and 'Amman.
No doubt there were many Jewish settlements in villages where
the people occupied themselves with farming or with other

trades. A number of data about other communities are collected

in A. C. 17. paniyas (Fort Dan) had two congregations, probably

Palestinian and Babylonian (no. i). The fragment clearly

dates from the beginning of the twelfth century since Moses
Nagid, the son of Meborak, is mentioned therein (see infra,

p. 213 f.). That Palestine had a considerable number of Baby-

lonian Jews already in the eighth century can be gathered from

an interesting Halakic fragment in GeonicaW (see J.Q.R., N.S.,

VII, 474). We have also seen above (p. 148) that Ramlah
possessed a ["DKC^X now, presupposing a ' synagogue of the

Babylonians '. Also Tiberias probably had two such congrega-

tions and likewise Damascus (above, pp. 150, 167).

Haifa (no. 3) will be dealt with farther on. From nos. 3 and

5 we learn of Jews hailing from Hebron. But the community

seems to have been small (see also infra, p. 348 ; A. D. 33, 5).

No. 4 is in late handwriting, probably of the thirteenth century.

The fragment is probably the end of a letter to a Nagid. We
learn from it the names of several communal officials in Safed,

Biriat, Gischala (al-Jush), al-'Aluya, and 'Alme, all places in

upper Galilee. Though outside our period, we have inserted this

fragment here to add to our knowledge of Palestinian congrega-

tions which probably existed earlier in the Fatimid era.

II

(i) The exilarchs of Babylon had rivals in Palestine, Syria,

and Egypt. We find Nesiim in Fustat, Jerusalem, Damascus, and

elsewhere. Their history is very obscure. What authority they

wielded over the communities by reason of their Davidic origin
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will be discussed farther on (Chap. VI). The latest summary of

all the known data is given by Pornanski, Babylon. Geon., iii ff.

He admits that they are scanty and allow no connected account.

According to him the attempt to establish the Exilarchate out-

side Babylon is to be dated after the close of the Babylonian

Gaonate (1038). Yet he admits the possibility of the Genizah

furnishing surprises on this point {I.e., p. 1 1 1). Now these actually

happened. We have learned above of Nesiim, either in Syria or

in Egypt, at the end of the tenth century. By name are known

Semah and a ' son of 'Aubal ' (pp. 24-5). We have, moreover,

seen that in the period of Solomon b. Yehuda there resided in

the Holy City a Nasi who visited Cairo-Fustat with the special

purpose of obtaining letters patent from the government con-

firming his authority. David Hannasi b. Hezekiah, the exilarch

of Bagdad, we have also found for a time in Jerusalem (above,

III ff.). Yedidyah Hannasi b. Zakkai was a correspondent of

Abraham Hakkohen b. Isaac the physician (above, p. 85).

About Daniel b. 'Azarya and his sons more will be said in the

next section of this chapter. We discuss here a number of new
data which unfortunately furnish only scraps of information.

Let us hope that more will be forthcoming in the course of time.

An interesting account of the doings of a bogus-Nasi, by name
Shem Tob, we have in A. C. 18 ; beginning and end missing.

After a general introduction, the drift of which cannot be ascer-

tained owing to the defectiveness of the MS., the writers of this

letter state that now in exile when a Jew claims to be a priest

or a Levite, his statements have to be borne out by people of his

native place who know his family. But if a priest comes to a

distant place and no such verification can be effected, he may still

act as such and need not produce a pedigree. It is of interest

that the priest is mentioned to take tithes, Hallah, and other

gifts pertaining to his dignity (see note 11). From 1. ao we have

the following story, which is given here in translation. 'You,

our brethren, are not unaware of the great things done in your

congregation and in ours, and also in Jerusalem and the whole

of Palestine, by that man, called Nasi and going by the name
of Shem Tob. He had with him a pedigree. He acted as

judge, appointed communal officers and officials (?), dispatched

messengers, took ' tithes ', and wielded authority {lit. ' made the
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burden heavy ')• Travelling from place to place, he administered

justice to Israel. In your city there were authorized scholars

(nnani pmnjo), learned men and disciples, who were authorities

in the Torah more than anybody else. Yet they accepted his

rule, honoured and cherished him, and did not inquire after his

origin. They ardently imbibed his words, eulogized and praised

him before the Gentiles, and recommended him to the king and
princes. In no place which he visited, from Fustat to Kalne
(= Rakkah), did any scholar, head (of a community), or disciple

object to him. His decisions made an impression upon every-
body. After two years it became known that he was no Nasi,

and his pedigree was proved to be false. Yet the people did not

put him to shame nor pay him less respect, for they recognized

that he was a wise man who by his personality could enforce

the carrying out of his decisions. The people sent him away
from Tiberias to Byzantium, and on the way he died. The
purpose of our letter to you, our brethren, is to inform you in

short about the man who passed by our place, since you have

asked us (about him) through R. Jacob the Haber. At the

beginning there came suddenly to us a non-Jew, of the retinue

of the governor over the district of the Euphrates valley (^JJC

nnjn nsB*). He had with him a large document signed with the

seal of a Nasi. We asked him whose letter it was and he said,

" I am sent . .
." ' Unfortunately the fragment breaks off here.

By appearance it seems to be of the eleventh century. It is

evidently a letter from a community in Northern Syria, not far

from the Euphrates. From the use of Greek words (1. aa) it

appears that the district was near the Byzantium (Rum) frontier,

where Greek words were still known. Especially the boundary

between Rum and Muhammedan Syria and Mesopotamia was

in those times in a constant flux. Towns often changed rulers.

Probably the letter was sent from Rakkah (= nj^Jj) to Aleppo.

We have seen above (p. 37, note i) that the Haber of the town

was Jacob b. Joseph in loaS. From the letter, printed by
Schechter, it is evident that in Aleppo there were ' people of

Torah and knowledge ' (nDom min ''i'j?3). If our assumption is

correct, the fragment discussed here belongs to the first half of

the eleventh century. We obtain an insight into conditions in

Oriental communities. It shows the great respect which Jews
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everywhere paid to a descendant of David. A clever impostor

could for two years wield much authority in several communities

of Egypt, Palestine, and Syria.

(a) A. C. 19 is so far of interest here as preserving a pedigree

issued to a person who successfully proved his Davidic origin.

The persons concerned lived in the fourteenth century, thus

outside our period. But the fragment fully deserves publication

in this connexion. No doubt the earlier Nesiim had similar

documents issued to them, Sar Shalom Nasi b. Pinhas proved

before the Bagdad congregation his Davidic origin, and his claim

to the title of Nasi was verified in our fragment. The scribe was

himself a Nasi, by name 'Azarya b. Yehalelel b. 'Azarya. We
find this 'Azarya in Bagdad in 1341- Column i contains a poem

in honour of Sar Shalom. No doubt 'Azarya is its author.

Bagdad (nrnj),! 1. 12) is to rejoice at the dignity acquired by this

noble man, the fame of whose generosity reaches Egypt (1. 5).

' His sons, the Nesiim '
(1. 8) are also referred to in the poem.

In the genealogy list (printed in A. C. 19, end) one of his sons

is mentioned by name, Joshiah. Seven generations of Sar

Shalom's ancestors are enumerated. These are Pinhas, Hodaya,

Joshiah, Yehuda, Solomon, 'Uzziah, Joshiah. A Bible codex,

written in 131a, belonged to our Sar Shalom (cp. Pozn., Babyl.

Geon., 124, 3> and the passages cited there). His genealogy

mentioned therein is to be rectified by our list. Sar Shalom's

four sons are mentioned, viz. Malki Sedek, Pinhas, Hezekiah,

and Joshiah. The last occurs in our fragment. Sar Shalom

is reported in that Bible codex to have had authorization from

a Solomon Nasi (i'sntj'' nv^j B'x-i iX'mn rmb^ 'n u^anx isn ^1DD^

jni'Nl N^nbs D^S3 ^yo SJiaion). He is, perhaps, identical with the

Nasi Solomon b. Jesse whom we find in Egypt in 1244 (cp- infra,

p. 175). Thus Sar Shalom apparently left Egypt and settled in

Bagdad.^

1 Babylon is personified as such in Isa. 47. 8. Hence Bagdad (733) is often

referred to as njny. See Harizi, iJIBOnn (ed. Kaminka), p. 126 (DJItl'N'Q IB'Ji'l

nanv '"IB'), 190 (^31 . . . i'3n 'iis: vn Da' ni^N . iJ33 miB>D tiinii

njnv ''"niB'D), 368 (obiVD vn db'i . hji-id !j3 -iks ^''h . rwivh TiyDJ DtyDi

[n^Dsni] bn ^jinj), 375 (n^nv *js .'"icNni ba ivni), 406, 446. Likewise

El'azar b. Jacob Habbabli in his Diwan speaks of Bagdad as T\V['^ (see Pozn.,

Babyl. Geon., 64, no. 9, 1. 30 ; 77, 1. 38). Cp. also Bacher, /. Q, R., XIV, 741.
' The Bible codex, which Safir brought from Yemen (TBD pX, I, 18''; II, 175)
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In A. C. 30 a number of data about other Nesiim are

given. A document, dated 1114-15 at Damascus, mentions that

the Bet-Din is under the authority of Hasdai Nasi (no. r).

Probably he resided in this city. He was perhaps the son of

Samuel Hannasi b. Daniel b. 'Azarya who held the title ' Third
'

and presided over the Bet-Din of Damascus in 1085 (see infra,

p. 185).

A Zakkai b. 'Azarya Nasi writes to the elders of Damascus
(no. 2). He is evidently the fifth (or sixth) ancestor of the Nasi
David b. Daniel of Mosul who in 1388 issued a ban against

Solomon b. Samuel Petit in 'Akko on account of the latter's

agitation against Maimonides' writings (see Pozn., loc. cit.,

i3r-3). Probably the epistle here was sent from Mosul to

Damascus, Zakkai lived about a century previously, in the

second half of the twelfth century. 'Azarya, his father, is styled

A Nasi Daniel we find in Fustat in 1 164-5. Documents of

the Bet-Din are issued in his name (no. 3). He may have been

the son or the grandson of David b. Daniel, who was deposed in

1094 after his well-known conflict with Ebyatar Gaon and

Meborak Nagid.

In the time of Maimonides we find in Egypt a Yehuda Nasi

b. Joshiah. A few data are given in no. 4. They show us that

the Patriarchate in Egypt continued even after David b. Daniel's

deposition, though it is as yet impossible to draw up a complete

list of the holders of this dignity. Finally, we have in the middle

of the thirteenth century a Solomon b. Jesse who seems to have

been a recognized authority (no. 5). This Solomon was perhaps

the brother of Hodaya b. Jesse Hannasi, who came into conflict

with an Alexandrian Dayyan, Joseph b. Gershon. The latter's

correspondence with Abraham Maimuni on this subject contains

much interesting material about the social life of the Egyptian

Jewry.i Hodaya was no native of Egypt, but probably hailed

and which has the same colophon as the one of 1312, originates from Egypt. It was

brought to Yemen by Aaron Iraki, the banker of Sultan Selim, who settled there (see

Halebanon, 1863, p. 32, col i, where for 'XplJJ r. ''p^"'!')- Who knows whether

this Aaron, a native of Babylon, did not obtain it in Bagdad ? The date 1023 is

impossible ; more likely 1323 c. E.

See Kobes, I, nos. 250-51, and Simonsen, Guttmann-Festschrift, 217-24.
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from Damascus. Harlzi found there a Nasi Joshiah b. Jesse

'the great Nasi '.^ Joseph b. Gershon, in the above correspondence,

also gives Hodaya's father this title. We may perhaps assume

that Jesse had three sons, Solomon, Hodaya, and Joshiah. The

first settled in Fustat, where he was much esteemed, while

Hodaya spent there a few years only. In no. 6 we have a ban,

dated 1335 C. E., by Joshiah b. Jesse, evidently from Damascus.

Solomon b. Jesse is also mentioned. It is doubtful whether

Hodaya b. Jesse is meant in the legal question (no. 7), as he had

no such standing as to merit so many eulogies. More likely this

Hodaya was the father of the Babylonian Nasi David, who signed

a ban in favour of Samuel Schlettstadt (about 1376, see Pozn.,

loc. cit., 119-ao). Probably Hodjaya also acted as Nasi in

Bagdad.

(3) The Karaites had also Nesiim, who adopted the rather

pompous title ' prince of the whole (!) diaspora of Israel '. Most

of them derived their origin from 'Anan, the founder of Karaism.

Poznanski {Babyl. Geon., 1 35 ff.) collected and discussed all the

data known to him. We are able to supplement them here with

new information. A. C. ar, i contains an important memorial

list of Nesiim and communal leaders of the Karaite congregation

of Fustat. First are mentioned Yefet Hannasi, Semah Hannasi,

and a lady from this family. A draft of a Karaite Ketuba, dated

1036 c. E. at Fustat, introduces Semah Nasi b. Asa Nasi (no. a).

Both father and son were hitherto entirely unknown. They
probably resided in the capital. Semah, mentioned in the

memorial list, is very likely identical with Semah b. Asa.

Perhaps Yefet was his brother. Their genealogy from 'Anan

is not preserved. Another formula of a Karaite Ketuba, dated

1081 C. E. (no. 3), mentions a Yedidya Nasi, who was perhaps

a son of either Semah or Yefet.^ As the spiritual heads of the

Fustat community they figure in the documents. However, in

io6a c. E. we find a Karaite Nasi in Fustat from another branch

of 'Anan's family, as will be shown presently.

To return to the memorial list (no. i). The second item is

in memory of the members of a priestly family. Mentioned by
name are Aaron and Moses, each of them styled ' the important

' Talfkemoni, ed. Kaminka, 34 ; cp. Pozn., /. c, 133.

' See also above, p. 85, note i.
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dignitary, mighty and noble'. Now a Ketuba, dated io8a at

Fustat, tells us that David b. Daniel married the daughter of the

influential Karaite, Moses Hakkohen b. Aaron, styled ' the

banner of the Jews, their stronghold and the joy of their pride '.

In Megillat Ebyatar this Moses is alluded to as ' the lord of

the (present) time' (see infra, pp. 187, note i, and 188). He is

no doubt meant here in the memorial list. His father Aaron

was no longer alive in 1082. He probably belonged to

that group of prominent Karaites whom we found wielding

so much influence in Fustat during the period of Solomon

b. Yehuda. Other dignitaries enumerated in the list are

'Amram, Shelah, and Abraham, perhaps being father and

son in the order mentioned. Condolences are off'ered to

their descendants, 'Amram, Solomon, 'Obadya, and Yefet.

Whether these four were brothers, the sons of Abraham,

cannot be ascertained. They evidently were men of standing

in the community.

A Ketuba, dated io6a c. E. at Fustat, mentions Hezekiah

Nasi b. Solomon (no. 4), who evidently is identical with the

seventh lineal descendant of 'Anan. His son Hasdai figures in

another Ketuba, dated 1109 at Fustat (no. 5). The important

memorial list (no. 8) gives us a list of 19 direct descendants of

this Hasdai. We are thereby able to trace 27 generations

from 'Anan. The list construed by Pozn. is to be corrected

in accordance with the genealogy given in no. 9. It is unknown

when exactly "Anan's descendants left Babylon and settled

in Egypt. But as soon as a Karaite centre was founded in the

Holy City very likely a member of 'Anan's family took up his

residence there. The story that the founder of Karaism himself

left his native country, Babylon, for the Holy City, where he

built a synagogue for his followers, is no doubt apocryphal (see

Pozn., Luncz's Jerusalem, X, 85-91). But a few generations

afterwards the sectaries had a centre in Jerusalem, and probably

invited a descendant of 'Anan to be at the head of affairs (see

above, p. 60 ff.). With the spread of the movement to Egypt,

more scope was available for these Nesiim. In the capital of this

country they found a wider field of activity than in the poverty-

stricken Jerusalem. Thus Fustat became the place of residence

for the Karaite Nesiim. Probably all the generations of Nesiim

2210 M
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from Hezekiah (1064) and onwards lived there.^ Perhaps already

Hezekiah's grandfather, David b. Bo'as, a prominent Karaite

Bible commentator and author, should be sought in Fustat.

However, in the beginning of the eleventh century we have there

Asa Nasi, and afterwards (1036) his son Semah, who no doubt

had their .origin from 'Anan. Perhaps Asa was a son of either

this David (his other son was Solomon I) or of Bo'as.

Ill

(i) We propose now to deal with the Palestine Gaonate, from

the death of Solomon b. Yehuda in 1051 till the first Crusade.

In the same year (1051) we find already Daniel b. 'Azarya in

Jerusalem, as will be shown presently. Ebyatar in his well-

known Megillah writes, ' And after all these words and this vision,

in the "days of Joseph Hakkohen and Elijah Hakkohen, both

Geonim, Daniel b. 'Azarya of Babylon came (to Jerusalem in

opposition to) them.' He had the support of the Karaites

(y?V na, cp. especially infra, p. 274 f. ; we have found them above

(p. 143) taking part in the quarrels of the school) and other people,

and also of the government. In Hanukah, 1365 Sel. (December,

1053 c. E.), Joseph Hakkohen died. Elijah, his brother, made
peace with Daniel, the latter being Gaon, and the former Ab
(1057), I" Elul 1062, the Gaon died, and the Ab succeeded him

' To the Nesiim in Cairo-Fustat Menahem ^JS'J refers in his letter from Alexandria

(Pinsker, Li^^ute, Appendices, 51, bottom) : D3X1K (sc. Dili's) r\'2W n»3D mj)

HDni . . . dinIjd on hyt> "ip* bo ib-n • E^FoijiTrrura \sc. sinp •son)

1i1 ^Nn T'T' nV ibon nn 5)1T D*yiT. However, from the well-known colophon

of the so-called Ben-Asher Bible Codex at Aleppo (printed in Halebanon, 1863,

p. 23 ; Eben Sappir, I, la'-is"), it appears that Hezekiah and his brother Joshiah

lived in Jerusalem, because a dignitary, Israel b. Simhah of Basra, presented the

Codex to the Karaite community at Jerusalem : iJtJ' ''T' nnDD XV* xi'B' DJD bv

vomn pj3 ''J3 wpTH' NitJ-jm in^BiN' N^ran nnn nin pia c^nsn D''N''B'jn

1^l^5*S1•'E' na D'-Tin j'j; nnn pa n5s:n rya x-'B'jn p nn vc'^m p rKht>

'131 tD'^JI '33 phy'Si/ mi'npni niatJ'IOn bvi. AIso from the story dealt with

infra, p. 199 f , it can be gathered that in 1106 the Karaites of the Holy City were
represented by a Nasi Solomon, perhaps a son of Hezekiah. This problem still

needs elucidation, which only new material can render possible. In case these

Nesiim resided in Jerusalem, the sectaries in Egypt inserted in their Ketubas and

other documents the names of the respective Nesiim of the Holy Land.
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to the dignity (see Saadyana, 86, 113-14). Hence Daniel's

activity in Jerusalem lasted eleven years (1151-63).

A. C. 22 and 23 are letters from our Daniel. They are both in

the same handwriting and contain the same ending njjIK"

' salvation ' (Solomon b. Yehuda used to conclude his epistles

with 31 yty* ' much salvation ', while his rival Nathan b. Abraham
chose the motto 2"ip' W ' May He (God) bring near salvation ',

above, p. 146). The second fragment is signed by the Nasi-Gaon.

There is no doubt that the first also emanates from him. It is

dated Tebet, 1363 Sel. (=1051-3 C. E.).^ Daniel must have met

with some opposition against his claims as Nasi and Gaon. It is

well known, he writes, that our ancestors, the Exilarchs had

authority over the people and were their leaders. This example

should be followed. The authority of the house of David is the

true one ordained in the Bible. Far be it from ' our Western

brethren ' to act contrarily to Divine command. It is clear that

Daniel writes about "a commftnity in Magreb (or perhaps in

Egypt, see above, pp. 30, note i, 83) who refused him recognition.

He then describes his experiences in Jerusalem. ' Since we
came to this holy place we guide Israel, with God's help, in the

whole of Palestine and Syria, and administer justice even to

those in distant places. In all towns and settlements prayers are

recited for us. The Haberim and judges in every place are

authorized by us. Nobody else has any influence even over

a small town. You have no doubt received (my letter) after the

festivals (i. e. Tabernacles). No cross word was exchanged

between two Jews. But the pilgrims arrived in song, prayed

and returned home cheerfully.' This was no doubt Daniel's first

Tabernacles in Jerusalem. During this festival, especially on

Hoshana Rabba, the issue would be decided in times of con-

troversy as to which part was to have the upper hand. Daniel

reports that everything passed off smoothly, and he was generally

recognized. He thus asks his correspondent to ' open the eyes

'

of his friends. ' Know that you will thereby have no loss, but

there is reward for your work !

' A gentle hint that Daniel will

compensate those working (in Egypt and elsewhere) for him.

In conclusion he seemingly asks his correspondent to let him

know what ' our sisters ' do. Probably they were related. This

> Only the last five days of Tebet, 4812 a. m., fell in January, 1052 c. E.

M a
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letter shows that in the summer of 1051, soon after Solomon's

death, Daniel was already in the Holy City. Indeed in a fragment,

cited in A. C. 23, note 4 end, we find apparently Daniel writing

to some friend of his in Tammuz, 1050. It may be that he then

resided already in Jerusalem. As Solomon b. Yehuda was very

old and the question as to his would-be successor became actual,

Daniel found it advisable to settle at the seat of the school and

work in the interests of his candidature.

He had the support of the authorities in Jerusalem, who no

doubt acted in accordance with the recommendations from the

central government in Cairo. Most likely Daniel stayed there

for some time on his arrival from Babylon. He succeeded in

obtaining influential partisans, and supported by the hereditary

prestige of a descendant of David, he obtained the Gaonate after

the demise of Solomon b. Yehuda, though the sons of Solomon

Hakkohen Gaon, Joseph and Elijah, had prior claims.

Joseph was probably then Ab, while his brother was ' Third

'

(in 1045 he was ' Fourth '). What attitude the Palestinian

community in Fustat took up in this affair is unknown. Probably

both parties had their followers. The influential physician

Abraham b. Isaac Hakkohen was a cousin of Joseph and Elijah

(above, p. 84). It may therefore be assumed that he sided with

them. Ephraim b. Shemarya outlived the Gaon a few years.

Elijah Hakkohen corresponded with him when already Ab
(pp. 94-5). This dignity he most likely attained after his

brother's death, towards the end of 1053 (Hanukah, 1365 Sel.).

Ephraim was then already 80 years old. From Elijah's epistle

it appears that some temporary misunderstanding existed between

himself and the Fustat Haber. It may have been caused by
Daniel's Gaonate. But in Marheshvan, 1057, we find the Gaon
already at peace with his Ab, and the former was generally

recognized. He corresponded with Ephraim (see infra) and

seems to have won over the influential physician Abraham b.

Isaac, bestowing upon him the title 'the lustre of the elders'

(above, p. 86). Likewise 'Ali b. 'Amram, Ephraim's colleague

and successor, informs Abraham that public prayers are recited

for him in the (Palestinian) synagogue at Fustat, which goes by
the name of Daniel Nasi and Gaon'(above, p. 85 f.).

A. C. 23 is probably addressed to this 'Ali b. 'Amram since
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the title ' the superior Haber ' (1. 4) recurs in his signatures

(see A. D. i). Daniel assures him that he will stand by him and

that his trouble will be rewarded ; for every copper coin a silver

one, and for every silver coin a much greater multiple. Let him
only have patience. If the Haber be afraid lest his authority

within his community diminish, Daniel will write to the con-

gregation on his behalf, while his opponents will be sharply

reprimanded (1. 14 f. D^JliB' csn U rb^^). Here again we find the

Nasi writing gently and with restraint, but also alluding to his

purse. As Nasi, Daniel bestowed titles in connexion with^the

Nesiut (A. C. 23, note 4). In the small epistle cited there,

greetings are sent to Halfon Rosh Hakkahal, probably president

of a congregation in Fustat.

A. C. 23 a shows how Daniel was cherished by the Palestinian

community in Fustat after his Gaonate was well established, and

a compromise concluded with Elijah Hakkohen Ab. That

Daniel is meant in the epistle, of which beginning and end are

missing, is evident from the titles ^ our Nasi, our Gaon' (1. 15).

The correspondents also mention that they are well, ' though

troubles passed over us during the years of famine, from all of

them our God rescued us ' (1. 5). In the year 444 H. (1052-3 C. E.)

the Nile failed to irrigate the country, and in consequence the

price of food rose enormously. Privation and misery were in

force still in the following years, while the year 448 H. (1056-7)

brought in addition a plague. But already in the following year

(449 H., 1057-8) Egypt recovered when the usual overflow of the

Nile took place (see Wiist, I.e., Ill, 24 ; cp. L.-P. 142-3). It is

cleai-- that our letter was written about this time. The corre-

spondents assure Daniel of their loyalty to him, ' rejoicing in thy

kingdom (a reference to his descent from King David) and taking

pride in thy epistle ' (1. 2). Daniel sent a letter to Ephraim the

liaber (no doubt b. Shemarya) enclosing also an epistle to

the community, evidently enjoining therein that concord reign

between the two Haberim (of the Palestinians in the capital, i. e.

Ephraim and his partner, cp. above, p. 1 20 ff.). On the Sabbath

B'J^l at a full assembly in the synagogue the Gaon's epistle was

discussed and applauded. Both the Haberim were present and

also the communal leader ('the important dignitary' n33Jn nt^n)

Ephraim Hakkohen b. Abraham (probably identical with Ephraim
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Hakkohen often referred to in Solomon b. Yehuda's corre-

spondence, p. ii6 flf.). In the fragment (verso) is also mentioned

Samuel of Tahort (known to us from above, pp. 117, 119).

Ephraim's colleague was probably 'Ali b. 'Amram, whose name

we find on documents dated 1057 and onwards (see A. D. i).

As pointed out above (pp. 85 f., 95), he survived Ephraim b.

Shemarya and became the recognized spiritual leader of the

Palestinian congregation. Since when he acted in the capacity

of Flaber is not known. It is also obscure whether he is identical

with any of the persons who for some time belonged to the

opponents of Ephraim. 'Ali styles himself ' the superior Haber

'

(ni)ij)Dn "lann). He evidently held a diploma from the Palestine

school, and probably studied under Solomon b. Yehuda. The
relations between master and disciple are obscure.^

To return to Daniel b. "Azarya and his three sons, about whom
a number of data are collected in A. C. 34. A document, the

date of which is missing, is signed by Daniel and by the Haber

Yehuda b. Huspit. From the names of the witnesses it is evident

that the document originates from Jerusalem (no. i). Joseph

b. Yefet the teacher we found above (p. 163) as the representative

of the Jerusalem community on a mission to Fustat. We know

that he was a Reader. Semah b. El'azar is a co-signatory of

a Get, dated Jerusalem 1057, together with Daniel (no. 3).

Of interest is the signature Joshiah Hakkohen b. 'Azarya, Gaon

of Sura. He is clearly identical with the supporter of David

b. Daniel mentioned in the Megillat Ebyatar {J. Q. R., XIV, 460^

1. 6 : ^f rhti b^ ny^ v^vr\ innty irm p imn p in'tfK' 3-11). We
learn now that 'Azarya was no Gaon of Egypt, but of Sura.

That his son held this dignity in the land of the Nile is mentioned

nowhere. The first attempt to establish the Gaonate in Egypt

was made by David b. Daniel and not before (as will be seen

farther on). Joshiah was David's cousin (imn p). Hence their

fathers were brothers-in-law. As shown elsewhere (to be printed

in J.Q.R., N. S.), 'Azarya was probably the son of Israel Gaon,

' Perhaps Solomon b. Yehuda (in a letter to Sahlan, above, p. 145) refers to 'Ali

by styling him nijIVDH IJUH, a caustic allusion to the title n^JiyDH '\1X\r\. If

this be correct, then 'Ali is the rival of Ephraim, as described above (Chap. III).

But nothing definite can be ventured before the recovery of several missing links

will enable us fully to reconstruct the sequence of the actual happenings.
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who died in 1034, and a grandson of Samuel b. Hofni (died 1013).

The Sura Gaonate continued its precarious existence till about

1050. Probably about this time, Joshiah Hakkohen left Babylon
together with his uncle Daniel b. 'Azarya, a member of the

Exilarch's family. The reason of ' their departure, whe'ther

political or because of want of scope, is obscure. After staying

for a short time in Egypt, Daniel became Gaon in Jerusalem in

1051, and his nephew Joshiah accompanied him to his new
sphere of activity. Thus we find Joshiah signing the above
document. After Daniel's demise in 1062, Joshiah apparently

returned to Egypt and settled in Fustat, where he must have
been highly respected. But he held there no office of Gaon.
Subsequently he helped his cousin David to be installed as Nasi
there, as will be discussed presently.

Another document, dated 1053 at Ramlah, is ratified by the

Gaon-Nasi (no. 3). Its date Marheshvan 6, 1365 Sel., is of

interest, as it is a few weeks before the death of Joseph Hakkohen,
Elijah's brother (in Hanukah of the same year). It shows that

David was then recognized as Gaon. The local Haber of

Ramlah seems to have been Solomon b. Hayyim the ' Seventh

'

('yatrn). Interesting is the fragment of a letter (no. 4) from Fustat,

informing the Nasi-Gaon of the approaching visit to the Holy

City of the banker Nathan, together with his son and company.

They are Daniel's partisans and have plenty of money. Daniel

should give them a hearty welcome. He would no doubt benefit

by them. Probably these people were pilgrims to the Holy

City. Abu Ishak Abraham t^lCDn (= na^B^M trWD), mentioned in

another epistle addressed to our Nasi-Gaon, is probably identical

with Abraham Hakkohen b. Isaac, the physician, whom Solomon

b. Yehuda very likely honoured with this title (see the references

to the VS^va above, pp. 83, 92, 139, 132, 144).

Altogether the impression of Daniel as the usurper of the

Gaonate, which the Ebyatar Megillat imparts, is proved to be

wrong by the great respect he was held in and by the relations

he kept up with several men of standing in Egypt and elsewhere.

If there was a grudge against him, it seems to have been nourished

chiefly by the descendants of Solomon Hakkohen Gaon, who
thought that they had prior claims to the Gaonate, and regarded

him as an intruder from Babylon. A. C. 34 a is of importance
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as it introduces for the first time a descendant of the famous

Paltiel. A certain scholar (evidently a Haber in some com-

munity) writes to Yehoseph Nagid b. Samuel Nagid. Both are

lavishly eulogized. The title ' Nagid of the Diaspora ' is given

to each of them. The writer, who was the recipient of the

Nagid's bounty, states that wherever he recites prayers (in the

synagogue in the presence of his congregation) for 'our lord

Daniel Nasi and Gaon \ he does not fail to do the same honour

to the Nagid. Daniel is styled ' the son of the world's light,

may he live for ever '. It is not clear whether the last expression

refers to Daniel or to his father ('Azarya). If the latter alterna-

tive be correct, then 'Azarya, acting as Nasi somewhere in

Babylon, was still alive when his son was Gaon in Jerusalem.

Yehoseph is very likely identical with the ' Nagid of the

Diaspora ' mentioned by Solomon b. -Yehuda as having sent

his representative to Damascus to settle the dispute between

the Karaites and the Rabbanites (above, p. 140). His father

Samuel Nagid was Paltiel's son. In 1054, when the Ahima'as

Chronicle was written, Samuel was no longer alive. Yet no

mention is made of his descendants.^ We now learn that

his son Yehoseph was also his successor as Nagid. Thus the

dignity remained in this family for three generations. As will

be shown farther on (Chap. VI), already in the lifetime of

Yehoseph, Yehuda b. Sa'adya, the brother of Meborak, was

designated as Nagid, and sometime after Daniel b. Azarya's

death, when Elijah Hakkohen was already Gaon (1063 and

onwards), entered upon this office. Of Yehoseph's descendants

very little is so far known .'^

Daniel had three sons (A. C. 24, no. 4). The best known of

them is David (see the additional data collected in no. 5). A

1 Ahima'as Chronicle (in Neub., II, 130) : b^li C'-N " Vnnn M3 ^NIOB' i Dp»1

'lai n3i3^ NH'' nar . . . vnns mpo n\n n^dd * vnnna naaji.

2 A document (T.-S. 13 J 4"), dated 1493 Sel. = 1182 c. e. in Cairo, mentions X.

b. Yeshu'a b. Ijj n^Jjn f\0')^ . , . il'^D pW. It may be that between X. and

Yeshu'a one generation is missing. As Yehoseph died some time after 1062 c. e.,

the persons mentioned in this document probably were his descendants. No other

Joseph Nagid is so far known. In 1055 Joseph succeeded his great father, SamueV

Hallevi ibn Nagdela, as Nagid in Spain. It is not likely that he is meant in the

above epistle, since the writer would have styled him or bis father ' Hallevi '.
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second son, hitherto unknown, was Samuel the ' Third ' (no. 6).

He settled in Damascus, where he presided over the Bet-Din

(Tishri, 1084). A son of his was perhaps Hasdai Nasi, whom we
found in Damascus in 11 14-15 (above, p. 175). Daniel's third

son was probably called Isaiah (no. 7). But nothing further is

known about him. Daniel must have died comparatively young.

This we gather from the fact that his son David was then only

four or five years old. Ebyatar tells us in his Megillah that three

years before he was designated as Gaon (i. e. two years before

Elijah Gaon's death +3 = 1083-5 = 1078 C.E., J. Q.R., XIV,

458, 1. 16 ff., 459, 1. a; ff.)i David left Palestine for Egypt, being

about twenty years old. As his father died in 1062, David was

then about four or five years old. We thus understand how
Elijah Hakkohen the Ab could occupy the Gaonate without any

opposition on the part of the late Gaon's children. These were

then of a tender age. The struggle therefore began nineteen

years afterwards, when Elijah declared his son Ebyatar as his

successor. David was brought up in Jerusalem and probably

studied in the academy. As he left it when only about twenty

years old, he could not have attained a scholarly standing there.

(His brother Samuel seems to have stayed on and advanced to

the dignity of ' Third '.) Ebyatar was no doubt his superior in

knowledge. During his early stay in Egypt, while Elijah Gaon

was still alive (1078-83), David studied for some time with a

Haber Abraham [loc. cit., 460, 11. 3-3)-

(3) Before discussing the conflict between Ebyatar and David,

let us turn to the period of Elijah's Gaonate (1062-83). About

forty years passed since the death of the Gaon Solomon Hak-

kohen till one of his sons, Elijah, succeeded him. Probably at

his death his children were still very young. Elijah's career in

the academy has been traced in A. A. 17. ' Sixth ' in 1038 and

'Fourth' in 1045, ^e was 'Third' at Solomon b. Yehudah's

death in 1051. From 1053-62 he was Ab, while the Gaonate

he occupied for twenty-one years (1083).^ His Ab was probably

' "131 ^^ ^^'' D'JtJ' B'i'B'3 ni DIDI refers to the meeting at Tyre two years

previous to Elijah's death. This removes the difficulty of thedates without altering

tfbcj' into tJ'B', as Marx, /. Q. R., N. S., I, 75, does. See also next note.

' Ebyatar in his Megillah writes that his father was Gaon twenty-three years.

But from Elul, 1062 (when Daniel died), till Elijah's demise in Kislev, 1395 .Sel.
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Sadok Hallevi b. Levi (above, p. i6i). During the period of the

preceding three Geonim, viz. Solomon Hakkohen, Solomon b.

Yehuda and Daniel, we hear of several Abot who never attained

the dignity of Gaon. These are the son of Joshiah Gaon, Aaron
Ab, and the latter's son Joshiah Ab. Whether one of these was

the Ab who died in Egypt (above, 14a ff.) is obscure. A nephew
of this Ab, undoubtedly Nathaa b. Abraham, was his successor

and subsequently assumed the title Gaon (1039). The 'Third',

who gave up his claim to the dignity of Ab, probably died as

such. He was the cousin of Elijah Hakkohen and Joseph

Hakkohen. We may safely assume that at Solomon b. Yehuda's

death the latter was Ab, his brother Elijah ' Third ', and Sadok

Hallevi ' Fourth '.^ Joseph Hakkohen never attained the dignity,

though styled Gaon for compliment's sake. Though having a

prior claim, he was defeated by the Nasi Daniel b. 'Azarya.

After Joseph's death (Hanukah 1053), his brother Elijah became

Ab and Sadok Hallevi 'Third'. When in 1062 Elijah at last

occupied the presidency of the school, Sadok became Ab. The
' Third's ' name is not mentioned. The Gaon's son, Ebyatar,

was ' Fourth ' as he is styled in a letter addi-essed to him by
'Ali Hakkohen b. Ezekiel (A. C. 25, i). The epistle was prob-

ably written during the Seljuk invasion of Palestine, culminating

in the capture of Jerusalem in 1071 (see L.-P., 160-1). In this

capacity Ebyatar signs behind his father the responsum sent to

Meshullam b. Moses of Mayence (see Epstein, Mtschr., XLVII,
343-5, and Pozn., Babyl. Geon., 93,5, and 136). Epstein cites

Bodl. 2667'°, from which a copyist could transcribe for him a

few lines only. He was right in suggesting that the fragment

contained answers on the other questions, too, besides that about

UX'tyni. A few lines excerpted by me from this very damaged
fragment are given in A. C. 25, 2. In the course of Elijah's

period of office, Ebyatar advanced to the dignity of Ab, his

brother Solomon became ' Third ', while Sadok b. Joshiah Ab

( = October-November, 1083 c.e.), there are really only twenty-one years. Probably

Ebyatar included the last two years of Daniel's life, when the latter was constantly

ill, while his father was defacto head of the school. So also Porges, /. Q. R., XX,
197, note I.

1 We are entirely in the dark as to the vicissitudes of Abraham the ' Fourth
',

Solomon b. Yehuda's son.
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was ' Fourth '. Two years before Elijah's death, Ebyatar was

declared Gaon, and accordingly Solomon Hakkohen advanced

to be Ab and Sadok ' Third '}

The family of Joseph Hakkohen, Elijah's brother, was entirely

eliminated from holding any office in the academy. He had two

sons, Solomon and Yehuda, both of whom emigrated to Egypt.

The first composed, in 1077, a poem on the occasion of the

Turkoman defeat before Cairo (to be discussed in the next

chapter). He was also a member of the Bet-Din in Fustat.^

The second son, Yehudah, we have found in Egypt in 1055

(two years after his father's death) occupying the position of

mon tyxn (above, p. 99).

(3) Elijah had three sons, Ebyatar, Solomon, and Sadok (above,

p. loi). Nothing more is known of the latter's activities.

Ebyatar and Solomon were soon after their father's death

involved in a severe struggle with David b. Daniel. The follow-

ing is the account given in the Megillat Ebyatar, which naturally

represents one side of the picture. About 1078 (as we have seen

above, p. 185) David left Palestine for Egypt at the age of about

twenty years. He arrived at Damiga (Damira ?) without any

means and in bad health. There an elder, Masliah b. Yefet (b. njnn),

a native of Damascus, befriended him, maintained him for two

years (1080) and obtained for him a teacher, Abraham the

Haber. David betrothed Masliah's daughter, and his father-in-

law equipped him with the means of entering Fustat in a

ceremonious way as befitted a member of the Davidic family.

' See the Kaddish edited by Schechter (in Kaufmann-Gedenkbuch, Hebrew part,

53). The fragment is probably identical with the one having now the class-mark

T.-S. 6 H. 66, fol. 4'. Cp. also Pozn., /. t. 94, note 3.

' As such he signs among others the marriage document, dated 1082 at Fustat,

between David b. Daniel and the daughter of the influential Karaite Moses Hakkohen,

styled nmNsn v\^rs\ DtyDi nni[nin] ban U-QR-, xiii, 220-1). Among

the signatories we find HD^'B' pO -12" ^ ^tf pl HU 3[X ^jDV -i'S pSn TVob^']

^it I1NJ and Hodaya b. Joshiah Ab (probably a brother of Sadok b. Joshiah Ab).

Likewise a testatum from David's Bet-Din, dated 1092, is signed by him {Sa'adyana,

81, note 2, bottom). T.-S. 13 J 2^, a document dated 1094 at Fustat, is also signed

by Solomon Hakkohen b. Joseph Ab. Likewise Or. 5542', end of a document,

contains his signature. For a document of 1102 see A. C. 28, 1. A son of Solomon

was El'azar Hakkohen (see A. A. 17), who is perhaps the signatory of the Ketuba,

Bodl. 2873»6.
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There the Nagid Meborak and Joshiah Hakkohen b. "Azarya

Gaon were his patrons. David married Masliah's daughter, but

soon divorced her and was ungrateful to her father, his former

benefactor. Joshiah still worked for him and brought about his

mai-riage with 'the daughter of the lord of the time' (lOtn }tn n3),

undoubtedly the influential Karaite Moses b. Aaron mentioned

before. This was in io8a. David showed his ingratitude to his

cousin and benefactor, Joshiah, by denouncing him publicly and

excommunicating him. He also plotted against the Nagid

Meborak. By his instigation a certain ^*1^!>^J p, a proselyte,

denounced the Nagid to the government, and he nearly lost his

life. Meborak suffered exile to the Fayyum, where he stayed

a whole year, and to Alexandria. But afterwards ' the lord

'

(piNn, no doubt the famous Wezir Badr al-Jamali, 1073-94, the

real ruler of Egypt) found out the falseness of the charges

against Meborak, who was restored to his dignity of Nagid and

to his position of court-physician (either to the Caliph or to

Badr).

During Meborak's absence David must have been supreme in

the Egyptian Jewry. He had the support of influential Jews,

viz. his father-in-law and this i^a^JX p. Meanwhile Elijah died

in Kislev, 1083, and his successor Ebyatar, as well as the other

members of the academy, were soon to feel David's power.

Unlike his father, who successfully obtained the Gaonate in

Jerusalem, David endeavoured to set up a rival school in Fustat,

and, by reason of his being a Nasi, to make it supreme also in

Palestine. Hence the struggle began whether Palestine was

in the first instance to accept the authority of an Exilarch and

a school of a country of the diaspora. In Megillat Ebyatar we

read how David tried to extend his sphere of activity. He acted

in a high-handed way in Fustat, Alexandria, and Damietta.^

He also dispatched representatives to Palestine, viz. to that part

of the country unoccupied by the Seljuks. The coast-cities

remained under the sway of the Fatimids. Thus the com-

munities of Ashkelon, Caesarea, Haifa, Bairut, and Gabal came
under David's rule. Everywhere he imposed heavy taxes. But

the chief struggle was fought out in Tyre. Owing to the Seljuk

' linsa 'Nl D3n in are both expressions for Damietta, see A. A. 19 ; Megillat

Ebyatar (J. Q. R,, XIV, 461, 1. 17).
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occupation of Jerusalem in io7i,the school seems to have moved
to Tyre. Elijah Hakkohen ordained there in 1081 his son
Ebyatar as his successor, in the presence of a great assembly of

Jews from all over Galilee. In 1083 the Gaon visited Haifa,

where he 'sanctified' the year and re-affirmed the settlement of

the succession of the Gaonate in favour of his son.

On the arrival of David's representative in Tyre, called DIUN
im p pion (being of course a nickname), the new Gaon Ebyatar
had to leave the town {I.e. 461, 1. 30 ff. njDD na'ty^n nn nx nrrv^

;

nn is a poetic synonym for B>Nn). The Ab, Solomon Hakkohen,
and his family had to bear the brunt of the struggle. This

Abiram was worsted for a time. But in 1093 another repre-

sentative of David, a certain Hillel b. DIDjSn, arrived at Tyre,

whereupon the Ab had to flee to the North {/. c, 1. a8 : ^N VJS DB>'1

itr^nDn 'bnssj brpi • nc'ia -\a\ra (r. ii'N) -wt^ rhm). We find him
in Hadrak (near Damascus), where he opened a school of his own,
as will be seen farther on. There remained in Tyre only the ' Third ',

i.e. Sadok b. Joshiah, who had to continue the opposition against

David's claim. The unscrupulous Abiram again visited this city.

Evidently he made a tour from one community to another pro-

claiming anew everywhere David's appointment as Exilarch.

He passed Alexandria, Mahalla, and then proceeded along the

coast of Palestine to 'Akko and Tyre. On the eve of the New
Year (probably 4854 A.M.= 1093-4) he announced to the con-

gregation of Tyre that certain dignjtaries (in Fustat) proclaimed

David as Exilarch, having authority over Egypt and Palestine.

They were the Sheikh Abu Sa'ad (for \>'\^bvi r. ywb», for pN

r. UN) pmbt^ and Abu Nasr b. aiyty. They must have been

influential at the court, though their identification is as yet

obscure. Meborak no doubt was opposed to David, but, having

for a time been in disgrace, had not yet the power to put a stop

to David's new designs. Sadok the ' Third ' pointed out to the

people in Tyre the untenability of the Exilarch 's claims. Besides

the fact that the people in Palestine were opposed to his ap-

pointment, three arguments were put forward by the ' Third '.

(i) Fustat could not be called nha (Diaspora). That name

applied only to Babylon, where there existed a Rosh Golah.

(a) Even the Babylonian Exilarch had no authority over Palestine.

(3) The Holy Land was not included under Golah to have a
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Rosh Gola. At last the conflict was brought to an end in 1094,

when the Nagid Meborak succeeded in deposing his rival

David.

(4) The other side of the picture is presented in the interesting

fragment {Saadyana, XLI, J. Q. R., XIV, 477 ff.) emanating from

David b. Daniel.^ The Nasi writes that since several years he

studies daily and has several times gone through the ' four

divisions ' of the Talmud (Dmo njJDIN ; the last two sections

D''B'np and nnno were not studied, as their contents had no

practical interest). This to meet the charges of his opponents,

that he was unfit to be the head of a school. He refers to his

troubles and impoverishment. Hatred and strife is rampant in

Israel (novx niy 3np3, leaf i, v., 1. 8 f.). But David is supported

by the Caliph to carry out his designs and keep up the glorious

academy which he had established (leaf 2, r., 1. 12, nTB"n rmna
nl33vn n&'N nijivon). ' He that led (the people) astray (i.e. Ebyatar)

will experience God's punishment. Let him that lives in Palestine

(leaf 3, v., 1. 7, apv niN3 ns 1^ tyiN IS^N) not boast. Our origin is

from King David, and the academy's authority extends to

Palestine and Syria. In the times of the early Exilarchs (i. e.

David's forefathers) the Palestinian school had no rights over the

Jewry of Egypt, since this country is in the same status as

Babylon. But when Daniel combined in himself both dignities

of Gaon and Nasi, the Egyptian communities accepted his

authority. But now the Exilarch (i. e. himself) has again claims

on these congregations.' The Palestinian school is therefore

putting forward specious demands. Here we have David's point

of view. It is also the first clash between the schools of Egypt
and Palestine. Previously there were no Geonim in Egypt.
The local schools (such as that of Shemarya b. Elhanan) accepted

the authority either of Babylon or of Palestine. When David

' I give here the following corrections after having re-examined the fragment

:

Leaf I, r., 1. 12, for inDD r. Ii-OT; 1. 13, r. [1''n]nn ; 1. 15, for D'plpnnC?) D\T

.. Q'pi[p]nn D^?in; 1. 16, .. d[vi3] op]n noni; leaf i, v., i. 2, r. -nni iin

[nU]31 ; 1. 5, for Wm r. nNB'J ; 1. 6 S^ (read ub) ; 1. 9, for nOV Umj? r. my
nOVN; I. 12 n«DKDi5N . . . nDn[p]D^N (cp. Goldziher,y.e.if., XV, 73); leaf a,

r., I. 7, for(?) Kini .. '"I (i.e. God); 1. 10, for p^ r. \hT\\ leafs, v., between
11. 6-7 one line is omitted, [nii6^3ni] }'»xb D^tfajni niNDi!) ni>inn byoTw [nvn]

;

leaf 4, .., 1. 5, for HtDI "UH r. VK) 113 H.
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writes that before his father Daniel no Palestinian Gaon had any

rights in Egypt, the facts, as we know them from the preceding

pages, all refute his argument. But now an innovation was

started by David. As Exilarch he also placed himself at the

head of a school in Fustat and endeavoured to make Egyptian

Jewry independent of Palestine. The country of the Nile is

X'\^ nvin. Jacob and his sons dwelled there, and Moses was

born there. Therefore it fully deserves to be the seat of an

academy. Here David appealed to local patriotism, and thereby

gained some followers. He was, however, deposed in 1094, and

the first attempt to establish a Gaonate in Egypt failed. It is

characteristic that he is never styled Gaon, but only Nasi. But

the way was paved for Masliah Hakkohen not long afterwards to

preside in Fustat over a Yeshiba going by the name ' Geon
Ya'kob'.'

We have read how David claimed authority in Egypt as

Exilarch in the Diaspora (5'"l^5i' nsin). In order to make this

claim apply also to the coastal cities of Palestine, the argument

was advanced that these really did not belong to the ' land of

Israel ' (i'KlK'* pS) ! This we learn from the interesting letter

given in A. C. a6. There is no doubt that it dates from the time

of the conflict between David and Ebyatar. Shelah, the ' Sixth

'

of the school, b. Nahum writes to a certain Ephraim (Abu Kheir)

regarding the rumour that reached him that certain people

maintained that Ashkelon was to be regarded as outside Palestine.

Shelah mentioned this to the Gaon (i.e. Ebyatar), who gave

a scathing refutation. Anybody that read the Book of Judges,

he argued, could not have made such a statement. If Ashkelon

was to be excluded from Palestine because Joshu'a did not

capture it, but the tribe of Judah later on, by the same argument

Jerusalem, first occupied by King David, and likewise several

other cities should not be regarded as belonging to Palestine.

In conclusion of the long epistle, Shelah writes, ' before he

(i. e. David) came to Ashkelon, we were there '. Also in Haifa

the authority of the academy has been accepted. We have

here an interesting example of how the followers of David

' Nothing more is heard of David, and it is unknown where and how long he

lived after his deposal in 1094. He was probably the author of several liturgical

compositions (see A. C. 25*).
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attempted to bring these coastal communities under the authority

of an Exilarch that resided in Egypt.

(5) Scanty information is at hand about the activities of

Ebyatar and his school. A. C. a6* gives us in the first instance

the end of a letter, issued from the academy in Tammuz,

109 1 c. E., and addressed to a respected scholar Isaac. No doubt

the beginning of the epistle contained Ebyatar's signature (just

as the following fragment does). Probably it was sent from

Tyre, which, however, the Gaon had soon to leave owing to

David's persecution. Isaac, the recipient of the letter, is also

styled be Rabbanan (= Resh be Rabbanan), no doubt identical

with Isaac b. Samuel the Spaniard, a Dayyan in Fustat (see

A. C. a8). He is appealed to to help the Parnas of the Jerusalem

community, 'all that returned to the city of our God', who
undertook the risky journey to Egypt in order to obtain success

for his fellow-citizens. When' the Seljuks conquered Jerusalem

in 1 07 1, probably most of the Jewish inhabitants fled. Palestine,

except the coast-cities, suffered terribly during the invasions and

constant warfare lasting for several years. Subsequently a number

ofJews returned and endeavoured to rebuild the former settlement.

We find thus Ebyatar in 109 1 pleading their cause to the Fustat

Jewry.i Greetings are sent in this epistle to a certain Parnas

Abu'l-Ridha (?) and to the Hazzan Abu'l-Mu'amr.

> A document (T.-S. 13 J s'), dated Adar II, 4845 a. m. ( = 1085 c. E.) at Fustat,

tells us of a collection of 20 d. on behalf of the Rabbinite Jews who remained at

Jerusalem. Solomon b. Hayyim ' the Seventh ' (the latter signs a document dated

1053 c. t. at Ramlah, above, p. 183) makes a declaration that he received from the

Parnas 'AH Hakkohen b. Yahya the above sum for the remainder of the Rabbinites

in the Holy City, which amount he forwarded to them. This is certified by David

Hannasi b. Daniel Gaon, Yakin b. Netaneel, and Joseph b. Samuel. ?lp'' ril DB'3

\rxsT\ h'i ii in |d nvapjK muna '•vaK'n o'ln ni no pia p r\rh^

ID \\\>'<id}vt. ''^y Nn3 yiiNRK . . . NiNon p-iw yj n*n* nn p&v\ onsn

(Dn''i'N=) 'h^ rrm,\ ^?^nv3p1 . . . ^i,v^ "i^y xbrny^ "s piu-iijs W-w

iha nanai . . . n'-b' pjun^N isNiB" ^n xna h^vtA pi's njv 'h pa> n^i

. . , pIlalDi'i' iiJn "h^ \Qh Snn 'Oa. The signatures are

:

^NioB' "iu ejoi'' BD h^iKi na pa'

pw vfmr\ i'^'it p N''Wn "vu

The Parnas 'Ali Hakkohen is one of the parties mentioned in a contract, dated

1085 c. E., at Alexandria (Bodl. 2876^'). He is probably identical with the signatory
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The second epistle from Ebyatar, unfortunately very damaged,
is evidently addressed to a priestly scholar in Babylon who
was authorized by the Exilarch Hezekiah. Now we know of

Hezekiah, the contemporary of Hai who presided over the
Bagdad school after the Gaon's death in 1038. His son Dayid
we found in Jerusalem for some time during the Gaonate of

Solomon b. Yehuda (above, p. iia f.). As this Hezekiah acted

already as Exilarch in 1020 c. E., it is hardly likely that he was
still alive about 1090 c. E. Very likely a grandson of his

(probably a son of David) was Exilarch of the Babylonian Jewry
in the time of Ebyatar. This will definitely refute Ibn Baud's
statement that after Hezekiah I the Babylonian Exilarchate

came to an end (see the discussion of the whole problem in

Pozn., Babyl. Geon., i ff.). The Exilarch Hasdai, whom Benjamin
of Tudela met in Bagdad, was probably a son or grandson of

Hezekiah II. Ebyatar's correspondent seems to have been a son
of a Joseph Hakkohen, Ab of the Palestinian school, perhaps the

brother of Elijah Gaon, hence Ebyatar's uncle. If this be correct,

then a third son (see above, p. 187) of Joseph Hakkohen
emigrated to Babylon where he attained a high position. Ebyatar
sends salutations in the names of his two sons, Elijah and Sadok,
and also of his son-in-law 'Amram Hakkohen the Haber, a native

of Jerusalem. The Babylonian scholar seems to have written to

the Gaon concerning a certain widow who became liable to the

levirate as her husband died without issue. The husband Yefet,

who evidently died in Babjjjon (in Tebet, 1401 Sel. = 1089C.E.),

had a brother, the Sheikh Abu Tahir, who resided in Tyre (where

Ebyatar probably lived then). Mentioned are also the banker

Samuel b. Aaron and the Sheikh Abu 'Ali Hasan (i'Nnai'N).

After David's overthrow in 1094, the Palestinian school was

re-established under Ebyatar, probably in Tyre. The Ab,

Solomon Hakkohen, did not return but settled in Hadrak, where

he opened a school of his own. Sadok b. Joshiah became Ab.

His successor was a certain Nathan b. Abraham (probably

a grandson of the Gaon Nathan b. Abraham, 1039). We find

of a document dated 1063 at Fustat (Bodl. 2874°') ; then he had not yet the

dignity of Parnas. Yakin b. Netaneel is probably identical with the important

communal leader dealt with infra ,(p. 213 ff.). Joseph b. Samuel is probably

identical with the signatory of a document dated 1081 c. E. at Fustat (Bodl. 2806^).

2240 N
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him as Ab already in 1096 (above, A. C. 16, i). Thus Sadok Ab
must have died soon after 1094. ' Third ' of the school seems to

have been this Nathan's son. But ' Fourth ' was Ebyatar's son

Elijah. He never- succeeded to the Gaonate but died in the

status of 'Fourth' (see above, p. 170). A, C. 27 furnishes more

material about Nathan Ab b. Abraham and Elijah Hakkohen ' the

Fourth '. Recto is addressed to the latter, his father the Gaon
(Ebyatar) being mentioned as still alive. The writer reports

that he heard the sad news of the demise of the ' Third ' and

held a memorial service for him in his synagogue from Adar 8th

till Thursday. The ' Third's ' letters used to be a great joy to him.

The departed left behind two sons, but they will be instructed in

the Torah by the ' two priestly lords ' (i. e. Ebyatar and his son)

and will become scholars (this seems to be the meaning of 1. 1 8 ff.).

Verso is a letter to Nathan Ab b. Abraham from the same writer

informing him also about the memorial-service held for the late

'Third' from Monday, Adar 8th, till Thursday. 'May God
comfort the heart of the father (3Nn , i. e. Nathan) and may he

have joy with his son Abraham ' (11. 16-17). I* appears that the

late ' Third ' was the Ab's son. (But if Dsn is not taken literally,

but as referring to Nathan's dignity of Ab, then the departed

was a relative of his.) At the end the writer refers to a legal

document that reached him from Nathan. He was evidently

a Haber of a community that accepted the authority of the

academy. Nathan's son, Abraham, we find holding high com-

munal office in Egypt. The data about him are collected in

A. C. a8, 1-3. In 1096 he is a signatory of a document drawn

up at Ramlah. In 1103 we find him already in Fustat (no. i),

as the other co-signatories of the documents resided there. His

father was no longer alive then. In 1 1 14 he heads the list of the

Dayyanim of Cairo- Fustat (no. 2). He was the bearer of several

titles, viz. mJDl r\y>^n mD\ Rosh Hasseder, Resh be Rabbanan,
' the help of the Nesiut ', ' the lustre of the Dayyanim ' (no. 3). He
must have therefore attained averyhigh position in thecommunity.

The above letters mention Adar 8th to have fallen on a

Monday ; hence Adar began on that day in the year when they

were written. We find that this was the case in the years

4854 A.M. (Feb. 20, 1094), 4856 (Jan. 28, 1096), 4857 (Feb. 16,

1097), 4860 (Feb. 13, 1 100), and 4870 (Jan. 34, mo). Of these
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alternatives the first date is too early for our case, as David b.

Daniel was only deposed in lyyar, 1405 Sel. (see Saadyana, XL").

The second and the last dates ^ can also be ruled out since they
were leap-years, and there is no indication in our fragments as to

Adar I or II. (The same reason applies to 4864 and 4867 A.M.,

when Adar II began on a Monday, Feb. 39, 1104 and Feb. 35,

1107 respectively.) Of the remainder the most probable date

seems to us to be 4850 a. m. (iico). 'Owing to the war with the

Crusaders that raged in Palestine the academy could not be

kept up. Tyre was indeed still in the hands of the Muslims, but

Jerusalem had already fallen and the coastal cities were threatened

one after another. In the next few years the greater part of

Palestine and the coast of Syria, Tortosa, 'Akko, Tripolis, and

Sidon (mo) fell into the hands of the Crusaders (see L.-P., 163).

We thus understand why Ebyatar's son, Elijah the ' Fourth ', did

not advance to the vacant position of ' Third '. Probably the

school at Tyre was dissolved. Some time during the first

Crusade we find Ebyatar in Tripolis (Tarabulus), wherefrom he

sent a letter to Constantinople {J. Q. R., IX, a8). It is improbable

.

that he could have kept up a school there. The town was

conquered by the Crusaders in 1109. Ebyatar's exact date of

demise is not reported. But in Marheshvan, 11 12, he is already

mentioned as departed from this world (above, p. 170).^ His son

Elijah seems to have joined a school, as is evident from the

epistle discussed there (A. C. 16, 3). His correspondents, the

Dayyanim, seem to refer to an academy (see note a. I.) of which

' Besides mo c. E. is out of the question, since Nathan b. Abraham was no

longer alive in 1102.

^ A Codex of R. Hananel's commentary on Yoma seems to have been bought by

our Elijah in Tammuz, 1422 Sel. (mi c. e.), in Fustat {Saadyana, XLV
; /. Q. R.,

XIV,' 486: DNDDS3 h'if PW 133 pW fi IISJ p p.'^n W^N iJN •<^tiib vrT'jp

nntaty^ aanS TlOn B'^1n3 D'^HSD). Though Elijah does not mention his title of

' Fourth ', no other namesake of this family, whose father was a late Gaon, is so far

known (?St refers to his father too). We thus learn that Ebyatar was then no

longer alive, and that his son stayed for some time in Egypt. More than a year later

he seems to have been attached to his uncle's school at Hadrak. The codex was

subsequently in the possession of Masliah Gaon (Elijah's cousin), and, probably

after his death, was acquired by Samuel Hallevi b. Sa'adya, a Dayyan of Fustat, in

the time of Maimonides (see A. D. 29, 6). The last owner was Hananel b. Samuel,

probably identical with the author of Hebrew commentaries on the Talmud (see

about him Steinschneider, Arab. Liter., §§ 166-7).

N a
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Elijah was a prominent member. Most likely after his father's

death he left for Hadrak, where his uncle Solomon Hakkohen

presided over an academy. (Nothing further is known of Ebyatar's

second son Sadok.)

This we learn from A. C. 29, a letter from ' the gate of the

school' to 'Ulah Hallevi, the Parnes, b. Joseph, signed by

Solomon Hakkohen Gaon, the son and grandson of Geonim, and

dated Adar 19th, 1437 Sel. (1116 c. E.), at Hadrak, Syria.^ There

is little doubt that the writer is the brother of Ebyatar and the

father of Masliah (see A. D. 14, 3, about the headings of their

epistles). We have read above how he had to leave, in 1093, Tyre

and went northwards ' to the inheritance of Asher and Naphtali
',

by which Hadrak (near Damascus) is paitanically styled. He
did not return in 1094 after the overthrow of David b. Daniel.

Whether he waited to proclaim himself Gaon till after his brother's

death, or did it previously, is unknown. Here we find him

corresponding with a Fustat elder. The Sheikh Abu'l-Fadail,

styled nDityn mon, advised the Gaon to keep up his correspondence

with 'Ulah, who was friendly disposed to him. Solomon appointed

'Ulah as his representative over the whole of Babylon. (By
' Babylon ' probably Egypt (Fustat) is meant, see Worman,
y. Q. R., XVni, 6.) 'Ulah, whose father was a native of Damascus,

lived in Fustat.^

As suggested before, Ebyatar's son, Elijah the ' Fourth
',

probably joined the Hadrak school, where we found him in ma.
What further happened to him is unknown. But he died when
still ' Fourth ' and as such he is mentioned in the Memorial Lists

(see A. A. 17). The next 'Fourth' seems to have been Masliah

Hakkohen, Solomon's son. In A. C. 30 we have specimens of

letters to the Gaon and his school. Masliah is mentioned therein

as ' Fourth ' and also as ' candidate to the Gaonate ' (na^c^b inij»en).

That our Solomon settled in Egypt, as Pozn. /. c. 95 and loa

' This place, mentioned already in Zech. g. i, is according to R. Yose (the son

of a Damascus lady) in Damascus. See Si/re, Deut., ed. Friedmann, 65 a : '~\ 1^ 1DK

IDB'I D1p» DB> E'11 PB'OID •'JNC Y'^V^ diDC, •hv '•JT'DO . . . ITipODin p •'DV

[^^^. Cp. also Neubauer, La Geographie du Talmud, p. 297.
2 Cp. Bodl. sSva^-!" ; J. Q. R., XX, 457, T.-S. 13 J 18", a begging letter from

Yahya, the Alexandrian, b. 'Omar to 'Ulah Hallevi : ^ISl^ l*T flU IDW pWn
^3''55'^^ . About another 'Ulah, not a Levite, see A. D. 29, 3.
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states, is mentioned nowhere. He most probably died in Hadrak,

and was succeeded by his son Masliah. A letter dated Adar,

1127, at Hadrak, wherein several times 'our lord the Gaon' is

referred to (/. c. loa, n. a ; the publication mentioned there

is inaccessible to me), probably speaks of the local Gaon Masliah.

But in the same year we find him already in Fustat (see infra^

p. 220 ff.). Very likely conditions were not favourable in Hadrak.

Certainly the Gaon had more scope in the capital of Egypt.

A poem in his honour (printed by Mittwoch, Hoffmann-Fest-

schrift, 327-33) ^'^y have been composed on the occasion of his

arrival at Fustat. 'The dawn looked out in the days of our

Gaon Masliah, Thy light has arrived to shine upon thee, oh

daughter of So'an.'^ With Masliah begins the period of the

Egyptian Gaonate, which will be dealt with in the next chapter.

The list of the Geonim and the ' Fathers ' of the Palestine

academy (above, p. 71) can here be concluded as follows. Those
' Fathers ' that became subsequently Geonim are marked with an

asterisk.

Geonim.
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The history of the Palestinian school during the second half of

the eleventh century can by no means be called a golden period. /,

In addition to the adverse political and economic circumstancesf

internal strife and contention there were enough and to spare.

We obtain the same picture as the review of the earlier activities

of the academy gave us (above, p. 151 f). We are again impressed

by the same paucity of literary production. There remains very

little indeed of the venerable halo which we after several centuries

should like to perceive around an academy bearing the grand

title ' the pride of Jacob '. One would almost regret that the

Genizah documents were unearthed from obscurity. But historical

truth, it should be reiterated, ceases to be so if the attempt is

made to paint the picture in exaggerated light colours. Nor

need an apology be made when the dark side is too glaring.

The facts have to be stated as they are. We have only another

illustration of the well-known truism that, like every other human

institution, the school of Palestine fell to a considerable degree

short of what in the ideal it ought to have been as the spiritual

centre of the Rabbinites in the Holy Land.

(6) Of the vicissitudes of the Jerusalem community since the

Seljuk occupation (1071) till the capture of the town by the

Crusaders (July, 1099) very little is known. We have read above

(p. 192) of the collection made at Fustat on behalf of the Rabbinites

of the Holy City (1085). Moreover, Ebyatar Gaon appealed to

the Fustat co-religionists to help those residents that returned

to their former homes (1091). They sent their Parnes to the

capital of Egypt to plead on their behalf. It may be taken for

granted that his mission was not in vain. A. C. 31 furnishes us

with some information about the conditions a few years later

(1C94). The leading Rabbi of the congregation seems to have

been a certain Baruk b. Isaac. A circular letter from him on

behalf of a proselyte 'Obayda is published in Wertheimer's

D^'B'n'' n^J, II. His date can now be fixed by the epistle written

in lyyar, 1094 c. E., which is given in A. C. 31. His correspondent

is Joseph b. Samuel, who seems to have taken up a communal
position in Egypt. Joseph wrote to Baruk during the previous

Adar informing him of his welfare and his successful study of the

rest is faint. Zion is quite inappropriate here, since there were hardly any Jews

then in Jerusalem. Supply ilVIV] = Fustat.
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Torah. He requested his friend not to lose himself entirely in

communal work, but to have a fixed time for study. Baruk
now reassures his friend on this point, and states that his

Bet-Hammidrash is not kept closed. Whenever he is busy with

communal affairs, his son Joseph acts as his substitute in the

house of study. Greetings are sent to Joseph b. Samuel in

the name of the whole congregation (of Jerusalem). He must
have been known there. Probably he left the Holy City for

Egypt to find some scope for his learning, either in Fustat or the

surrounding places. In this epistle Baruk states that they are at

peace, and things are normal. The flood of destruction which
was to overwhelm the Palestinian Jewry with the arrival of the

Crusaders was not yet in motion. The paitanic introduction to

the letter in oi'tS'n'' nJJ seems, however, to refer already to the

warriors of the Cross. Our Baruk evidently managed to leave

Jerusalem before it fell into their hands in July, 1099.^

It is reported that the Crusaders drove the Jerusalem Jews
into a synagogue and set it on fire, so that they perished in the

flames.^ No Jewish report of this terrible event is accessible.

Very likely most of the Jews managed to escape before the siege

began. But a Karaite source tells us that the head of the

sectaries in the Holy City, Solomon Hannasi, won favour in

the eyes of Baldwin, the first king of the so-called Latin kingdom
of Jerusalem, and succeeded in recovering the holy scrolls that

were taken away from them. This is said to have taken place

in the summer of iic6 c. E. How much reliance can be placed

on this report is diiificult to estimate. It is true this report did

not pass through the hcinds of Firkowicz. However he seems to

have had an inkling of it, and thus, in his usual way, was not

1 P. 16" : ... "lucn »aB>v i^jyaj tn • T'^D njD3 j?i»n ^mif. hryu

' DjccB'n^ DiK'^B' i'lon 1VT t6 nae' tjji^ dv ba (r. didd^) (?) mnib

ntj'T'Ji notrn n^oNtsDa nvxini n^jnvj ynr nsjpn . . . nn^DiB'i' [cij]n iD^nai

n'ni3D WiX ''3 D''JnD piatJ'a nnjX3 p by ' The reference to tVI^ OV
is clearly to the Franks, whose language was entirely unknown to the Jews speaking

Arabic.

'' See Graetz, VI*, 95. Where Graetz found that both Rabbanites and Karaites

were burned to death is inexplicable to me. The sources he cites (note i) mention

only Jews. (For Bibliotheque des croisades, IV, 92, read 12.)
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sparing in historical fables.^ But a substance of reality may be

the basis of all these accounts. It is likely that the Karaites

made representations to the leaders of the Crusaders pointing out

to them the antiquity of their sect as dating from centuries

before the current era. In this manner they may have impressed

the new rulers with the contention that their ancestors had no

share in the death of Jesus, and that they should therefore be

spared and also permitted to continue to reside in the Holy City.

That historical fictions of this kind may have succeeded in their

purpose is not beyond possibility.

In conclusion a letter from a Haber in a Syi'ian city to a Gaon,

probably ofJerusalem (A. C. 3a), should be considered ; beginning

and end are missing. It gives us an insight into conditions in

the communities of those times. From the defective commence-

ment of the epistle it appears that the Gaon's reply to the

writer's letter was lost, together with R. Sadok's letter. This

' Harkavy prints in Hassefirah, 1875, 47-8, the following colophon of a Scroll

in the possession of a Karaite : t^Vrh lynns 1J*J3D ln3J ib JOm i^N OB'S

lonh \rh N"'B'jn nc^u' uijnx ns inj ib'n wioa iv nh'^nn DnaoD

ivi ixan ns "h jir-i vnN nnn "]% ityN pxni'Na x^iixn 'rjja D''omi>i

ntn minn isdi w^tyip nsD b'2 nx ub uitf'i wv '':)3 iJ'nx li'in ib'jn^

D'3"iini \yvt>m py irm no^wi' wSnpJ i3n:x p bv nom ''vn nri dhdj)

]T\rh 'h'\r\n T\vt> b'nt axa mtry div '<m> nv Dvn nbysh 'n* ni'on nx

mican nvpa ijom!? incyo ncTi^ inoi VDma p ps nntoc'i' FHS •'JB'

on (Ezek. 40. 1 ff.) rijj Ni3:n isNprni pK'Nin ]'2'\rh mvfn b-nt nvna iB'atJ'

rbo nvi i3''D''a mnon pxn \T' t^ idx !»n nyiE» ''i'' (r. oiu) dvk i^yn

JIDN. There is nothing in the style of this colophon to arouse our suspicion. The
' synagogue of 'Anan ' need not have been built by the founder of the sect. But the

later Karaite settlers named it after him, just as in Fustat the Babylonian synagogue

for some lime went by the name of Hai, and that of the Palestinians in the name of

Daniel b. 'Azarya (see above, pp. 85-6). The Nasi Solomon may have been a son

of Hezekiah whom we found in 1062 (above, p. 177). On the other hand, the extract

from Firkowicz's diary (given by Harkavy, ibid.) is evidently quite unhistorical.

To mention one point only, the Nasi David b. Hasdai (b. Hezekiah) is reported to

have left the fortress of David together with his son Solomon and the communal
leaders in order to g;reet Geoffrey of Bouillon and his army when Jerusalem fell into

their hands (1099). Firkowicz evidently thought that David's father Hasdai was
then no longer alive, else he would have figured in the procession. We know,
however, that he was still alive in 1109 c. e. (above, p. 177). See also the other
fictitious accounts of the relations between the Crusaders and the Karaites as given

by Deinard (ibid., 112, 247).
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R. Sadok is perhaps identical with Sadok b. Joshiah who is

mentioned in Megillat Ebyatar. Accordingly the Gaon would

be either Elijah Hakkohen or his son Ebyatar. The writer

is displeased with the community he is serving. Also he was

slandered to the Gaon and his school. Why should he take so

much trouble with communal affairs and be so unjustly treated ?

' You know ', he writes to the Gaon, ' that my townspeople once

before slandered me to the late Gaon and you sent me a reprimand.

But afterwards my innocence was proved.' Now they slandered

him again, after the community confirmed his appointment, and

made him bring over his family. ' I am sorry that I did it, for

you listen to the informers. Had not my family come such

a distance, I should have left and gone to your place or to

Egypt.' R. Sadok will send the Gaon his full defence and,

please God, he may yet personally prove his innocence. The
Haber mentions that he already called four times on the governor,

who was pleased to receive him. He is leaving the following

day for Kalneh (Rakkah) to settle there a communal dispute.

The local Dayyan died recently, and a certain Babylonian wishes

to become his successor. The Haber concludes, that if he leave

his own congregation there is sure to break out strife, for he is

the peace-maker. Whenever there is a fast, the people plan

something to his detriment. Let, therefore, the Gaon inform him

whether he should remain in his post or leave and visit him.

At least let the Gaon write to his community respectfully about

him.



CHAPTER V

Egyptian Affairs from about 1050 c. E. to the period

of Maimonides (died in December, 1204 c. e.).

A PERIOD of more than a century and a half is covered in this

chapter. Not that such a large span of time can adequately be

comprised in one chapter. But our remarks are chiefly based on

new material. They have therefore to be accommodated to the

information virhich the data at our disposal furnish.

I

(i) It is unknown when Sahlan b. Abraham, the spiritual head

of the Babylonian section in Fustat, died. Nothing is heard of

him during the last years of Solomon b. Yehuda. He probably

died before the Gaon, though he was still alive when Abu Sa'ad

b. Sahl al-Tustari was assassinated in 1048 C.E. (above, p. 8a f.).

Ephraim b. Shemarya we found in correspondence with both

Daniel b. 'Azarya and Elijah Hakkohen Ab. The veteran Haber

probably departed this world about 1060 C.E. His colleague

was for some time 'AH b. 'Amram, who subsequently became the

spiritual head of the Palestinian community in Fustat. In Tishri,

1057 c. E., we find him signing a document, probably as head of

the Bet-Din. He is indeed styled 'the superior Haber, the

delight of the academy, (and head of) the court established in

Fustat' (Appendix D= A. D. i, 3). His father 'Amram is called

' the representative ' (n'^BTi), probably of the Palestinian school,

on whose behalf he visited various congregations for the purpose

of collecting donations for it.

An interesting epistle, coming probably from Alexandria, we

have in A. D. i. The writer's name is not preserved. But very

likely he was the local scholar. The object of his letter is to

introduce a Jew, Moses b. Joseph the Spaniard, who was the

companion of the ambassador of the Sicilian king Samsam ad-

Daula. He arrived at Alexandria (by which IJVns ^N, 1. 4, is
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probably meant) before New Year and stayed on board ship.

On the writer's invitation, he was his guest during the festival.

Moses is praised as an accomplished scholar, both in Jewish and

in secular knowledge ; he is in addition pious and modest.

Whenever consulted in Bible, Mishnah, Talmud, and secular

knowledge, he was ready with competent information. Moses is

going to Fustat and 'AH is requested to be hospitable to him in

accordance with his standing. He is well-to-do and requires no

monetary support.

Here we have a fine type of a cultured Jew. Probably his

master, the ambassador, was on a political mission to Cairo.

The mention of the king Samsam fixes also the date of our

epistle. Affairs in Sicily were then chaotic. In 1035 there

commenced a civil war which was the beginning of the end of

Muslim rule in that country. The heavy taxes which the Amir

Ahmad imposed upon the population drove the natives to arms

(cp. also the letter from Sicily to Joshiah Gaon, above, p. 73).

The ruler appealed to Byzantium for help against the rebels, who
were led by his brother. The Zirldes were called in to the

latter's assistance. After several years of internecine strife both

Byzantines and Zirldes had to leave the isle (1042). The
country was left to settle its affairs alone without foreign inter-

ference. A brother of the Amir Ahmad was called out as ruler,

who assumed the pompous title Samsam ad-Daula, ' sword of

the realm'. But the sword was blunt. During the civil war

individual minor magnates and also municipalities learned how

to look after their own interests by themselves. The country

thus emerged no longer as an undivided state, but as a con-

glomerate of petty principalities and civic authorities. The

homage they rendered to the new Amir was only formal.

Ultimately the Palermians expelled Samsam and declared

a republic. The constant feuds between the opposing parties

resulted in the defeated leader of the Arabs, Ibn Thimma, calling

in the Normans in 1061. With their coming Sicily was lost for

ever to the Muslims.'

Our letter probably dates from before 106 1. When Samsam

was driven out from Palermo he probably appealed to the court

of Cairo for help. We find, therefore, his ambassador landing at

1 See Miiller, Der Islam im Morgen- u, Abendland, II, 625-6.
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Alexandria and proceeding to Cairo in the company of a learned

Jew of Spanish origin. How the Jews of Sicily fared during

these upheavals is unknown. Altogether the history of this

Jewry during our period is very obscure. We have seen above

(p. 73) that they had relations with the Palestinian Geonim.

Masliah b. al-Basak, a Dayyan of Sicily, visited Bagdad and

came into personal contact with Hai Gaon (see Steinschneider,

Arab. Lit., § 85). A letter from the community of Sicily (i. e.

Palermo) to Elhanan b. Hushiel of Kairowan, probably written

between 1030-35, has been published by me {J. Q. R., N. S., IX,

1 6a ff.). Very likely during the civil war the Sicilian Jews were

anxious for the country to remain under Muslim rule.^ They
must have dreaded the establishment of an intolerant Christian

power. It may be that Moses accompanied Samsam's ambassador

to Cairo with the special purpose of inducing the influential

Jews of the capital to see to it that help be given to the new
Amir to consolidate his rule.

(a) How long 'AH remained Haber in Fustat is not reported.

The leading scholar of the Babylonian congregation after Sahlan

b. Abraham seems to have been Nahrai b. Nissim. In A. D. 3
data are collected concerning him and his son Nissim. But first

A. D. a is to be discussed. It is an epistle from Yeshu'a Hakkohen
the Haber b. Joseph ' (head of the) Bet-Din '. He is no doubt

identical with the Alexandrian Haber whom we have found

above (p. 88 ff.) writing in ioa8 to Fustat concerning the ransom
of Byzantine captive Jews brought into the port by Saracen

pirates. This letter also deals with the same topic. But no

longer is the noble benefactor Netaneel Hakkohen b. El'azar

mentioned. Probably he was then no longer alive. Conditions

in the Alexandrian community seem to have been critical.

A year of poverty, dearth, and distress, due also to heavy
impositions, closed with the arrival of three captives who were

' Two centuries later the Sicilian Jews still spoke Arabic. This we learn from

the statement of Abraham Abulufia in his T13J flV "IS1N (Bodl. 1580, cited by

Neubauer, R. &.J., IX, 149) : h'2Z. Dnin"ii5 mptj' nD xin iinjn N^isn d:dni

nvn nya D'-jidip d''D''d innDi'E' my ^wh i-iDtr hym nnosj nmtJ' D''3vni
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taken off a boat plundered by Byzantine soldiers. These Jews
were despoiled of all they possessed and were nearly killed.

Evidently Arabs ('the king's merchants', 1. 18) ransomed them
and brought them to their co-religionists, demanding compensation

for their outlay. The Alexandrian Jews kept these unfortunate

Jews for a month, and, owing to their poverty, could only collect

10 d. whereas 50 d. were required for their freedom. It appears

that the Arabs, out of consideration, did not charge the usual

rate of 33§d. per captive, but only as much as they paid for

these Jews. Nahrai is requested to obtain the missing 40 d.

from the Fustat co-religionists.

Another epistle from the same Yeshu'a b. Joseph to Nahrai

has been preserved (given in A. D. a*). It shows us that Nahrai

was recognized as a scholar. Yet when this epistle was written

he must have still been young. His correspondent thus wishes

him to become ' the Parnas of his generation and its guide '.

Nahrai wrote to Yeshu'a concerning a legal question that had

been sent apparently from Alexandria to Fustat. The latter

replies that the text of the question, as cited by Nahrai, is not

his but that of the Haber (probably Yeshu'a's colleague in

Alexandria). He thereupon discusses the decision of the case in

question as given by a certain scholar (' our lord the Rabbi ',

recto, 1. 1 1 ff.). Nahrai is requested to refer again the case to

him (v., 1. I a if.). This Rabbi was evidently the chief authority

in Cairo-Fustat, whose decision would be accepted by the Habrim

and the Bet-Din in Alexandria. Perhaps Elhanan b. Shemarya,

who was Rosh Hasseder in the capital, is meant. The lawsuit

concerned a widow whose husband died without issue. The

eldest brother, upon whom the duty of marrying her devolved,

had already a wife and children, while there were other brothers

still bachelors. The widow now refuses to become the second

wife of the eldest brother. The Bet-Din considered the matter,

and in the synagogue both parties undertook to abide by the

court's decision. Abraham b. Perah and other four elders were

delegated by the court to negotiate with the widow. They

pointed out to her the duty of marrying the eldest brother of her

husband. But she absolutely refused and threatened to commit

acts of impropriety if she be forced to become a rival to another

woman. She demanded that one of the other brothers who
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were single should fulfil the duty of levirate. On the other

hand, the eldest Brother took an oath not to release her by

Halisah. In this way the court was defied. Yeshu'a complains

about the loss of prestige of the Bet-Din, and states that several

people in the community, who pretend to know the laws, incite

the parties not to yield. The Rabbi in Fustat is now requested

to give his decision as to who should be compelled in this case

to give way. Here we have a typical example of internal

conditions in the communities. It illustrates how necessary was

R. Gershon's Herem abolishing the levirate altogether. In con-

clusion, Yeshu'a promises Nahrai to send him pens made from

reeds that grow by the Lake Maryut (near Alexandria). This

proves beyond doubt that the writer lived in Alexandria, and

that the address of the epistle, as reconstrued by us in A. D. a",

is correct.

Nahrai and his son Nissim are mentioned in the Memorial List

emanating from the Babylonian community (see A. B. 30, II).

Nahrai is styled ' the great Rabbi, the great one of the Yeshiba '.

He evidently was a scholar of renown. His signature is found

on a document dated 1050 c. E. at Fustat (A. D. 3, i). Among
the other signatories we find Yehuda b. Sa'adya the physician,

who subsequently became Nagid, as will be shown presently.

Probably R. Nahrai, who heads the first communal list (A. D, 3, %),

is identical with our scholar. The two lists (given there) contain

several names which show how the Fustat Jewry were recruited

from districts far and wide. Bagdad, Damascus, Byzantium,

'Okbara, 'Akko, Giscala, France, Tyre, Andalusia, Aleppo, and
others—these are the places of provenance of the local Jews.

Nahrai was no longer alive in 1098 c. E. when his son Nissim

signed a document at Fustat, together with two other Dayyanim,
Isaac b. Samuel the Spaniard and Abraham b. Shema'ya the

Haber (both are dealt with in A. C. 28), It seems that Nissim

was the chief Dayyan (probably residing at Cairo). He was no
longer alive in 1147. His grandfather Nissim (I) seems to have
been a native of Jerusalem (A. D. 3, 3). An exceptionally large

number of letters to and from Nahrai and his son Nissim, nearly

all in Jewish Arabic, are preserved among the Genizah finds.

They fully deserve publication, as they throw light on con-

temporary conditions both in Egypt and elsewhere. A monograph
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on Nahrai b. Nissim and his connexions would be an historical

contribution of value.

(3) The general affairs in the country of the Nile during the

reigns of the Caliphs al-Mustansir (1036-94), al-Musta'li (1094-

ijci), and al-AmIr (1101-31) are concisely narrated by Lane-

Poole {I.e., 136-57, 161-8). The first Caliph was a weak ruler.

After a change of wezirs, al-Yazuri was chief minister of the

state for eight years (1050-58). During this time the Fatimid

dominion was reduced to little more than Egypt itself. After

Yazuri wezirs came and went incessantly. In 1063 disorders

broke out between the Turkish troops and the Sudani battalions,

the favourites of the black Queen-mother. From 1066 to 1072

a great famine raged in Fustat and in the whole country.

Things were chaotic till the arrival in X074 of the Armenian

Badr al-Jamali, governor of 'Akko. Appointed commander-in-

chief, he de facto was ruler of the country. Combining firmness

with justice, he restored order in the land of the Nile. The last

twenty years of Mustanslr's reign saw peace and plenty. But in

Syria there was constant warfare with the Seljuks. When Badr

died at the age of eighty, he was succeeded by his son Abu'I-

Kasim Shahanshah, better known by his title al-Afdal, who
wielded absolute power in the realm till his death in 1x21.

These two great Armenians were indeed from 1074 to 1121,

in all but name, the sovereigns of Egypt, and to their mild and

just rule, as much as to their energy and firm control, the country

owed half a century of internal quiet and prosperity (L.-P., 162).

Several Jews held high office under these great Wezirs, and,

as a whole, Egyptian Jewry benefited by their auspicious rule.

In the first instance we have to mention three Negidim who
were the political heads of this Jewry during this period, viz.

Yehuda b. Sa'adya, his famous brother Meborak, and the latter's

son Moses. A. D. 4-8 contain our data concerning these Negidim.

As shown in A. D. 4, 4, Yehudah probably became Nagid about

1065 (cp. also infra, p. 254 f.). Following his father's profession,

he was a highly placed physician, very likely in attendance to

the Caliph himself. When Badr became the most powerful

person in Egypt (in 1074), Yehuda retained his dignity of Nagid

and seems to have enjoyed the confidence of the Wezlr. This

we learn from a poem composed in 1077 by Solomon Hakkohen
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b. Joseph Ab (see above, p. 187) on the occasion of the Turkoman
defeat before Cairo.^ The editor did not fully grasp who the

exalted persons eulogized in the poem were. Firstly, the Caliph

al-Mustansir is mentioned (p. 18, 1. 5 ff.), then the commander-

in-chief^ the victor over the Turkomans. The poet continues

(1. 18 ff.), ' May our God set him on high and for ever strengthen

him (Badr), his servants and all his attendants . . . and at their head

(i. e. the first of theWezTr's subordinates) the glorious and honoured

elder in unison with (D''I31''D3, in completion of, in supplement to)

the faithful friend, like twin brothers '. Now Greenstone (in his

translation and notes) makes these two persons, the ' elder ' and

the ' faithful friend ' to have been the Caliph and his WezTr.

But these have already been referred to before (11. lo-ii

msav '^"i^ DB'snai . . . DuniNn (i.e. Mustanslr's) may DJI). Accord-

ingly in 11. 19-ao ninn pr oi^Fui . . . may ^31 vsj'db'I, Badr's

subordinates are meant. First among them is the ' glorious and

respected' elder to whom evidently our poem is dedicated.

' May it please you, our lord, the choice of the people which is

the head of all the nations (i.e. Israel!), Accept as a gift and

repose many blessings and much peace. And give (you) thanks

(m^P, ' bowing ') from your soul (m'Ti'' is a usual poetic synonym

for B>a3, see A. B. 9, note 8) in well-couched language (nTn ana

D^JVJni) to God who helped, preserved . . . and made rejoice the

children of the living God (i.e. the Jews) who fasted, gave charity,

and prayed for weeks by day and by night ' (1. 33 ff. ; 11. 33, 35

are incorrectly translated by Greenstone). There is little doubt

that by ninn fpr the Nagid is meant. To him, as a Jew under-

standing Hebrew, the poem is dedicated. Yehuda, as court-

physician, was Badr's subordinate but highly respected together

with ' the beloved friend (i. e. the poet's friend) like twin brothers '.

Here clearly the Nagid's brother Meborak is meant. He no

doubt was then already an influential doctor in the court.

In 1080 we find him already installed as Nagid in succession to

his brother (above, p.187 f.). The author of the poem is no doubt

Solomon Hakkohen b. Joseph (the brother of Elijah Gaon).^

' Published by Greenstone in American Journal of Semitic Languages and

Literatures, Jan., 1906. It is cited here according to the pages of the reprint.

'' niNaV pSp, 1. ii=Amir al-Juyush, see Ibn Kha\\iiia.a's Biographical Dictionary,

trans. De Slane, I, 6ia.

' Cp. also Pozn., Babylon. Geon., 92. Solomon styles himself p3 PIDIH^ p
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We have described above how Meborak, on the instigation of

David b. Daniel, fell in disgrace for some time and was banished
to Fayyum and Alexandria. But he soon regained his office,

and in 1094, the year of Badr's death, succeeded in deposing his

enemy David. Under al-Afdal he was a great favourite in the

court, as we learn from an important Genizah fragment {J. Q.R.,
IX, 39-36), to be discussed presently. He is greatly eulogized in

the epistles sent to him. He seems to have also been a scholar

of repute. He is styled niran fjiisx, Rosh Hasseder 'the scholar

of the academy' {nyvfn D3n) and N31 NmnjD (i.e. holding a diploma
of Haber). These titles were probably bestowed upon him by
the Palestinian school. His brother Yehuda was styled Resh
Kallah

(= Alluf), which was a Babylonian title. It is quite likely

that he was thus honoured either by Hai Gaon and Hezekiah

the Exilarch of Bagdad, or by the Sura Geonim Israel Hakkohen
and 'Azarya. Meborak's first title nwnn fill's may also have

originated from Babylon. This Nagid is also flatteringly addressed

as 'second to the king' (ofEgypt, i.e. al-Afdal, who assumed the

name of 'al-Malik al-Afdal, 'the excellent prince', see Ibn-

Khallikan, /. c, I, 612 ff.).

Before describing the events after Meborak's death, A. D. 5-7%
which bear on him as well as on his brother Yehuda, should be
discussed here. The first fragment contains the minutes of the

Fustat Bet-Din, dated Kislev, 1355 Sel.= i043, concerning a libel

case. The name of Yehuda b. Sa'adya (both father and son

physicians) occurs therein as one of the witnesses. The interest

of the fragment lies in the sidelight it throws on the social life of

the community. Joseph b. Perahya is libelled by his kinsman

Sabyan b. Sa'adya as being a descendant of slaves. He forthwith

rends his garments (as a mourner) and takes an oath not to

partake of food till justice be done for him. The court thus has

to expedite the matter since this man is afflicting his soul by

continual fasting. The offender Sabyan is excommunicated and

is sentenced to spend three days at his house, from Friday to

Sunday, in the status of a mourner. He had also to ask the

plaintiff for pardon. After having complied with his sentence,

Q''31W. His father was usually called f)Dl^, but flDirT" is written here for metre's

sake (but see also A. A. 17).

2210 O
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Sabyan is freed from the ban and a prayer is recited for him at

the Bet-Din.

In A. D. 6, 1 we have a fragment of a letter of greetings either

to Meborak or to his brother Yehuda Nagid. The writer is

Sadaka, the Haber who holds the title nTtysn niD\ A. D. 6, 1 is

an epistle to 'Alvan, the Parnes, b. Hiyya (probably in Fustat).

A certain Shemarya b. Meshullam, who caused strife against the

writer, is about to visit Egypt (Fustat). Let the Parnes remember

this person's disgraceful behaviour and pay him back accordingly.

Let also Yehuda Resh Kallah and his brother the Alluf be

informed what type of man this Meshullam is. Yehuda is not

yet called Nagid. But he was already the holder of the titles

Resh Kalla and muna rhwi^n. The first one was no doubt

bestowed by the Babylonian school, and the second by the

Gaon of Palestine. The same also applies to his brother Meborak,

who is called Alluf niJ''an and rrfaro. ^h^ion. Both academies

honoured these two learned and influential brothers who were to

hold the chief political position in the community. A. D. 7 is

a letter from a certain Joseph to Joseph b. Joshiah.^ The writer

was promised a donation from the latter, who has, however, now
changed his mind. The Nagid and Resh-Kallah, as well as his

brother, the Haber (i.e. Yehuda and Meborak), are reported to

have been surprised at this act. The writer evidently lived in

Cairo-Fustat, but the place of residence of his correspondent is

not indicated.

Finally, A. D. 7* contains an elegy, composed by Sadakah b.

Yehuda (very hkely identical with the writer of A. D. 6, i), on

the death of Meborak's wife. The lady is eulogized as assuaging

the king's wrath by her wisdom (1. 9). Probably she gave her

husband wise counsel when during his official career he met with

disfavour from his superiors. It may also be that when Meborak
fell in disgrace and was banished for some time, his wife succeeded
in restoring him to his office. In the poem condolences are

offered to the Nagid and to his two sons, Moses and Netaneel.

(4) After Meborak's death dangerous times began for the

1 The latter is also referred to as Joseph ^3m pK (1. 17). He is probably
identical with the person mentioned in an inventory, dated 1091 Sel. (1080 c. E.) at

Fustat {J. Q. R., XX, 459, 11. 21-3) : {jx f)DV n33 intfnpn v\>vh min finvai
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Egyptian Jewry through a Christian official who became al-Afdal's

favourite. This we learn from an important letter, unfortunately-

defective at the end, to the congregation of Constantinople

(printed by Neubauer, y. Q. R., IX, 29-36). The historical part

of the epistle (pp. ^5-6) has been discussed and translated by
Kaufmann {Z.D.M. G., LI, 444-7), who, however, failed rightly

to elucidate two important details. The writer was formerly the

chief steward of al-Afdal's estates and possessions. Though
slandered several times, he retained his master's confidence.

At last his enemies succeeded ; he was heavily fined and lost the

whole of his fortune. Yet he remained in the Wezli-'s employ,

probably in a minor capacity. In this letter al-Afdal is styled

' the king ' (lijan). This is exact, because he bore the title

' al-Malik al-Afdal ', the excellent prince (above, p. 209). The
writer continues to relate how subsequently a Christian, Yuhanna}

the brother of the Patriarch (?), became the Wezir's favourite.

The year before he was the companion of the ambassador that

was sent from Egypt to Constantinople. Having attained such

great influence with al-Afdal, Yuhanna set about to remove all

the Jews who held government offices. As long as Meborak

lived he managed to counteract Yuhanna's endeavours, since

al-Afdal held the Nagid in great honour. But when he died the

enemies of the Jews could have the upper hand. The Egyptian

Jewry began to experience grievous oppression. Four prominent

Jews tried by a stratagem to do away with Yuhanna. A letter

of his, of harmless contents, was altered in such a way as to be

a treasonable epistle to the Franks ^ in Palestine and in Jerusalem.

1 'SlKnpWlJ TIN Njni ^"15) 5J"X. Kaufmann suggests to alter the over-

lined word into either NIDI or XJiT" = John. But the Arabic form no doubt was

WnV) and, as is shown in the text, a very probable identification of this official

is suggested.

' For |'|J^DN^ in the MS., Kaufmann suggests paiBKH 'governors', and thereby

he is misled to assume that the epistle was written in 1098-9, before Jerusalem fell

into the hands of the Crusaders. But there is no doubt that the correct reading

should be pJJlSSn ( .j,,^ Jl), Franks ! Thus the accusation against the

Christian official, which should prove to be his undoing, becomes evident. By
the by, the phrase inaDJ NIH ''3 ICB"! (/. Q. H., 1. 1., 36, 1. 22), ' and they put

(into it, i.e. altered it) that he wrote it to the Franks', &c., Kaufmann translated

(Z.D.M.G., I.e., 447, top), 'Es war ihnen zu Ohren gekommen' (sic), as if the

text read IVOE'1

!

o a
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The Christian official was thereby accused of having entered into

dangerous relations with the enemies of the state he was serving.

The forged letter was cast into the house of the Kadi at Damietta.

Here our fragment breaks off. We have here a picture of the

ufiscrupulous tactics employed in the struggle between the two

factions of state ofiRcials and other dignitaries. Both the Christians

and the Jews belonged to ' the people of tribute ' and were legally

only tolerated by the ruling religion. Yet their common interest

did not refrain them from waging bitter war against each other.

Under al-Afdal we hear of the Christian officials Abu'I Fadl

ibn al-Uskuf, the Wezir's Katib, and Abu'I Yaman Wazir, head

(' metwali ') of the Diwan of the Delta. But his favourite, men-

tioned before, is very likely identical with the Katib Abu'I

Barakat Yuhanna ibn Abu'I Laith who was head of the treasury

(metwali of the Diwan at-tahkik, the board which regulated the

expenses of the government). We find him in office already in

501 A. H. (j 107-8). A church in Alexandria was restored by
him and his brother Abu'I Fadail. Yuhanna survived his master

for thirteen years, holding his high rank the whole time. In

1 134 c. E. he was put to death.^ The embassy to Constantinople

very likely dates from 1104 to 1107, when the famous Crusader,

Prince Bohemund of Antioch, assembled in Italy an army with

the intention of leading it against the Byzantine Emperor Alexius.^

Probably al-Afdal made then a diplomatic move to conclude an

alliance with Alexius against the growing power of the Crusaders

in Syria and in Palestine. For this purpose he employed his

favourite Katib Yuhanna, the Christian.

How long this struggle between Yuhanna and the Jewish
officials lasted is unknown. Nor do we hear of its sequel. But
another enemy of Egyptian Jewry is introduced in A. D. 8 and 9.

His name was )'a''B'. But his identity I could not trace with

certainty. A. D. 8 is an interesting letter from Abraham b.

Sabbatai, the Haber of Minyat Zifta, to the Nagid Moses, the

son of Meborak Nagid, congratulating him after J'S''B> has been
overthrown. God is praised for having brought down 'an
imperious and evil king from his throne ' (1. 3) who intended to

1 See Abu Salih, Churches and Monasteries of Egypt, tr. Evetts, pp. 115, 137,
T50-1, 197 ; cp. especially p. 150, note 2.

^ See Kugler, GesMchte der Kreuzeiige, 848.-
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do away ' with every respected man and elder, to rob, spoil, and

take vengeance '. But God did not grant his desire and baulked
' the plan of J'S^B' the wicked who crushed and scattered many.

But the Lord God crushed and pounded him ', and all his followers

left him. ' For he lifted up his hand against the king ; therefore

God handed him over into the hand of his master.' Abraham
writes that he and his whole congregation praise God for the

'miracles' done to the Nagid and to Israel by the sudden

overthrow of this foe, who is compared to Haman and whose fate

he met. Evidently this person was a high state dignitary,

probably chief Wezir (hence he is called king, maiik = H^D, 1. 3).

But his master, the Caliph, is the real king (1. 10). This yti'<V?

seems to have started a rebellion and led an army (1. 9), who,

however, deserted him when the issue was fought out. Moses

probably became Nagid as successor to his father Meborak
(about I no). In 1141 we find already Samuel b. Hananya as

the head of the Egyptian Jewry. The event, described here,

took place between 11 10-40, Perhaps the Wezir Ibn al-Bataihi

is meant here who succeeded al-Afdal in 1131 (see Wust., Ill,

65 ff.). In a few years he made himself generally hated. A plan

of his to assassinate the Caliph and put his brother on the throne

was discovered in 11 25 and he was thrown into prison together

with his brother and thirty other persons of their entourage.

In 1 137 al-Batalhi and his five brothers were executed.

The same episode forms the subject of A. D. 9, containing

poems in honour of Yakin b. Netaneel, who held the dignity of

nipnpn CNT, 'head of the congregations' (probably of Cairo-

Fustat). He seems to have taken an active part in exposing the

treachery of this ' Haman '. We find him signing a document,

dated 1085, at Fustat, together with the Nasi David b. Daniel

(see above, p. 192, note i).^ Whether Yakin was then already

• T.-S. 13 J 18" contains also a letter, with a long introduction, to nnSi? (9)

[nB'iyn] (lo) ni^'npn cnt pa'' i,\>\'''or\ nnxn n33j[n nc'ii] na'np nbnj

DntJ'n vnian n^n^i . . . (12) . . . in^ni nann nuits noai nnon noa

• , , D"'1333n. Yakin's sons are also referred to in the poems. Bodl. 2873^^ seems

to be a poem in honour of Yakin. The author was in great distress : 13Sni1 (1. 36)

ne'N nnvni||nixi>nn piD' pa' ana
i

nmon ^niaini' 'ninog'ill nwir tiimi

Tih^yt^'0'2 nvn wi
|i

D-ijian nsian -b K- God) dc "wv^ (3^) nniar non

Nin nnvi (34) inmn mB'w d'juj ||
Dnno i>3n 'aa on vnae'

|
ianioi
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' president of the congregations ' (a dignity different from that of

Nagid, the head of the whole Jewry of Egypt and Palestine) is

not indicated. But when this conflict with }'a^t5' took place, he

seems to have been a highly influential person in the court.

Israel is asked to praise God ' who beheld from His dwelling the

indignity of His poor, and destroyed His opposer in His anger

and wrath '. The enemy ' rose up like the Agagite (Haman) to

destroy' Israel ('God's memorial'). 'He played the traitor

to his master who made him a prince.' But 'his Creator

destroyed him together with his brother (or brothers) and his

son '.
' My king in his palace, on hearing the noise of his uproar,

was zealous for the zealous God in order to bring low his nest

from on high, put his trust in the might of God who had

established him and revealed his secret to our faithful Yakin.

Waiting for his day of calamity, he (Yakin) did with him as he

liked. He caught him in his sin, evil, and arrogance. If he

arose like Haman, behold Mordecai is here, viz. Yakin the

strength of my head, the right-hand pillar' (Poem II).

Poem III tells us more about this Jew-hater's orders while still

in power. God be praised for having 'rescued the scattered

sheep (i.e. Israel) from a lion's mouth. Hear, over whom did

not his evil pass. His decree was issued about the tombs of the

dead, to pull down every monument and sepulchre, the bier to

be taken out before daybreak. As for the living, to take away

all their fortune with wrath, and to rob all their money so that

there remain no coin. He also forbade the (ritual) slaughtering

of meat for the storm-tossed nation (i. e. Israel). Said he. Your

slaughtering is repugnant to us. . . . Blessed be God who cast

him in the pit he dug, and blessed be He who, from the height of

the pellucid sky, made the heart of the king of all the children

of Hagar and Keturah be inclined favourably to the glorious

head of the congregations ', Yakin b. Netaneel. The king clothed

him in honourable garments, which he was to wear on festivals

and days of celebration. Likewise his wife received expensive

11
mi'npDn ^^-([d] xipj \:h

\
ansa mniaa dcni ^jn

li
n^jrasa -ic id3

nntJ'l Oy '•JIKJ inisnp. (The double strokes indicate the hemistichs. The metre is

\j >-< v). T.-S. 12. 57 contains a fragment of a letter to N310

ni^npn t^NT n33:n "yan pa'' n32ii.
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robes. Yakin also received from the king the palace which his
foe built for himself by the Nile. In Poem IV Yakin is further
eulogized as the saviour appointed by God. ' For when the foe

arose, you too arose like Mordecai. If he was like a bereaved
bear, you acted as a lion.' Yakin's two sons are mentioned by
name, Mebasser and Netaneel. It is clear that the chief merit in

ridding Egyptian Jewry of a vindictive enemy was due to Yakin.
The Nagid Moses undoubtedly had a share. But the former
may have been more capable and active.

(5) The Nagid Moses and Yakin were not the only Jews of
influence in the court of Cairo. A great Jewish official under
al-Afdal was Abu'l Munajja b. Sha'ya, who was head of the
Board of Agriculture. He gained fame through the digging of
a Nile Canal, which was opened, after many years of work, in

1 1 1 a. By thus extending the irrigation of the Delta-region he
did a great service to the agriculture of this district. When
the Canal was opened, al-Afdal called it officially by his own
name. But the people persisted in speaking of it as Bahr
Abu'l Munajja. It is regarded as his last official work. On account

of the great sums spent on this Canal, the Wezir brought him to

Alexandria and threw him into prison. After some years of

suffering, Abii'l Munajja obtained his freedom by a bold act.

He succeeded in writing in prison a Kuran, which he concluded

with the colophon ' written by the Jew Abu'l Munajja', and sent

to the market of Alexandria. This caused a scandal. When
brought to trial before the Caliph, the ex-official declared that

he did it in order to be released from prison by sure death.^

Kalkashandi ^ also relates the digging of the Canal by Abu'l

Munajja (the administrator of the Eastern Delta-districts), and

only adds that al-Afdal, resenting the calling of the Canal after

his subordinate, persecuted him and banished him to Alexandria.

No more is known about the vicissitudes of this high state

dignitary.

A. D. 10 contains poems in honour of the ' renowned Sheikh

'

Abu'l Munajja, who bore the title ' the exalted one of the state
'

' See Goldziher, /. Q. R., XV, 74, according to Ibn Dukmak, Description de

V&gypte.

' In his Geographic u. Verwaltung von Agypten, tr. Wustenfeld in Abhandlungen

der Gottinger Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, vol. 25, pp. 27-8.
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(ni'ni'N 1JD). There is little doubt that the above official (b. Sha'ya)

is eulogized in these poems. We learn from them that, sharing

the fate of every Jew in exalted position, he had to experience

slander and intrigues directed against him. Poem I is written

after a victory Abu'l Munajja obtained over his enemies in the

Caliph's Diwan. He is greatly eulogized and is styled 'the

greatest dignitary of Israel ' (jniB'^ ni^ IB*). Usually the Nagid

held this title of DntJ'n "IK*, and the holder of this dignity was then

Moses b. Meborak. But here Abia'l Munajja is styled thus by

compliment. He is the protector of Israel, ' the glory of Jacob

and the pride of Yeshurun '. In his wisdom he is like Solomon

(whose namesake he was), and by his excellence of speech he

overcame all his enemies in argument in the presence of the king.

And ' Thy king said, This is the truth, he exalted thee above them

all and appointed thee '.

There is a gap between the leaves. From the change of metre

we see that leaf 2 contains another poem (II), which is defective

at the beginning since the superscription is missing. The

occasion of the poem is thus not indicated. But it appears that

the hero received a new honour from the Caliph, and a dress

appertaining to the dignity was sent to him. The author

addresses him, ' You are Solomon, the grandson of Jesse '. His

Jewish name was Solomon, and perhaps his descent was reputed

to be from David. From the eulogies bestowed upon him we
learn that in his high position Abu'l Munajja was a tower of

strength to his people and was distinguished by his charitable

acts. ' So'an greatly rejoiced, . . . because the light of her sun

truly shone. May God be his help and may he remain the lord

of all that subsists in the world which through him is at ease.'

The title of bn Dipi nB* or Dipfl i>3 -yo is probably a poetical

expression for Abu'l Munajja's office of administrator of the

eastern Delta-province. The poet concludes 'The song which

I have composed for the lord of the whole existence, and which
has been sent to Egypt (i. e. Fustat) '. It is entirely unknown
who the writer of the poems was. Of Poem III only the first

two lines remain. Abu'l Munajja lost a child and the author

consoled him.

No. IV contains an epistle, with a poetic introduction, to our

dignitary. The style of the poem suggests that the writer was
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also the author of the preceding poems. We learn therefrom

that Abu'l Munajja's Hebrew name was Solomon, and that his

titles were ' the exalted one of the state and its trusted one '
^

(11. 26-7). He did a great favour to the writer, saving his life

thereby (1. 31). He is again requested to help him and deliver him

from a certain eunuch and his retinue (1. 12). In conclusion, the

writer wishes his patron every honour and success in his official

capacity. We have read before how he was thrown into prison

by al-Afdal and how he succeeded in regaining his liberty. It

may be that after the assassination of his enemy in iiai, Abu'l

Munajja again entered the service of the state and also held

a high position in the Jewish community. A document, dated

1450 Sel. (1139 C. E.) and drawn up at Fustat, states that the

Bet-Din is under the authority of ' our lord aijd leader of our

generation . . . Solomon, the exalted dignitary, great in Israel

and Judah'.'^ One is inclined to identify this Solomon with

Abu'l Munajja b. Sha'ya. But nothing definite can as yet be

stated. It is also possible that a different official is meant, viz.

the chief Dayyan of Egypt, the so-called Dayyan al-Yahud, as

will be shown in the next chapter.

(6) Another prominent Jew in Cairo-Fustat during al-Afdal's

period (1094-iiai) was Joshu'a b. Dosa, who apparently presided

over a school. In A. D. 1 1 we have discussed the data about

him. He is probably identical with the great dignitary and

scholar whom Yehuda Hallevi eulogized in a poem composed

during his stay in Egypt while on his way to Palestine. Joshu'a

was then in disgrace and imprisoned. He probably came into

prominence during the last years of al-Afdal and continued to

hold an important position in the community till about 1145.

A document, dated 1 143-4 at Fustat, mentions the Bet-Din as

under his authority, which was probably granted to him by the

' Nnj'ONl n^n^JN 'JD. in a book-list, dated Oct. 1244 {Z.f.H.B., XII, 123,

bottom), there is mentioned a person Amin ad-Daulah Abu .... His identity

cannot be ascertained. Cp. also infra, p. 227, note i.

2 T.-S. I3j2» (cp. also 13 J 82) begins: D'':n 'HS 13N 1^327 iTHE' XVV'i'Q

\i-\-o nwp rhr(i ii33 inn [rn]3»i incr h^ ^Jnan p n^ao n'':iD»n

miiTI ^X-ltyU isnan n^yM -fOr\ VKh^^ MI-W. Bodl. 287628 contains a letter,

apparently dated Marheshwan, 1462 Sel. = 1 150 c. t., to Zakkai the Dayyan and the

great dignitary Solomon. Perhaps the same person is meant.
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well-known Nagid Samuel b. Hananya. From the data collected

in A. D. 17, 3 we learn that Samuel was already in office in 1144.

We find that though the Nagid was the chief political repre-

sentative of the Egyptian Jewry, and as such is mentioned in the

documents, other prominent scholars and readers were also

granted the privilege of having their names inserted in the deeds

issued by the courts over which they had authority. In the first

half of the twelfth century we have Masliah, the Gaon of Egypt

(1037-38), Solomon (1139), and Joshu'a b. Dosa in 1143-4

referred to in the documents of the Bet- Din, though other people

occupied the dignity of Nagid. This point will be discussed

more fully in the next chapter.

To return to our Joshu'a. He belonged to an influential family,

and his father Dosa is styled ' the mighty lord in Israel '. The

members of this family were probably among the state dignitaries

that sprang up from the Fustat Jewry. In A. D. 13 we have an

interesting epistle from Isaac b. Benveniste to our Joshu'a.

The writer styles himself Joshu'a's disciple. He is evidently

identical with the scholar of Narbonne mentioned in the interest-

ing treatise about the ritual slaughtering of animals by Samuel

b. Jacob ibn Jama'.^ In our epistle Isaac refers to the hardships

he experienced during' his wanderings. In Fustat Joshu'a

befriended this scholar. The letter is written from Damietta.

Isaac, intent on his wanderings, is about to leave Egypt. He
requests his patron to obtain from al-Afdal a letter addressed to

the Kadi of Damietta, wherein it should be stated that Isaac is

a respectable man though poor. Facilities should be granted to

him when he desires to journey to either Tarabulus, Jubail,

Byzantium, or Turkey. The Kadi is to instruct the sailors not

to molest this scholar, but to hold him in respect. We must

bear in mind that it was during the Crusades, when the feelings

of the Muslims against anybody from France must have been

very hostile. As a Jew from Narbonne, Isaac was liable to be

maltreated and suspected.

1 Described by Steinschneider, Geiger's Jud. Zeitschrift, I-IV ; see Arab. Liter.,

§ 105. See, further, the same author's Addenda to the 'Arukh (printed by Buber,

Graetz Jubelschrift, Heb. part, pp. 37, 38, 45 ; cp. also H. B., XX, 41 = XXI, 87-8)

:

pns^ 'T 1SD 'nvDB' . . . lOB' itrnin sjov 'i nnx oano ^nvoB* naiBTini
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In this letter al-Afdal is praised for his benevolence towards

Jews. ' Since Ben Asverus (i. e. Antoninus, the friend of Rabbi
Yehuda Hannasi) no such pious ruler has been known.' The
favourable position of the Jews in Egypt must have greatly

impressed a co-religionist who hailed from France, where his

brethren not long before passed through the terrors of the first

Crusade. Joshu'a is also eulogized for his scholarship and
influence in the court. What kind of school (n2>e>\ 1. 34) Joshu'a

presided over is not clear. Perhaps it was the academy founded

by David b. Daniel before 1094. A few years later Masliah

Hakkohen was invited to take charge of it, as will be discussed

in the next section.

(7) In conclusion of this section another Jewish official in

Egypt should be introduced. A civil servant, imprisoned for

some offence, is the author of the epistle A. D. 13, defective in

the beginning and end. The handwriting is certainly of the

twelfth century, if not earlier. The writer insists on his innocence.

He has done nothing to deserve his confinement in the pit.

On the contrary his favours both to Rabbinites and Karaites are

well known. He accepted government service only in order to

gain a livelihood and also to be able at the same time to do good

to his co-religionists. His father was also an official in Alexandria.

For fifteen years he was in charge of the port authority. All

merchants from Byzantium and from other countries had to

apply to him.^ Here unfortunately the letter, written in fluent

Hebrew, breaks off. Very likely the prisoner sent it to some

' A vivid description of the trade of Alexandria is given by Benjamin of Tudela

in his Itinerary (ed. Adler, 67-9 ; cp. translation, p. 76). Merchants came thither

from all the Christian kingdoms, from Venetia, Lombardy, Tuscany, Apulia, Amalfi,

Sicilia, Calabria, Romania (Byzantium), Khazaria, Patzinakia, Hungaria, Bulgaria,

Bakuvia (Ragusa?), Croatia, Slavonia, Russia, Alamania (Germany), Saxony,

Denmark, Courland (?), Ireland (?), Norway (Norge ?), Frisia, Scotia, England,

Wales, Flanders, Hainault(?), Normandy, France, Poitiers, Anjou, Burgundy,'

Murienne (Savoy and the Maritime Alps), Provence, Genoa, Pisa, Gascony, Aragon,

and Navarre. Likewise traders from the Muhammedan countries of the West
visited Alexandria, viz. from Andalusia, Algarve, Africa, and also from the land of

the Arabs. Thither came also merchants from India, Zawilah, Abyssinia, Lybia,

Yemen, Shin'ar ('Irak), Syria ; also from Yavan (Greece) and Turkey. The

merchants of India would bring all kinds of spices which the traders from Edom
(Christian countries) would buy. Every nation had in Alexandria an inn (Khan) of

its own.
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influential cd-religionists whom he requested to intervene on his

behalf and obtain his release.

All the above fragments, in addition tr- those discussed in the

former chapters, illustrate what a gre?-l role the Jews of Egypt

played in the state.^ It is a repetition of the same phenomenon

which we find in Muslim Spain. Compared with conditions in

Byzantium or any other Christian country, the Fatimid rule

over the country of the Nile was on the whole, except for a short

time of al-Hakim's persecutions, a golden period for the Jewish

people. The breath of tolerance that swept over the land

instilled civic duty and activity into the ' people of tribute '.

Both Christians and Jews could serve the state to the best of

their abilities and thereby benefit their fellow-countrymen.

II

(i) We have seen before that some sort of a school was kept

up in Fustat after David b. Daniel and that its head was Joshu'a

b. Dosa. From 1027-38 we find there Masliah Hakkohen
styling himself aps)' ilNJ ra>v>'< ^vr\ (see Worman, J. Q. R., XVIII,

14, note 14, and Pozn., Babyl. Geon., 103). Now Masliah's

genealogy in the 'Memorial List' (A. D, ii,i, and A. A. 15,

col. A) is headed xon p nnu and in fact follows that of our

Joshu'a b. Dosa. We infer therefore that Masliah was related

' We hear also of several Jews who were prominent in the realm in the period

succeeding al-Afdal's death. Besides the famous Nagid Samuel b. Hananya and
his brother Abraham (see infra, p. 230), an important official must have been Isaac

b. Joseph the Haber going by the title 'Amid ad-Daula, ' the stay of the realm '. A
document (T.-S. 10 J 23'), dated Kislev, 1454 Sel. (114a c. e.), at Fustat, under
authority of the above Nagid, and signed by Moses b. Benjamin the Spaniard,

begins
:

Nji^JN ivn . . . \mrb pD^nJm nnB' px xjsjxa mm NnnnB-

bhh^ Ttfi'x [t]N3 wi' ^Npi [d]d Djnsn ij^i xno nua m i^a^JsuN

-innn sidv iTo pla -n rhrb^ T'dv ynn 66 laajn -yarn pns* sno pJa

'131 j;: i'''3E'0n. From the indication 66 (-31D 1S1D) after Isaac's name it is

evident that he was no longer alive in 1 142. Abul-Khair b. *3NJ the Parnes is

evidently identical with Solomon b. DJIDD iJN: who is mentioned 'n a document
dated 1145 c.e. at Fustat (Bodl. 2878"). In the second half of the twelfth century
we have the Dayyan Yehoseph b. Nathan styled Amin al-Mulk, ' the faithful one of
the kingdom' {infra, p. 227, note i), the important Katib Abu'l Barakat Yehuda
Hakkohen b. El'azar and his son El'azar. The latter went by the name Sa'ad
al-Mulk, ' the happiness of the kingdom '

{infra, p. 250).
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to the influential scholar Joshu'a
;
perhaps he was his son-in-law.

This may have induced the Gaon to leave Hadrak, where his

father continued to keep up the Palestinian school, as we have

seen before (p. 197), and settle in Fustat, where he no doubt
found more scope. Be that as it may, Masliah is the first Gaon in

Egypt going by the name of 3py* p^53 naiB" B'Xn. A number of

data about him are collected in A. D. 14. He was generally

recognized and seems to have been popular. Two sons of his,

still very young, are mentioned (D^man Vlion ''JE', no. i). Their

names are unknown. When Masliah died is not exactly known.

But so far he is only mentioned in documents till 1038, and his

demise probably took place about this time. None of his sons

succeeded him as Gaon.

As head of the former Palestinian school Masliah officiated in

the synagogue of the Palestinians at Fustat (A.D. 14, 3). It is

of interest to cite here Bodl. 2834^^ which contains a copy of an

official recognition of the rite of this house of prayer. The
document was drawn up in Adar, 1532, Sel. (laii c. E.), but the

names of the signatories are not preserved. This proves that

the fragment is not the original but a copy. The last two lines

(in different handwriting) are by X. Hakkohen b. Sa'adya. In the

document it is set forth that the signatories accept the traditional

order of the prayers on week-days and New Mpons ; further, the

prayer T'B'^X (probably the corresponding psalm of the day,

DV hv n^B', see Tamid 7*, R. Hash. 31*; Seder R. 'Amram, I, 14*)

accompanied by the taking out of a scroll, called nWN ISD, from

the Ark and carrying it to the Almemar, whereupon the Ten

Commandments were recited and the scroll carried back without

having opened it ; this took place also during the services on

Sabbaths and Festivals. The Triennial Cycle was used in this

synagogue (as Benjamin of Tudela reports in his Itinerary, ed.

Adler, 6'^} Thus on every Sabbath the corresponding Seder

(mo, not nB'ia !) was read from the scroll followed by the suitable

1 Likewise Abraham Maimani in his Kifayah (cited by Dr. Biichler, /. Q. R., V,

421) mentions that in Misr (Cairo-Fustat) the whole Parashah is read in the

Babylonian synagogue while in that of the Palestinians only a Seder (mn ^S Hp''

^^D mn 'SI ^EJ'^B min ISD 'S). see also Sambarl in Neub. I, ii8: ''K 'B'JNI

^\^ nmnn nx i^d«doi nnTD~nB6B^~nBn3 bo ptriv bs< p pjnu Drx
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Haftarah. But, as a compromise with the Babylonian custom,

the ncna of the week was also read in the synagogue from

ordinary copies of the Pentateuch ! This seems to have preceded

the reading of the Law. These rites, as well as those pertaining

to every Festival, have been in practice for several generations

till the time of Sa'adya, and subsequently continued throughout

the periods of the Rals Abu'l Fadl (Meborak Nagid) and his

court, Masliah Gaon and his Bet-Din, Samuel Hannagid

(al-Rals Abu Mansur), R. Hiyya, R. Ephraim, R. Jacob

Hakkohen,^ Maimonides and their respective courts. The last

authorities mentioned are Solomon (perhaps identical with the

scholar mentioned above, p. ai7, note 3), Isaac (Dayyan b. Sason)

and X. Dayyan. Very likely one of the signatories of this

document was the Nagid Abraham Maimuni.^ It is of interest

' R. Hiyya is probably identical with the signatory of a document dated i lag c. e.

(Bodl. 2821I'). R. Ephraim (b. MeshuUam) is mentioned in documents dated 1153

and 1156C.E. (Bodl. 2806*, 2836'''), the first one drawn up in Fustat by authority of

Samuel Hannagid. Jacob Haklcohen (b. Joseph) signs a document at Fustat, dated

1162 c. t., together with Meborak b. Nathan (Bodl. 2878" ; see also 2855^^). These

three scholars were evidently the Haberim of the Palestinian congregation.

» We give here the following hues from Bodl. 28342'' : pyitXli'X [[to] ... (i)

. . . ^?:KaN ^1Vfin^? xm p'-irxT njjn niDDoijN Kin [njixa x3qid5

Q'ni'N -ivDn (3) I''»I^x{^'^^? fiojaa nanyol'N riD'-wi'N jnjDi ppin jd . . . (2)

-iitJ'i'N ns^^ji iinB'^x Dim h'\rh'& '^h NnriNi^v n^rniia rh^ xh\^ iv n''33i3»

rixipi biajN^JN 'ijN. bflijx 10 I'ci'x "idd3 einsiDi'N nnin nso PiNsri (4)

s aii-iD^N n23Nia n^npsi'i nna T-ia (5) h-S'xh^ hv^ rvrw nnann n{j>y

Nip' jNi fOD h^ (6) aaNia sisnsDi'N ia nc'iai'N risipi ns-iyN^si nnDi'^?

''i''jyi . . . (7; . . . nn-iNDaNi nao^N ilsi pasi ni^N -noi's min isd is

Tfo h^ xhvA to (8) fi'^d NDJN ni^s njipnai njnjoa tijii tij? b ix^vsiiN

1DBN1 Dmya ID 'ni^N ^-jxiji i)T niilpi ^^ai? nh xoiiy naimn id iki

ti»Nn nnyo wiisj ujhn isDr •'i'N na •hm^ nibpi nwiDnJioNi ni^u (9)

ISDT 'htf. ^\ D''Dani'Ni Qijai^Ni d''J1n5^n id ni^jr(io) h\ apy jiso na^tj"

N-nn:D an"::.! tijj (n) nne'n -itr tiud wt'j: u^hn !5itDi5N 'as d«-i^n

(NDt i!?N ^f wn noi • nijijy p: "sn msan • ^\ir\ 13 pane xa-iis sai

INDT 'h^. ^\ lan n^ai apv iiw na''B" cxn inan vhsa ^''jinj ijijiin (12)

pD' oniajn Tiaj nnijjn T'jji onB-n -w (13) i'njn i^wn ^jnidc ir^ns

apr ^a^l onax (h) li'^ani x^n irani 5r-iisJD~iatrD^n5trim naiijon

pnaiDn i^nan ann ntro ir^ns ani no indt i[V] ^f. hun ann pan
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to learn that the Ten Commandments were recited daily in the

Palestinian synagogue of Fustat, and that the custom goes back

to several generations before Sa'adya. It may be assumed the

Palestinians in Fustat followed herein the rite in use in the Holy

Land. As is well known, this daily recitation of the Ten Com-

mandments took place in the Temple- by the priests (Tamid 5^,

Ber. II^ 13*). After the destruction of the Sanctuary the intention

was to introduce it in the synagogues (this seems to be the

meaning of p nnp^ icpa phan ^iK, Ber. 12^) but it was abandoned

since the heretics (Gnostics ?) made use of it in their arguments

(see also Yen Ber. 3°, 1. 31 fif.). Attempts during the Amoraic

period to revive the custom in Babylon (Sura and Nehardea)

were not successful. Thus it remained in abeyance throughout

the Gaonic period.^ But it is remarkable that in Palestine the

Ten Commandments were reinstated in the daily ritual, probably

some time after the Arab conquest. Hence the Palestinians in

Fustat recited them in their synagogue.

• i[sl^ai obwn [n]is [nnn] tti'' d^mn bn unvcn -\: ptnn (15) ^asn

Mipn Din inni ^st paiD smiv lotn 'anno (16) • ixud iv b'db' mtcD

ann pnif wjnx 'ii-ii nni (17) Vr [l^xncia ^]njn ann n^b^ uni noi

i>'3B>on pnn (is) ijijiik *a"ii no luai ^f cjann i^jn btii^f^ ^nan

tiaii ''bv I'psa [nji ^t D^^'aB-Dn nu nb'w'on ^iijn mn i6simn

ama Ti' IN nnN^J ^ud ab) ^3Ni'^5 ^^ni |n^x i^jn Nnoiom sna^rnn (19)

[i]nN t^nntt ^jin^n "itrvi'N 'S WDitaa Njana xinai .... (20) , . . . '•cr

Moy ncj)'' n^NijaJi d'dj u UTinx ny ntJ'ytJ' 'd nnDty^ iapnx njc (21)

[pn] i.T pi K^i I'D nyi.

1 In ijiaCNn , II, i, we read the following responsum of R. Hai : pNjn ijNB'J

i:pnB' no pnnjpD dhn dj aie-ni PnaK'n tioiD noa niB'a pnp xb noi)

nnm ''> n^np (r. ury) mj; hd^ hdn'' nr imn t>-in'' ^3a 1 oijicnp

n't^N-a (r. 's) '» ury n»^ nos'' (r. nri) nr cnpoa mi ba iidxb'

ddS n"D3 dv iiaa [nip ps hd^ nDN' (r. nn) nr nnovDi dv ba noNtJ'

HDana nnnn "hm upnis' no -sa jrunni5 iri'j;i * i^onn 'a 'ni 'aa piip ^a

b"2V ninya Xn^Nna n'UE'i' pXI pJOai . This shows that in Babylon they adhered

to the abolition of reading the Ten Commandments. Indeed there is no mention of

it in 'Amram's Siddur. Frumkin, in his edition, prints (I, 322 ff.) TO nncPD mO
JlSa d^I^V wherein dill dV i'aa niiain niW are prescribed. But the whole

rite is only for individuals and not for the congregation (see p. 325, bottom, nt

inax^DD ty^x b^^y ^b^ pjnu px mavni mvia 'tyiN dn^nTi :T\ib jiajn jnaon).

Moreover, the authorship of R. 'Amram is not yet established beyond question.
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After Masliah we hear of an Abraham 3pjJ' |1K3 niitJ'* {j>k-i

(b. Mazhir). Poznadski {Babyl. Geon., 11) thinks that he was the

first principal of the reconstituted academy of Bagdad, because

his name appears in a collection of poems by Isaac b. Abraham
ibn 'Ezra who visited Bagdad in 1143. But the new material

given here tends to show that he became in course of time head

of the Fustat school in succession to Masliah. But in Marheshvan

1 141 c. E. he did not reside yet in the Egyptian capital, but

somewhere else. He then already held the title Gaon. Perhaps

he was Gaon at Hadrak (Damascus) and subsequently i-emoved
'

to Fustat, just as it was the case with Masliah. There seem to

have existed close relations between these two seats of learning

since the time of Solomon Hakkohen, the father of Masliah (see

above, p. 196 f.). But lack of further information renders this

point still obscure.

T.-S. 13 J 9^ contains a letter in heavy Paitanic style from

[Nathan] b. Samuel the Haber to Abraham Gaon b. Mazhir.^

» The address, verso, reads: nTnB'D "VVi IJJIIN ^nJH [pXJH Hip'' min hvC\

i'T -Onn hvita^ n^a [irU] » [n'B']DE' ptapl. The full name of the Gaon is given

on recto : . . . KVOE' \0 ^^nt3J Ipy PSJ nTV' B'Nl Qni3N 13311 13"ID (13)

Th^Ksan nins minn 'jdjd b^'\i>^ ne* ne^npn inn^sy* (17) nnsi . . . (16)

ira b T'aji thwh^ rw (19) pTin n^nro ijynx p . . . (18) '^rb'\mir\

?pt JXIB". The whole epistle contains eulogies and praises merely. But of

interest is the right-hand margin whereon the writer thanks God : ^pjf P^IJn "It^N

nonai . . . [vtj'JnEii i^Nne" aai '•jhs id^3 -ik'n3 uvon *3n>»5)*i mon
bv ha mom (r. d«ivi) d31si 'nnid nomx tiin cipn m^np n^niiN

pn '3 •'T'jii mocDb nriN iJiD'ty^i on^aa^ ion nun >5)y na'N oipo^ nac

5>pr i^nn pnxn ^li^n mm'' 133-1 nnis " nyaa thv^ n^i inDn3 ij^jaiD 'isi

.... inDin3i D\ii>N nxno ni33 n''nn .... nosn 'N133 18<3''3 nDK3 ii^jj? ncs

33nS tIB'mO ' D*n^N P . . . . Tmyah .... IpIS D''T'V01. The name Mazhir

occurs in Harizi's Tahkemoni (50th Makame, see Dr. Hirschfeld's Catal. of Montefiore

Library, p. 106, bottom) : • TTDD3 D''D3 'l E>Nin p i'NiDK' '"I DB'i' ^''CT ni»N1

• icy Vn^N 'n^ • 133 -ivitD n nC ^Jyl • 1DB> ^y OTnS'ni ; cp. alsoed. AammAa,

p. 438, 1. 8, linlD IXIp' IDB*. A Paitan Mazhir is also mentioned in an Eastern

Mahzor (see Halberstamm, in 1< ?y J'3p, 1899, p. i). R. Yehuda Hallevi, to whom
Nathan refers in his letter as no longer alive, should not be identified with the

* The feminine sufiSxes refer to mTn

.

^ Alluding to the Talmudic saying |33T '3i)D D'^si'D |ND.
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It is dated Marheshvan, 1143 Sel.= ii4T c. E. The writer lived

then in the Egyptian capital, as will become evident presently.

He is glad to inform the Gaon that he is holding the same
position as under ' my lord, the chariot of Israel and its horsemen ',

and that he is popular with the congregations as well as with the

Nagid. The office of this correspondent iits in exactly with that

held by Nathan b. Samuel, secretary of the Nagid Samuel b.

Hananya. Yehuda Hallevi, who met this Nathan in Egypt,

greatly eulogized him in a poem and also in a letter which he

sent him.^ Nathan is also styled ' secretary of the school '.

He probably sei'ved already under Masliah, as he is a signatory

of some documents drawn up in Fustat during the period of this

Gaon.^ Probably this is meant when he writes to Abraham
Gaon in 1141 that he is retaining his old position as 'in the days

of my lord, the chariot of Israel and its horsemen ', viz. the late

Gaon Masliah.

After a vacancy of a few years the school of Egypt seems

to have acquired the Gaon Abraham b. Mazhir for its head.

A. D. 15, in the same handwriting and style as the preceding

epistle, and accordingly having our Nathan b. Samuel as its

author, is evidently written by order ofAbraham. After eulogizing

the Gaon, whose father Mazhir is styled ' the great dignitary, the

foundation of the school ' (recto, 1. 14 f), and after alluding to

famous poet, however the eulogistic expressions employed would tempt one to do

so. As pointed out {infra, p. 229 f.), Yehudah Hallevi the Spaniard visited Egypt

probably after 1141.

1 Diwdn, ed. Brody, I, no. 78, composed in Damietta in honour of our Nathan.

It probably formed the introduction of the epistle (ibid., 214-16). Brody's heading is.

nnvo T'3J3 na^B'M naiD lann {jNiDtr na ]ni 'n ^ra'ab naii^n • ^D^?''D^3,

but in Bodl. 1970, I, no. 63 (in Neub., p. 645, top), we read 3nt<3 vX 3n3t

lann bwa^ ''ana tnJ m (i. e. Samuel b. Hananya, no. 62) IISlDi'N n*J3^N

n'hii nnxna ;y XaNU b"). The headingoftheepistleinBodl. 1971, ni, No. 9

{I. c, p. 659), is iTasniiN pxa finv ny^^n isid 'yi:hb n3ku n^NDi ; in

stands for the title D''13nn "ITJ, held by our Nathan (see letter, 1. a8). He is also

given this title in a document (T.-S. 13 J 22»), beginning : PN n3DPN UV n73T

pan mm'' "in yoi vi -am ^kidb' is jna n -ithv. 5)» [vd ^a "yvv ddjo

. . . J'lnri 3pV* "13 niN''K'Jn nnn Dnyoi D'^nsn "ITJ. Farther on we read

expressly Dn3nn nti \T\i 1331.

2 See Bodl. 2821I', 2873«^ 2878' ; cp. 2878™.

2240 P
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So'an and Hadrak (1. 4), the writer informs his correspondent

that his name is given a prominent place in the benedictions

recited on every Sabbath and Festival, in the presence of the

Gaon, for all the benefactors of the school. This person was

evidently a generous patron of the academy, in whose records his

good services were set forth (verso, 1. 7). Also the writer does

not miss an occasion of pointing out what the school owes to him.

The real object of the epistle is to have his opinion and advice

about the will of the late Gaon Masliah, which seems to have

been submitted to the Gaon Abraham in consequence of a lawsuit

it entailed. Among the witnesses of this will were the Dayyan

Nathan (b. Solomon Hakkohen),^ who heard it dictated by the

late Gaon, and Isaiah Hallevi b. Mishael (the author of a

philosophical treatise on the soul, see J. Q. R., XVII, 67-8).

The latter was a brother-in-law of the influential Joshu'a b. Dosa

and was himself a member of a learned family (see A. D. 11).

It is not indicated where the correspondent, to whom this letter

was sent, lived. Perhaps he resided in Hadrak, where Masliah

might have had some property which he disposed of in his will.

How long Abraham b. Mazhir presided over the Egyptian

school is unknown. Nor is it clear who became his direct

successor. There is a problematic possibility that this was

Moses Hallevi Gaon b. Netaneel the ' Sixth ', whose acquaintance

Yehudah Hallevi made during his stay in Egypt {infra, p. 334,

note 3). But Moses' sons certainly presided over the Egyptian

academy bearing the title Geonim. These were Netaneel Hallevi,

styled Rosh Yeshiba of the Diaspora (nhj^E') and his brother

Sar Shalom Hallevi, who again went by the same title of B'KI

apy pw nrtJ"' as that of Masliah and Abraham b. Mazhir. The
activities of these two brothers, as shown farther on, extended
from 1160 till about 1189 C. E.

(2) Before dealing with the period of Samuel b. Hananya and
his successors, another epistle from Nathan b. Samuel (A. D. 16),

as the style and handwriting clearly show, should be discussed

here. It is again dated So'an (= Fustat) Marheshvan, 11453 Sel.

' This Dayyan is a. signatory of several documents drawn up in Fustat under
Masliah Gaon (Bodl. 2821II, a8738*»'', and 2878'). He was still alive in 1148 c.E.,

as is evident from Bodl. 2876'. See also Bodl. 283421 and 3878i<i.
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(1141 C. E.) and is addressed to Petahya Hakkohen the Haber b.

'Obadya. The latter was Nathan's teacher, while Petahya was
his junior school friend (cp. 1. a8). Nathan complains that

Petahya so seldom writes to him. Already some years passed

since the demise of the Gaon (1. 30, no doubt referring to

Masliah Hakkohen), and no letter of his reached Nathan, who
relied upon him for all the information about the happenings in his

place of residence. Petahya's epistle to the Nagid (certainlySamuel
b. Hananya) reached him through a certain dignitary named
Baruk. Nathan read it before the Nagid about three times, in

order to impress him with his friend's excellent lines. It seems

that he now advises Petahya to come over to Egypt, where the

Nagid will befriend him (verso, 11. 1-3). Nathan further inquires

about his friends, and wonders why they do not reply to his

epistles. These are El'azar ' the beloved of the school and its

friend
',

going by the Arabic name Ibn Mansur Ghalib, and

Menasse b. X. the Haber. He would further like to know what

his mother, sister, and a certain high dignitary (probably her

husband), 'the mighty lord, lord of the house of Israel', are

doing. Since two years he has been without any knowledge

about them. Finally, greetings are sent from the writer's three

sons Meborak, Sa'adya, and Yehoseph.^ It seems that he was

1 The eldest son, Meborah, was probably Dayyan ofFustat after his father's death.

Bodl. 2874" contains a document, by authority of the Nagid Samuel, dated 1157 c. E.

at Fustat, and signed ?f ^3nn |n3 n3 IHUD ; likewise another document dated

1163 C.E., by authority of Netaneel Hallevi (Bodl. 2878"). See further, Bodl.

2855l^ 2876'', 2878'*-''*. More important was the third son Yehoseph. T.-S.

13 J 13* contains a letter to D3nn i'XIB'O nnXH "It^n «lDin'' 133ni IJID pJ3

ni^isjon -apx\ jrij imi mo pJa iu . . . nntrn im n^JiDon ['"in ^tmn

N^DIIOn pnn. The address on verso reads: ji»K ntii'N h'h'h^ kI'IdI'K TTfin

j« -ann in^aitD na pan mini nnay
||

stj" ^v\rv wm lijoij^. The first title

on the address "ItJPN evidently stands for DnBTI "IW, while the second one, Amin

al-Mulk, ' the faithful one of the realm ', was probably bestowed upon him by the

government (cp. also above, p. 220, note i). For a similar title, cp. Amin ad-Daula,

' warden of the realm ', held, e. g., by Ibn-Ammar, commander-in-chief under al-

Hakim (see L.-P. 124, note i). It is likely that the influential Joshu'a b. Dosa

(above, p. 217 ff.) also went by this title of AmIn-al-Mulk. The superscription of

Tehuda Hallevi's poem in his honour reads in Bodl. 1971, HI, no. 10: ON 3n31

^f njSnp pN3 SinilD^N XOn p IVD '3X PDN^N T'B'i'N; PON^N probably

stands for ^5)oi'N pl^X just as -\\h>^ for B^tS'n IIJ. Bodl. 2876" is probably

s Pa
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a native of Damascus ^ and was acquainted with several prominent

Jews there. His brother-in-law apparently held there a high

official position. For some unknown reason he settled in Fustat

and became the Nagid's secretary. Perhaps he came over

together with Masliah Gaon, who installed him as secretary of

the school. Subsequently he held the same position under

Abraham b. Mazhir. This letter is of interest as showing us the

connexions that were kept up between the two important Jewish

communities, Fustat and Damascus.

(3) We shall now deal with the period of Samuel Hanna^id b.

Hananya and his successors. A few words should be said in

advance concerning the political conditions in Egypt. After

al-Afdal's death in 1131 Ibn al-Batafhi became chief minister of

the state for four years only. In 1 1 35 he was imprisoned and

afterwards crucified. The Caliph al-Amir became thereupon his

own minister with the assistance of only two heads of the Diwan,

Ja'far b. 'Abd al-Mun'im and a Samaritan AbQ Ya'kub Ibrahim.

Another secretary of the state under al-Amir was Ibn Abu'l

Damm al-Yahudi,^ evidently either a Jew himself or of Jewish

extraction. But nothing further is known about him.

The Caliph was assassinated in 1131 and was succeeded by

his cousin al-Hafiz (1131-49). Soon after the beginning of his

rule, his sons quarrelled about the succession to the throne, and
civil war broke out in the army, with the result that the

unfortunate Caliph was compelled to do away with his son

Hasan. Two court physicians, the Jew Abu Mansur and the

Christian Ibn Kirfa, were summoned to prepare a deadly draught.

The former came first before his sovereign, and when called upon

also addressed to Yehoseph ; it is a letter from Samuel b. Moses to Yehoseph
133)n "IBTl, styled on verso Abu'l-Hajaj Yusuf . . . Dayyan al-Yahud, i. e. chief

Dayyan (see especially infra, p. 266 f.). Finally, our Yehoseph is likely identical

with the person mentioned in the Memorial List {J.Q.R., N.S., 1,51, top margin):

[supply d^B'n] ntJ ^KnB'''3 inKn nc'n fjoin* xj^ni sno plai. Nothing

is so far known about Nathan's second son Sa'adya. Tobias Hakkohen the Haber
the father of Yehuda who corresponded with Yehoseph b. Nathan, is probably
identical with Tobias Hakkohen b. 'Ali the Haber (see Bodl. 2834»i-'2

; 2878'").
1 This town is probably meant in verso, 1. 4, ' the holy congregations that are

m*t35IK)3 '. Just as Bagdad was styled nnjf (above, p. 174, note i), so Damascus
was given the poetical name ' the crowned (city) '.

' WUst., HI, 70, 73, bottom ; cp. L.-P. 166.
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to do the job showed a shrewd insight of human nature by
refusing the task. He swore by the Torah that he did not know
how to prepare the poisonous mixture. But Ibn Kirfa did as he
was bidden, and Hasan soon died from the drink he was com-
pelled to take. Still in the same year (1134) the Caliph had
Ibn Kirfa arrested and executed. Abu Mansur was appointed

chief physician and received as a gift all that his hapless colleague

possessed (Wust. HI, 79-80, L.-P. 168).

Al-Hafiz died in 1149 at the age of 75. During the next

twenty years Egypt passed through a great crisis both internally

and by the invasions of the Franks from Palestine. In Nov. 1 ath,

1868, Fustat, for three centuries the metropolis of the country,

was set on fire in order that the Franks should find no shelter

there. A most glorious period of Muslim rule over the land of

the Nile began with the farnous Saladin who became Wezir in

1 169, and two years afterwards succeeded the last Fatimid Caliph

al-'Adid (i 160-71). The reign of this dynasty came then to an

end after a duration of two centuries (L.-P. 1 69 ff., Wiist. 84 ff.).

The above physician Abu Mansur, so greatly honoured by
al-Hafiz after his refusal to prepare the poison for his son Hasan,

is no doubt identical with Samuel b. Hananya (p. %'i%), the

famous Nagid who befriended Yehuda Hallevi during his visit to

Egypt on his way to Palestine. Graetz (VI*, 138-9) assumes

that he became the political head of Egyptian Jewry soon after

1
1 34. But so far we were able to trace his period of activity

from documents dated 1143-50 (A. D. 17, 3). But he is also

probably meant in the letter of Marheshwan 1141 (A. D. 16).

It is unknown when Moses Nagid b. Meborak died.^ Naturally

Samuel, though a favourite of the Caliph, had to wait till a

vacancy occurred. As we hear of no other Nagid between

Moses and Samuel, the latter must have been the former's

immediate successor. None of Moses' sons could attain the dignity

since Samuel became very influential after the event of 1
1 34 C. E.

» A Ketuba (T.-S. 8 J
33I, vellum, top only preserved), dated 1437 Sel. ( = 1135-6

c. E.), and probably drawn up at Fustat, begins (1. i): U3nS? n7*J1 nnni . . 4

n^Jlin T3J VWO. The bridegroom is El'azar b. Shemarya. The Nagid's name

used to be inserted in the legal documents (see infra, p. 240). In the above Ketuba

the Nagid Moses is no doubt identical with Moses b. Meborak. We thus learn that

he was still alive in 1 125-6 c. E.
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When Yehuda Hallevi visited Egypt the Nagid was at the

height of his power. It is noteworthy that Joshu'a b. Dosa was

then imprisoned, probably for some political offence. No doubt

Samuel exerted his influence to obtain the release of this

prominent co-religionist. It is difficult to ascertain whether the

document of 1 143-4, which states that the Bet-Din of Fustat

was under Joshu'a's authority, is to be dated before or after the

great poet's visit.

From the genealogies (A. D. 17, i) we learn that Samuel's

forefathers were all scholars. His fourth ancestor and namesake,

Samuel, was a Haber. The latter's son, Shemarya, was ' Sixth

'

of the academy, probably in Palestine towards the end of the

eleventh century. But perhaps he was connected with David

b. Daniel's school in Egypt. The Nagid's grandfather, Netaneel,

was styled ' the great one of the school '. His father Hananya

was an eminent physician. The Nagid's brother, Abraham,

seems also to have been an influential doctor. It is remarkable

that it is not stated expressly that Samuel himself was a member

of this profession. But this is very likely since his great influence

was probably due to his position as the Caliph's doctor, and he

was known to the Muslims as the Abu Mansur of the poisoning

affair of the Caliph's son. None of Samuel's offspring succeeded

to the dignity of Nagid.

A. D. 18 contains an interesting letter to our Nagid from

Elijah b. Kaleb b. Leon. The last two names point to Byzantine

origin, and indeed it is evident that the writer was a stranger

in Egypt. He was a scholar who seems to have landed at

Alexandria not long before, and was proceeding to Cairo to see

the Nagid. Evidently owing to lack of means he made his

journey slowly from town to town and meanwhile corresponded

with Samuel. Elijah was struck by the laxity of obsei-vance

and the ignorance then prevalent in the Egyptian communities.

He writes, I beg to inform you, in accordance with your request,

that I have arrived here at Benhe. When I came to Alexandria

and saw the people's doings, I ascribed them to be due to your

living at too long a distance away to have a salutary influence

over the congregation. I thought that perhaps those Jews nearer

you were 'perfumed with your scent'. But behold they too

(e. g. in Benhe) are still in their ' unclean state '. ' Men of
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knowledge are in their eyes as animals, the Torah and the Laws
of no account to them. For a while my heart was in pain and
I wondered about the difference I beheld here from other con-

gregations of Israel. I inwardly mused why they (the Egyptian

Jews) were so and how they possessed the callousness to eat

without saying their prayers. But, I concluded, that was perhaps

because scholars did not live among them. They are thus lax

out of ignorance, and not out of presumption.' Here we have
a not very flattering account of conditions in Egypt in the middle
of the twelfth century. The paucity of scholars in this country

was also noticed by Maimonides a few years afterwards. The
eleventh century saw more of intellectual activity amongst
the Jewry of this country, as we have discussed above, probably

due to the spiritual instruction imparted by the academies of

Babylon and of Palestine.

To return to our Elijah, who obviously had a grudge against

the congregations he visited because he was not adequately

supported. His remarks may thus be coloured by bias, and

should not be accepted prima facie. The Nagid is requested to

enable him to come to Cairo-Fustat without delay, since he

experienced many hardships on his journey from Alexandria.

The messenger who brought the letter was originally hired for

a journey from Mahalla to Benhe, and Elijah had to pay him

for the remainder of the way from that place to Cairo-Fustat.

The people showed him no respect whatever. The Nagid in his

reply should let Elijah know how he could bring with him

a number of books he possessed, and also whether to come as he

was dressed. Many people frightened him into the belief that

his speech and dress would expose him to danger. It is thus

clear that he came from a Christian country. At that time the

Franks threatened Egypt with invasion. Any traveller from

a Christian land had to confront many risks of being suspected

as a spy or being set upon by a hostile crowd. Elijah landed at

Alexandria and spent there the whole summer very uncomfortably.

His object was probably to find scope for his scholarship in

Egypt. In the twelfth century we meet there several scholars

from Christian countries, e. g. Isaac b. Benveniste of Narbonne

(above, p. ai8 f.), Joseph b. Gershon and Anatoli b. Joseph

(Dayyanim in Alexandria in Maimonides' time, above, p. 175,
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and infra, p. 247 f.), and others. Egyptian Jewry became then

dependent on abroad for its spiritual guides, whereas in the

eleventh century and previously these would be obtained

from former students of the Babylonian and the Palestinian

academies.

While in the preceding letter Egyptian Jewry was painted in

rather black colours, A. D. 19 informs us of a collection of money
for the ransom of captives. It reveals the favourable side of this

Jewry. No efforts were spared to redeem their unfortunate

brethren who fell into captivity. This we have seen above

(pp. 87 ff., 204-5) in the times of Ephraim b. Shemarya and

Nahrai b. Nissim. No doubt all through the subsequent years

' the redemption of captives ' was practised. But documentary

evidence we have only for the time of Samuel Hannagid (and

later on of Maimonides, infra, p. 344). Our fragment gives us

the result of the collection in the provincial towns. The captives

were from al-Rum (Byzantium). At the instigation of the Nagid,

Abu'l-Surur b. Tarif and Abu'l-Ma'ali (Samuel b. Yehuda) ^ were

entrusted with this task. The collection amounted to 225 d.

(at the rate of 4c dirhems per d.). The following is the detailed

list of the contributions from the communities

:

Mahalla 4cJ d., Miniya Zifta 37 d., Sambutiah 26 d.,

Damsis 12 d., Samjud 11 d., Milij 28 d., Damirah 14 d.,

Tinnis 3 d., Damietta 30 d., Benhe al-'Asal 14I d.

The Sheikhs Abu Sa'ad and Abu'l-Ma'ali (the latter probably

identical with one of the treasurers of the fund) gave 30 d. The
Alexandrian congregation is not mentioned in this list. Nor is

it stated what the Jews of the capital contributed. But the

amount required must have been considerable, since the provincial

towns were asked to take a share.

A. D. 19* gives a calendar for the years 4914-16 a.m.
(i 153-6 c. E.) \\hich a Jew (probably an elder in Fustat) drew up
for his own use. He first gave the respective details as to A. M.,

Sel., the year since the destruction of the Temple, the Shemittah,
the Jubilee, the Solar Cycle, and also the month of A. H.

1 The latter is probably identical with b. Asad, A. D., 17, 3g. k. Abu'l Sumr
b. Tarif may be identical with the namesake mentioned in a document dated 1104
at Cairo (/. Q. R., XX, 453).
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wherein the Jewish New Year began. Then follow the dates of

the New Moons, festivals, and fasts. But the chief interest of the

calendar consists in the part which gives the names of the persons
who supply the olive-oil for the ' perpetual lamp ' in the synagogue.
The writer of the calendar was one of them. During the three

years the same persons, with a few new-comers, stood the

expense, though each year in a different sequence. The list is

defective for the iirst year. In the second year we have the

Sheikh Abu 'Ali b. Sadakah supplying oil during Tishri (except

New Year), the Sheikh Abu'l Hasan b. Hashush for Marheshvan,
the Sheikh Abu'l Ridha for Kislev, Abu'l Hasan Abu Sa'ad for

Tebet and Hanukah, the Sheikh Abu'lkhair Sadakah for Shevat,

the writer for Adar, his relation the Sheikh AbQ 'Ali for Nisan

and Passover, the Sheikh Abu'l Bayyan for lyyar, the Sheikh

Hilal (Abu'l Najm) for Sivan and Pentecost, the Sheikh Abu'l

Mufadhdhal forTammuz and Ab, and X. for Ellul and New-Year.

In the third year we have the new-comers the Sheikh Abu Sa'ad

(perhaps identical with the person mentioned in the preceding

fragment, A. D. 19) and the heirs of a certain late Haber, while

the Sheikh Abu'l Mufaddal is no longer mentioned. We have

here a specimen of how the internal affairs of the synagogue

(very likely in Fustat) were arranged. Probably after three

years another group of members were allotted the privilege of

supplying the oil for its sacred use.

(4) The Nagid Samuel continued his beneficial activities till

1 159. This is the latest date we could trace from documents. In

the following year we find already deeds issued by the authority of

Netaneel Hallevi, whom Benjamin of Tudela met in Cairo during

his travels. Netaneel's period can be traced from 1160-5 c.e.

(A. D. io, i). But during this time there lived in Fustat a

Nasi Daniel, by whose authority documents were also drawn up

(in 1 164/5, above, p. 175). It is evident that there existed a

division of authority in the community which will be discussed

in detail in the next chapter (see also above, p. a 18). Samuel

. Hannagid is styled ' the help of the Nesiut ', which clearly

presupposes that he patronized a Nasi who probably lived in the

capital. Likewise other people of that time held honorary titles

bestowed by the Nasi (e. g. Moses ' the favourite of the Nesiut
',

A. D. 39, 3).
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Towards the end of his life Samuel suffered from the de-

nunciations of a co-religionist, named Yahya= Zuta= Sar Shalom,

who usurped the chief communal office. The only source for the

grave crisis which Egyptian Jewry went through is the Scroll

of Zuta composed by Abraham b. Hillel (published by Neubauer,

J.Q.R., VIII, 543 flf., IX, yai, cp. also XI, 532; see also

A. D. 1 9*). Zuta, the disturber of the communal peace, pretended

to be indeed a scholar and ' head of an academy'.^ But though

he also went by the name Sar Shalom, his identification with

the Egyptian Gaon Sar Shalom Hallevi is out of question.^

The data discussed in A. D. 30 tend to show that there existed

in Damascus a 'Palestinian academy' presided over by Moses

Hallevi Gaon. A son of his, Netaneel, occupied the Gaonate in

Egypt as 'head of the school of the Diaspora' (i 160-5). He is

never styled Nagid, though Benjamin of Tudela calls him

onBTi "yff, which was the Nagid's usual title. After "Netaneel we

have a Sar-Shalom Hallevi b. Moses Gaon presiding in Egypt

(Fustat) over ' the Palestinian school ' (from 1 1 70-89). That he

was a brother of Netaneel Hallevi b. Moses Gaon admits of very

little doubt.^ Both ofthem seem to have been generally recognized.

1 The whole passage (ibid., VIII, p. 547, 11. 17 ff.-548, bottom) forms a genuine

part of the scroll in all the fragments. Kaufmann's contention (ibid., IX, p. 168)

that it crept into the Megillah 'from something like Harizi's TahksmonV is dis-

proved by an examination of the MSS. This scroll has been re-edited and

discussed by Kahana in Hashiloah, vol. XV. But this publication is inaccessible

to me.
' Pozn., Babyl. Geon., 103-4, identifies them without much ado.

' T.-S. 10 J 20'' contains a letter from Sar Shalom, beginning: 11 DJID nty

»ibn ntJ'D i^3 " DE'3 1 noinn npv' jixj ^'hn D)b& ne* id
|

f-ixi D'de' nmii

b^ muna ''mfn ijWnJ n^a
|
apV IIXJ- The letter is addressed to Netaneel

1333n NBlin lann. in his signature Sar Shalom also mentions his grandfather's

name. Accordingly Moses' father was ' Sixth ' of the school. His name, Nataneel,

is additional proof that Netaneel Hallevi b. Moses Gaon is Sar Shalom's brother.

Or. 5566 B, fol. 30, contains a letter from lil DJ 113 '•B'tJ'n HCD n3 M^JH btttTM

to Joseph Hakkohen b. Halfon (so address verso). The title ' Sixth ' evidently

refers to Moses. It is doubtful whether this Moses is the father of Netaneel the

' Sixth ' or he is identical with the later Gaon Moses, and accordingly Netaneel (the

later Gaon) wrote this letter at a time when his father was still ' Sixth '. The

former alternative is more probable. The above suggestion that Moses Hallevi was

Gaon in Damascus, as the data discussed in A. D. so render it probable, would be

assailed if a poem, attributed to Yehuda Hallevi (Diivdn, ed. Brody, I, p. 105, no. 72),

were really by him. Its heading in the MS. (see Neubauer's Bodl. Catalogue, I,
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Thus, for example, Hillel b. Sadok Ab (very likely the father of

the author of Megillat Zuta) signs a Ketuba by authority of

Netaneel Hallevi (A. D. 30, t"). The correspondence of Sar

Shalom Hallevi (A. D. ai-3) also gives the same impression.

It is therefore incumbent to dissociate the latter Gaon from

Zuta, whom his parents called Yahya (probably being his Arabic

name, while Zuta was his Jewish one) but who gave himself the

well-sounding name Sar Shalom. By his actions he proved just

the opposite. He first denounced the greatly esteemed Samuel
Hannagid, with the result that he was in disgrace for sixty-six days.

When the beloved Nagid had the advantage and returned to his

exalted office,the whole Egyptian Jewry felt a great relief. Samuel

died soon after 1159 (ten years before Saladin became the ruler

of the country). Zuta, who became meanwhile greatly im-

poverished, made the demise of the Nagid the occasion for further

denunciation. He informed the Caliph that io,coo d. were in

the Nagid's house (^B'^5^ nnn, i.e. under his very pillow, ibid.,

p. 546, 1. 12). But this proved a falsehood, and Zuta and his

son incurred the Caliph's displeasure. The sovereign of the

country was then al-Falz (1154-60). Not long after the Nagid's

demise, his master, the Caliph, died, and was succeeded by

al-'Adid, the last Fatimid ruler (i 160-71). During his reign

Zuta seems to have lived in obscurity. But with Saladin's

658, top, no. 412) reads '•mh^ P X^Vi. H^H D"-li'N ''I'X 31131. Brody's heading is

(iK>E'^X P nbi'N rinn) riB'D ^ OnXOa; indeed the end of the poem shows

that the person addressed was called Moses. Now the corresponding Hebrew

name for Hibatallah is ^iKjnj. Hence probably the correct reading of the heading

was'B'B'i'N r^^ iian p VWO, i.e. our Moses b. Netaneel the 'Sixth'! The

hero of the poem was evidently a renowned scholar (see 11. 3 ff. : D''^SD3 CI? ^K'X

TVJia innni • jyiva min 'npno npni * uiova ttsd ij; yDtJ-^i • nin VvQ

M1D3P). Moreover, the ending HE'D "Tl ntJCni PjlD Tsh DVn nn'' .10^

i5iSj (1. 19) seems to indicate that he went by the title Gaon, which would

strengthen still more his identity with our Moses Hallevi Gaon b. Netaneel the

' Sixth'. Also the title al-Rais would be shortened for Rais al-Metibta ('head of

the school', see infra, p. 262). Accordingly Yehuda Hallevi must have met this

Gaon in Fustat, where, in the poet's words, ' he put on the garment of glory ', i. c.

took up his exalted position. However, the very same poem is attributed in another

source (see Steinschneider, H. B., X, 98, note 3 ; cp. also Brody, /. c, notes, p. 179)

to Joseph ibn 'Aknin as having composed it in honour of his great master Moses

Maimonides. We must await further material to solve the problem.
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accession in 1171 {de facto ruler since 1169), Zuta came again to

the forefront. The author of the scroll indicates this in a general

way (p. 546, 1. 17 ff.), 'And it came to pass in those many days

that the King of Egypt died and a new king arose over Egypt

(cp. Exod. 2. 23, 8). And he (Zuta) obtained from him the

dignity for an annual sum of aoo d.' The writer passed over

the whole reign of al-'Adid. That by the ' new king ' Saladin is

meant, is evident from the intervention of Maimonides after Zuta's

regime for four years. Maimonides arrived in Egypt in 1165

and it was only under Saladin that he began to wield any influence

in the court. Egyptian Jewry was for a time relieved from

Zuta's tyranny. But he succeeded for a third time to be the

political head of this Jewry. By the aid of a certain state official,

who subsequently was transferred to Palestine, Zuta and his son

kept the community in awe for two years. Finally, his overthrow

was brought about by R. Isaac (ibid., pp. 549-56).^

It is indeed remarkable that the documents of the Bet-Din

from 1 159 till the time of Abraham Maimuni (A. D. 33) contain

no mention of a Nagid. Owing to the communal strife none

seems to have been recognized. Certainly Zuta's claim was

generally ignored. Just as Samuel Hannagid had charge of

a school, though he never assumed the title of Gaon (see A. D.

17, 3), so our Zuta called himself Rosh Yeshibah. But his

1 Zuta's final defeat probably took place still during Saladin's reign (1171-93).

This ruler is evidently referred to in p. 549, 11. 11 ff., (i. e. Zuta and his son) DniNiai

vh\ nnan nuvo :[pnnn tddi] pnan prnD • pnv [i^d] ibon 'a

. . . initJ' np''. R. Isaac is probably identical with R. Isaac b. Sason,

Maimonides' colleague on the Bet-Din of Fustat (as already Harkavy suggested, see

p. 543, top). The Megillah itself seems to have been written (or copied) in 1196,

three years after Saladin's death. Accordingly in the introductory poem (p. 545,

II. 3-4), ^va. h \Tt'\ ' 11D0 aniK i?Ki n^^ • iimNn nisi'D •'du • ]'mipa >n'i

'131 pD3"n, Saladin cannot be meant, as Neubauer thinks (pDIX is to mean

'Armenian', alluding to Saladin who was a Kurd, note 3). It more likely speaks

of Zuta's first acts during Samuel Hannagid's lifetime in the reign of al-Faiz

(1154-60). The author indicates this period as 'the time of the kingdom of the

Temple ' (i. c. Jerusalem), viz. when the Crusaders were the lords of the Holy

Land. (If we read [IDIXn for [IDlNn, we shall have a still more explicit allusion,

since ["unK = dllN ! A different explanation is given by Kaufmann, Z. D. M, G.,

LI, 451-2). As is well known, Saladin's Holy War (1187-93) resulted in

restoring the Muslim rule over Palestine except a narrow strip of the coast from

Tyre to Jaffa.
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ignorance was too glaring, and his pretensions to scholarship and
literary accomplishments gave the author of the Scroll scope for

biting ridicule. The deeds emanating from the courts during

this period are issued by authority of either the Nasi (e.g.

Daniel, 1164-5), the Geonim Netaneel (1160-65) and Sar Shalom
(1170-89), or Maimonides (1171 c.E., A. D. 20,5*). This very

insertion of ' by the authority of ' (nw-iD) in documents and also

in prayers recited in the synagogue became a subject of dispute.

Maimonides was consulted about this problem (A. D. 20, 7) as

well as a contemporary Dayyan Yehiel b. Elyakim, as will be
shown presently.

To return now to the Geonim Netaneel and Sar Shalom.
The data concerning them are collected in A. D. 30. They seem
to have had the right of appointing Dayyanim, Readers, and
even Mohelim for the provincial communities. Benjamin of

Tudela reports this about Netaneel (A. D. 20, 2). About Sar

Shalom's similar privileges we read in his correspondence.

A. D. a I is an epistle from him to the community of Kalyub.

Moses b. Levi, a Reader and Shohet, received authorization from

the Gaon. The congregation is enjoined to treat him well. His

father Moses, also a Reader, held the title ' the beloved one of

the Yeshiba '. Sar Shalom styles himself ' the descendant

of Geonim'. In A. D, 22 he reminds a patron of his, Moses

Hakkohen b. Halfon, to send him a cloak, as is the latter's custom

whenever he returns safely from his business travels. A. D. 23

is from Moses b. Elijah Hallevi, a communal official in a provincial

town in Egypt, to the Gaon. Herein we find again that the

latter authorized persons as Mohelim for the various communities.

The writer is very much grieved on account of Sar Shalom's

anger with him. A Jew in his town had a boy for circumcision

and chose a certain Yefet to perform the rite, as he did it

gratuitously. But another person, Yefet b. Solomon, the physician

(called Abu'l-Tafal), came and produced a document of authoriza-

tion from the Gaon to the effect that he only should be the

Mohel in the whole district. The writer declared the document

as a forgery, with the result that the' rejected Mohel slandered

him to the Gaon. From the pitiful letter it is evident how

Sar Shalom held his subordinates in dread. By his policy of

authorization he tapped a source of income. This Mohel, for
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example, must have paid a certain sum to the Gaon, and in his

turn claimed gratuities for the performance of the rite.

The following list of the principals of the Egyptian school can

now be construed :

David b. Daniel, Nasi and ' head of the academy of the

Diaspora' (n^w^B') about 1083-94.

[Joshua b. Dosa?, no Gaon] before iiai.

Masliah Hakkohen, Rosh apv P^J r\y<^ 1127-38.

Abraham b. Mazhir, Rosh 3p5)^ \m HTB'* after 1141.

[Moses Hallevi b. Nataneel the ' Sixth ' ?, see above,

p. 234, note 3, end.]

Netaneel Hallevi, ' head of the academy of the

Diaspora' 1160-65.

Sar Shalom Hallevi, Rosh npy [WJ nn^B'* 1170-89.

(About a Joseph b. Jacob apy^ psj na^c* b-kt in laii, see

A. D. 29, I.) The grandson of Maimonides, David, bore the title

min ^C nnniE" B'si , by which also went his grandson Joshu'a, as

well as the latter's son David (A. D. '3,% 4, 6).

So far no holders of the dignity of Ab in the Egyptian school

are known. It is also doubtful whether it possessed a college of

seven scholars, as was the case in Palestine.^ The literary

achievements of the Egyptian Gaonate were still poorer than

those of the Holy Land. High-sounding titles and exaggerated

eulogies were the fashion of the time. But no proof is available

of the scholarly eminence of the persons thus eulogized. When
so much time and energy were spent on communal strife and

' As regards the school in Damascus, Benjamin of Tudela {Itinerary, ed. Adler,

31) found there the Gaon 'Azarya (or Ezra), his brother Sar Shalom Ab, and Joseph

na'^E'O 'B'Onn. As Pozn. {R.E.J., XLVIII, 164, note 2) rightly suggests, for

^{yDnn we should read ^t^PtiTl ' the Third '. (Also more appropriate would be

muna than ni'B'^3.) Whether there existed four more dignitaries numbered

from four to seven is unknown. Benjamin mentions also Masliah [E'lin "non ti'SI

who may have held some office in the school. Meir D"i"13nn 1XQ and Joseph

b. al-Plat na^CTl 11D* were probably patrons of the academy and received their

respective titles in recognition of their services (see also A. D. 20, 7). In the Bagdad

school (in the twelfth century) we hear of no numbered scholars heading the

college (mian). On the other hand, the school was divided into ten sections

(nU"'!J'''), the heads of some of them held the titles na''B'NT (11D) *11D\ Hann,

"non l^Nn, and D''"iann "ins respectively (see Benjamin's Itinerary, 39, and cp.

Pozn., Bahyl. Geon., pp. 16, note i, 17, note 4, 18, notes 2, 4). The inner organization

of both these schools is on the whole still obscure (cp. also infra, p. 278 f.).
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competition for advancement, no adequate attention could be
paid to study and genuine literary work. No wonder therefore

that in Spain the whole institution of the Gaonate was held in

very little esteem in the twelfth century. Maimonides gives us

his experiences in Palestine and In Egypt in a characteristic

passage in his Mishnah commentary on Bekhorot.* We have

also read (above, p. 230 f.) how a scholar from a Christian country

was impressed by the religious knowledge and practice of a part

of Egyptian Jewry. On the other hand, it should be added,

Yehuda Hallevi greatly eulogized a number of learned and

intellectual co-religionists whom he met in the land of the Nile.

But the persons who gave themselves the imposing titles in

connexion with the Yeshiba seem not to have deserved them by
reason of their intellectual eminence.

(5) Before proceeding to deal in the next section with the

period of Maimonides, we shall introduce here a scholar from

Aleppo, Yehiel b. Elyakim, who settled in Egypt and after some
vicissitudes became Dayyan in Cairo-FustSt (A. D. 34-5).

A. D. 24 is an epistle from Yehiel to Yefet the Teacher, probably

in Cairo-Fustat. The writer was travelling in Egypt. He left

on Wednesday al-Maks (the port of Cairo) in a boat which

safely reached the Miniyat Zifta district on the following day.

Probably Yehiel intended to preach there and in this way benefit

by the local Jews. But the place was in confusion. The people

were in hiding from the tax-collectors, and our scholar was there

a forlorn person. He requests Yefet to inquire after the welfare

of his household and to continue teaching his boy Elyakim to

read 'from the four sides, from above and below' (11. lo-ii).

Probably the meaning is that the boy be taught to read from

whatever side the page faced him. By getting used to this way

I'll 3N onnNi n3'B>i jj'K'i din *n nvp piipa* aijjon psai h^/cya^ pN3

^yh pnnui ni>ij h^v r\i'<\i}^ a'xi |»ni npj;^ fixJ n3"'B>'' b'nt pa pb'n pE'ijji

•h^rif ^ai? niDB'n [d \rh\^ in nait^* v^-\i (r. oniN) rm isn n^b* din

piN3 in^NT nnai pDin\ni f\i2r\ nnx psSni vich^z nde> idiejs Dnnn
'•iSNi n3''B'' B'NT NipJE' ^» tf^ Dnnx niDipoai onan ^^vrp'i d'-e'jn W-yo'^

. . .n^JT'i' NDV mi m ''3 a. ByaiJIOn pS Egypt is meant in juxtaposition

with Palestine (see above, p. 30, note 3, and p. 83).
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of reading ^«r persons could use one and the same book. We
must bear in mind that books were then expensive and rare, as

each copy had to be written by a professional scribe. Yehiel

also instructs the teacher Yefet to make the boy familiar with

the ' blessings ', while his mother was to see that he said them as

the occasion arose. Yehiel was poor, yet his children were very

dear to him. He owed a loan to a certain man. If he be

pressing for payment, the Sheikh Isma'il al-Tulatuli had promised

Yehiel to advance the money till he returned from his journey.

Greetings are sent to X. 'the disciple' b. al-Dayyan, to a young

man Abu'l-Bayyan, an orphan, to the Sheikh Samuel Rashid, to

a certain Joshu'a and his brother. The Sheikh Abu'l-Faraj,

a companion of Yehiel, sends greetings to his family. This letter

is of interest for the social life of those times. From another

epistle (note i) we learn that Yehiel was acting as minister at

weddings in provincial towns. A person from Kalyub invited

him to come and officiate at his son's wedding.

A copy of an interesting legal decision by our scholar we have

in A. D. 25, I. Yehiel alludes to his having left his native

place (i.e. Aleppo) for Egypt, where he observed strife in the

communities about the mention of nit^nn ('by authority of

So-and-so', e.g. the Nagid, Gaon, or Nasi) in documents, at

wedding banquets and similar functions, during the morning

service in the synagogue and also before the preacher began his

discourse. Maimonides was also consulted concerning that

problem (A. D. 20, 7). The congregation that put the question

to him bound itself by a ban not to make use of that formula

at all. Yehiel, however, decided in favour of the formula. From
the standpoint of the Law (pi) there was nothing against it.

He is spoken of as Dyyan in Misraim (Cairo-Fustat). In other

epistles (nos. a and 4) he is styled pnniDn ain. A certain

Hananya b. Yehuda requests him to come to Jerusalem to settle

there some dispute. Benjamin of Tudela found in the Holy City,

when still under the Crusaders, a community of aoo Jews.

On the other hand, Petahya found there only one Jew. But

soon after Saladin's conquest of the city (October a, 1187), it

received a new influx of Jewish inhabitants.^ As will be shown

^ Indeed Harizi found there, besides pilgrims from France, two organized com-

munities recruited from Ashkelon and the Magreb. See Ta!ikentoni, ed. Kaminka,
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in the next chapter, a new office was created in Cairo to represent

the Palestinian Jewry. Its holder was called ' the Nagid of the

land of Israel and Yehuda ' (min^l barvif^ ps n^JJ). The letter

here probably dates after T187. The Nagid is also mentioned

(1. 16). A correspondent of Yehiel was Yehuda the Teacher
b. Aaron the physician ('Ammani). The latter is very likely

identical with the Alexandrian Dayyan eulogized by Yehuda
Hallevi (no. 4). We found him there in 11 29 (A. D. 14, a).

When his son Yehuda corresponded with Yehiel, Aaron was
no longer alive. This Yehuda was also a correspondent of

Abraham Maimuni.

(5) In conclusion of this section three private letters from the

Genizah are discussed as they are of interest for the ordinary life

of the people (A. D. a6-a8). A lady, by name Maliha, writes to

her brothers Abu Sa'id and Solomon (A. D. a6). If the epistle

is her own composition, it would do her much credit. It is

written in good Hebrew with Paitanic embellishments. Maliha

seems to have been away with her little daughter, Zoi, for several

years in Byzantium. Perhaps she was married to a Byzantine

Jew. Anyhow she desires now to return to Egypt, but is afraid

to undertake the journey by herself. She would have joined the

bearers of the letter. But after consulting a ' scroll of the law

'

for augury, she received an ill-omened reply. She demands

therefore that one of her brothers should come to Byzantium and

fetch her home. She alludes to ' our lord the Fourth ', evidently

353 : 1J?33''1
' D'H^N niKID HNnNl ' D''D{5'n ^h lnnS31 ' Qii'B'IT' ^N TlVDJ DB'DI

DB'Nnai • |VX3 paci' nsiFpsE D''N3n • \'{h)} n'on on • D*n^N '3n^d u

Dtj'x-131 • rh\so bn\> Diii^ptJ'Nn p nm • n^KD o'-aB'n if'str 133 • iind

p nm ' no* ab lijaci • nonai ij^atyD Nini ijic t^N nnvD •<y^ ntj'n

• anon bv2 xin • unyon re^bti un qb'niii • naiDi naitj-n nbnp ouiyDn

, . , DnnDt" nipnS nnoi. See aUo Makamah, 28 (p. 245), and Gr., VIS 305-6.

Probably the fragment inserted in A. D. 25, 3, dates from the time when the Jerusalem

community was reorganized after 1187. The writer, Yehiel b. Isaac, inquires of a

Rabbi (probably in Egypt) how to dispose of the sum of money the latter gave for

the erection of a ritual bath . Yehiel established such a one in his own house. In the

Shiloah no bathing is permitted by the non-Jews. The fragment contains only

the end of the epistle (wherein other details were probably mentioned) and the

postscript. Yehiel sent previously another epistle to the Rabbi through a non-Jew

from Fustat whose father resided in Jerusalem.

2240 Q
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a relative of hers. She thus came from a learned family and it

would not be unusual for her to have possessed a good knowledge

of the Hebrew language.

In A. D. a7 we have a letter from a husband to his wife in

Cairo-Fustat, dated Rosh Hodesh Kislev at Sammanud. The

epistle, written in Hebrew, is addressed to the Reader Abu'l

Bayyan, who probably would translate its contents to the woman.

Why her husband did not write to her directly in Jewish Arabic,

which was the native language of the Egyptian Jews, is difficult

to say.^ He was a scribe who, owing to lack of employment,

travelled in the provincial towns to find work. He just left

Cairo-Fustat on Thursday and spent the Sabbath in Benhe.

His wife is requested to look after their boy. A certain Isaac

b. Baruk is also mentioned.

Finally we have a letter from the wife of Solomon the scribe

to her husband. The handwriting is probably from the thirteenth

century and even later. The lady calls herself iTiD Mil, Donna
niD, which would point to Italian origin. Her husband left his

home for the purpose of obtaining release from taxes. A certain

Solomon, the physician, is to intervene for him. Meanwhile his

wife was told that he intended leaving for Turkey. This she

absolutely vetoes. Several letters sent by her and her children

were left unanswered by her husband Solomon the scribe. If he

persists in his intention, their family concord will be broken.

There is one daughter grown up and suitable for marriage.

Their married daughter is in certain circumstances and must not

be inflicted with pain. People will scandalize them by saying

:

There is a respectable man leaving his wife and family and

wandering about in the world.

Ill

(i) The period of Maimonides has been the subject of numerous

studies. It is not intended to write here a new life of the great

sage.^ Only additional material, which the Genizah furnishes,

' Perhaps the letter was purposely addressed to a well-known person in the town
to make it easier for the bearer of the letter to deliver it.

'^ The latest biography is by Eppenstein in Mose ben Maimon, II, i S. See

Poznanski's review in Z.f. H. B., 1917, 59 ff. ; that Maimonides was Nagid (ibid.,

p. 61) is mentioned nowhere. The title D''''"IPN was given to several other
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will be discussed. Maimonides' activity in Egypt really falls

within the reign of Saladin and his successors and hence beyond
the scope of the present treatise. Moreover, the data given here

are very scrappy and allow as yet no connected account.

In 1211, a few years after Maimonides' death, we find in

Fustat an eminent scholar Joseph Rosh Hasseder b. Jacob Rosh
be Rabbanan (b. 'Ali Rosh Hakkahal). As shown in A. D. 29, 1-2,

Jacob (also styled '•C'''^r\) was probably a native of Babylon.

He was the author of a work codifying the laws of^ Shehita.

It is unknown whether he left his native country for Egypt, where

his son resided. Joseph wrote a commentary on the Haftarot.

The colophon of this work is of interest since it tells us about

the Bible commentaries of Sa'adya, Aaron b. Sarjadu, Samuel

b. Hofni, Isaac b. Samuel the Spaniard, Berakeel, and Joshiah b.

^13Dn, which Joseph read and utilized. He was also the author of

an Arabic commentary on the Mishnah, wherein very likely he

followed in the footsteps of Maimonides. On the whole he showed

little originality in his literary work, extensively drawing upon

his predecessors. It may be assumed that he was personally

acquainted with Maimonides. As to his title Rosh Hasseder,

it should be noted that Joseph ibn Aknin, Maimonides' favourite

disciple, was styled likewise.

In the second half of the twelfth century we hear of an 'Obadya

(al-Rais Abu'l Ridha), ' Nagid of the land of Israel and Yehuda

'

(A. D. 29, 3). He was a member of a scholarly family, patrons

of the 'academy' (probably of Egypt). Nothing further is

known of this Nagid's activities. The character of his office will

be discussed in the next chapter (see also above, p. 241).

Perhaps Joshiah Hannasi corresponded with him (A. C. 20, 3)

when writing to ntinii h^'W' }'^^? Tijj * miynn n*33 }

dignitaries (see infra^ p. 262). Also Abu'l Barakat b. El'azar was no Nagid (see

infra, p. 250).
1 'Obadya's son was perhaps Joseph with whom Harizi came into contact in

Cairo-Fustat, and benefited by his generosity. See Tahkemoni, ed. Kqminka, 353 :

inpiva • \h» inv pN pni • D'a^jen pTU pixi • n'^yo^n nnnD vax jvn

V^SJBC [nrai. The fiftieth Makamah also contains -^ poem in his honour (see

Catal. of Montefion Library, p. 107 : IB'n P * nil^inn nipD flDV '"b Tlinai

bl nnaiy nVDn). it is true that Harizi does not mention 'Obadya by the title

Nagid, but neither does he style Abraham Mairauni as such.

Q a
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A correspondent of Maimonides was probably X. al-Fayyumi

b. Sa'adya (A. D. 39, 4). The sage is styled 'the teacher of

righteousness' (plS rniD, see also A. D. 30) by reason of his

works that were a guide to Israel (see also infra, p. 367).

His son (i.e. Abraham) is also greeted (1. 15). The writer flatters

his correspondent as the author of ' beautiful poems ' (1. 5). But

we know that Maimonides' fame was not due to his achievements

in this branch of literature. As was the fashion of the time,

he would compose his Hebrew letters in rhymed prose. An
admirer might have regarded them as poetry. But the sage's

whole bent lay in a direction quite removed from the imaginative

flights of the muse.^ The writer of our epistle is much pressed

for time and only sends a few lines in order to keep up the

friendship with his distinguished correspondent. He may be

identical with the father of Netaneel b. Fayyumi, the author of

the theological work, Bustan al-'Ukul (ed. Levine, New York,

1 908).
2'

Having completed his Mishnah Commentary in 1168,

Maimonides was soon recognized as a scholar of renown.

Already in 17 11 a Ketuba drawn up in Fustat is issued by
' his authority ' (A. D. ao, 5*). He thus had charge of the local

Bet-Din. He is styled 'the great Rabbi in Israel', a title he

already then fully deserved. Two years later he took an active

part in obtaining the ransom-money for Jewish prisoners who
probably hailed from Christian countries. Possibly on this

occasion he wrote the circular letter to the communities of

Damirah, Jaujar, Sammanud, Damsis, and Sunbat (A. D. 39, 5).

He imparted in Egypt instruction to a number of disciples and

seems to have been at the head of a school. But Talmudic

studies were pursued only to a small extent (A. D. 29, 4).

It should, however, be borne in mind that our sage was a very

busy man. What with his official duties as court physician, his

large private clientele and his own studies, very little time for

teaching was left to him.

1 See Gr., VI*, 267. Yet he composed a number of verses, see Bacher, Mtschr.,

LIII, 581 ff. Cp. also Harkavy, DiJJJ" DJ D''{}'in, VII, 52 (in Hebrew Gmetz, IV).

' That the book was composed by the father of Jacob to whom Maimonides sent

his Iggeret Taiman, as Livine takes it for granted, cannot be ascertained from the

work (see also Arab. Lit., § 147 a ; Eppenstein, Mose b. Maimon, II, 1914, p. 45).
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An interesting letter from a correspondent in Kalne (Rakkah,
where Benjamin of Tudela found about 700 Jews) ^ to his friend

in Egypt we have in A. D. 30. The date of the epistle is either

1505 Sel.^ (1194 c. E.) or three years later (if the correct reading

is 1508 Sel. ; 1540 Sel. is very unlikely). The writer first salutes

'our master' Moses 'the teacher of righteousness' (1. 45, most
likely Maimonides) and his son (i.e. Abraham), then R. Halfon
and his son, R. 'Ali and his son-in-law, the profound scholar

Mishael (very likely b. 'Uzziel, see Steinschneider, Arab. Literatur,

§ 167), his sons and nephew, a certain scholar X., further, all the
' disciples ', headed by Joseph and X., and finally R. Menahem
(see infra, 247, note i, end). The writer had thus several

acquaintances in Cairo-Fustat, where he probably stayed for

some time. Business took him to Rakkah. But he was dis-

pleased with his surroundings as they offered him no intellectual

scope. He would have liked to leave his place of residence,

where he was even the owner of whole streets, and return to Egypt

, , , in the hope of becoming famous in poetry as before. But first

he must arrange his private affairs and provide maintenance for

his children (1. 15 ff.). His friend's letters that reached him on

Sivan aoth quite overwhelmed him by reason of their beauty of

poetic diction. His correspondent's identity cannot be ascertained.

He inquired about the excellent glosses by which ' our master

'

(waT.no doubt Maimonides, as he was the only person styled so

in our epistle) elucidated the Halakot (1. 24 ff.). Probably

reference is made here to the sage's explanations of certain

passages in his Mishnah Torah.^ The writer of our epistle

states that he asked R. Joseph about them and he knew nothing

of the whole affair. Very likely Joseph b. Aknin, Maimonides'

favourite disciple, is meant, who lived in Aleppo since about 1187

1 Itinerary, ed. Adler, 33 : HD^JD K^T n''pN"l^ nHN DV DB'DI

DionJinn pN p^ nphnn nyjtf y-vx. ni'nnn (v. i. nji»3 is more correct)

mnj N^jD Kim an: 'ni 'sor 'n ryiffvr\y\ nmn* m id3 nai • iwif niai'Di

tbrn-rb baao ini^w Nnrs? P^o now nm ' fpv '-\\. About Rakkah see

Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, 518.

' npjiX ; the n is doubtful, and can also be taken as H or D.

= A number of these are to be found in his responsa to Jonatlian Hakkohen of

Lunel, and also to the Dayyan Pinhas b. MeshuUam of Alexandria, see Kobes,

I, 6' if., 26*.
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(see Munk, Notice sur Joseph b. Jehouda, 53, and Pozn., Babyl.

Geon., 30 ff.). It seems that Joseph sent to Maimonides (?) a

request for the correct text of certain passages (1. 37 f.). That

our writer had connexions with Aleppo we learn from the next

lines (28 ff.). His Egyptian correspondent gave him some

directions about certain Talmudical commentaries. He forthwith

sent a messenger from Kalne to R. Samuel and R. Abraham in

Aleppo. But meanwhile the former arrived at Kalne by another

route and had with him only the Commentary on Berakot.

(Probably the work of either R. Nissim or R. Hananel is meant

here.) This R. Samuel inquired after the welfare of their

Egyptian friend and congratulated him on his marriage.

Then follow details of business transactions between the two

correspondents. The writer in Kalne does not desire to part

with a certain headdress since he possesses in his whole stock

none like it. He regrets to have taken a sum of money from

R. 'Ah for a garment of foxes' fur. If possible let him refund

himself from the bearer of the epistle. A certain thing is with

Abu'l-Zahak in Damascus. His correspondent authorized him

to take 7 d., but of this sum he had so far received 50 silver pieces

(very likely dirhems). From the whole transaction hardly any

profit will accrue to him. Here we have a typical letter, written

in rhymed prose and dealing with literature and business

simultaneously. While following their material pursuits in life

these two friends keep their spiritual needs in the forefront.

In showing us that the Jew of those times was not merely intent

on money-making, this letter has a peculiar interest of its own.

We insert here an epistle (A. D. 30* recto, by appearance

dating from the beginning of the thirteenth century) addressed

to a certain scholar R. Yehoseph. The writer, who lived in

Damascus, reports of the movements of Rabbi Joseph, who is

perhaps identical with ibn Aknin. Owing to sickness and the

dangers of the road the writer could not as yet return to the place

of residence of R. Yehoseph. Yet he is longing for the congenial

company of learned people. During the summer he hopes to be

able to make the journey. The previous winter R. Joseph was

ill in Baalbec^ but he could not visit him on his sick bed.

' n?y3. See Benjamin of Tudela {Itinerary, ed. Adler, 31) : DV ''Sn DtSTSI
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R. Joseph has recovered and arrived safely at Damascus, where
his friends tried to detain him and enable him to settle but

apparently met with no success. On verso a Nagid is condoled

on the death of a scholar R. 'Uzziel. Perhaps the father of the

above-mentioned Mishael is meant.

One of Maimonides' contemporaries was the Alexandrian

Dayyan Anatoli b. Joseph, who seems to have been a native of

Lunel (A. D. 33, note 6), though the name suggests Anatolia in

Byzantium. Soon after his arrival at Alexandria Anatoli intro-

duced himself by letter to the Fustat sage and was subsequently

in further correspondence with him (A. D. 32, nos. 3-3). He
survived Maimonides and seems to have become a recognized

authority. A. D. 31 is an epistle from 'his sei'vant Menahem'
to our Anatoli, dated Kislev 1534 Sel. (= I3I3 c. E.). The
Dayyan is addressed with great respect. It may be that he

resided then in Cairo-Fustat (since the letter comes from the

Genizah), where he held a high communal office. Menahem,

evidently a dignitary in a provincial community, reminds Anatoli

of the donation which the latter's congregation promised for the

repair of a synagogue (in a certain settlement of Jews). This

house of prayer is now without a ceiling and the rain is coming

in. A certain Dhaliah and his friends, the worshippers at this

synagogue, keep on writing to Menahem about the donation of

which he now reminds Anatoli. His disciples are saluted.

The writer is perhaps identical with his namesake mentioned

above (p. 345).^ Evidently Anatoli imparted knowledge to

a circle of students. Another epistle to him is from Yehoseph b.

Samuel (the Babylonian ?), who signs himself ' the smallest of his

servants and attendants ' (A. D. 33, i). The writer was probably

1 Harizi met in Cairo-Fustat a Dayyan, Menahem b. Isaac, whom he greatly

eulogized. See Tahkemoni, ed. Kaminka, 352 : TIB' N*ni DnSD flW »m25)1

'<iv l'>Ni inx ty nainai . . . (Fustat) onvD iviv x^n njiB'snn • nyno

. . . ^ii pnv' UT n^onn p Dn^D ut jnn Nin • injinsi nc'i inwyi • inmn

In the other town (i. c Cairo) lived Abraham Maimuni. A poem in Menahem's

honour is also found in the fiftieth Makamah (p. 395 : P DHiD ''317 Tl'B'Jf HPNI

n*S3 'p31 on'" nnj inoa PN "Wt^ • nnSD pn pnV^). I doubt whether he is

identical with the writer of the above epistle.
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the Rabbi of a provincial community.' He informs Anatoli that

before he receives a document (of the Bet-Din) signed by our

scholar, he will not hand over certain things that are in his

possession. A certain Abraham Hakkohen of Magreb arrived

with a deed of guardianship, which, however, had not Anatoli's

signature. The writer is therefore reluctant to accept this

document unless it be verified by Anatoli.

(a) A number of data are collected in A. D. 0,'^ about Abraham
Maimuni and his descendants.'^ The dignity of Nagid was held

by this family for several generations. Abraham became Nagid

probably in 1205, soon after the demise of his great father. We
have traced his activity from documents dating between 1309-31

(no. i). His son David was born in laaz (not 131a as

Steinschneider, Arab. Lit., § 160, states). Only fifteen years of

age when his father died (1337), David became Nagid in Ab 1338

at a very tender age (no. 3). In course of time he became head

of a school (mini'B' rwo^v trxi). For several years he was away
in Akko (no. 3). His son and successor Abraham was appointed

Nagid already in his father's lifetime (no. 4). Of his three sons

Moses, "Obadya, and Joshu'a, the last attained the Nagid

dignity. He died in 1355. Sambari states that his brother

'Obadya survived him for two years (1357). But from the frag-

ment given here (no. 5) we learn the reverse. Jacob TilK'Dn b. Isaac

(b. David of Magreb) sends from Hebron condolences to Joshu'a

Nagid on the death of 'Obadya. This chorister and the whole

congregation in Hebron were in dire need. It seems that they

could only afford to employ one communal servant, viz. a TilB'D

(not even styled Hazzan), i.e. one who intones the prayers. The
Nagid is asked to help these poor people. Joshu'a was styled

ns^rb^ nn3''B'* S^NT just as his grandfather David (no. 6). A few

1 Perhaps he is the father of flDIH'' IJ^a"! 3"in p PN1DB' who signs the circular

letter issued by the Nasi Jesse b. Hezekiah b. Jesse of Damascus, dated Tammuz,
5046 A.M. (= 1286 c. E.), against those that agitated against Maimonides' More
Nebukim (see Kobes, III, 22', bottom; cp. also Poznariski, Babyl. Geon., 123-4).

One of the signatories is also Perahyab. Nissim, who lived in Fustat (see A. D. 20, 7,

end). Our Samuel b. Yehoseph may have then also resided somewhere in Egypt
(cp. A. D. 33, 6).

» The most recent biography by Eppenstein, Abr. Matmuni, seiit Leben u. seine

Schriften, nebst Proben aus seinem Pentateuchkomtnentar, Berlin, 1914, is only

known to me from Poznanski's review in Z.f.H. B., 1916, 9-11.
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data are also discussed bearing on Joshu a's son, David, who for

a time occupied the dignity of Nagid and presided over the
school. But certain unknown circumstances compelled him to

leave Egypt for Damascus and Aleppo.
A number of fragments, attributed to Abraham Maimuni, are

critically analysed in A. D. 34. As a result only one of them is

a genuine product of the Nagid, while another forms the end of
an epistle sent to him soon after his father's death (nos. 4 and i).

The remainder, except one coming from a Nasi who perhaps
resided in Bagdad (no. 3), deals with the Bagdad academy
(nos. 3 and 5), a subject not of direct connexion with our theme
here, though Egyptian Jewry kept up relations with the centre

of learning that was re-established in the twelfth century in the

capital of "Irak.

(3) In conclusion a number of prominent Jews in Egypt are

introduced who were not dealt with in the preceding pages.

^- ^- 35i 1' mentions Sar Shalom, 'head of the congregation', who
is also styled ' the mighty dignitary

',
(Ab)-Bet-Din and ' Alluf of

the academy '. Menasse, a grandson (or descendant) of Shema'ya
(perhaps Shema'ya Gaon, see A. C. 38, 1-2, and Pozn., Babyl.

Geon., no) requests a Reader X. b. Sadok Hassopher to use his

influence on Sar Shalom that the latter send an epistle in his own
handwriting to the Alexandrian community on behalf of this

Menasse. Evidently he was about to go there in order to take

up a communal position. He hopes to be there before New
Year. Let Sar Shalom write to the local Reader and congregation

in favour of Menasse. He encloses some remarks about the

dealings of the people of Sahragt. If his friend thinks it

advisable, let him show them to Sar Shalom. If our Menasse

was a descendant of Shema'ya Gaon, then it is possible that he

lived in the second half of the twelfth century, and hence Sar

Shalom can be identical with Zuta. But the handwriting has an

earlier appearance. Also the title ' Alluf of the academy ' held

by Sar Shalom, and also by the Reader X. b. Sadok, points to

an earlier time when the Babylonian schools existed in the

eleventh century, though it is likely that the title was also

bestowed by the Bagdad Geonim in the following centuries.

An important elder was Halfon b. Isaac (no. a). Both father

and son were given honorary titles, viz. ' the generous one of the
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congregations ' and ' the desire of the congregations ' respectively.

Halfon was also a patron of the academy and was styled 'the

favourite of the school '. His acquaintances were two namesakes,

Halfon Hallevi b. Nataneel and Halfon Hallevi b. Menasse

(b. al-s)''Nt3p). A very important Katib in the time of Maimonides

was Abu'l Barakat Yehuda Hakkohen b. El'azar (no. 3). It is

impossible to identify him with' Netaneel Hallevi Gaon (as Pozn.,

Babyl. Geon., 103, does) as is evident from the difference of their

names as well as their fraternity. Abu'l Barakat's son, El'azar,

was also an important state official, going by the name Sa'ad

al-Mulk ' the happiness of the kingdom '. In a document of

1176 c. E. we read also about an eminent physician Yekutiel

whose father Moses was a Katib and also ' superintendent of the

merchants ' (different namesakes are evidently those mentioned

in a document of 1093 C. E., see A. B. a, note 3). In no. 4 we
hear of a Shemarya Nagid (b. David ?), but nothing further is

known about his exact time and activities. If he be identical

with the Nagid to whom Harizi's Tahkemoni is dedicated (by

the copyist ?) ^, then we have a terminus a quo. The names of

a few Jewish physicians in Egypt are given in no. 5, viz. Ephraim
b. Yefet (in Fustat, 1066 c. E.), Elijah styled ' the important

dignitary ' (his son Levi was also apparently a state official), and

Zekarya b. Elijah Rosh Hakkahal (both father and son seem to

have been influential persons).

From the good wishes of winning favour with ' the king and

the dignitaries ', it appears that Abraham b. El'azar (no. 6) was
in the employment of the state. Likewise in no. 8 a great

dignitary, a Levite, is saluted, and the hope is expressed that he

find favour in the eyes of ' the king, the Wezir, the Court ladies,

the eunuchs, the lords of the realm, and all the men of the

government'. The person addressed seems also to have been

a scholar. Finally we hear of a number of Dayyanim in Fustat

and elsewhere (no. 7). As in the whole of this section, it is only

fragmentary and disconnected material that could be offered

here in the hope that the gaps will be filled up as further Genizah
finds are made accessible.

1 Bodl. 2517 contains Harizi's Tahkemoni with a dedication to a Nagid Shemaryah
b. David.



CHAPTER VI

The Communal Organization.

We have reviewed the life of the Jews in Egypt and in

Palestine during more than two centuries. A large number of

communal officials and dignitaries as well as other persons

bearing honorific titles have come to our notice. It is therefore

necessary to attempt to reconstruct, in more or less systematic

a manner, the communal organization which these Jewries

developed. Without such a discussion this treatise would lack

the finale which is required by way of summarizing and also

supplementing what is to be learned from the preceding

investigations.

I. The leading political position in the community was held

by the Nagid. The origin of this office is still obscure (see

Berliner, Magazin, XVII, 50-8, Neubauer, J. Q. R., IX, 55a,

and Gottheil, J.E., V, 68-9). Sambari (in Neub. I, 115 ff.)

indeed tells us that the daughter of the Bagdad Caliph al-Tai

(who ascended the throne in ^6^ A. H. = 973 C. E.) married the

King of Egypt. On her arrival in 366 a. h.^ she began to inquire

into the constitution of her new country and discovered that the

Jews had no political head corresponding to the Exilarch in

Babylon. Her husband thereupon sent to 'Irak for a member of

the Davidic family, whom he appointed as Nagid over the

Egyptian Jewry. Sambari in his account copies almost verbally

David b. Zimra's well-known responsum about the Negidut

office {fr^'\ n'lB', III, no. 509).=^ But it is remarkable that none

' fiN^ mbvn nN3 rrf'h lioOTi d»s^n 'i m^ n'h 'ay\y^rh idb' nje-ai

'131 DHSD. But 366 A. H. = 976/7 c. E., whereas 4745 a. m. = 985.

2 Frumkin, PNIDtJ* PK, p. 18, quotes this responsum, and remarks, quite un-

warrantedly, on the passage : CinVD H^JD V.Vi D'bsVDB'^n nisi'Di' 311? 'S >JSD

'

Od'ond n»3i' innsn i^mx b» ^I'S'sn Nin) 'ria^i^KS ^x dI'Sn Nipjn nns.

Frumkin thus makes the Negidut to have originated in the reign of the last Fatimid
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of the Negidim, known to us, claimed Davidic descent. As if to

prove his assertion, Sambari (ibid., 116 and 133) states that the

Nasi Yehuda b. Joshiah, the contemporary of Maimonides (above,

p. 175), was also Nagid. But this is not confirmed by any other

source and is not probable. On the other hand we have found

Nesiim in Egypt who were contemporaries of Negidim of non-

Davidic descent. Together with Meborak Nagid we have David

Hannasi b. Daniel, while the former's son Moses Nagid and

likewise Samuel Hannagid b. Hananya were the patrons of

Nesiim, as can be gathered from their respective titles 'the

standard of the Nesiut ' and ' the help of the Nesiut ' (niK''t5'Jn i>n

and niN''B'jn its?, see A. B. ao, II, i ; A. D. 8 and 17 ; cp. also

above, p. %'},'^).

The Negidut was probably a sequel of the conquest of Egypt

by the Fatimids in 969. An exilarch living in Bagdad could

naturally no longer wield any authority over the Jews of the new

empire. Moreover, it became a political contingency to make

these independent from a dignitary appointed by the 'Abbasid

Caliph of Bagdad. The first Nagid was most likely Paltiel, who

is reported to have had such a large share in the conquest of the

country of the Nile (above, p. 16). The Ahimdas Chronicle

indeed states that he was the head over all Jewish communities

within the Fatimid realm.^ His successor was his son Samuel.

But after the latter's death the office seems to have been divided.

We find thus in the first half of the eleventh century the Negidim

Abraham b. 'Ata and Jacob b. 'Amram in Kairowan (see

y. Q. R., N. S., IX, 163-3, and above, p. 144). Probably the

communities of Ifrikiyya were represented by the Nagid, who
resided in Kairowan. Till about 1044 North Africa, under

rulers of the Sanhaja tierbers, seated at Mahdiya (near Kairowan),

acknowledged the suzerainty of the Fatimid Caliphs. But then

Mo'izz, the ruling governor, joined the orthodox Sumnites and

accepted a new investiture from the 'Abbasid Caliph in 1046.

After some warfare, Mo'izz maintained his independence in

Caliph al-'Adid (1160-71, see above, p. 229), nearly two centuries after the real

creation of the ofBce I And Gottheil (I. c.) makes of this an ' Egyptian Calif 'Adud

al-Daulah (977-82) ', quoting our very Frumkin !

!

1 Neub., II, 130: nnvDa Dmn • isN oy n'hrvph (r. Myon) ijjon biX'^abz "\
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Mahdiya, and henceforth the rulers of Egypt had no authority

farther west than Barka (see L.-P. 137-8).

We have to deal here with the Egyptian Negidim. A highly

interesting account of the installation of a Nagid has been

published by Mr. Elkan N. Adler in J. Q. R., IX, 717-18.1

The new Nagid recounts how still in the lifetime ofhis predecessor

he distinguished himself as a scholar and preacher. The Caliph

designated him as the political head of Jewry, while still several

years previously the Nasi Hasdai honoured him by the bestowal

of the title 'crown of the lords' (CIB'n niDV). Since then it

became evident that he was to be the successor of the Nagid.

His authority has been confirmed by the Nasi as well as by the

Gaon of Palestine. Had not the government taken the initiative

by bestowing upon him the dignity, the support of the Gaon
alone would have sufficed. But now his position has been doubly

strengthened since the academy accepted the candidate chosen

by the government.

The Nasi Hasdai probably resided in Egypt. He cannot be

identical with the Exilarch of Babylon, as Kaufmann thinks.

As the fragment dates most likely from the Fatimid period, it is

obvious that the Bagdad Exilarch would have no influence

whatever in the matter of appointing the chief political repre-

sentative of Egyptian Jewry. We have found above several

Nesiim in Palestine and Syria towards the end of the tenth

century and onwards. Likewise it is likely that members of the

Davidic family resided in Egypt prior to David b, Daniel. We
have seen above (p. iii ff.) that during Solomon b. Yehuda's

Gaonate a Nasi settled in Jerusalem who previously stayed for

some time in the country of the Nile. The authority of these

Nesiim was more of a moral than a political character. When
the writer of the above account states that he was holding the

dignity 'by permission of our lord the Exilarch under whose

royal sceptre we and all Israel belong and all of us hold fast to

the true God and to the Nesiut',^ we have to regard it as

1 See also Kaufmann, ibid., X, 162-4, and Pozn., Babyl. Geon., 112-13.

2 P. 717 : wnix IK'S n^un tj'xn ujns ivcnn inns ^''' nya nsiy *3n ^ai

nvB'ni pa ^nba^ n^prnno uhai iniaSjo d3k> nnn n'-xa ^Nna*' ira bi

DCn* iniNitri . Tiiis Exilarch is no doubt identical with nvbi E'NI P^jn N'CJn

htf)^ hi mentioned before. The lacuna between ''Xnon . . . W3*D3 UX't^J

should be filled out by [3T no].
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a flattering literary flourish subject to much discount. As far as

could' be gathered from the fragments discussed above, the

Nesiim had only a spiritual hold on the people. As descendants

of King David, they would bestow honorary titles on distinguished

members of the communities, as will be seen farther on. If a Nasi

happened to be a scholar in addition he would be able to assert

increased influence and authority.

Now the author of the above account was given by the Nasi

the title ' the crown of the dignitaries ' (D''iE'n mtav) several years

before he became Nagid. Indeed we find the Negidim Meborak

and his son Moses styled by this title (see A. B. 30, II, i

;

A, D. 8). The Nagid usually went by the honorific name of

DntJTi ntf ('the dignitary of the dignitaries'), and thus are the very

same Meborak and Moses addressed {I.e.). It is obvious that

they have been given the former title prior to their having

become Negidim. Moreover, Samuel Hannagid's son, Moses

( = Yahya), is designated as Dnti'n mDj? and as ' candidate for the

Negidut'j niTiaJ^ inijJDn (A. D. 17, i). We may therefore safely

assume that the Nagid designate used to be known in the

community as ' the crown of the dignitaries '. By bestowing this

title on the author of the above fragment, the Nasi indicated his

desire that he should be the successor of the contemporary

Nagid. Probably the writer is identical with Yehuda Nagid,

Meborak's brother, who was also a scholar and held the title

Resh Kallah. Both the Nasi and the Palestinian Gaon were in

favour of his election. His predecessor Yehoseph Nagid, the

grandson ofthe famous Paltiel, was still in office during the lifetime

of Daniel b. 'Azarya (above, p. 184). As the Gaon of Palestine

is not styled here also Nasi, it is to be inferred that Yehuda
became Nagid after 1063 C E. when Elijah Hakkohen occupied

already the presidency of the academy. Meborak was assigned

for the Negidut office already in his brother's lifetime and is

therefore styled D^IETi mDV, and likewise his son and successor

Moses. Samuel Hannagid's son, Moses, though made a can-

didate for the dignity, did not however actually, succeed his

father. This was probably due to the intrigues of Zuta, who
denounced Samuel and caused his deposal for 66 days (above,

P- 'i?,5)-

We are thus able to give the following chronology of the
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Negidim. Beginning with Paltiel, the dignity was handed on to

his son Samuel and the latter's son Yehoseph (died about

1065 c. E.). It was then transferred to the important court

physician Yehuda b. Saadya {c. 1065-79), and subsequently to

his brother Meborak {c. 1079-1110) and the latter's son Moses
(died about 1 140). On the demise of the last Nagid, the Caliph's

favourite physician, Abu Mansur (Samuel b. Hananya), became
the political head of the Egyptian Jewry {c. 1140-59). For the

next half-century, till the elevation of Abraham Maimuni to

the office in 1305, no clear information is accessible as to the

holders of the dignity. An unscrupulous person (Zuta = Sar

Shalom) appeared on the scene, but he was not recognized by
the community. With Abraham Maimuni the Negidut again

remained the privilege of one family for several generations.

Most of the Negidim were court physicians and for this reason

could use their influence on behalf of that section of ' the people

of tribute ' that was under their charge.

The Arabic title of the Nagid was Rais al-Yahud. His

functions were to represent all the Jews, to serve them as legal

authority and as judge in conformity with their laws, to watch

over the contracting of marriages, the pronouncing of the ban, and

the turning in prayer to the proper Kiblah. The Muhammedans
looked to him for protection against Jews. The custom has

been that the Rals should be of the Rabbinite community to

the exclusion of the other communities, though he sat injudgement

over all the three sections, Rabbanite, Karaite, and Samaritan.^

1 Firkowicz (as cited by GurIand,7NT^'' *t3J, I, 6i, no. 36) knows of a Karaite

Nagid Samuel b. Isaiah Iskandri, who died in 1062 c. e. A supposed colophon of

a Book of Precepts, composed by Israel b. Daniel, is said to contain this information.

Firkowicz writes: QiJIDnpn DnSOn Dp3S3 Wnat XSD3 TiJ^H W\CiV NIH

n'^n nSDn : Vr\ (Eupatoria) Vtsbwh pB'DT ^np 'B'lpnD D''i'tJ''n''D VCKW

X)''\>':^
unycn ^vc-n na mJaoN

X'^'^^:\
W'W' 'mi 'no B'npntj' nivon lao

i've-N NTij;f r\^ 457 r\wi r\vi> nnB'yi rw'Si \rraaii> a'ain inan

n^fn nip' nmn p"j3 nTios rut^i (h. 457 reaiiy = 1064/5 c- e.) t\tw^

jvv hiv^ nini^nsi dnvD n''D''S'' mjj ^np xipo ^n irnx ^hv( hr\yn

r\m "itrx n"n nijaDK inivB** i"3 T'J^n b^\us imi ini» c^JtriT'i

OnVDn (i. e. Rabbinites !) 3nU ^rh D31 XnpD '33^ DJ IDV h^fTwh nUT nU1t2

, . . irnX i'SltJ''' ^3 vi"!? naCI. We have seen in the text that through-
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In short the Rais of the Jews took the place of the Patriarch of

the Christians : so Kalkashandi (cited by Gottheil, J. Q. R.,

XIX, 500-1 ; cp. also ibid., XVIII, 31). The Nagid would

relegate some of his powers to subordinate dignitaries. The
local Jewish courts in several provincial towns are stated, as we
have seen before, to have been appointed by the Nagid by whose

authority the documents are issued. On the other hand we have

documents issued by MasHah Gaon, while in 1139 we have courts

appointed by a dignitary Solomon who was no Nagid. Also

Joshu'a b. Dosa had authority over the (or a) Bet-Din in Fustat

(above, p. 2,1'j f.) in 1144, when Samuel b. Hananya was Nagid.

It is therefore evident that some of the prerogatives of the Nagid

were also granted to other communal leaders of eminence, either

of scholastic or political standing (see farther on sub Dayyan
al-Yahud).

In the Hebrew fragments, discussed above, the Negidim are

given several high-sounding titles such as 'the Mordecai of the

(present) time ' (i. e. champion of Jewry), pn nJXJS, msan 7pD,

D'T-nan lUJ, D''T)3n T33, 'Nagid of God's people', 'Nagid of

Israel and Yehuda', 'Nagid of the diaspora' (as if holding sway

over the whole community of Israel), and finally D''"iK'n "yi/}

Corresponding to the last title was that of the Nagid designate,

out the whole of the eleventh century the Negidat was in the hands of the

Rabbinites. Of a Karaite Nagid there is no mention anywhere else. Moreover,

had there been such a dignitary in the second half of the eleventh century, he

would have certainly been mentioned in the memorial list of important contemporary

Karaites in Fustat (discussed above, p. 176 f.). Firkowicz's statement is very likely

fictitious ; indeed other objections have been raised as regards the author Israel

b. Daniel (see Pozn.,/. Q. R., XIX, 71-8, and in Luncz's Jerusalem, X, iiof.).

1 For these titles see A. B. 20, II, i
; 58, 1. 14 ; A. D. 4, 6 ; 8 ; 16 ; 17 ; 19 ; 3j, 4.

As to [cn nJSJX, cp. also Bodl. i containing a colophon, dated 1104 c. E., J!D3?

nODOn -\V!r\ ton r\nVi • [OJIJ. The jar of manna as well as Aaron's staff,

placed before the Ark (Exod. 16. 33 ; Num. 17. 16 ff.), were metaphorically applied

to a Nagid or another prominent man. Cp. poem a^ in Steinschneider's miO

mion DipD (T bv Y^P, h p-6) :
' i^''3N'n hb'db' pn ipsn naB> pn nasjs ir

rhi:\if ^Nn naii iKh& irn Nin jdH * •b^tn njir d*5?3-i« imDa ijNiB" ^iJ?

"hil bv njnn inns y^n (Maimonides) E^NH he'd nr DJ •
i5j. Yet the under-

lying idea of these metaphors is still obscure. According to tradition (Yoma sa')

the jar as well as the stick were hidden together with the Ark in the time

of king Joshiah.
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'crown of the dignitaries' (anvn nitiSJ). He is also called iniVD
niTjJ? (p. 354), while a Nagid's son would be styled n'Wiin po
(A. D. 8). Individual Negidim, if very influential, held also

other titles. Thus Meborak is called 'viceroy' {i?Db n:^o,

p. 209), while Samuel Hannagid is eulogized as ' the right hand
of the realm' {m)biDn \>a\ nu^Dn poi, p. aaa, note 3; A. D. 17).

Is the latter title a Hebrew adaptation of 'Amln al-Mulk'

(p. 227, note i) ?

Two Negidim only are so far called minii ^Nntyi pN 1*33 as

distinct from ' Nagid of Israel and Yehuda ', viz. 'Obadya b. 'Ula

in the second half of the twelfth century, and Hillel b. Moses in

the thirteenth century (A. D. 29, 3, see above, p. 243). Now as

regards the latter we know that in the thirteenth century the

Nagid dignity was held by Abraham Maimuni and his son David,

and also in the next century by their descendants Abraham and

Joshu'a (died 1355, above, p. 248). One should therefore not

identify the ' Nagid of the land of Israel and Yehuda ' with the

Egyptian Nagid. Very likely after the reconquest of Palestine

by Saladin in 1187-92, an official was appointed to look after

the interests of the Jews in Palestine and in Syria. Before the

Crusades the Egyptian Nagid was the political head of these

Jewries too. But during nearly the whole of the twelfth century

the Holy Land was in the hands of the warriors of the Cross, and

the Nagid could exercise no authority there. After Saladin's

Holy War a new office was created for the political head of the

Syrian and Palestinian Jewry. Kalkashandi {I.e. 534) indeed

speaks of a Rals al-Yahud in Sham, who probably went within

the community by the name of ' Nagid of the land of Israel and

Yehuda '.^ Accordingly, 'Obadya b. 'Ula was the first holder of

this dignity, and so far only another such Nagid, Hillel b. Moses,

is known. Whether they resided in Syria or in Cairo at the

seat of government, cannot be ascertained.

(2) Next to the Nagid stood ' the head of the congregations

'

• That by ' the land of Israel ' Syria was understood in those times is also evident

from Abraham Maimuni's letter (in Munk, Notice sur Joseph Ben-Jehouda, 5, note i),

wherein he writes about Joseph ibn "Aknin who lived in Aleppo : {sc. f|DV) '•311

niDjnn -iNtJ'3'i minn nosna bv.'vir' ywa ba rmjiaaj. Likewise the Gaon

of Damascus in the time of Benjamin of Tudela was isNIB" ps JjB' n3iE'\T CSI
(A. D. ao, 6).

2240 R
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(nii5npn tj'xn, very likely those of Cairo-Fustat), who had authority

over Rabbanites, Karaites, and Samaritans alike. Such a dignitary

we found to have been the court physician Jacob b. Isaac b. Moses

(above, p. 83). That the 'president of the congregations' was

not identical with the Nagid is clearly demonstrated by the

aifair which involved Moses Nagid b. Meborak and Yakin

npnpn B'XI b. Netaneel (above, p. 21a fif.). Both were in office at

the same time. Other ' heads of the congregations ' in Fustat

were Meborak (b. 'Ali) and AbG'l Fadl (the latter perhaps

identical with Yakin b. Netaneel, see above, p. 147, and A. D. 4).

Also Mebasser b. Jesse, Menasse Hallevi, and Jacob b. Abraham
Dayyan were such presidents (see above, p. 148 and A. A. 16, i),

the last two probably in Fustat. Aleppo also had ' a head of

the congregation'. In the letter from Tadmor? (Palmyra?, above,

p. 37, note i) to Jacob b. Joseph, Ab at Aleppo, we find that

a Sa'adael 'president of the congregations' (1. 4a) is saluted.

Very likely every large community, divided into sections such

as Babylonians and Palestinians, Karaites and Samaritans,

had a dignitary who represented politically the whole local

Jewry.

(3) In addition, each section had a Rais, viz. the 7Vi\>T\ cnt.

We have seen that in the time of Ephraim b. Shemarya the

' head ' of the Palestinians in Fustat was Samuel Hakkohen b.

Abtalion, while his colleague over the Babylonians was Yefet

Hallevi b. Tobias (above, pp. 95 f., 99, 137). Already in 750 we
find in Fustat Abu 'Ali Hasan of Bagdad styled ^Jnpn t^xT,

corresponding to nojan v^'\ (archisynagogus) of the pre-Muham-
medan period (above, p. 15). If such a RaTs was also a scholar,

he would naturally act as Dayyan (naw, Kadi). Thus Samuel

Hakkohen b. Abtalion, who was a Haber, i.e. holding a Rabbinical

Diploma (na'DD), was for some time the judge of the community
(above, p. no). Similarly, the Rosh Hakkahal Sar Shalon was

also Alluf of the academy and (Ab)-Bet-Dm (above, p. 249).

Without giving an exhaustive list of the ' heads of the congrega-

tion', as far as hitherto known, reference is made to Sa'adya

Hakkohen b. Hillel (Bodl. 2834^'^), Moses b. Yefet t»K3n Dnsn
S^7\^y\ B-Nl (J. Q. R., XVIII, 28), and Moses Rosh Hakkahal in

1 165 (y.Q.R., XIX, 723; his identity with Maimonides is

improbable).
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(4) Next to the ' head of the congregation ' were the Parnasim.
Under Samuel Hakkohen b. Abtalion we find as many as four

such officials (p. 96). The mode of election of all these dignitaries

is unknown. Whether a Rosh Hakkahal had first to serve in

the capacity of Parnas or not is obscure. But we have just heard
of Moses b. Yefet 'the faithful Parnas' who also became 'head
of the congregation '. The Parnasim had probably to supervise

the charity collections and were the trustees of the legacies for

the benefit of the synagogues.^

(5) In addition, several other titles, mostly honorific, were given

to important members. Any person of standing expected to

be styled 'elder', fpr, corresponding to the Arabic al-Sheikh.

This title would be amplified by 'S^''r\ [ptn, 3wnn |prn, naojn ptn

(see e.g. A. B. a; A. C. 29; A. D. 17, 3 ; 19; 35, 3). Their

Arabic equivalents would be al-Sheikh al-jalil, al-najlb, al-'azTz,&c.

But specific titles, probably publicly bestowed either by a Nasi,

Gaon, or a whole community, were the following: (i) niripn tPT

' the elder of the congregation '. This title I have found only

once.^ (a) ni^npn ipT
' elder of the congregations ', was the title

of the influential physician Isaac Hakkohen b. Furat (above,

p. 84). Perhaps all the sections of the Fustat Jewry honoured

him at a public meeting in recognition of his services on behalf

of his co-religionists. (3) His son Abraham, a still more important

doctor, went by the name of myn "ity ' the lord of the congrega-

tion'. But its exact character is not clear to me. Tobias the

Babylonian was also styled myn ^E> (above, p. 130). Hillel,

the father of Abraham the probable author of the Zuta Megillah,

is once mentioned as ?nx7N TiD 'the lord of the people', which is

the Arabic translation of the above Hebrew title (A. D. •3,0^, i").

(4) The same Abraham Hakkohen b. Isaac was given the name

D'Jptn nin ' the glory of the elders ', probably by the Nasi and

Gaon Daniel b. 'Azarya. The same title was held previously in

Bagdad by 'Ali b. Fadlan (above, p. 86). (5) Vivni I5)1S hn'^ nijWD

1 A fragment in T.-S. Box K 3 mentions ni NJnD pji "13 SyDETI Dnsn "ITV^'K

yO ^i'*n. Did this Parnas combine the duties of the synagogue attendant ?

2 T.-S. 13 J 10= contains a fragment of a poem : * ^^33 1V31p'' ISDIX'' (U. 4-5)

:nS-ipn b ipr eiDV in • vi^^-t nry 'nx ^51^ n^ions hiJi i^'' yoh. The

metre is u w «->.

R 2
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' the choice of the Fustat community and its favourite ' was the

honorific name of the important Parnes, Abraham b. Mebasser

(above, p. 96). (6) Finally, the eminent elder Halfon b. Isaac

is styled 'the desire *of the congregations' (niiripn niDn), while

his father was honoured by the title 'the benefactor of the

congregations' (niPnpn 3''*i3, pp. 349-50).

Titles without specific connotation are such as D^IDnn Tiaj,

D''3''i3n B'NT, Dnn:n nnn, Dian^n nin, nooai'x mxa, &c., profusely

and flatteringly given to charitable and generous members of the

community (see A. D. 17, i; 29, 3; 35, 3; Saadyana, a8, note4).

A priestly elder would be addressed QijnDn nw, D'-Jnan |JD, Cinsn nsEj

(so Abraham b. Isaac, the physician). This would be varied as

regards a Levite, viz. D''li'n nin, h'''hr\ in, O'lSn nNS, D*l!'n IB" (see

above, p. 335, note i, end; A.B. 10; A. D. 33; •>,'>„ 1°; 35, 3;

y.(2-^.,N.S.,I,5o).i

Special honorary names were bestowed upon the most promi-

nent members of the community, e. g. such as Abu Sa'ad and

his bi-other Abu Nasr, the sons of Sahl al-Tustari, David Hallevi

b. Isaac in Fustat, or Netaneel Hakkohen in Alexandria. Thus
the first is called ' the elder of the house of Israel ' (i'KIB''' nn (pr),

the second ' the glory of the house of Israel ' (^Nlty n''a mxsn),

the third ' the elder of the generation, the glory of both sections

'

{;y\^r\ tpr , nixsn tib' -|t?a ; also I^JDI^ nuj), while the last is styled Pashah

(nnsn).2 Usually a state official or court physician is designated
' lord ' ("IB*, dignitary — Arabic Sayyid).^ The corresponding

amplifications are ^NiB''' nu ne*, hvtrw nu ^3 nB*, miynn IB';

Tasn -von, nnxn -ib*,!, ^NiB-'a 'V'^^Ar\ -wn ; hv,\r\ iB'n, ^\syi^i h'uyn nB'n

;

nnan -wn, n3D:n iB'n, ni'wn iB>n, ns^n na'n.* Twice there occurs

the title nnm -vo (above, p. 146; A. B. 6r^
; A. C. 16, 3), and once

nnwon ib' (A. D. 29, 3), 'lord of rest'. These dignitaries were
probably 'quartermasters' of the army (cp. Jer. 51*'). But it

• T.-S. 8 J 2i2 contains a letter addressed to the physician Samuel ^E' lp\T IBTI

DiNSnn nND D^lSn b. Netaneel Dili?,! IKS lp»n IB'H. Hananya, the brother of

the Bagdad Gaon Samuel Hallevi b. 'Ali is styled D'l^H [JD (Benjamin of Tudela,
Itinerary, ed. Adler, 39).

' Above, p. 112, and A.B. 12
; 47.

' See e. g. A. B. 60 ; A. C. 9 ; A. D. 17, 3 g.

* See A. A. 16, I, 2; A.B. 17; 65; A.C. 16,2; 21; 23'; A. D. 4; n, 2; 16;

17 ; 26; 35 ; /. Q. 7?., N. S., I, 57-8. Cp. also above, p. 220, note i.
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may be that they were connected with Palestine and especially

with Jerusalem.^

Corresponding to the titles of the Nagid and the Nagid
designate (above, p. 454), those of other influential dignitaries

would be dnsyn mon, nntyn im, nntyn mNsn.'^ Certain elders in

Fustat in the period of Solomon b. Yehuda were called ' noblemen
'

(mxnoii'N, pp. 131, 139), and likewise the heads of the Karaite

community in the capital, Moses Hakkohen and his father Aaron,

were both styled b''XX (see A. C. 21, i, which is the Hebrew for

al-dastur). Several times are mentioned persons who were known
as ' the officials of the merchants ' (Dnmon nips), probably holding

government positions as inspectors of the bazaars. Such officials

we found in Fustat and in Ramlah (p. 81 f , and A. A. 7*). One
such dignitary was also a Katib (A. D. 35, 3). Also in the letter

from Tadmor (?) to Aleppo (p. 37, note i) ' the officials of the

merchants ' are saluted. Whether such a superintendent had

charge of the Jewish bazaar only (DmnTi pw) ^ cannot be ascer-

tained. Joseph ibn 'Aknin's father-in-law in Aleppo was a Katib

of the Dar 'L^, which Munk (Notice sur Joseph Ben-Jehouda, 15)

translates as ' controleur de la boucherie juive '. This would be

a more limited office than that of ' the inspector of the merchants
'

in general. The controllers of Shehita in the Jewish bazaar were

communal officials, appointed either by the Gaon (e.g. in Ramlah)

or by the local Haber of the community (e.g. in Fustat, above,

pp. 138 and 149). To complete the list of honorific titles, there

are mentioned mijmn Tiy ' the banner of the Jews and the joy of

their glory ' (so Moses Hakkohen the Karaite, David b. Daniel's

father-in-law), 'SVn Wa (p. 177 and A. C. 29 ; A. D. 17, i).

A scholar would be eulogized as noann 3N, noann mny, njunn vniD

(A. D. II, a). It is difficult to ascertain in each case of these

and similar titles whether they were granted publicly by a Gaon,

Nasi, or community, or were merely flattering adjuncts by the

' Cp. Gen. 49. 15, and Deut. 12. 9. In Zeb. iig''" there are mentioned several

opinions of Tannaites as to the specific meanings of TWfSO and XVVH. R. Simon

b. Yohai's view that both expressions refer to Jerusalem has been accepted by

R. Ishmael's school (ibid., 119", top). Perhaps a Jewish government official in

the Holy City would be styled nniJD IB' or nnUDH -W

.

2 A. D. 17, I
; 35i 3-4-

3 About the Jewish market in Fustat see Worman, /. Q. R., XVIII, 28 iT.
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writers of the respective fragments wherein these names are to

be found. But it may be assumed that those recurring several

times or inserted in the documents issued by the Bet-Din were

permanent ones. On the whole the Jews followed the custom of

their Arab fellow-citizens to address prominent men with a host

of high-sounding and flattering titles.

The title Rals (D''ni'S, on^N, CNn) was given to several persons

and not only to the Nagid. It is a general designation for

several dignitaries. Thus a Gaon, Rals al-Metibta, would be

styled al-Rals (A. A. 23, note i, and A. D. ao, 3, pnnion CNin).

Both Shemarya and his father Elhanan went by the name

CKnn ain, probably by reason of their presiding over the

Bet-Din (pi iria K'NI, p. 26). Also Abu'l Faraj Joshu'a al-Kmudi

is alluded to in the poem (above, p. 23) as B'N"i to Israel, i.e.

a leader of the community.^ In short the expression onpN or

tfNin would also apply to a T\-br\^r\ CNi, hrv?r\ {^Ni, nb b'N'i,

"non i^K-i, Plan cxn, pan '•a v»r\, and so on. The influential

elder David Hallevi b. Isaac is styled (A. B. 17) nnxn vvr\r\?

Samuel b. Hofni begins his letter to Fez {J. Q. R., XVIII, 403)

}na ja rh^ibv T\y^>n ax B^Fnn ''jsn p rhxihv na^5j»n e'sn pan bmi^

rh^h'Sf ny^n irs 1133.1 eiov |a n^ui'B' na^trM cxi pix. Jehuda

al-Barceloni in his Sepher Hashtarot has preserved a formula of

.
a diploma issued to the spiritual head (Rosh) of a community on

his appointment. Very likely this specimen was found already

in Sa'adya's ' Book of Documents '. The lines given below are

copied from Brit. Mus. Add. 27 181, fol. 27* bottom.^

^ Cp. also Geonica, II, 69, among the questions of Yehuda b. Joseph of Kairowan

to Hai Gaon, no. 4, is concerning the head of the community who ordained a

fast (nyDJ i'X 'h'S VSID ba D"l ITJ), and no. 5 mentions a ban pronounced by

the same president on a certain person (|D3N ill^ia D^l^K Nil IDS). In A. C.

25, 1, 1. 9, Ebyatar Hakkohen is styled al-Rais the ' Fourth ' (of the school).

2 Cp. further, A. D. 3, 2; K'Kin p nCD ttnn {Yehuda Hallevi' s Diwan, ed.

Brody, I, no. 38) ; al-Rais Barakat (Bodl. 2878s')
; the Sheikh AbQ'l Faraj ibn

al-Rais (Bodl. 2878IM).

' Cp. /. Q. R., N.S., VII, 462, X, 36a, and see Halberstamm's edition, p. 131:

Dili? i»iii3B' si's nuriDi niNB'o 'poyo ijixc DisnesN inx idb' i? b>ii

DWtn inianaB' a'jjNi ide> i^ paniai i^in hrthv inuD^ dik i>npn

Sip 'BWii QiJpt 13K iDSitj nil : 113*0 ii:b' k^n xip: ijin DiantssN ntats'a
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(6) When a Gaon sent an epistle to a community he usually

would send his compliments to several of its communal servants.

But a comparison of several letters shows that no uniformity was
preserved in the order and sequence. In addition to the data

discussed by me in J. Q. R., N. S., X, 362 f., bearing on the

Babylonian Geonim, a few selections are given here from the

fragments dealt with before, (i) In the letter from Palmyra (?)

to Jacob b. Joseph at Aleppo (p. 37, note i) the following are

saluted in succession (besides the Haber), ' the head of the con-

gregations ', the teachers, the Readers, the Parnasim, the charity

treasurers, and all that busy themselves in communal affairs, the

elders, and finally 'the officials of the merchants' (1. 4a ff.).

Here the chief spiritual and communal leaders are mentioned

first (viz. the Haber and the president), then the minor spiritual

dignitaries, followed by the same lay workers. The last-mentioned

officials probably were in government employ (above, p. 361).

(2) In the letter from Tyre to the same Jacob of Aleppo (above,

p. 37, note i) we observe the same division between clerical and

lay workers, viz. the Haber, scholars, disciples. Readers, are

saluted, followed by the Parnasim and the trusted elders (for

D''JD''nn read Di3D\nD). (Aleppo Jewry is probably meant above

(p. 173), as having in her midst p~nn3D, Haberim, scholars, and

disciples). (3) Joshiah Gaon addresses the Damietta community

as represented by 'Amram (the head) of the Bet-Din, the judge

El'azar, and the Dayyan 'Amram, followed by X. and Yeshu'a

(X. probably being Rosh Hakkahal and the latter the Parnes),

and the other respected elders. Likewise in Rafah the judge

Solomon b. Sa'adya is at the head of affairs, supported by the

elders and the congregation. The same Gaon, in writing to

another community (probably Fustat), salutes first the Readers

and the qualified judges (D^nDlon), then the Parnasim and the

communal workers, and finally the merchants (A. A. 19-ao).

(4) Solomon b. Yehuda in an epistle to Tomai (?) greets

first the Reader, then the elders, old and young (D'Jpr, D'iB'''E'* and

NintJ' ^si? wy~T3n Dili's p Dili's wido ud'^si . . . rnjo ^^ l"3 nx

. . . VVa K31B'1 I1»D3 n-DKI D''DB' Kl'1 IU:i DOH
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Dmna ; Maimonides likewise uses this expression, A. D. 39, 5),

and the rest of the community (A. B. 34, Address). Likewise,

when writing to Alexandria, the Gaon salutes the respected elders

headed by the Reader Solomon (A. B. 31, 4). (5) The Dayyan

who sends the epistle to Mastaura on behalf of the Alexandrian

community sends greetings, first in the name of his colleagues

the Dayyanim, then the communal leaders (ntj? ixnpl nioc ''3ipJ),

followed by the Readers, and finally the charity collectors

(A. B. 18). (6) When Ephraim b. Shemarya is requested to

collect donations from his congregation, naturally the would-be

subscribers are saluted. Thus in the letter from Alexandria

concerning the prisoners (A. B. 15), there are greeted the Haber,

then the benefactors, the elders, the Readers, and the Parnasim.

Likewise in the letter from Jerusalem (A. B. 37). (7) Finally

in the epistle from Ashkelon to Fustat (A. C. 14), the two

communities of the capital are saluted as represented by the

Haberim, the Readers, and the elders. Samuel Hannagid in

a letter to a provincial community mentions first the ' leaders

'

(jiDlpD^'N), then the judges and the Hazzanim (A. D. 17,33).

It is thus evident that no stereotyped forin of address was

adopted. Though in most cases the clerical servants of the

community, the scholars, and the Readers were honoured by

being mentioned first.

(7) We shall now deal with the chief spiritual leaders of

a community, the Haber (Dayyan) and the Hazzan. The
procedure in Babylon during the Gaonic period was for the

Exilarch or the head of the academy to appoint Dayyanim for

the congregations under their respective jurisdiction. No doubt

such people were students of the academy where they received

the necessary qualifications for administering the Talmudic law.

Such a Dayyan would'' choose two elders from among the people

under his spiritual leadership as coadjutors in order to form a

proper court (Bet-Din, see J.Q.R., N.S., X,377 ff., for a detailed

account). Likewise in Egypt and in Palestine we find several

communities represented by Haberim who held a diploma from

the Palestinian academy. To mention a few, we find Jacob the

Haber b. Joseph in Aleppo, Ephraim b. Shemarya in Fustat,

styled 'the leading Haber' (rnMH lann, J.Q.R., XIX, 251,

1. 10), Nathan Hakkohen b. Isaiah in Tiberias (A. C. 13, 4),
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Joshua b. 'AH in Hasor (A.C. 15), Samuel b. Moses in Tyre (above,

p. 167 f.). The duties that devolved upon a Haber in a large

community such as Fustat could be gauged from the fragments
bearing on Ephraim b. Shemarya. Nathan b. Abraham points

out that a town that has no Haber has its communal affairs

neglected (p. 148). Naturally the Haber would be at the head
of the local Bet-Din. But not everywhere do we find con-

gregations represented by scholars who held a diploma from the
school. The 'judge' (D31B') was not always a Haber. Daniel
b. 'Azarya differentiates between the Haberim and the 'judges'

(A. C. 33, 1. 11). The Haber who wrote the epistle given in

A. C.33 (see above, p. aoof.) seems to have supervised the affairs

of his whole district. When the 'judge' of Kalneh died and
a dispute arose as to his successor, our Haber was sent for to

allay the conflict. Pr.obably respected elders with a knowledge
of the Torah, though holding no diploma of the school, would be

charged with the administration of justice in their respective com-
munities (see also J. Q. R., N. S., X, 340). Several communities
had a fully organized court. Thus, for example, in Damietta

(p. 71) we have 'Amram Bet-Din (= Ab-Bet-Dln or Rosh Bet-

Din, see Bodl. 38743', Berakya n'u CJ'Sn), El'azar taswn and
'Amram ^^in. On the other hand, in Rafah we find only

mentioned Solomon Dawn and the elders (A. A. 30). Very
likely only the first was the recognized judge, while the Rosh
Hakkahal and the Fames acted as his coadjutors in lawsuits.

The expressions Shofet and Dayyan are synonymous. Thus
Joseph pin in Alexandria (J. Q. R., XIX, 350-4, 1. 12, see above,

p. 88 ff.) is styled liDltyn by his own son (in the signature).

The president of the court was called Bet-Din (shortened from

Ab-Bet-Din). This is the case with Ephr. b. Shem., 'Ali b.

'Amram, Sar Shalom, Elhanan b. Shemarya, Joseph Hakkohen in

Alexandria, and several others.* It is clear that the expression

should not always be connected with the office of Ab of the

academy. Only when ' (Ab)-Bet-Dln ' is qualified by the addition

of, e.g. n^nJ immon (p. 37, note i), does it become certain that

the person referred to was second to the Gaon. A Dayyan

' See A. D. 35, 8; J. Q. R., XIX, 724, no. 7 ; Jacob the Haber b. Isaac Bet-Din
;

J. Q.R., N. S., I, 58, 1. 24, Isaac pjn PT n'3 : cp. p. 50, 11. 15, 27.
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would be complimented as siisID ^ ' distinguished ', similar to the

expression nn»D (see Sanh. 87* top, where Rashi comments on

n'-aa^t Ni^BiDa, n''^^ nnmoa). Likewise a president of the court

is called ' Bet-Din Mufla' (so Ephr. b. Shem., A. B. 21), or 'Bet-

Din Mumha ' (A. A. 19). Ephraim is also addressed ' the Mumha
of the great Bet-Din' (A. B. 23), which refers to his diploma

from the central court of the academy. Indeed the Bet-Din,

established at the synagogue of the Palestinians in Fustat, is

designated in a document of 103a c. E. {jf.Q.R., XVIII, 13)

bmn \>i n''a •'SD vr\ipn. The Bet-Din of the school, as is well

known, was called the 'great one'. When Masliah settled in

Fustat as head of a school, he gave this name also to his court

which was held in the very same synagogue (A. D. 14, 3 ; see

y. Q. R., XVIII, 14, ny^n ivb'3 nai Nin ua).

On the other hand we find a ' Great Bet-Din ' in Cairo-Fustat

at the time when the academy still flourished in the Holy Land.

Nahrai b. Nissim is addressed 'Bet-Din Haggadol', which seems

to be shortened from 'Ab-Bet-Din Haggadol' (A. D. 3, 4).

Now the Exilarch in Babylon, as is well known, had a supreme

court of his own presided over by a judge called ' the Dayyan of

the gate' (N32T Nrn, see J.Q.R., N. S., X, 338). It appears

that hkewise the Nagid in Egypt had such a Bet-Din, at the

head of which stood a prominent scholar. Several times there

occurs the title Dayyan al-Yahud.^ We venture to maintain

that just as the Nagid was called Rals al-Yahud, the president

of his supreme court went by the name of Dayyan al-Yahud.

The local courts of the congregations, whether in Cairo-Fustat or

in the provincial towns, were under the jurisdiction of this ' great

Bet-Din '. Thus we find a Fustat court mentioned as established

1 See A. C. 16, 3 ; Bodl. 2878">«
; /. Q. R., N. S., I, 50, 11. 14, 26.

2 A. D. 35, 4 ; Bodl. 2876"' ; al-Rais Abu'l Faraj b. al-Rais Abu Zakari (a native

of Alexandria), Dayyan al-Yahud (i. e. Fustat) ; the same person is mentioned in the

Arabic address, J.Q.R., XIX, 743, no. 89; cp. also Bodl. s!&']&'^. In April,

1301 c. E., there took place serious riots in Cairo against Christians and Jews
because of their alleged contravention of the restrictions imposed upon non-Moslems,

' the people of the tribute '. The representatives of Jews, who solemnly subscribe

again to the enactments, are the Rais (i. e. the Nagid, above, p. 255) and the

Dayyan of the Jews (= Dayyan al-Yahud, see Quatremere, Histoire des Sultans

Mamlouks, II, 2, p. 178). Cp. also the Hebrew account of Sambari, Neub., Med.

Jem. Chron., I, 135-7.
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by the supreme court of Meborak Nagid (nai N^l UD xjddt,

7.Q.R., XVIII, 33; see also A. D. 30, 3). Meborak was a

Talmudic scholar, and he may have combined both dignities of

Rais and Dayyan al-Yahud. He is perhaps therefore styled

Nm N-nn3D. He himself had authority from the Exilarch (NJDOT

mhi E'n ^3D, J. Q.R., N. S., I, 54, bottom). But when a Nagid
had to employ a chief Dayyan, he probably left to him the

supervision of the minor courts. This furnishes the reason

why during the period of office of Samuel Hannagid, Joshu'a

b. Dosa is mentioned in a document of the Fustat Bet-Din as

having authority over it (see above, p. a 18). He was probably

the Dayyan al-Yahud side by side with the Nagid, and likewise

Solomon (in 1139), styled 'the superior and great dignitary'

(p. 217, note 2). The Dayyan al-Yahud seems to have been

a recognized state official. He is therefore called brnn "Vifn or

nnsn iB'n (cp. p. 360). Joseph b. Nathan (and likewise probably

Joshu'a b. Dosa) was even honoured by the Caliph with the title

Amin al-Mulk, 'the faithful of the realm' (p. 337, note i).

Also Ephraim Hakkohen (b. Abraham), whom Solomon b.

Yehuda styles ' lord ' and Dayyan, was very likely the chief

Dayyan. For a time he was deposed and the Gaon wished him

speedy return to his office (p. 132, see also p. 181 f.). To go

back to the beginning of the Fatimid reign in Egypt, probably

Shemarya b. Elhanan was president of the Nagid's Bet-Din.

He therefore went by the name of ' Ab-Bet-Din of all Israel

'

(?ifr,^ b i'B', J. Q. R., N. S., VHI, 344). The Ab-Bet-Dln of

the academy also styled himself so,^ just as both the courts of the

Nagid and the school were designated ' great courts '. Another

Dayyan al-Yahud was probably Abraham b. Nathan Ab (p. 194).

and coming to the second half of the twelfth century and onwards,

the holders of the office in succession may have been Maimonides,

Yehiel b. Elyakim of Aleppo, and also Anatoli b. Joseph

(pp. 240, 247).^ The title pTi n~ilD is so far only applied to

Maimonides (p. 344), more by reason of his literary works than

because of his having been a Dayyan. Other titles flatteringly

1 See, e. g. A. A. 15 ; A. C. 5, note 9.

'^ Perhaps Moses b. Sadok was also such chief Dayyan. He is styled HBTl

rxTVi-'n mssn mB>Dn tid* [i^ajcon [""in -insn {J.Q.R., n.s., i, 49,

11. 5-6 ; cp. also R. £. J., LXVI, 65, 1. 18 f.).
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bestowed upon a Dayyan are D^J'^nn ^n, D''3nn mxsn {Saadyana,^Q,,

note 6)} Isaac ' head of all the Dayyanim ' (DTin b B'^l, ibid.)

is perhaps identical with Isaac b. Sason, the colleague of

Maimonides, who held a prominent position in Cairo-Fustat.

He exerted himself especially to bring about the final overthrow

of Zuta (p. 236, note 1). It may be Ihat when Maimonides found

the office of Dayyan al-Yahud too burdensome for him owing to

his heavy duties as court physician, he vacated it for his colleague

Isaac b. Sason. But in 1171, when a document was issued by

authority of Maimonides (A. D. ao, 5*), he seems to have been

chief Dayyan, because as such he had the privilege of having the

documents issued in his name. He was therefore also called

al-Rals, whereas the Negidut was only held by his son but not

by the sage himself. Both he and Isaac b. Sason are styled

'the banner of the Rabbinites' (D^mn bil, p. aaa, note a),

probably after their solemn injunction against following the

Karaite practice as regards the ritual bathing of women.* But

also Meborak Nagid was styled so (A. D. 8).

(8) An important communal servant was the Hazzan, who, as

we have seen (p. 263, 4), heads in some places the congregation.

Kalkashandi {y. Q. R., XIX, 500) declares him to be the leading

official after the Rals al-Yahud, and he differentiates between

the Hazzan and the Reader (Sheliah Sibbur). The former

' must be well versed in preaching. He ascends the Minbar

(= Almemar) and exhorts them (the congregation)', while the

latter is ' the imam who leads them in prayer '. Indeed, Solomon

b. Yehuda in a letter speaks of a imin t^^mi irn (and so also

Harizi more than a century and a half later, see A. B. 34).

It stands to reason that a learned Hazzan, favoured by a pleasant

voice, would be able to address his audience. The Haber of the

community may have been an expert Dayyan and a profound

Talmudist, but did not always possess the gift of preaching.

' An elder, trusted by the court to act as guardian to orphans (DISnQQN) or as

trustee of charitable legacies, would be styled pT n*3 IDN3 (see above, p. 196,

note 3 ; A. D. 29, 3.

' The Arabic original of this nJpD, inspired by Maimonides, and aided by the

other Dayyanim, including Isaac b. Sason, is published by Friedlander, Mischr.,

LIII, 4698". The date is 1487 Sel. = 1176 c. E. About Maimonides' attitude

towards the Karaites, see also Gr., VI*, 287, 306.
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But it is incorrect to make the Hazzan exclusively the preacher

as distinct from the reader (as Kalkashandi does). The chief

function of the Hazzan was to intone the prayers. Thus, for

example, Revah Hakkohen of Babylon, when making his

pilgrimage to Jerusalem, passes Damascus and Tyre and is invited

to recite the prayers in both places (above, p. 161). Likewise

the Hazzan Solomon (Sabik), who was reputed to have been
under the ban, arrived at the synagogue of the Palestinians in

Fustat in order to act as Reader (above, p. 108). But in many
cases no doubt the Hazzan was a scholar and also an author of

liturgical compositions which he would recite during the service

on Sabbaths and Festivals. Such learned Readers were, for

example, Aaron nnoon b. Ephraim, Shelah nnoDn, Revah
Hakkohen of Babylon, Moses b. Levi, X. b. Sadok(A. B. ao, H, 5 ;

A.C. 17, 3; A. D. 21; 35, 1). A Reader would be complimented

as D'^rnn nr: (so HiUel Hazzan in a letter to him, Oxford MS.
Heb. d. 76, fol. 63), D'jrnn nxa (A. D. ^9, 3).

So far two scholarly readers were styled Rosh Happerek,

viz. Nehemiah, the brother of Sahlan b. Abraham (p. 97), and

Perahya b. Mumal (A. B. 71, 11. 4-5, where reference is made to

his liturgical compositions which he recited in a powerful voice).

The former, like his son Joshiah and his brother Sahlan, was

apparently also an author of piyyutim.^ Now this title Rosh

Happerek (pnsn wS) recalls the so-called archipherekitai in the

time of Justinian (see Gr. v*, 19, 412-13), who were the public

exegetes of the Bible, using the Agadic method in their discourses.

The son and namesake of the executed Babylonian Exilarch,

Mar Zutra, settled in Palestine at the beginning of the sixth

century and became Resh Pirka.^ Briill {Jahrbiicher, V, 95), in

dealing with Justinian's laws of 553, thinks that all the archi-

pherekitai lived in Tiberias. But for this there is really no

cogent proof. It is more likely that several communities in

Palestine and elsewhere had such Agadists (smaxT pan) who

preached to the people on the Sabbath as well as on other

1 See Bodl. 2842, H, 1 3, q 7 : acrostic 'Nehemiah b. Abraham'. Probably

Bodl. 2842, F, 21, 22, 24, 25, 28, 34 ; H a 38, 34 . 1 2, 4-7 ; q8 and 2710, i are also

by him. Bodl. 2842, H a 27 has the acrostic ptn «01D DmaK 13 H^Cnj. What

is the meaning of KBIO ?

' See above, p. 58, note i.
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occasions. When Justinian prohibited the deuterosis, recourse

was taken to piyyutim as its substitute in the service. Thus the

Hazzan (in Talmudic times the synagogue attendant and also

pupil teacher) took the place of the preacher by intoning the

liturgical compositions, which were saturated with Halakah and

Agada.^ Thus Yannai's compositions were known as ''W niJtn.

Besides the above-mentioned persons in the eleventh century,

there is no further clear evidence of readers and liturgical poets

who were called Rosh Happerek. It may be that the title was

revived by a Nasi or Gaon ^ in order to compliment therewith a

learned Hazzan who was also a preacher and a writer of piyyutim.

Perhaps the author of the Diwan^ who lived towards the end of

the tenth century somewhere in Syria, in styling his friend

Joshu'a the Reader as tJ'KT , referred to his title Rosh Happerek

(P- 23)-

Not fully a Hazzan but only a chorister was the IIWO,

probably required to intone the traditional melodies. A document

of 1 133 (Bodl. 3878'') states that the allowance for the wife and

son of Sedakah the chorister (iTiE'Dn) b. Semah was fixed in the

Palestinian synagogue of Fustat before Masliah Gaon. Of

a liwo in Hebron (in the fourteenth century) we read above

(p. 248). Other communal officials were the teachers (D11ID70),

the scribes (nnsiD), and also the 'constable' ("lOIC, see A. A. 16,

I, 3 ; A. C. 8; A. D. 3; 24; Bodl. 2878*3 : Ibrahim IBID^N ''DnijN).

Now as regards the scribe, it is not always certain whether the

person referred to was a professional scribe of documents issued

by the Bet-Din (and of books, scrolls, Tephillin, and Mezuzot),

or a government secretary (Katib). Only once we find the latter

expressly called nia^Dn laiD (A. D. 35, 3 ; cp. also A. A. i, 1. 31).

The ' constable ' ("IDW) was perhaps in charge of the market

where Kosher meat was sold. Finally, reference should be made

to the communal official called the ' Interpreter '. Bodl. 2806**

contains an Arabic letter relating to a commercial transaction

wherein is mentioned Sedakah Hakkohen b. David DJinoPN,

' See Eppenstein, Mtschr., 1908, 467-72.

^ Both Sherira and Samuel b. Hofni refer in their responsa to dignitaries in their

academies who went by this name (^plS 'tyxi, ffipiSPl ''B'NT, see Eppenstein,

/. c. 457), but their functions are obscure. Perhaps the above-mentioned people in

Egypt were granted their titles by the Babylonian Academy.
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who ' has to interpret the passage of the Pentateuch (fiD) upon
which an oath is taken '. As Arabic was the vernacular of the

Egyptian Jews,' a number of people were unable to understand

Hebrew without translation. Probably this ' Interpreter ' was
attached to the Bet-Din, and among others his duty was to

explain in Arabic the meaning of the Hebrew and Arabic
formulae recurring in the legal documents issued by the court.^

(9) A few remarks are due here on the position held in the

community, by a Nasi, i.e. a descendant of David (see above,

pp. 171 ff., 351-3, 354). In Babylon the Exilarch was from

times of yore the recognized political head of Jewry. In the

twelfth century the Exilarchate, after it had lost its authority for

some time, was re-established with full powers. This we learn

from the description of Benjamin of Tudela as to the influence

wielded by the Bagdad Exilarch Daniel b. Hasdai {Itinerary,

ed. Adler, 39-41). Political representatives were also the Nesiim

of Mosul, the two cousins David and Samuel, whom Petahya

found there during his travels. Every Jew had to pay a poll-tax,

half of which went to the ruler and the other half to the Nesiim.

To enforce their ruling, they disposed of a prison to confine

therein the evildoers. In a dispute between Jew and Muslim,

the latter, if guilty, would also be locked up {Itinerary, ed.

Benisch, 8, 10). Benjamin of Tudela relates also of two Nesiim

in Yemen, the brothers Shalmon and Hanan, who seem to have

been actual rulers over the local Jewry {Itinerary, ed. Adler,

46-7). On the other hand, in Egypt the recognized political

head of the Jews was the Nagid, and the Nasi's authority was

more of a moral character by reason of his descent from David.

1 In questions addressed to Sherira and Hai from Kairowan we read of

complaints that in most cases the signatories of documents were unable to read

them and understand their purport. Of course they could read the Hebrew script,

but the language was unfamiliar to them. See Gaonic Responsa, ed. Harkavy,

no. 231 : nDE' snpoi' ^VT" N^ 1^^)13 iim pjoni iDB'n i'v pDinnn an xm
iT'^n ^''^V ^y Dp''D^1 ; No. 238 : 'DJ? HU PDnnl nilDB' -m> ''D3 ^N

nncDB'n nm ma navDij n^N 'kd n^ji^v ^y Dpniji n^ip'oi' 'jjt xh j'nsn

in^ jrnDB'D pan nWiya- Cp. also Bodl. 2878I"
: a letter from Paltiel to his

father Joseph tCjnnn. He is mentioned in a document, dated lyyar, 1457 Sel.

(1146 c.E.) at Fustat (T.-S. 13 J a""'). ^ \ryrm flDV NjaT 31pV^ UK T^'i'N

^r niv3 i33jn iCiT tux NJm p naaan.
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A Nasi would honour his friends by bestowing upon them titles

such as rm-'mr\ hT\, niNiE'jn nnn, niN''B'jn mDn, niN''B'3n in'',

nit<''E'3n ntJ, niN''t:'3n th\ya, rm^mr\ ity, niN''B'3n iivv.^

(10) The last section deals with the academy and those con-

nected with it. It is beyond the scope of this treatise to discuss

the inner organization of the Babylonian Gaonate (see especially

Eppenstein, Mtschr., 1908, 338 iif., and Pozn., Hakkedem, II,

Hebrew part, 91-6). The Palestinian Geonim also presided over

a college of seventy ordained scholars, called the Sanhedrin after

the ancient example, A student that was ordained in the school

received the title of ni'inj p'T^'^^D^ linn , or shortened "lann . The
first seven scholars of the academy were numbered, viz. Gaon,

Ab-Bet-Din, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh {^^b^n

miinn, or shortened it^vcn, and so on).^ We have come across

no dignitary named ' the Eighth ' or after any later number.^

Probably the seventy members of the Sanhedrin (or mnn) sat in

the school in seven rows of ten each, as was the case in Babylon,

and the above dignitaries were the heads of their corresponding

rows. Accordingly the Gaon, besides being Rosh Yeshiba, was

also head of the first row, while the Ab represented the second

one, and so on. In the Babylonian academies there were seven

Rashe Kallot, each of whom was appointed over one row. But

the whole title of Rosh Kallah was unknown in the Palestinian

school, since only Babylon had bi-annual meetings during the

so-called Kallah months, Elul and Adar (see Ber. 57*, and

Nathan's Report in Neub. II, 87-8). Probably at a full meeting

of the school in Jerusalem (or Ramlah), the first row was occupied

by the Ab and the other dignitaries, in all six in number. Who
completed the number of ten is obscure. In Babylon we know

1 See above, pp. 97, 194, 225, note i, end, 252 ; A. C. 17, i ; 23, note 4 ; A. D.

29, 3. Or. 5542, fol. 33, contains a letter to Yefet b. Sason wherein are mentioned

rn B: rh'2 ^ir\ niN^C^n nti bbn NJII and the Exilarch. Addressed (verso) to

Abu'l 'AH Hasan b. Surur b. 'Ali, evidently the Arabic names of Yefet b. Sason.
' The first four officials are mentioned very frequently. As regards the ' Fifth ',

cp. Bodl. 2877': 165'^Dnn N?*ty; the 'Sixth' is mentioned several times (above,

pp. 108, 149, 191, 234, note i); J.Q. R., XIX, 730, no. 26: Abu Sa'ad the

' Sixth
' ; the ' Seventh ' we find above, p. 183 (cp. p. 193, note i) : Solomon b.

Hayyim '•JliHE'n ; cp. also A. C. 26, 1. 43 ; Bodl. 3878" : Solomon Hallevi b. Moses

iVSB'n ; Nathan the ' Seventh ' (infra, p. 278, note 6).

' See als6 infra, p. 277, note i.
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that the first row was occupied by the seven Rashe Kallot and
three Haberim. The functions of the latter are not clear. Perhaps
they formed the Bet-Din attached to the school, and hence one
of them was the Ab-Bet-Din (or N13T xj''n). But as regards

Palestine no definite information is as yet available on this point.

It may also be that the seven dignitaries of the academy had no
connexion with the same number of rows of the school, in spite

of the Babylonian parallel. It is known that the Gaon of

Palestine claimed as his prerogative the fixing of the calendar

{nw iU''y, see especially above, p. 50 ff.). Elijah Hakkohen, reports

the Megillat Ebyatar, convened a meeting at Haifa in the year of

his death (1083 c. E.), and there 'sanctified the year', re-affirm-

ing at the same time the succession of his son Ebyatar as Gaon.

Now the fixing of the calendar (n:t5' "i13''3;) was determined upon

in Talmudic times by seven scholars summoned by the Nasi (see

Sanh. 10^ bottom, ii'' top). The suggestion may therefore be

ventured that the first seven members of the Sanhedrin of the

school in Palestine were those that fixed the Calendar.^

Be that as it may, the Gaon, Ab, and Third usually determined

the policy of the school on various occasions. Thus, for example,

the Fustat congregation of the Palestinians demand that the

letter, proving the annulment of the ban imposed upon the Hazzan

Solomon (Sabik), should be signed by these three officials (above,

p. 109 ; see also Bacher, J. Q. R., XV, 83). When the Ab was

away in Egypt for several years, Solomon b. Yehuda is constantly

aided by the ' Third ' in managing the affairs of the school (see

pp. 127 f., 129, 133). Ginzberg {Geonica, I, 12, note) suggests

parallels in the triad of the Tannaitic Sanhedrin, Nasi, Ab-Bet-

Dln, and Hakam (D3n), as compared with Gaon, Ab, and Resh

Kallah in Babylon and Gaon, Ab, and 'Third' of the Palestinian

school. But on the one hand the latter had seven dignitaries

' In Yer. Sanh., i8°, top, it is decided that Haberim may participate in the

sanctification of the new month, but not in declaring a leap-year (D*"l''3n{i' niDX NHH

v.m'a NinD nrj?Dty'j %r\v^ ~\\i^'h DMiij mo onnn \^'\r\r\ B'lT'pi' pDMa

. . . NDV Ninni nn3''y ^ p l^^aXI 'lai J"n3). in Xalmudic times the

Haberim were the disciples not yet ordained (see above, p. 54, note 2). But in

our period the Haber was a scholar with a diploma from the academy. Moreover,

the first seven members were the foremost savants of the school, and corresponded

to the seven elders (Q'Jpt) in the time of R. Gamliel.

22<0 S
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numbered in succession, while on the other hand the existence

in the Babylonian academy of a chief Resh Kallah as distinct

from the seven Rashe Kallot, mentioned before, is very problematic

(see ibid., p. 8, note, and Pozn., J. Q.R., N. S., Ill, 403).

A glowing description of the Palestine academy we read in

the Targum on Canticles 7^ (see Marx, jf. Q. R., N. S., I, 66).

The head of the school is surrounded by seventy scholars who

study the Torah and are maintained by ' tithes ' and donations.^

The Ab-Bet-Din administers justice and wields coercive powers.

The ' scribes ' (T'^SD) are full of wisdom, whereby they calculate

the calendar. ' They declare leap-years and fix the new moons

at the gate of the house of the great Sanhedrin.' These ' scribes

'

(different from the seventy scholars, J''D^3n, mentioned before)

may be identical with the dignitaries, known as ' Third ', &c.,

who together with the Gaon and the Ab fixed the year's

calendar, as suggested above. The Nasi is mentioned last

(min^ nuij (n3N =) n3 nn 3-11). Another proof that there lived in

Palestine descendants of David whose activities were different

from those of the Gaon. Only once were the Nesiut and the

Gaonate combined in one person, viz. in Daniel b. 'Azarya.

Another important description of the Palestinian Gaonate is to

be found in the remarkable poems, published by Schechter under

the title ' The Oldest Collection of Bible Difficulties, by a Jew

'

(y. Q. R., XIII, 345 ff.). Bacher (ibid., XV, 83) and Porges (ibid.,

XX, 197) have already dealt with this point. But the whole

attitude taken up by the author has not yet been fully understood.

From a sceptic (according to Schechter), who hurled his literary

shafts into the camps of both Rabbinites and Karaites, he has

become (according to Porges) a partisan of the priestly brothers

Joseph and Elijah in their struggle with Daniel b. 'Azarya

about the succession to the Gaonate. But, needless to say, this

conflict did not involve the problem of Bible exegesis. When it

is stated in the Megillat Ehyatar that Daniel received the help

of J?^sn na in Jerusalem, the Karaites are meant who took an

active share in the communal life (see above, p. 178). These

1 The 'tithes' need not be taken hterally. Above (p. 172) we have read how
the bogus Nasi Shem-Tob opened up for himself a source of revenue by imposing
' tithes ', i. e. fixed contributions, similar to the D^tyDin ' fifths ', levied by the

Babylonian schools (/. Q. R., XIX, 105, cp. p. 401 ; N. S., VIII, 347, 1. 3).
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sectaries evidently resided in a special quarter which was identified

with the Biblical fi^sn ^^'i (Josh. 18. 28). Munk {Notice sur
Abou'l Walid, 14, note 3, end) has pointed out that Yefet b. 'Ali

read ''Dn''n eipsn y^X, taking these three words as one name for

that part of Jerusalem belonging to the tribe of Benjamin.
Yefet also quotes a couplet from an elegy by the poet Meborak
b. Nathan yii: ?i^Nn yi?v3 \-\2\> ityx jJT'in'' p nnar nap ^10 nanxi/

and he further states that in his time this tomb was shown in the
' quarter of the Orientals ' (hirat al-Musharikat). As the earliest

Karaite settlers in the Holy City hailed almost exclusively from

Babylon and Persia, it is natural that the district wherein they

settled was named the 'quarter of the Orientals'. It was
identified with the Biblical f\bt<n y^iv. This suggested to the

Rabbinites to dub this sect as y^vn na 'the sect of calamity'

and, by way of a pun, nyi'ivn ns '^the lame sect' (also ny^ivn,

without na).

Now the Karaites, who styled themselves NHpO ''bv2, claimed

a monopoly of a thorough knowledge of the Scriptures. Those

in the Holy City, in their antagonism against the adherents of

Tradition, would insinuate that the members of the school,

engrossed as they were in the study of the Talmudic literature,

were not their equals in the proper understanding of the Bible.

Our author, who left an Eastern country ^ for the West (nUO n3l3

ii'DCn, most likely Palestine) in order scientifically to study the

Sacred Writings, takes up the challenge on behalf of Rabbinism.

It almost seems as if he studied under Karaite teachers in the

Holy City who were renowned for their Biblical scholarship.

1 This couplet is also cited by Salman b. Yernham in his commentary to Lam. 2. 20

(see Pozn., Luncz's Jerusalem, X, 96).

2 /. Q.n., XIII, 365, 1. i6ff. : '^mab f\D2 'T'li • mw j'lsi d^^ni q'd' tiud

r\~\fifv mi»B' p nvj . . . rnun nnim mvD''i'OE'Di ^labab miBTi n'^^nb o'ni'Nn

• >'\p'' bo DNi ''3^? yij* bo nx 'naryi • nin rmo bin pxD • nuoD tins'

'i3i ntJ'm^ snpDn noan • niDi) B'OK'n xud naii TiaSni. The native

country of our author was then identified with the Biblical 72in (Gen. 10. 2). 'Now

it is mentioned together with ^SJ'D, which was regarded to be the same as the country

of Khurasan (see Sa'adya in his Pentateuch translation, ed. Derenbourg). Hence

bam must be a neighbouring district. See, however, Schechter, ibid. 352, note 5.

The Karaite Jacob b. Reuben (to Ezek. 38. 3, see Harkavy, Altjild. Denkmiiler, 280,

col. 2) identifies |32in with Slavonia (nX^a^p^* N\T bl\rf, n^'Jpnia lE^D).
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But their instruction did not help him satisfactorily to explain

the difficulties in which Scripture abounded.^ He therefore

became convinced of the futile claims of Karaism to found the

structure of Judaism on the Biblical text alone without the aid of

Tradition and Agadah. Question upon question of Biblical

difficulties are enumerated which the Karaites, in spite of their

vaunted knowledge, are unable to solve. And yet they assert

that none of the Rabbinites can meet them in argument. These

sectaries claim the Bible as their ' inheritance '?

1 See /. Q. R., I. c, 1. 21 ff. Schechter (p. 353) has already suggested this, but he

maintained that our author was a Rabbinite who joined afterwards the Karaites.

But in my opinion in his young days, on arrival at Jerusalem, he may have studied

the Bible under Karaite teachers. Afterwards, however, he emphatically repudiated

their teachings.

2 Ibid., p. 364, 1. 21 ff. : ('the holy one, (viz.) my Tnj; HB'npi' *n^5:p NWp

naK^vn (for ny^ivn na) ny^isn ^5^ • Tion nrhv 'sxai • congregation')

(i.e. iriDiN ''Dan bv Tixan \hm • (i.e. in Jerusalem) ''n'ovb npsinon

npna p i^'n^O • Tirani' n»iyi 2''^D DSN IDN^ • Rabbinites). (A promi-

nent Tannaite, R. Yohanan b. Berokah, is mentioned as the representative of

Rabbinism. Of course this is done for the sake ofthe poetic scheme, about which see

Porges, I.e., XIV, lag.) 13 ' rh^'bsi HDan 13KS0 (referring to nyi?1Vn) "IPKn

plJ 'Oann "IlOy 'O fNI (as- their name KnpD *^W implies) n^H) XnpDH )2h

t?npDai . . . njsyioi Tirhn ninh bv onpity : nmipn pnsn mnn • rb)i]i

riJIiai' Onyi USD'' NP. (They do not pay proper attention to the study of

Scripture ; for the meaning of fSD, cp. Jastrow. ) nti'nn 0^73 13 ('silent', owing to

ignorance). Several other allusions to the Karaites are to be found in these

homes. Ibid., p. 358, 1. gff. : *Ni'D3 15)1^1 MW ' ;nn3n bv D^ INaV X3V

. . .
(i.e. no two commentators agree) n33 -ffilX Hn n33 nDIX nt * [naC

TOD ''B'''na» onani n^jjn : nns idisi pvtNi i^t^a:! icpu cowo') •'pna

:nvSsn bv.o^W isdw • nyan ibik' naia m^iixn ijjpn . . . ata nai ^y

• h-'ba b^p (r. TiSJKJE') Ti-iKN ':rxa . . . nyb na-i nyinyn na^jo xivin^

D-i^'B''' nsji W1D -lai nni' xi' • c^jia ba Nipon sn: nDsJ'. on p. 362,

1. J, '^JX 13D l!'''t<in D5? ''^'''aK'D is probably another direct challenge to the

Karaite scholars who styled themselves Dv'iaB'D. See further, p. 367, 1. 3 ff.

:

1'' b« nati' nsa'' a>biD njji' yty-i runi . . . isyiD '•nn^ ncB-x imoN
ninb "iDN''i • "ivaa na la^mn « 'ti'np !?!?... nytyin dnt njni . . . nyin

(a clear reference to the Karaites nVT ^X njJnD 1^5S'' BB'fa 13 ' 1V3B' psa nU H^

•'i'i'nD • nnai niN:a pnS ^Jy IXiSl'' nan who originally hailed from Babylon)
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Our author also describes the academy of Jerusalem. At its

head is the Gaon, whose decrees go forth to ' all Israel scattered

in the four corners ' (of the earth). There are ' seven Haberim,

who understand the ancient things (i. e. the laws of Tradition),

to teach in Israel ' the Torah of Moses. Adopting the image of

the Menorah (in Zech. ch. 4), he pictures the Gaon and his two

chief assistants, the Ab on his right, and the ' Third ' on his left.

The ' elders ' of the congregation (of the Rabbinites in Jerusalem)

wield the power of excommunicating those who disobey their

ruling.^

Patrons of the school, wherever their residence may have been,

were given various titles, usually at the great public meeting on

Mount Olivet on Hoshana Rabba. If the person honoured was

a scholar, the Palestinian Gaon would make him a Haber. In

Babylon the corresponding honorary degree would be Alluf

(= Resh Kallah). The title Haber was ampHfied into nann

munn n^iyon (shortened into ni'iynn nnnn or miann nijiven),

onann nin, onann nri, nnann nxs, onann b'ni. An aspirant to

nmi nJXia IJJIDD *J13 '^ '•nyiD- (Here, again, those sectaries are meant who

impart to the festivals a mournful aspect, keeping them as days of mourning for the

destruction of the Temple, as the Karaite ritual clearly shows.) Against these

sectaries our author took up the issue on behalf of Rabbinism. Ibid., 1. i6 if. :

^v "vvih ' nnn iD^xm anna •'s n^^ • onioi' iwij •<b ]n: ^^'n n\ni'x nr

on -lE'N (supply nnann) ^I'^nrb) • nnyis (supply on ib'n) tti nnija

oma.
1 Ibid., 364, last line «f. : ^53 !>}« • (i. e. heretics) D''vi' mV Dna V:lp DXT

apv iiN3
* Qixinj D^vN ixv^ vnimi vnnw • cs^sa ni:a ya-isa n^-x i'N-itj'i

lijiatJ'D nnann nyaty • D''pipn nnx pN bv d'-j'v nyae* ]•!? • nt5>Nnn jas?

^KiB'ia njsi'^ ' n1p^N^ ^^2 a'^aawo « ^yy rha nvac • D^p^nv onain

ant mi30 HT'SS (it seems that they made pastoral tours) ' D^ni D^QSCD

ya ^^K"! (i.e. 7 Haberim) nn2 nV2& H'l^JJI C'-e- the Gaon) nb ilB'KT bv'\

li'NDB'D 'iB^^^OTi iiwn po'iD plva~aN Nin . . . n^NOti'Di n3iD''D nnvn

^xnB'U nnJoi'Dn rbib^n pisn mian ^a^DJ naiPiyi D^yn nwa-i • ni'nn^

(i.e. the traditional Torah, as Ezra did, Neh. 8. 8) nK'-llSD miH. The phrase

'

7 shepherds and 8 dignitaries ' is modelled after Mic. 5. 4. We know only of

seven Haberim, of whom the first three were the Gaon, Ab, and Third. 1JS

bi • D^Ji^Di ca-iD b " ^npD ^nani> • D'jptn nu ^nan (r. ps) tn ixni
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this title was styled mnn^ inivo.^ The Babylonian title r\y^ fjli'N

(once there occurs the title niniK" TIE' ^ili'N, i.e. of Sura and

Pumbedita (Bagdad), p. 167) was apparently amplified into

niJian eil^x (thus Meborak Nagid, and two other persons Ephraim

and Solomon, above, p. 310 and A. A. 16, 1, %).

Other titles bestowed upon benefactors and well-wishers of the

academies, whether of Palestine, Babylon, Damascus, and Egypt,

are the following

:

'^

r^i''^'>r\ niriN, the beloved of the

school.

^ n3*E'''n Tna, the chosen one, &c.

" ni'iE'in i^na , the great one, &c.

= na'-E'-n hT\, the banner, &c.

" r\1''V^r\ man, the desire, &c.

' ^a''B'^•^ dsn, the scholar, &c.

^ niacin nn», the friend, &c.

' n3''B'»n TiD\ the foundation, &c.

" naiB'in mi>'a, the joy, &c.

'^ na'iB'in IOKJ, the faithful one, &c.

'^ vSl^^^T\ ItJ, the crown, &c.

" r\ii^'ir\ ni'UD, the choice, &c.

" n3''B»''n pD, the adjutant, &c.

'°
n2''tJ'''n 11D, the counsel, &c.

I Above, pp. 210, 225, note i, end : A. B. si ; 35 ; 34 ; A. C. 9 ; 13, 4 ;
A. D. i

;

29, 3-

'^ A. D. 16; 21
; 35, 2. Cp. also the book-list in ZfHB., XII, 123, 1. 4 (cp.

note2), Abu'l Fadhail DinS^N = ra''EJ»n aiHN.
3 A.B. 20, 11,4; A. D. 4,2; 17, 3"; Bodl. 28761I; cp. also J.Q.R., N. S.,

VII, 478, note 22.

> So Nahrai b. Nissim, p. ao6. Also Sherira styles thus Shemarya b. Elhanan

(J.Q.R., VI, 223, 1. 15). T.-S. laJiB's contains a letter, dated Marheshvan,

1459 Sel. = 1 147, to Halfon Hallevi n333n ItTn b. Joseph n3Tin ^13-

5 A. D 29, 3 : y. g. /?., XIV, 451, note 6.

6 Above, p. 196 ; A. D. i ; 29, 3. Also Abraham n2''B'''n mttn b. Nathan the

' Seventh' (see Margol., Catal, III, 559, HI ; Bodl. 28782s).

' Above, p. 2og.

8 A. B. 69 ; A. C. 16, 2 ; A. D. 3, ^, where Joseph al-Rumi TilVN = IH*

n3''6yin.

« Above, p. 194; A.C. 17, i; 26"; 28,3; A. D. 6 ; 20,7. See also above,

p. 238, note I.

i» Probably = DiaiB'tJ'n ^X, see above, pp. 144, 183 ; A.B. 5 ; 15 ; 20, II, i ; 62 ;

A.D. 4, i; Bodl. 28788.

II Bodl. 2878".

12 So far only the grandfather of Samuel b. Hofni held this title (above, p. 262).

" A. B. 40 (UX ra>^ n^lJD) ; a. C. 24, 5, Saadyam, LV, 1. 17 ; J. Q. R., XIX,

732, no. 35. Perhaps the person Yehuda flpJO PK, to whom Yehuda Halevi

addressed a poem {Diimn, ed. Brody, I, no. 29), held the title of n3''!i'''n nblJD.

" See above, p. 97 ; A. C. 28, 3 ; A. D. 4, i. Also Joseph b. Berakya in

Kairowan (see Pozn., Babyl. Geon., 17, note 2).

ii* See note 9.
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' nn'-U'in rw, the strength, &c.

^ r\y<^-'r\ itj?, the help, &c.

^ ni''t5'^n nxs, the glory, &c.

'na'>ti'»n 'ISn, the favourite, &c.

^nn^E'in TIB' *ivn, the favourite of

both schools.

'^^l't^'^^ mxan, the pride of the

school.

A leading scholar was styled 3nn ; thus, e. g., Shemarya
b. Elhanan (A. A. 6, 1. 10

; 7, fol. ^i^\ 1. 11). A certain Jacob
b. Samuel b. Abraham (of Byzantine origin) adds 3nn to his own
signature as well as to those of his father and grandfather (A. B.

ao II, 5). This title was amplified into i'HJn ain, hvrw<1 ijnjn mn,
and especially pnnion ann, which became customary in Egypt
in the period of Maimonides.'' The Nagid Meborak, just as his

grandfather, and also Maimonides were styled ;33"iD sanis (above,

p. 323, note 3, and A. D. 4, i). Another flattering designation

of scholars and patrons of students (TiD^n) would be Dnioirin '^'V\,

Finally, the titles pai ^3 B'x-i and -non csn are to be mentioned.

The former was held in Kairowan by Hushiel and his son

Elhanan {J. Q.R., N. S., IX, 161). In Egypt so far four persons

are known who went by this name, viz. the two contemporaries

Abraham b. Nathan Ab and Isaac b. Samuel (al-Kinzi, the

Spaniard), the latter's son Yehoseph, and Jacob the father of

Joseph Rosh Hasseder (A. C. 17, i ; 26*; 38, 5; A. D. 39, i).

The first two persons were also designated Rosh Hasseder, which

title should not be identified with that of Resh Kallah and Alluf

(see ZfHB., X, 144, note i). It originates from the time when

Babylon had not yet a properly organized Yeshiba. Thus Rab
was called Resh Sidra {Seder 'Olam Zuta in Neub. II, 77)-

Samuel b. Hofni mentions (in a letter to Fez, J. Q. R., XVIII,

404, 1. 9) the Dmon ''B'NI of his school. But their function is

obscure. It is also unknown whether this honorific name as well

1 R.£.J.,LXVl, 66(1. 37), 70.

'' Above, p. 146.

3/.0.i?, N.S.,I, 48-9.

^ See above, pp. 149, 196, note 2.

6 A. D. 4, 6.

^ See above, p. 267, note 2.

7 A. B. 20 II, I ; A. C. 28, 3 ; A. D. 3, 3 ; 25, ^,4; 29, i
; 31 ; 32 ; /. Q.R.,

XIX, 728, no. XVII.

' A. B. 2, note ; A. C. 16, 2; A. D. 2 ; 24 ; 35, 2.
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as the title Rash be Rabbanan were granted both by the

Babylonian and the Palestinian schools or only by the Geonim

of 'Irak. However, in Damascus school the bearer of this title

was also called 'the preacher' (iB'Tin, above, p. 238, note i;

Samuel b. Hofni in his letter mentions the D^B'mDn ''tJ'Nn next to

' the heads of the Sedarim '). Indeed we found such a Rosh

Hasseder travelling about in Egypt on a preaching tour (p. loi f).

But the material at hand does not yet render it possible clearly

to define the functions of these ' heads of the Sedarim '. Elhanan

b. Shemarya styled himself ' Rosh Hasseder of all Israel

'

(i'NnK''' i'a^tJ'). Several other people in the country of the Nile

went by this title.
^

From the above remarks it is evident that the ages we are

dealing with here were not sparing in flattering eulogies of their

scholars and communal leaders. Public recognition of services

for the common weal is quite in place if practised with discretion.

But this multitude of titles with extravagant meanings probably
' led in many cases to vainglory. By too frequent use they

became commonplace and soon lost all real significance. How-

ever, in Arab society the same practice was in force. It was

the fashion of the time and Jewry followed in its train.

1 Yehuda Hakkohen, Sahlan b. Abraham, Abraham b. Nathan Ab, the Nagid

Meborak, Isaiah (A. D. ii, i), Joseph b. Jacob (A. D. 29, i). Cp. Bodl. 2834I*.

ADDENDUM
The new material as to the relations of R. Yehudai Gaon

(760 C. E.) with the scholars of the Holy Land (referred to above,

p. 57) is now published in R.^.J., vol. LXX, 1920, p. 113 fF.,

under the title Les Chapitres de Ben Bdbo'i et les relations de R.

Yehoudat Gaon avec la Palestine. The point dealt with above

(p. 43, note i) is fully discussed ibid., pp. 123 and 12,6. Finally

about the settlement of Babylonian Jews at Jerusalem early in

the Arabic period (above, p. 45, note o,, beginning) see ibid.,

pp. 134 and 126.






